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ABSTRACT

The Afterlives of Government Documents:
Information Labor, Archival Power, and the Visibility of U.S. Human Rights Violations
in the “War on Terror”

by
Rachel Daniell

Advisor: Dr. Victoria Sanford

This dissertation is about access to information.

It examines the different ways that access to U.S. government records related to the “War on
Terror” is generated through the intersection of law, bureaucratic policy and procedure norms,
and the everyday work of archivists and transparency advocates. I argue that, both through their
labor pushing for access to government records via complex records searches, Freedom of
Information Act requests, and legal action, and also through their labor layering those records
with new forms of metadata in public digital circulation platforms, these individuals, in the
context of their organizations, generate new forms of visibility of U.S. actions, including key
evidence of state violence. Through their actions they support our Right to Information and Right
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to Truth. Although the new forms of visibility they generate may not result in immediate
prosecution of “War on Terror” human rights violations by the U.S., such as torture and
indefinite detention, they do fundamentally alter the possibility of citizen knowledge about these
state actions, increasing the possibility of potential future accountability for individual
government officials, as well as state agency policy reforms, by facilitating earlier, easier, and
more complete access to key information. It is access to the truth that opens the possibility for
action.

My dissertation research is centered on two axes in this dynamic: one, the individuals engaged in
this work and their multiple, complex actions that result in new forms of access; and, two, the
new information structures these persons are generating and the ways in which those new
structures then create a different landscape of access to government information for the rest of
us. Thus, this dissertation has a dual subject, the loosely networked community of people who
were my interlocutors and also the new digital archival forms that they are creating. Influenced
by interdisciplinary and intersecting fields of archival studies, the anthropology of violence,
memory studies, and human rights scholarship, I work with key concepts including: the afterlives
of documents; translucency; “the FOIA effect”; metadata as narrative, dimensional form, and
visibility; digital materiality and the materiality of redaction; document re-activation and recomposition; the presence of absence; and information/archival labor; engaging with these
concepts as they relate to questions of power, technology, temporality, and transparency.

The research centers on two projects: the ACLU’s Torture FOIA Database and the National
Security Archive’s Torture Archive, along with the people, organizations, legal frameworks, and
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practices shaping these projects. In addition, U.S. records-related law and policy, particularly the
evolution of the Freedom of Information Act and the National Archives and Records
Administration’s impact on the definition of government records and records retention, are key
in understanding access to U.S. government information. This dissertation highlights how the
information labor of the document collectors at the two nongovernmental organizations works to
“activate” not only individual documents but also government information access law and
policy. I argue that, through gathering and interacting with documents, these archives break
government records out of their original relationship to temporality, allowing them to move more
easily into alternate relations with other documents, organizations, and events—relations that can
make U.S. policy on torture and detention and incidents of abuse more visible and work toward
undoing obfuscation of violent state actions. The proliferation of digitized government document
copies through these projects highlights how reproducibility itself, as a digital-material property
of the document when activated through the act of multiplying copies on publicly accessible
platforms, can strengthen access to information. I also closely examine the metadata applied by
these archive projects and how these metadata allow us to interact with the original government
records in new ways, strengthening discoverability of the records and becoming a structure
though which the document is accessed and understood by others. Extending the document
access through metadata, echoing the documents, proliferating them across different contexts,
audiences, and geographical scopes, acts as reverberation and amplification of the evidence of
human rights violations—a kind of archival power. If the tendency of government records is to
lie dormant until the evidence of human rights abuses is less likely to be acted upon or less likely
to be incorporated into public understandings of government culpability, disruptions into that
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temporal pattern, such as the disruptions produced through these kinds of projects, are pivotal
interventions.

I approached this project as a researcher and a scholar. However, the subject matter of this
research is one with which I also have a relationship as a citizen and an activist—as one
interested in the potential of document access advocacy and information technology work to
contribute to visibility of human rights violations, understandings of accountability, and action.
How different technical and formal structures shape human interaction with information touches
on exactly this question. The database structure, the search engine, the metadata category, and
the keyword tag that attach to an archival government document become a part of our
comprehension of the items in the archive themselves and shape the conditions of possibility for
knowledge of the past. When such an archive consists of government documents that show
evidence of human rights violations by the state, the projects and technologies through which we
access and interpret those documents become a crucial site of the struggle for our understanding
of our history, as well as for what we will do with that knowledge now.
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CH.1.
Introduction:
Examining Government Document Afterlives

“I want to be absolutely clear with our people, and the world: The United States does not
torture. It’s against our laws, and it’s against our values.”—President George W. Bush,
Address on the Creation of Military Commissions to Try Suspected Terrorists, September
6, 2006.
“And what I'm telling you is […] torture has not occurred. And you can go back through
all the public record.”—Dana Perino, White House Press Briefing, April 23, 2008.
“The report released today examines the CIA’s secret overseas detention of at least 119
individuals and the use of coercive interrogation techniques, in some cases amounting to
torture.”—Senator Diane Feinstein, SSCI Study of the CIA’s R&I Program, remarks in
the Senate, Congressional Record, daily edition, vol. 160, no. 149 (December 9, 2014),
p.S6405
“We tortured some folks.”—President Barack Obama, White House Press Conference,
August 1, 2014

On October 7, 2003, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) began an effort to obtain
government records related to the abuse, rendition, and deaths of persons detained by the United
States in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 attacks. The two lead ACLU attorneys who

1

filed the request for records under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA),1 Jameel Jaffer and
Amrit Singh, reported later in the New York Times that they had developed the idea of seeking
access to large volumes of government documentation on detention and rendition after reading
about specific incidents of abuse in media accounts. Journalist reports quoting individual former
detainees about their experiences and (confidentially) U.S. officials who had witnessed abusive
treatment caused the two attorneys to wonder if these individual accounts pointed to widespread
human rights violations; they asked themselves: “Was there a broader pattern of abuse, and could
a Freedom of Information Act request uncover it?”2 The 2003 FOIA request, filed by the ACLU
along with the Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR), Physicians for Human Rights, Veterans
for Common Sense, and Veterans for Peace, was submitted simultaneously to five federal
agencies and their subdivisions: the Department of Defense (DOD), Department of Justice
(DOJ), Department of State (DOS), Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA).
They requested three categories of records: records related to rendition, records regarding
treatment of detainees—including allegations of abuse or torture—and records concerning
detainee deaths.3 In the text of their FOIA request, after quoting public discourse by officials
who had offered assurance that abuses had not taken place, the lawyers continued by asserting
why the documentation was needed for public scrutiny:

1

The history of the Freedom of Information Act, or FOIA, and the ways in which it acts as a mediator to access to
U.S. government information—both facilitating access and shaping the policies and procedures through which
access may be granted or denied—is discussed in detail in chapter 2.
2
“ACLU Lawyers Mine Documents for Truth,” New York Times, August 29, 2009 (available at:
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/30/world/30intel.html). They also noted that their efforts to get these documents:
“repeatedly fed off the work of investigative reporters who have identified cases of abuse, legal opinions and other
documents that the organization then pursued in court.” The FOIA request specifically cites news media from the
New York Times, Washington Post, CNN.com, and other in the description of records requested in order to
strengthen the claim that records documenting mistreatment must exist.
3
The full FOIA request is available on the ACLU’s website:
https://www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/field_document/nnACLUFOIArequest.pdf.

2

These assurances [by U.S. officials], while welcome, have failed to address the
numerous credible reports recounting the torture and rendition of Detainees. Nor
have they explained what measures, if any, the United States has taken to ensure
compliance with its legal obligations with respect to the use of torture and the
infliction of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. To determine
whether the United States is honoring its obligations under domestic and
international law, Requesters seek the release of agency records.
In addition to the stated goal of assessing whether the U.S. was complying with law, the
requestors also pointed to their desire to have released records contribute to public
understandings of government actions:
This Request aims at furthering public understanding of government conduct, and
specifically to help the public determine whether or not the government’s
commitment to domestic and international proscriptions against torture is honored
in practice.4
They were requesting government documents not only to potentially include them in future legal
proceedings by the ACLU et al., but also on behalf of the right of the public to access these
records and the right of the public to government information.
When only a single document (related to press communications) was released over the
subsequent months in response to this detailed request made to five different agencies,5 the corequestor organizations took legal action. In June 2004, the organizations filed a lawsuit, ACLU
et al. v. Department of Defense et al., in the Southern District of New York against the agencies
for failing to comply with their obligations under FOIA law. Over the course of multiple legal
actions and responses, this lawsuit would eventually lead to the release of thousands of
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See full FOIA request available on the ACLU’s website:
https://www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/field_document/nnACLUFOIArequest.pdf.
5
This was a set of media talking points used by the State Department. See NYCLU online article announcing the
lawsuit: https://www.nyclu.org/en/press-releases/us-illegally-withheld-records-abuses-abu-ghraib-and-elsewhereaclu-charges. Also see the ACLU’s full list of their lawsuits related to U.S. torture:
https://www.aclu.org/search/%20?f%5B0%5D=field_issues%3A138&f%5B1%5D=type%3Acase.
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government records and would be lauded in the press as a landmark lawsuit “among the most
successful in the history of public disclosure.”6
The court opinion in this case, given on September 15, 2004 by Judge Alvin Hellerstein,
speaks eloquently to the importance of public access to government documents. Hellerstein
points to the government’s obligations under FOIA and the particular importance of releasing
records that may facilitate the public’s ability to assess state actions:
Congress enacted FOIA to illuminate government activities. The law was
intended to provide a means of accountability, to allow Americans to know what
their government is doing.... It is the duty of the court to uphold FOIA by striking
a proper balance between plaintiffs' right to receive information on government
activity in a timely manner and the government’s contention that national security
concerns prevent timely disclosure or identification.... The information plaintiffs
have requested are matters of significant public interest. Yet, the glacial pace at
which defendant agencies have been responding to plaintiffs’ requests shows an
indifference to the commands of FOIA, and fails to afford accountability of
government that the act requires. [emphasis mine]
In Hellerstein’s court opinion, as in the plaintiffs’ original FOIA request language, the stance that
the public has the right to know about government national-security activities is a central
argument and is seen as a “command of FOIA” upon the government, as is the concept of
government accountability through transparency.
Legal steps to gain as complete access as possible to records related to abuse, rendition,
and detainee deaths continued over the course of several years.7 Eventually, the ACLU began to
receive releases of record sets in response to the lawsuit. Releases of documents came in batches,
and some agencies, particularly the CIA, released only small sets of documents, prompting
further legal actions over the decade by the ACLU and CCR, and advocacy actions by
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“ACLU Lawyers Mine Documents for Truth,” New York Times, August 29, 2009 (available at:
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/30/world/30intel.html).
7
A full list of case filings and legal responses are available via the ACLU website in PDF format:
https://www.aclu.org/files/assets/ACLUvDoD%20FOIA%20Docs.pdf.
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transparency organizations, such as the National Security Archive, pushing for greater access.
Releases stemming from the ACLU et al. lawsuits eventually reached over 6,700 documents
amounting to more than 130,000 pages. As the records became available, the legal team at the
ACLU began to utilize them in multiple ways, making limited subsets of them available to the
public online8; but the legal team also wanted to bring the full 130,000+ pages into greater public
availability.9 The National Security Archive, a nongovernmental, nonprofit organization
specializing in gaining access to and developing collections of government records, also
envisioned a future collection where the maximum amount of government documents related to
these contested actions and policies of detention, rendition, and abuse would be made available
to the public. Documentation relating to detainee mistreatment and contested interrogation
policies was becoming more available through the ongoing releases of information based on
multiple lawsuits, as well as documents leaked to the press.10 The question for government
transparency advocacy organizations became how to better facilitate public access to these
thousands of records. Two organizations, the ACLU and the National Security Archive, each
launched online, searchable, digital document repository projects of these documents—these
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For example, in 2007, Jaffer and Singh published a book, Administration of Torture, which included reproductions
of several hundred documents, and the ACLU launched a blog series by Larry Siems, The Torture Report, that
highlighted stories from specific documents in depth, providing context, interpretation and analysis. These
9
As explained to me by Alex Abdo in an interview on March 8, 2016.
10
Between the initial request and the eventual releases, information continued to emerge in the public sphere that
pointed to further abuse of detainees and human rights violations by the U.S., with further reports by the media and
through the leaking of photos of prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib to CBS News in April 2004; portions of reports
prepared for the U.S. government by the International Committee of the Red Cross evaluating detainee treatment
were also leaked to media in 2004.10 The ACLU and the same nongovernmental organizations filed a new FOIA
request in May 2004 specifically seeking further photographic records and referencing the leaked images from Abu
Ghraib; this request also led to a lawsuit filing against the DOD and a court case taking over a decade. In the case of
the second lawsuit, court orders to release photographs were partially fulfilled in 2015 and further releases made in
2017.
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projects would ultimately thrust these previously inaccessible government records into broadly
available public circulation.11
The stories of those two digital document repositories, the ACLU’s Torture FOIA
Database12 and the National Security Archive’s Torture Archive13 are at the heart of this
dissertation.14 Through the chapters that follow, I aim to show the interactions of government
document access law and policy with nongovernmental organizations’ efforts to increase access
to government information. The nongovernmental organizations’ actions work with and through
the conceptual acknowledgment of the public’s need for documentation of and access to
government information that is embedded in U.S. law and policy—the “commands of FOIA”—
to further open up these translucent forms of information access into greater degrees of
transparency. This opening happens through political and public advocacy and also through
projects that directly re-collect and re-circulate government records. The two case studies of such
projects described here are particularly crucial because they increase public access to documents
that show evidence of state-sponsored torture—cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment—as
well as the fluctuations in state policy around authorization of such treatment. Pushing this
documentation further into the public sphere involved tremendous information labor on the part
of the staff of these nongovernmental organizations, working in conjunction with government
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These projects are described in more detail in chapters 4, 5, and 6.
AKA “The Torture Database”—in interviews, interviewees consistently called it The Torture FOIA Database but
the system’s website header image displays The Torture Database. I have followed interviewees in the naming
convention here.
13
As well as the multiple Digital National Security Archive collections that cover documents from this era and these
issues. The different relevant collections are described in chapter four.
14
Note that in the case of the National Security Archive, I also focus on their other collections related to this time
period and these federal agencies, as developing collections of government records in order to provide increased
access to information is the mission of their organization. For the ACLU, I focus on the Torture FOIA Database
collection only, as the scope of that project was unique for them (to date) in terms of its level of providing document
metadata. Though it is not their organizational mission focus, the ACLU is now beginning to put other document
releases, not related to the torture/detention FOIAs, on their website as searchable collections as well.
12
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record access law and policy as defined and managed in the United States. The results of their
efforts—thousands of documents now assured of preservation in official federal records
management regimes and, though with varying levels of redaction, immediately and easily
accessible to the public through nongovernmental online document database systems—mean
there now exists a more complete historical record of U.S. state violence.

The Social (After)Lives of the Records of Torture, Detention, and Rendition

The work that people do to categorize and structure information changes information’s social
role, accessibility, and circulation. The “social life” (Appadurai 1981; Feldman 2008; Strassler
2008; Hull 2008) of government documents is generated through the interaction of people with
those documents—the interaction between the material presence of government records and the
archivist and advocacy workers who access, collect, organize, categorize, and index them,
creating a new kind of “document afterlife”—that is, a role for the documents that is different
than that for which they were originally created and utilized, and a role that may take on entirely
different trajectories and circulations than their original social roles. Document collection
projects thus rematerialize documents via indexing, summarizing, tagging, and coding systems,
and by facilitating different forms of document access to the public.15
The research described below examines these processes through collections of documents
from a particular period in U.S. history, one for which questions of the scope and authorship of
possible state violence, of its potential prosecuteability and criminality, linger over the historical
record. In such cases, the evidence contained in government records is crucial to understanding
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For in-depth analysis of how archival projects “rematerialize” documents, see the work of archivist and
information theorist Eric Ketelaar, as referenced in the chapters below.
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acts committed, both authorized and unauthorized, as well as potential lines of accountability. I
also examine collections of government documents from the George W. Bush administration-era
activities in the U.S. “War on Terror,” where documents provide clues to the path toward
authorization of violent interrogation practices, investigations into deaths and conditions of
imprisonment, and official discourse rationalizing a treatment of persons considered to be torture
by any measure of human rights standards.16 The collections I outline below are housed in two
different types of archives or repositories,17 those run by government institutions and those run
by nongovernmental organizations. I examine these repositories and their practices to better
understand how government document afterlives function and the ways in which independent
document collections can potentially contribute to knowledge that is produced and circulated
regarding evidence of human rights violations by states. The work of gaining access to, making
public, and re-presenting and re-circulating information on U.S. government activity is
particularly important in the context of the “War on Terror” because of the significant efforts on
the part of government actors to restrict access, close it off for long periods of time, and execute
forms of erasure.
U.S. government actions under the Bush administration of 2001–2009 engendered
enormous public controversy.18 The allegations of torture practices by the CIA, Department of
16

For further documentation of the evaluation of these activities according to human rights standards regarding
torture, see the ICRC report submitted to the US government after their site visits to detention facilities and the
internal government assessments post-2002, such as the CIA Inspector General’s report of May 2004 and the memos
of the DOJ OLC revoking the 2002 Bybee memos.
17
Note that throughout the chapters I use a plain-language understanding of the term “archive,” not the
understanding of an archive utilized in professional archivist community standards (though NARA obviously meets
those standards). By “archive” I mean a collection of records organized explicitly, consciously given metadata, and
intended for circulation. I have tried to intersperse use of the term “archive” with those of “collection” and
“repository” throughout the text in order to make it clear I am using the term as one interchangeable for these other,
less formal terms.
18
Though obviously colloquial, it is interesting to note that Wikipedia has a defined category of “George W. Bush
administration controversies” which points to 138 Wikipedia pages, significantly more than any of the other
administrations with such pages (the next highest being the Obama administration, with 51 pages):
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Defense, and government contractors, the release of Department of Justice memos approving
(so-called) “enhanced interrogation techniques” and buttressing executive power,19 the debates
over the legality of indefinite detention and secret rendition, the public exposure of brutal
conditions of detention through photos leaked from Abu Ghraib prison and reports by journalists
on Guantánamo Bay, and the unresolved questions about the legality of the Iraq War,20 are all
issues that have contributed to major shifts in public perception, marked by George W. Bush
receiving some of the lowest job approval ratings ever recorded for a president and some of the
highest.21 The numerous public protests against actions and policies of this administration also
speak to public disapproval, including the February 2003 anti-war protests, which were some of
the biggest protests in U.S. and world history.22 Federal agency actions during G.W. Bush’s
tenure have led to multiple investigations into human rights violations at national and
transnational levels: from the series of resolutions, hearings, and precautionary measures over

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:George_W._Bush_administration_controversies (accessed December 10,
2017).
19
Department of Justice memos supporting the use of enhanced interrogation techniques by the state also fluctuated,
indicating the uncertainty within the institution itself in regards to the early legal interpretations: legal rationales for
authorizing violent state practices were subsequently modified and, later, removed entirely by the same institution
under different leadership. See the chronological list of Department of Justice Office of Legal Counsel memos in
Attachment D to the DOJ Office of Professional Responsibility report, July 29, 2009. Also see DOJ press release in
2009 noting the public release of several memos: “In connection with ongoing litigation, the Department of Justice
today released four previously undisclosed Office of Legal Counsel (‘OLC’) opinions – one that OLC issued to the
Central Intelligence Agency in August 2002 and three that OLC issued to the CIA in May 2005. [...] After reviewing
these opinions, OLC has decided to withdraw them: They no longer represent the views of the Office of Legal
Counsel.”—Department of Justice Releases Four Office of Legal Counsel Opinions, press release, Department of
Justice, Office of Public Affairs, Thursday, April 16, 2009.
20
For example, see the comments of then-UN Secretary General Kofi Annan stating the Iraq War was illegal from
the point of view of the UN charter as quoted in The Guardian:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/sep/16/iraq.iraq (retrieved September 1, 2018).
21
According to Gallup polls, G.W. Bush received the highest ever job approval rating in September 2001 at 90%,
but his lowest job approval rating was 25%, the third lowest on record, slightly over Nixon’s (24%) and Truman’s
(22%) since their polling methodology began. See: http://news.gallup.com/poll/116677/presidential-approvalratings-gallup-historical-statistics-trends.aspx (accessed December 3, 2017).
22
Protest participation estimated at 300,000 – 400,000 in New York alone, several hundred thousand more across
the U.S., and millions in cities around the world. See, for example, estimates reported in Time magazine on the 10year anniversary: http://world.time.com/2013/02/15/viewpoint-why-was-the-biggest-protest-in-world-historyignored/ (accessed December 3, 2017).
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more than a decade by the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights23 to lawsuits in Poland
taken to the European Court of Human Rights to recently proposed investigations at the
International Criminal Court24 to the domestic investigation by the U.S. Senate Select
Intelligence Committee into the CIA’s use of torture—with, to note just one of these examples,
the Senate Committee’s summary report, Senate Intelligence Committee Report on the CIA’s
Detention and Interrogation Program, documenting “rectal feeding,”25 sleep deprivation, use of
extreme temperatures and noise, insects, waterboarding, sexual humiliation, and other forms of
abuse, and concluding that these techniques were both brutal and ineffective.26 The U.S.
generally constructs itself as a law-abiding, democratic state that respects the concept of human
rights, and one that supports government transparency, yet the evidence of gross mistreatment of
prisoners and violations of international law from the G.W. Bush administration period,27 as well
as the efforts to suppress the release of information about those actions, work as a
counternarrative to this national imaginary.
In conceptualizing this research, I draw from anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot’s
(1995) model of four factors in the production of history, as well as theory from the archival
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The OAS IACHR (both through the Commission and the Court) has tried to address human rights abuses at
Guantánamo through several of its mechanisms, including over ten hearings, four precautionary measures, multiple
petitions and cases, and resolutions. See, the IACHR full list of resolutions, petitions, precautionary measures,
hearings, and press releases relating to U.S. practices at Guantánamo, available here:
http://www.oas.org/en/iachr/pdl/decisions/Guantanamo.asp, as well as their separate multimedia website focused on
condemning these practices: http://www.oas.org/en/iachr/multimedia/guantanamo/guantanamo.html.
24
The proposed ICC process is focused on activities in the war in Afghanistan, including CIA detention practices
related to the conflict.
25
Also referred to as “rectal rehydration,” rectal feeding involved inserting a tube into detainees’ anal passage and
forcing either Ensure nutrition drinks or the pureed contents of their lunch trays inside their rectum and colon. The
practice is controversial because, even in cases where given to offset lack of nutrition due to circumstances such as a
detainee’s hunger strike (which was not even always the case according to CIA documents), it is much less effective
at sustaining life than standard, widely practiced nutrient-application techniques such as use of an IV.
26
See also independent research investigations by human rights organizations, such as the Human Rights Watch
report “Getting Away with Torture,” available at: https://www.hrw.org/report/2011/07/12/getting-awaytorture/bush-administration-and-mistreatment-detainees.
27
This discourse can be seen, for example, in the public statements made by the G.W. Bush administration each year
of the early years of the administration on the International Day in Support of Victims of Torture.
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studies field on the meanings and impacts of work in archives. My interest is in the forms and
practices through which historical claims and contestations are made, working from the two
moments Trouillot (1995, p.26) describes as “the making of sources” (“fact creation”) and “the
making of archives” (“fact assembly”)—that is, the process of generating and organizing a set of
information that serves as evidence of a particular history and facilitates its transmission. I am
interested in the intersection of these concepts with analyses of scholars in archival studies who
have examined questions of what the practice of creating, organizing, describing, and
maintaining archives can produce in shaping access to and understandings of information. The
ways in which different collections of government documents structure their information—
through organizing collection sets, obtaining documents, assigning metadata, creating indexes,
and designing search tools—create a reciprocal relationship between the human activity of
information structuring and the resulting data systems that then shape how other persons access
that information. This information labor can be examined in light of Michel Foucault’s theories
of knowledge production and concept of genealogy as a way to map shifts in the “conditions of
possibility” of knowledge (1972, 1997). Documents have the ability to circulate information
through their material (or digital-material) and “objectified” forms and are leant authority by
their social roles as texts, particularly official government records housed in archival institutions.
As controversial state actions move into the early stages of “becoming history,” they are
made legible in different ways (Das and Poole 2004)—they are reworked into narratives,
organized into archives, incorporated into public history projects, and written as textbook
accounts, all of which contributes the production of knowledge (or lack of knowledge) about past
state violence. The production of knowledge has a direct bearing on possible accountability for
state violence. The archives of government records—incorporating reciprocal processes between
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persons and documents, individuals and institutions, paper and digitized data, persons and
information systems—contribute not only to understandings of history, but also the political
present and future.

Subject of the Research—Why Document Archives, Why the George W. Bush
Administration Period

In recent decades, scholars across the humanities and social sciences have taken up the archive as
an analytic object in new and provocative ways.28 They have investigated meanings embedded in
“the feel of the documents” and read them “along the grain” (Stoler 2009), analyzed the politics
and power behind archival practices (Ketelaar 2001), and exposed the implicit histories revealed
at the archive’s margins (Stoler 2009, Caswell 2014).29 This research has opened up new areas of
inquiry not only through the groundbreaking investigations of individual scholars, but also
because of the crucial intersection of ideas generated through different disciplines’ influences on
each other and their mutual constitution. This, for example, brings anthropologists such as Ann
Stoler (2009), Nicolas Dirks (2002), and Annalies Riles (2006) into conversation with scholars
from the fields of history, literature, memory studies, library science, and information studies, in
asking: What are the intellectual and political stakes involved in different approaches to archival
documentation? What kind of terrain do archives provide for investigating the crossroads of past,
present, and future, as well as for understanding power? How has the transdisciplinary work of

28

Note that I am using the term “archive” here in its more colloquial, broadly understood sense, rather than the strict
definition of the term used in professional archivists’ context. When “archive” is utilized throughout this writing, it
refers to intentionally organized collections of records. (Not, for example, climate-controlled preservation facilities.)
29
Also see Stoler’s (2009) call to attend to the ways in which documentation of state activity is produced, the role of
national interests in shaping information projects, and the view of facts as processes.
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anthropologists, historians, critical literary theorists, and library/information science scholars and
practitioners on archives led to new theoretical ground, and what might be the future of these
vital forms of inquiry?
Performance studies scholar Diana Taylor and memory studies scholar Marianne Hirsch
have commented on the unique opportunity that archives offer in both providing information and
a center around which to examine information production:
More than a repository of objects or texts, the archive is also the process of
selecting, ordering and preserving the past. It is simultaneously any accessible
collection that potentially yields data, and a site for critical reflection and
contestation of its social, political, and historical construction. (Taylor and Hirsch,
2012)
The questions around information’s sources and construction implied by Taylor and Hirsch take
on particular significance in the case of archives of government records. Access to government
records is a critical issue in struggles to understand the past actions of the state, including the
truth about possible human rights violations. Government records can reveal the processes
through which abuses were authorized and enacted and have the potential to be used in the
pursuit of accountability, justice, and public demands for change. Government records can show,
when there have been claims that abuse was not authorized, the details of what was known by
which officials at each moment in the histories of abuse, shedding light on when abuses were
directly ordered, when tolerated, and when there were failures in the responsibility to stop or
prevent abuses by the state.
The time period of U.S. government records addressed here is 2001–2009, when the
impact of the attacks of September 11th was both reacted to and used by government actors to
various ends. This period holds multiple examples of controversial state actions, as outlined in
brief above, and it is marked by significant efforts at information control and information
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suppression by the state.30 The G.W. Bush administration went to particular lengths to try to
restrict access to government information; they operated a network of secret detention centers;
they attempted to manage media coverage of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan through a policy
of allowing journalists significant access to military engagements only if “embedded” with the
military; they continued to block media from showing images of the coffins of dead U.S. military
personnel being returned from the Iraq War despite broad public criticism of that practice; they
attempted to block further release of photographs depicting conditions endured by detained
persons at Abu Ghraib after initial images were leaked;31 and they resisted releasing documents
under FOIA requests, with information about policy and practices related to interrogation and
rendition heavily redacted when released at all, among other information suppression practices.32
The G.W. Bush administration has also had a particularly fraught relationship to its own
future archive, with various actions taken by the administration to attempt to seize control of
access to records. In addition to the FOIA request denials referenced above on the part of federal
agencies, the executive branch, through Bush’s Executive Order 13223, sought to change
national law and policy structures to severely restrict access to White House records to a degree
not permitted since the reforms in the Presidential Records Act and Freedom of Information Act
of the 1970s. The G.W. Bush administration has been cited by both journalists and
archivist/historians as one of the most secretive in U.S. history.33 A New York Times article
written by historian Richard Reeves critiquing Executive Order 13223 put it this way:
With a stroke of the pen on Nov. 1, President Bush stabbed history in the back
and blocked Americans’ right to know how presidents (and vice presidents) have
30

Other examples include the destruction of videotape records of rendition site interrogations that will be discussed
later below, as well as monitoring information access by citizens by claiming the right to see their library records
and other information under the PATRIOT Act.
31
Note that the Obama administration also attempted to block further release of images from Abu Ghraib. The
ACLU and other advocacy organizations took them to court to force their release.
32
Redaction which I will review at further length in subsequent chapters.
33
See chapter two below.
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made decisions. Executive Order 13223 ended more than 30 years of increasing
openness in government. From now on, scholars, journalists and any other
citizens will have to show a demonstrated, specific “need to know” in requesting
documents from the Reagan, Clinton and two Bush presidencies — and all others
to come. And if someone asks to see records never made public during a
presidency but deposited in the National Archives by a former president, the
requester will now have to receive the permission of both the former president
and the current one.34
The historian ended with a pointed statement about the administration’s possible motives for
restricting White House record access related to U.S. actions in the War on Terror: “Perhaps
even more pertinent, they may not want to spend their retirements, 12 years after George W.
Bush leaves office, defending the wartime decisions they are making now.”35 This limited access
to presidential records was reversed, as Executive Order 13223 was overturned by the Obama
administration, yet its crafting by the G.W. Bush administration is emblematic of that
administration’s approach to government information secrecy and assertion of executive
authority.36
There is other evidence that the G.W. Bush administration was particularly interested in
restricting public access to its records. In a book published by the Society of American
Archivists (SAA) looking at archival ethics and questions of justice, Randall C. Jimerson (2009)
notes the secretiveness of the G.W. Bush administration era, when official government archivists
had to take a stand against the administration’s approach to document access, telling this story:
One example of an archivist asserting professional responsibility in the face of
powerful political resistance brought media attention to the role of archivists in
the federal government. Beginning in 2003, Vice President Dick Cheney claimed
his office did not have to comply with the presidential order that established
government-wide procedures to ensure federal agency compliance with
requirements for protecting classified information. In June and August 2006, J.
William Leonard, director of the Information Security Oversight Office within the
34

New York Times, November 16, 2001, “Writing History to Executive Order” by Richard Reeves.
New York Times, November 16, 2001, “Writing History to Executive Order” by Richard Reeves. The “12 years”
refers to Presidential Records Act timeframes impacting record access which are outlined in chapter two.
36
For more see McDermott 2008, p.197 and throughout introduction.
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National Archives, contested the vice president’s claim that his office was not an
executive branch agency subject to these regulations. When the vice president did
not respond to Leonard’s letters, he referred the matter to the attorney general,
who also failed to respond. However, the vice president’s office later proposed
revisions to the regulations that Congressman Henry Waxman, Chair of the House
Oversight Committee, said ‘could be construed as retaliation’ against Leonard’s
office and the National Archives. Cheney aide David Addington proposed
changes to the original executive order that would have effectively abolished
Leonard’s office, preventing further oversight of executive agencies’ handling of
classified documents. (p. 334-335)
Despite his resistance to the inclusion of his records and his efforts at greater secrecy, ultimately,
Cheney’s records have fallen into the jurisdiction of the NARA archives in the Presidential
Materials Division, though access to them is subject to FOIA and PRA regulations with the same
five-year and twelve-year restrictions to which all contemporary presidential records are
subject.37
The most egregious and well-known example of information loss regarding U.S. actions
in the War on Terror is the destruction of videotapes of interrogations of two persons held in a
foreign detention facility38 by the CIA, which was reported across major media headlines in
2009.39 The story and its specific implications for federal record legal frameworks has been
extensively outlined in an article by legal scholar Douglas Cox (2011), which details the record
of internal CIA back-and-forth about whether to destroy the tapes (such as these conversations
are known), as well as the correspondence between external agencies, such as NARA and the
DOJ, with the CIA regarding the question of the legality of the destruction of the tapes. In
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In 2019, the National Security Archive also released an Electronic Briefing Book making a subset of Cheney
records publicly available online through their website with accompanying analysis.
38
Abu Zubaydah, whose full name is Zayn al-Abidin Muhammed Hussein.
39
See, for example, reports in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, CNN, CBS, and NBC, among others. The
ACLU also provides a chronology of known documentation related to the videotapes’ destruction, available here:
https://www.aclu.org/sites/all/libraries/pdf.js/web/viewer.html?file=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.aclu.org%2Fsites%2Fd
efault%2Ffiles%2Ffield_document%2F20091124_Chronology_of_Videotapes.pdf.
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November 2005, the United States Central Intelligence Agency destroyed at least 92 videotapes
of interrogations of detainees in the U.S. War on Terror;40 some of these tapes featured the
application of “enhanced interrogation techniques,” including waterboarding that may not even
have conformed to the standards of waterboarding practice authorized in the DOJ Office of Legal
Counsel memos of August 2002. Significant to the issues bearing on research here, the CIA
stated that they felt destruction of these interrogation tapes was appropriate because the tapes
were “not a federal record”—they argued that activities shown on the videotapes had been
written up afterwards in notes so the original videotapes were “duplicates” and therefore valid
for disposal. They made the questionable claim that the written notes could be considered as an
equivalent record of activity in detention and interrogation practices toward these persons as the
documentation that would be found in a highly different medium, audiovisual recordings. Both
U.S. national archivists and nongovernmental organizations concerned about government
transparency and accountability made strong counterclaims to the CIA’s assertion that it had the
right to destroy these “nonrecords.”41 The ACLU responded by pointing out that the tapes should
not have been allowed to be destroyed because they were relevant to their pending FOIA
request-related lawsuits. The U.S. National Archives and Records Administration pointed out
that the tapes should never have been allowed to be destroyed because they did, in fact, fall
under the category of federal records according to national guidelines that define what
government information is subject to retention and archiving rules. The destruction of the tapes
led to an investigation by the DOJ, but ultimately not to charges against the CIA. One CIA
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92 tapes are documented in an indexed list but it is indicated from other accounts that there may have been more.
See Cox (2011); see also the ACLU’s summary list of documents:
www.aclu.org/cases/senate-torture-report-foia and
www.aclu.org/sites/all/libraries/pdf.js/web/viewer.html?file=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.aclu.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault
%2Ffiles%2Ffield_document%2F20091124_Chronology_of_Videotapes.pdf.
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representative has been quoted in the media as saying the fallout from destroying the tapes would
be less difficult than the fallout would have been had the tapes been retained and eventually
seen.42
This story—despite the fact that in this case documentation of state acts was not
effectively protected—illustrates the role that information categorization and government records
regimes play in the potential to preserve records of state violence. Clarity of expected procedures
and responsibilities might have either made destruction less likely (if indeed it was done because
of misunderstanding agency responsibilities under the Federal Records Act as the CIA would
claim) or could have led to more definitive negative consequences for those involved in
destroying the tapes as violating the responsibilities of their positions. Though it is not possible
to positively conclude whether the tapes were destroyed due to misunderstanding federal records
disposition law and policy or whether it was a willful act, Cox also utilizes the opportunity of
this important example of the loss of federal agency information to argue for potential reforms to
Federal Records Act law that could better ensure such destruction would not take place in the
future. I will return to this question of the instability of the definition of “records” versus
“nonrecords” in U.S. government information regimes in chapter two.
Though the G.W. Bush administration had an extreme approach to government secrecy,
its attempt to control access to government documents related to national security, foreign
policy, and military action is, of course, not unique to that administration. For example, concerns
by government transparency advocates over access to information also were present under
Barack Obama, despite that administration’s very different public discourse, with the selfdeclared goal of being “the most transparent administration in history.” Obama’s administration,
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As quoted in Cox (2011, p.140)
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although praised by many archivists and historians for some early actions such as the repeal of
Executive Order 13223, and having in its early years released less-redacted versions of some of
the most notorious torture memos from the G.W. Bush years, has nonetheless also been noted for
secrecy and withholding of information regarding drone strike programs and the resulting deaths
of both targeted persons and untargeted (but killed) civilians, as well as other projects. Multiple
news articles released at the end of Obama’s terms in office evaluated his administration as
falling far short of the “most transparent administration in history” goal.43 Still, the policies and
actions of the White House and federal agencies during the era of the G.W. Bush administration
provide a particularly important case to examine, demonstrating the fluctuating levels of
transparency of government records and the importance of strong transparency law to support the
probability of good documentation and access practices across political shifts, as well as the
importance of nongovernmental intervention of the type described in the chapters below to
maximize access to information.
Archival projects addressing documentation of the post-9/11 actions of the U.S.
government are not only important to counter this tendency to block access on the part of
government entities of this era; they are also particularly important because of the nature of the
state activities these documents help to reveal. The kinds of information that appear in these
government document collections from this era include investigations into prisoner abuse and
killings, records of legal proceedings initially held in secret, memos authorizing the use of
insects and waterboarding, records of investigations into threats of violence with drills and
handguns as well as threats to kill and rape family members, photographs of the everyday use of
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Multiple journalists evaluated the administration as not living up to its promises on transparency. See, for
example, the Washington Post article of July 24, 2014, “No, this isn’t the most transparent Administration ever. And
the next one will be even worse” and The Guardian’s “Obama’s transparent administration? We can see right
through that,” of January 22, 2017.
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gendered and sexualized objects in pursuit of reactions of humiliation, memos supporting
sovereign power of the executive, and also records that demonstrate the important interventions
of the actions of whistleblowers to protest both policies in theory and abuses in practice. Human
bodies, human beings, had to endure facial slaps, threats, religious humiliation, sexualized
garments and acts, exposure to extreme temperatures and extreme noise levels, rectal “feeding,”
and, moreover, the erasures of their rights under the law and erasures of the visibility/hear-ability
of their voices. Many of these actions were done with full official authorization; a few were
violations of stated regulations; all were violence done in the name of the United States.

Intersecting Networks of Literature

My interest in research on U.S. government information related to the War on Terror began with
an interest in the documents themselves and their potential to provide evidence of human rights
violations by the country in which I live, where I might engage with accountability efforts for
authorized and unauthorized acts of state violence. Access to original documents represented the
possibility of knowing what actions the government had taken under which official policy
directives and how those policy directives had been developed. I then became interested in
knowing through what persons and processes government records that touched on these actions
were being made publicly available. This interest, initially advocacy-based, led me to theoretical
questions about how knowledge, particularly knowledge about state violence, is produced and
circulated, as well as its connections to memory, forgetting, and understandings of history. These
questions in turn brought me to a wealth of literature from different lines of scholarship about
state violence, power, documents and evidence, archival semantics and archival labor,
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information processes, and memory. To these diverse lines of inquiry I seek to contribute the
stories from my research as particular case studies along with both the practical and theoretical
understandings I have drawn from them.
Central to my interest in archives is the question of meaning-making through human
interaction with records and data. Many information studies scholars separate the idea of data
from that of information by differentiating information as data that has undergone forms of
organization or intersection with human efforts;44 others view data as already embedded in
processes of human interaction and emphasize the mutual influence of data-information and
human processes and understandings (Pomerantz 2015).45 In all of these approaches, a common
thread is the recognition that information involves interaction of data with human beings and that
meaning is produced through structuring information. In the cases I look at below, the different
forms of interaction that take place between government documents and the persons creating and
maintaining these collections is key to understanding knowledge production and circulation in
the context of these U.S. human rights violations. Information access, searchability, and
discoverability are crucial and are situated at an intersection where the efforts of the archivist,
researchers, and indexers featured here has profound effects for the rest of the document-seeking
public concerned with War on Terror state actions. To better understand this intersection, I turn
to a broad constellation of literature dealing with archives, records, historical memory, and
human rights violations documentation.
Archivists and information studies scholars have written eloquently and provocatively on
what archives mean and do in the social world, theorizing the nature of “the archive” as well as
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Versus “raw” data, such as output produced by a machine process, e.g. temperature or humidity readings.
See also Bruno Latour’s actor-network theory for an interesting approach to the human-object, or, for this case,
human-document/human-record, relationship.
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analyzing work with, by, and through “the archives.”46 Archivists have generated a Critical
Archival Studies approach to examine the role archives play in the production of knowledge
(Caswell, Punzalan, and Sangwand 2017)47 and assessed the social circulation of “impossible
archival imaginaries” and their impacts (Gilliland and Caswell 2016). Practicing archivists have
also produced a wealth of scholarship on the outcomes and processes of archival labor (Naurati
1989; Rosenzweig 1991; Jensen 2006; Downey 2014; Caswell 2016) and recognized the key role
of archival labor in shaping information’s accessibility and different potential trajectories
(Caswell 2016).
The generative role of archival labor in the production and circulation of knowledge has
also been recognized and analyzed by anthropologists and social science scholars. Penelope
Papailias (2004), in her examination of different historiographic/archive-creation practices in
Greece and her analysis of the role of the “expert” in producing history versus the role of
“amateur” historians, has pointed to ways in which archival labor involves reframing records in
ways that are “always productive, not derivative” (Pappailias, p.20). Historian Kirsten Weld, in
Paper Cadavers (2014), in researching which she worked alongside archivists in processing
government records in participant-observation methodology, acknowledges the significant role
of archivist-activists in reworking archives of repression into archives of social memory of
government violence. Weld describes the “archival rescue effort”48 in working with the
documents of the Guatemalan ANPH (National Police archives from a period of state repression
noted for its use of violence, disappearance, and extrajudicial killing, as well as massacres and
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For a critical differentiation of archive-as-singular vs. archives-as-plural, see Caswell’s article “The Archive Is
Not an Archives: On Acknowledging the Intellectual Contributions of Archival Studies,” 2016.
47
See also the full articles in their special journal issue to which the essay is an introduction, Journal of Critical
Library and Information Studies, vol. 1, no. 2 (2017), “Critical Archival Studies.”
48
See also Weld’s presentation of the research at Duke University, available at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JY1chDvmsOI.
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genocidal violence against indigenous persons) after their discovery in 2005 as a way to work
with history towards possible futures (Weld 2014).
Similarly, that politics, practices, and information-management decisions that go into
shaping archives impact the history writing of the future has been noted by social science
scholars—that the past is in the future, shaped by archival presents. For example, through
analysis of archives and documents, scholars such as Arjun Appadurai (1981), Annelise Riles
(2006), Paul Eiss (2003), and Nicholas Dirks (1993) have examined the role of information and
documentation in producing understandings of the past. Ann Stoler (2002, 2009), a pivotal
anthropology scholar on archives whose analyses have influenced social science, archival and
information studies, and the humanities, has also contributed a foundational perspective on the
different ways that archives can be “read” to understand the past. She has noted the ways in
which the traces left by bureaucratic practice in the archival record can open insights into the
colonial governmentality of the 19th century Netherlands Indies and its anxieties, practices of
social shaping and ideation of claims to power.
Knowledge impacting memory and historiography is also produced through archival
practice in the moments of archive creation and document selection. Archivist Eric Ketelaar
(2001), for example, has noted a moment he terms “archivalization” when an item is determined
to be worthy of archiving versus “archivization” when it is entered into the archive and becomes
a record—both moments generate the archival experience for future users. He highlights the
function of archives for future users in terms of memory, seeing them as existing between the
archive and its audience: “the records are crossing the functional boundaries of the organization
and of the self, in order to provide collective memory” (p. 136).
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The ways in which archival records are categorized and described also has impact on the
production of knowledge. Through the process of examining hundreds of records in the ACLU’s
Torture FOIA Database and the National Security Archive’s Torture Archive and DNSA and
listening to my informants’ descriptions of the challenges in writing document summaries and
indexing, I began to think of document metadata and archival description as a form of narrative. I
began to understand the descriptive text, keywords, and tags that are assembled around the
documents as forming an essential part of their existence in the archive system. This perspective
arose for me through grounded theory—coming out of the fieldwork of talking to the creators of
this document metadata and reviewing several hundred documents. I then discovered the
scholarship of practicing archivists in relation to record description and found an important core
literature on metadata as narrative. This literature arose as part of a larger movement in the
information studies field that examined and theorized the role of the archivist in the archivecreation and meaning-making process. Though strains of a reflexive and critical approach to
information categorization stretch back at least as far as the 1960s in the work of librarian
activists demanding revised classification systems, such as Sanford Berman (1989), archivists
specifically, i.e. those information specialists dealing with collections of records and/or objects
rather than printed books, deeply engaged with these questions beginning in the 1990s, where
postmodernism’s examination of positionality and its impact.49 I seek to engage with the set of
literature in Information Studies that addresses the idea of metadata as narrative and examines
the production and functions of metadata in archives.
For example, in “Tacit Narratives,” Ketelaar (2001) writes of the archive’s semantic
possibilities. He sees records as “activated” through use by both, giving examples such as
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See also Drabinski (2012) on radical cataloging.
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archival records that have made it more possible to demand reparations based on past state
violence in the Holocaust, and notes that activation generates a kind of narrative, that “at every
stage of the record’s trajectory some ‘archiver,’ while activating the record, tells a story” (p.140).
The semantic production of archival metadata is explored by archivists and archive theorists
Wendy Duff and Verne Harris (2002) in their critical engagement with information standards in
what they term “the what and the why of archival description” (p. 263). They ask pivotal
questions about the role of language use by archivists in generating meaning: “Is the archivist a
storyteller? How do the contingencies of language and narrative shape the work of archival
description? Is archival description simply a form of narration?” (p. 265). My analysis of
metadata in chapter 6 is in dialogue with this tradition.
My writing here also seeks to build on the subset of historical memory literature that
foregrounds the role of narrative, technological, and evidentiary practices in generating
understandings of history, particularly around violence enacted by the state. Anthropologists
have recognized the importance of material culture in “making” memory (Handler and Gable
1997; Abercrombie 1998; Stoler 2009) and documents as material resources of the historical
imagination (Strassler 2008).
The documents in the collections considered here also contain silences, indirectly through
the processes of collection, organization, and description, as well as directly through overt
government record redaction, withholding/withdrawal, and refusal. Examining silence and
absences is bound up with examining how things are made present. In memory studies, the
question of how a “presence of absence” is generated or rendered visible has been taken up by
numerous scholars and the phrase itself has become a way of expressing a theme that is central in
the discipline: how does one (whether community or individual) “see” an absence? What
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practices and/or forms can render absence visible? And, in the cases reviewed here, how might
archival structures and practices help to make absences in government information more visible?
The presence of absence has been examined by scholars in multiple contexts: through
built environments such as memorials and architecture; language and discourse analysis; and
museum-based and public art projects; among others.50 It has been particularly central in
scholarship examining violence, for example concerning the presence of absence of those
murdered in genocidal projects, such as Nazi Germany, and the presence of absence of persons
disappeared in acts of state terror, such as 20th Century dictatorships in Argentina and Chile. The
phrase “the presence of absence” is a way of expressing the challenge of manifesting things or
persons that are inaccessible, have been removed, or have been exterminated. This can refer
literally to how disappeared or murdered persons could be manifested through constructing a
material presence (as in memorialization architecture), how missing information in redacted
government documents might be “read,” or how voices absent from traditional written history
might be evoked through community oral histories or other forms. I am interested in the concept
of the presence of absence in relation to censored, withdrawn, classified, inaccessible, and/or
missing government documents.
In the thematic chapters below, that is chapters five, six, and seven, I take up these
questions of what is produced by the archiving process to look at them in relation to specific
encounters from research in the field and encounters from research with texts and data structures
produced by the interlocutors involved in these projects.
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Siluetazos utilized in protest art and protest politics in the Southern Cone are one example of manifesting the
presence of absence through constructed material forms. Siluetazos are outline/shadow images of disappeared
persons that were used by artists and social movement activists in Argentina to protest disappearances of persons by
the military junta government of 1975-1983. The life-sized images literally stand in for the missing physical
presence of persons disappeared by the regime. For more background on the use of these forms to re-present the
absent/disappeared, see, for example, Vincent Druliolle’s (2009) article “Silhouettes of the Disappeared: Memory,
Justice and Human Rights in Post-Authoritarian Argentina.”
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Methods / Sites / Subjects

The research for this dissertation was grounded in seeking better understanding of the everyday
practices of U.S. government document collection and organization, as well as close reading of
the presentation and access tools developed for the document collections. Rather than a
geographically bounded field site, examining how these collections of government records have
been generated required approaching the field as a network of persons and organizations in a
community of interest that intersects in both physical and digital realms of record circulation. It
involved traveling to multiple archive sites and conducting participant observation and
interviews, as well as familiarizing myself with the organizations’ self-presentation in digital and
print materials and examining their online document collection structures in depth. I chose to
approach archives/repositories “as organisms,”51 that is, contoured by their institutional rules and
interacting with each document’s originating government agency (as well as sometimes
interacting with each other) in the field of archival practice. At the same time, I strove to attend
to the actions of individuals (decisions made by indexers, researchers, archivists, IT personnel,
and front desk workers) in creating and shaping the production of and access to these document
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As discussed by historian Timothy Naftali during his March 11, 2014 presentation at NYU regarding writing
presidential histories, available here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThQWL_PWwtY. The concept of “archives as
organisms” was proposed by Naftali as strategic approach for describing research in and work with presidential/US
government archives. Since Naftali also ran a U.S. presidential archive and library for a period of time, (Nixon’s,
and his oversight included the controversial re-opening of the Watergate exhibition where the exhibition design was
reconfigured to provide critique of the administration’s actions), and has researched in multiple archives as a
historian, his “archives as organisms” concept seems well-founded and I see it as a very useful model for thinking
through the operations of archives. Also see Naftali’s April 25, 2013 article in Slate magazine on the need for an
exhibit on torture at the George W. Bush presidential library in order to accurately represent that presidency for
public history, “Will the Bush Library Address Torture?: Americans should be outraged if it doesn’t,” available
here: slate.com/news-and-politics/2013/04/george-w-bush-presidential-library-dedication-presidential-librariesshould-be-sources-of-accurate-information-not-shrines-to-former-presidents.html.
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archives, as well as their own understanding of their work. Alongside this, I conducted
observation of the documents themselves in their institutional context,52 and digitalanthropological examination of their digital materiality,53 with their metadata, index codes,
document summaries, search terms, and finding aids. I gathered information on the technical
aspects of each organization’s digital document collection system—the software and hardware
structures that facilitate information management and user interface designs to offer their content
to others. Through this I looked at the afterlife of document files as the documents were
incorporated into and circulated through different repositories.
I conducted the research for this dissertation using mixed methods across multiple sites,
both physical and virtual, in a combination of participant observation, ethnography, media
observation, and discourse analysis. The nature of the archive collections at the heart of this
research is such that multiple forms of interaction with the archival materials (both physical and
digital) and the persons and institutions that brought them into existence gives important insights
into their evolution. For those archives with physical research sites, I visited them and conducted
research in their document files multiple times over a four-year period. At each visit I also
discussed research and archiving processes with the archivists, technicians and other staff.
Through participant observation and multiple informal interviews, I gathered information from
more than thirty persons involved in creating, maintaining, and/or serving public inquiries
regarding these projects. In addition, I conducted in-depth, formal interviews with twelve
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On the significance of the materiality of records and the ways in which their uses and circulation can be powerful
allies in political contestations, see Mathew Hull’s work on the mobilization of lists and documents in the
expropriation process in Islamabad (2008) and Ilana Feldman’s on the power of files, systems of filing, and
managing file accessibility in the context of Gaza (2008).
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Digital materiality and the recognition of the material properties and transformations of digital forms has been a
growing area of scholarship since the mid-2000s, crossing multiple disciplines, such as art, architecture, science
studies, digital humanities, and anthropology. See, for example, Matthew Kirschenbaum’s pivotal work on digital
forensics (2008), Jussi Parikka’s on media archaeology (2015), and Wolfgang Ernst’s on digital materiality,
memory, and the archive (2012).
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persons intimately involved in creating the collections and/or indexing the collections and/or
developing the technological construction of the nongovernmental archive projects. Also core to
my research methods was the analysis of the tangible products of the work of these individuals—
the analysis of material and digital archive formations (for example, metadata structure
categories, PDF searchability, and language utilized in record descriptions).
The government-run archives I examined were the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) collections, specifically the George W. Bush Presidential Library,
which I visited over multiple years in order to observe the expansion of their document
collection over time. This archive launched in January 2014, five years after the end of the
president’s term as per the regulations of the Presidential Records Act, when White House
records began to become available to the public. I tracked the addition of new records into their
collections over the course of the research period. In early visits records were limited to those
released through regular accessioning, but, after the first year, record sets began to be released by
the archivists after declassification and review based on Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for
record requests made by the public. For non-White House records at other NARA locations, very
few records (beyond records such as press photos generated as public information at the time)
enter the official archives before the twenty- or thirty-year mark for federal agency records, and
legislative and judicial records (per an array of institutional rules covered in further detail below)
are not subject to FOIA with only specific record types (e.g., the Congressional Quarterly) or
special donations entering the official archives. Thus, the official government archives
documenting the time of the George W. Bush administration are currently in many ways a weak
representation of that period’s greatest controversies.
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I visited other NARA sites multiple times as well to better understand the U.S. National
Archives’ holdings and approach to record collections, including the legislative archives in
Washington, DC in the National Archives Building, as well as NARA’s main research location
for more contemporary executive branch materials in College Park, Maryland. These sites held
only a limited number of records from the time period of interest for my research, 2001-2009,
but participant observation at these locations helped give me an understanding of how the staff
archivists and archive technicians interacted with researchers and described NARA’s goals and
collections, as well as NARA’s overall public presentation as an institution. I also visited two
other presidential libraries whose public museums address controversial state activities or
controversial wars, those of former presidents Lyndon B. Johnson and Richard Nixon.
NARA as an institution plays a central role in the preservation of government documents
in the U.S. and in providing sources for generating understandings of U.S. history. NARA’s
website and print materials describe its institutional role in American life in this way: “The
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) is the nation’s record keeper.”54 In the
official presentation of its role and responsibilities for presidential libraries and museums on its
website, NARA emphasizes the relevancy of presidential museums (as well as presidential
library document archives) in facilitating public understandings of history, and also emphasizes
these museums’ nonpartisanship, stating: “Presidential Libraries are archives and museums,
bringing together the documents and artifacts of a President and his administration and
presenting them to the public for study and discussion without regard for political considerations
or affiliations. Presidential Libraries and Museums, like their holdings, belong to the American
people.”55 This positioning of NARA’s role suggests that NARA does have input in the content
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As in discourse on the NARA website About page: https://www.archives.gov/about.
NARA website text: https://www.archives.gov/presidential-libraries/about
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of historical representation at these official sites of memory of presidential libraries and
museums and that they are, at least in their original intentions, purported to be apolitical spaces.56
I discuss NARA’s discourse and practices further in chapter three.
With the nongovernmental archives, my research involved participant observation at
multiple independent archive sites, observation of the digital self-presentation of the archives and
collections, and also in-depth interviews with researchers, archivists, indexers and technicians
who make these collections happen. The two nongovernmental archive projects that have
become the basis of my analysis are the National Security Archive collections and the ACLU
Torture FOIA Database.57 The National Security Archive is a not-for-profit organization in
Washington, DC, that receives no government funding and strives to build comprehensive
collections for the use of historians, journalists, and citizens from what they self-describe as a
point of view that is not directly engaged in political advocacy (except advocacy around
government transparency and access to records). Their collections of government records span
many decades; several overlap with the time period and topics of interest to my research:
Terrorism and U.S. Policy, 1968–2002; The U.S. Intelligence Community after 9/11; Presidential
Directives on National Security, Part II: From Harry Truman to George W. Bush; their
collections on war in Afghanistan; and, most directly, their fully publicly accessible online
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As I document elsewhere in this dissertation, this official discourse of NARA in regard to its role in these spaces
differs greatly from quotes from NARA staff members. I attribute this not only to the reality of navigating the
political tensions inherent in the funding and administrative architectures set up to create and run these sites, but also
to the unfortunate muddying and mixing of language in public statements from NARA that might pertain to the
library and archive aspects of these institutions versus the museum and public history aspects. As can be seen in
various evaluative processes and critiques around these two roles, and in the very different model the library/archive
and museum/public history site coming out of the Obama administration, the best practices for serving the stated
mission of NARA in relation to these remains in debate.
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It is important to note that some professional archivists might not consider the ACLU project to qualify as an
archive in the full sense of the term as it managed by non-archivists, but for the purposes of the research of this
dissertation project I am approaching the definition of archives in the broader sense of an organized collection of
records. See also the helpful clarification of terms regarding “archives” vs. “Archives” by the Society of American
Archivists on their website: www2.archivists.org/about-archives.
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record collection of over 16,000 documents related to this era and subject, The Torture Archive.
The ACLU Torture FOIA Database, by contrast, is a collection originally developed through
FOIA requests (and later lawsuits against agencies based on violation of FOIA) made by the
ACLU with the intention of direct political advocacy efforts and potential legal actions against
the G.W. Bush administration. Both collections make digital versions of the government records
they have collected available to the public on an ongoing basis—the National Security Archive’s
through both an open access website of collection subsets and a library subscription service for
full collections, and the ACLU’s through a project website with custom-programmed search
tools.
I conducted additional research with other non-governmental, independent archive
projects addressing U.S. government transparency in the post-9/11 context, for example, the
Tamiment Library (particularly in their collection of interviews with Guantánamo detainee
lawyers) and human rights archives at Columbia University, as well as the online databases of
leaked records (i.e., The Intercept’s recently developed online repository of a subset of
documents released by Snowden; Wikileaks’ set of searchable online collections).58 I also
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The research of my dissertation is not focused on archives of leaked documents, as my interest is an examination
of the activation of the right to information implied under the Freedom of Information Act, that is, government
information released via official channels. However, the archival projects active now in relation to U.S. government
documents leaked through various means and made available online are also important sources of government
information. The Wikileaks website gathers millions of leaked government documents from multiple sources and
makes them available publicly for searching and downloading; some collections feature special search tools and
others are simply lists of document hyperlinks organized under categories. Collections relevant to the Bush
administration include “Detainee Policies,” “Gitmo Files,” and “Iraq War Logs” and “Afghan War Logs.” Useful
metadata is provided at both the broad collection level for each of these sets and at the record level, tagged to
individual documents. Full-text searching of all of the records is also made available across the different leak sets. In
contrast, the documents released by Edward Snowden are a more focused set from the NSA surveillance projects
given only to specific journalists under controlled conditions of use that are intended to reflect ethical journalistic
practice. Several different metadata and searchable repository projects have stemmed from the documents Snowden
made available to journalists. The Canadian Journalists for Free Expression and several Canadian university
academic department partners have created an online archive of approximately 400 documents out of the tens of
thousands he released; their collection is based on those documents that journalists have already made public in
news articles, but they have added document metadata and created a searchable digital interface. They describe their
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observed multiple artists’ projects where government documents from the 2001-2009 time period
were a significant source material and/or where issues of U.S. government secrecy and
information access were central to the work.59

purpose as providing: “access to these important documents,” with “indexes, document descriptions, links to original
documents and to related news stories, a glossary and comprehensive search features... all designed to enable a
better understanding of state surveillance programs within the wider context of surveillance by the U.S. National
Security Agency (NSA) along with its partners in the Five Eyes countries–U.K., Canada, Australia and New
Zealand.” Their metadata work allows the documents to be searched not only via full-text keyword but also added
subjects and keywords, the creating government agency, the classification codes, and even the documents’
distribution codes (e.g., “NOFORN”—no foreign nationals). They also document another level of the circulation of
these leaked documents, as their metadata includes not only entries based on original document data but also entries
they have made to track the publication and journalist and date of publication of the documents in public media
outlets. This project demonstrates intersections and collaborations between journalists and academics regarding
government document access. The Intercept, a journalist organization which has done a number of interesting
investigations into U.S. state violence, also works with the Snowden document sets and launched a project in May
2016 reviewing and adding metadata to documents leaked by Snowden in order to serve them online in a searchable
archive. They, as journalists in dialog with Snowden, have access to the full set of unrestricted documents and their
new project has the described goal of getting more of these documents out into the public, but under a responsible
review-and-release process that might protect sensitive information. Here journalistic ethics becomes the standard
by which documents are reviewed and released, rather than government declassification review processes. Their
current focus is on reviewing and making available the SIDtoday newsletters, internal NSA media circulated for
NSA staff. They release these with document summaries, context and analysis on their website. Leaking has greatly
impacted public access to information about activities related to the War on Terror and needs to be taken into
consideration when reflecting on the power of government document re-circulation. Three leaks of documents to
journalists related to treatment of persons in detention in particular had a tremendous impact: the photos from Abu
Ghraib showing disturbing treatment of persons detained at that facility which were given simultaneously to CBS
News and Seymour Hersh in April 2004; the excerpts from the ICRC confidential report published in The Wall
Street Journal in May 2004; and the DOJ OLC memo “ Standards of Conduct for Interrogation Under 18 U.S.C.
2340-2340A” on the use of enhanced interrogation techniques of August 1, 2002 published in the Washington Post
in June 2004.. These leaks are significant both for the public reaction and because knowing their existence helped
journalists and nonprofit advocacy groups craft additional FOIA requests using very precise language to try to
pressure for document releases around these events.
59
Artist Jenny Holzer’s famous work with redacted documents—her “Redaction Paintings” series, stemmed from
her research on documents gathered by the National Security Archive. For this series, she takes individual
documents from the Torture Archive collection, silkscreens them onto colored panels and re-presents them to public
view, at a large-scale format, facilitating greater visibility for documents where the public can directly read reports
on the use of torture and detainees’ experiences of suffering, as well as see some instances of internal government
workers’ advocating for investigations or changes in policy on the use of techniques; instances of redaction run
through these documents as well, evidencing the government hand in control over information. Her work with these
documents has also included other, related projects, including projecting documents on side of buildings near the
physical archive in Washington, DC, and her more abstract form painting series based on the documents, “Dust.”
Another art project that has used redacted government documents to question access to official information and
government activities is by journalist and artist Laura Poitras. Her installation work “Disposition Matrix” forces the
viewer into a physical relationship with redacted document snippets (from U.S. records of the War on Terror) where
they must bend and twist to attempt to view text pieces, never quite able to see all of the text in the display. In
another work, she requested her own FBI file and then mounted documents from her official file near a video she
had recorded in Iraq while conducting interviews with Iraqi families when an incident occurred nearby while her
camera was rolling; in an audio statement with these exhibition elements she describes how she has come to the
conclusion that it was after shooting this video she became subject to U.S. government watch lists, as since that time
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I attended events in the community of interest of my interlocutors, events addressing
government information access advocacy and archivist practice. I went through training in how
to make FOIA requests, attended Washington, DC National Freedom of Information Day and
“Sunshine Week” events each March regarding government transparency, and went to advocacy
events for the passage of the 2016 FOIA amendment reform bill. I observed the annual awards
ceremony by the federal Office of Government Information Services honoring the staff who
conduct FOIA document request review and classification/redaction from different government
agencies, during which values were expressed on what constitutes a high-quality FOIA review
(the process that determines whether a document is made accessible to the public and/or the
levels of redaction and withholding implemented).60 I attended local NYC events for archivists,
such as multiple New York City Archives Week events, social justice archive public exhibits and
archival scholarship book release parties, archivist training workshops, and professional
conferences and critical archival studies conferences, such as the “Radical Archives” conference
at NYU and Archivists Round Table of Metropolitan New York’s symposium on
“Uncomfortable Archives.” To gain further perspective on government information access
concerns, I informally interviewed information access professionals who work with collections
related to, but not the subject of, my research, such as an archivist applying metadata to leaked

has been detained and questioned every time she crossed a U.S. border—a conclusion borne out by her FBI file. A
fascinating project that takes up the question of absences and gaps in public information about government actions
in the post-9/11 context, while simultaneously creating an archive of another order, is the “Index of the
Disappeared” project by Miriam Ghani and Chitra Ganesh. Their project seeks to create an archive of the multiple
“disappeared” entities of this context, including “detentions, deportations, renditions, redactions.” It is both a
physical archive of documents collected by the artists/social theorists related to these disappearances and gets
reconfigured in various ways in art installation form as a “platform for public dialog.” The Index project’s archive
is housed in Brooklyn and can be viewed by appointment; but the project circulates more publicly through its sitespecific installation, often presented as a “parasitic library” (library within a library) in public spaces at academic
institutions and public libraries. There have also been several interesting projects to heighten visibility of sites of
rendition, such as Trevor Paglen’s maps of rendition locations and photographer Edmund Clark’s photographs of
former sites of detention.
60
See the Glossary for definitions of document redaction and withholding.
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documents from Edward Snowden at The Intercept and the government information access
specialist who teaches future librarians in the Master of Science in Library and Information
Science (MSLIS) program at Pratt Institute. I also attended advocacy events by the ACLU, the
Center for Constitutional Rights, and Witness Against Torture related to raising visibility of U.S.
government human rights abuses from this time period.
Throughout these different research activities, the centrality of the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) as legislation regulating—granting, limiting, and controlling—
expectations and activities around the accessibility of U.S. government information to the public
surfaced repeatedly in formal and informal conversations. The generative nature of information
labor was also at the heart of many of these discussions, observations, and experiences.
Interlocutors were working with objects/digital objects that were the legacy of earlier persons’
work (government documents), through the sociopolitical structures of law, policy, and social
understandings (FOIA, PRA, Federal Records Act, procedural guidelines),61 to generate new,
multidimensional digital objects (archival records) and release those into different forms of
circulation.

About the Chapters

In the chapters that follow, I engage with the themes raised in this introduction through the
stories and analyses coming out of my experiences with people, places, and digital and physical
projects described above. The structure can be thought of as a series of paired chapters:
introduction with conclusion; the chapter introducing the governmental archives with that

61

Each of these legal frameworks is described in chapter two.
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introducing the nongovernmental archives; the two chapters analyzing what is generated through
the nongovernmental archive projects in depth; and an early and a late chapter examining aspects
of information visibility that impact access more broadly (i.e., FOIA law and redaction). Thus,
the first half, where I introduce the people, organizations, laws, and policies that shape the world
of government document access described here, is more descriptive, as I pull out the different
threads forming these frameworks; the second half is more analytical and reflective, where I
consider the impacts of this archival work.
In chapter two I provide an overview of the information management regimes that are the
undercurrents shaping these document collections. These regimes concern both the bureaucratic
and legal frameworks through which the concept of what constitutes a government “record” are
understood as well as the legal frameworks opening up and closing off access to those records. In
this chapter I touch on the question of how U.S. government records become treated as
“records,” and I provide a brief history of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and
Presidential Records Act (PRA).
In chapters three and four I begin by introducing the document collections and collectors.
These chapters take the reader through my experiences looking for records related to the War on
Terror in multiple holdings of the National Archives, including the George W. Bush Presidential
Library, and at nongovernmental document repository projects. Ultimately, what emerged from
the research is the value of independent, nongovernmental archives and their effects on
government record access, increased information circulation and availability, and I reached that
conclusion through interactions with both governmental and nongovernmental record collections
in both physical and digital locations. I walk the reader through the trajectory of my interactions
at multiple physical and digital sites: government-managed record collections of the National
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Archives and Records Administration (NARA) in Washington, DC, College Park, Maryland, and
the George W. Bush Presidential Library and Museum in Dallas, Texas, and nongovernment
record collections of the National Security Archive and the ACLU. I include the contexts of
these collections in terms of their relationship to concepts of national identity and organizational
mission/purpose. Related to experiences during fieldwork, I touch on the themes of access to
records and the embodied security processes that arose repeatedly and contributed to my
conclusions about the importance of digital circulation of government document copies, in terms
of increased public access to government records, i.e., the importance of online “sites” as well as
physical sites for government document collections.
In chapter five, “Temporality, Access, and Circulation,” I juxtapose excerpts of scholarly
analysis of archives with information from informants and source documentation from the two
nongovernmental collection projects in my study to begin to think through specific elements in
the life of an archive—its relationship to time and its impacts on access and circulation. I discuss
the development of archive collections through the stories interlocutors told me about these
processes and consider how those processes impact government document access. I also discuss
in detail the ways in which the U.S. Freedom of Information Act and other law and policy related
to government documents shape what information it is actually possible to collect. The chapter
concludes with a reflection on how these government document collections take on their own
existence through this archival process conducted by persons/institutions and how their archival
existence continues to change over time. Ultimately, I argue that what is produced through the
interaction of government records, FOIA/government document access laws, and the actions of
these non-governmental record collection projects is a form of translucency—a translucency
brought closer to the ideal of transparency through the actions of record collectors.
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In chapter six, “Metadata as Narrative, Metadata as Dimensional Form, Metadata as
Visibility,” I then move to a detailed examination of metadata in the context of these archives—
how it is produced and what it produces. The structuring, defining, and generating of metadata is
the event through which the existing record and the archivist/researcher/indexer meet.
Particularly significant for government records, metadata effectively adds an additional
dimension of information to the documents that facilitates forms of access, interpretation, and
use. I draw on interviews with the archivists/indexers to talk about metadata as an archival
action—telling stories of how metadata was generated in the two primary archival projects of my
research. Metadata categories that can aid in the visibility of violence/human rights violations
(for example, the ACLU project’s categorization of “interrogation methods mentioned” such as
“use of phobias” and “threats to family”) are discussed, along with ways that metadata can
facilitate connecting patterns in government actions over time, including patterns of
accountability through tagging records with person names, department names, and institutional
entities. The chapter conceptualizes metadata as a form of narrative about the documents and
about the past—one that tells a story about U.S. government actions in this time period and
makes certain of these actions more visible. In this chapter I consider how the very document
metadata itself, used to organize records and facilitate their access, creates a narrative about state
power, state actions, and state violence.
“The Materiality of Redaction,” chapter seven, returns to the question of record regime
structures, focusing on the traces of redaction/reviewer intervention and bureaucratic forms that
acknowledge withheld government information. I describe traces of this “non-information” in the
withholding sheets in the George W. Bush Presidential Library document collections, as well as
examples of redaction and denials of documents from federal agency offices. I discuss the role of
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redaction and withdrawal, particularly in terms of offering glimpses into understanding what we
do not know or to which we are not given access in government documents—the positivity of a
negative space. My analysis of redaction/withdrawal of government information is based on the
idea of redaction as ghost or specter presence-ing dim traces of government actions. The point I
aim to underscore is that archival collections of government records help us to see these elements
because of the formal structures that archives and collections put around them—like the
phenomenon of dust in the light.62 Because both the review process and collections process add
structures of document organization and metadata information, the gaps in documents become
visible in different ways, resulting in a kind of mapping of absence. Through examples from the
collections in this study,63 I go over forms of redaction that hint to what may lie below
obfuscation (by redaction shape/length, surrounding words, associated FOIA exemption codes,
etc.). The formalized nature of the redaction and document release process itself also aids in this
semi-visibility, this spectrum of opacity and translucence in government information. Overall, I
argue that the intersection of human labor and institutional processes (of both independent
archive workers and government redactor/review workers) with government records produces a
materiality that literalizes the presence of absence.
In the concluding chapter I seek to reflect on the idea of government document afterlives
and the right to information. I consider how these archives can act as witnesses to information,
giving “testimony” to what has taken place not only through the texts of the original document
and its redactions, but also through the metadata they have interpenetrated with these records. I

62

Small particles, such as dust or smoke, can scatter light such that the shape of the light beam itself, otherwise not
visible to the human eye, becomes visible. This light scattering phenomenon is known in physics as the Tyndall
effect.
63
Note that the government documents reproduced throughout this dissertation are considered to be in the public
domain. I am thankful to NARA staff for clarifying this point and for clarifying that the digital scans of these
documents and my own photographs of these documents may be reproduced without further permission process.
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examine the potential role of archival records as a form of testimony to the U.S. state violence of
this era. I argue that the ways in which these and other projects expand the documented and
accessible record of this era are pivotal elements in the afterlives or aftereffects that government
documents generate—afterlives activated by the people who collect, index, and make available
these records. Reflecting on the document collection projects described in the previous chapters,
the perspectives of my interlocutors, and theoretical approaches to thinking through information
circulation and knowledge production, I demonstrate the degrees of government information
translucency and the increased transparency opened up through these documentation projects.

Throughout my research I have been captivated by the way that human interactions with
documents change the availability and accessibility of the documents themselves and, further,
create new structures for the possibility of their meaning. Some of the most interesting moments
in my research came when archive workers reflected on their own work processes and described
this “making of archives” (in the Trouillot-ian sense as well as a material sense)—outlining the
steps involved in obtaining and organizing the documents and the ways in which their work
contributes to making these documents accessible as public records. In the interviews related to
nongovernmental collections, for example, the researchers obtaining the documents described
negotiating government agency “personalities” that impact the document request process,64

64

Just as different federal agency declassification processes, by different redactors, working under different
organizational cultures, also impacts information availability—as described by several of my interlocutors. The
National Security Archive also conducts a regular review and evaluation of their assessment of how well different
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leading to easier or more difficult document access, and indexers spoke of the subtle work
involved in translating the meaning of the document into their archive’s descriptive document
summaries while also dealing with shifting terms, synonyms, and alternate spellings. Their
archival labors have produced new forms of access to and visibility of these records.
I approached this project as a researcher and a scholar. However, the subject matter of
this research is one with which I also have a relationship as a citizen and an activist—as one
interested in the potential of document access advocacy and information technology work to
contribute to visibility of human rights violations, understandings of accountability, and action.
How different technical and formal structures shape human interaction with information touches
on exactly this question. The database structure, the search engine, the metadata category, and
the keyword tag that attach to an archival government document become a part of our
comprehension of the items in the archive themselves and shape the conditions of possibility for
knowledge of the past.65 When such an archive consists of government documents that show
evidence of human rights violations by the state, the archives and technologies through which we
access and interpret those documents become a crucial site of the struggle for our understanding
of our history, as well as for what we will do with that knowledge now.

agencies are complying with FOIA and handling FOIA processing in their “FOIA Audits”, see:
https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/foia/audits.
65
Shaping these conditions of possibility inevitably means both new forms of increased visibility and forms of
decreased visibility are created through the process of document selection and thematic metadata tagging. However,
in the case of the metadata tags in the nongovernmental collections described below, the shaping itself is rendered
more visible to the document database user through interface choices that reveal some of the database structure, such
as revealing all tags utilized in clickable lists or drop-down menus. The process for attaining and selecting
documents, however, remains somewhat less visible except through project description web pages separate from the
main interface.
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CH.2
The Instability of “a Record”:
Shifting Landscapes of Records Regimes—FOIA, PRA, and Records Policy

On June 2, 2017, the National Security Archive released a blog post titled “Now is the Time for
the Archivist of the United States to Call the Torture Report a Federal Record” (emphasis
mine).1 That post referred to the over 6,700-page full report of the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence’s investigation into the Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA) detention and
interrogation program used in the War on Terror. A 500-page summary of this report had been
publicly released on December 9, 2014 in PDF format on the Senate Intelligence Committee’s
website and a printed edition,2 citing the investigation’s conclusions that the CIA’s program was
unnecessarily brutal, in some cases amounting to torture, that the CIA had misrepresented its
practices to policymakers, and that the CIA program did not produce useful intelligence through
its controversial and violent interrogation practices.3 Soon after the summary’s public release, the
Senate Intelligence Committee sent copies of the full 6,700-page investigation to several

1

See blog post of June 2, 2017: https://unredacted.com/2017/06/02/now-is-the-time-for-archivist-of-the-us-to-callthe-torture-report-a-federal-record.
2
The print version was created in conjunction with the publishing company Melville House.
3
The full set of conclusions of the report are outlined in the summary report (see:
https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/publications/CRPT-113srpt288.pdf). The New York Times
described the public controversy in the aftermath of this report as “a fight over history.” (“Political Divide About
CIA Torture Remains After Senate Report’s Release,” December 9, 2014.)
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executive branch agencies, including the CIA, the Department of Defense (DOD), and the State
Department (DOS), suggesting they use the report in future program decisions and (significantly
for the story of public access to government records) specifically requesting that the agencies
incorporate the full report into their own records4—an action which would cause the report to
become understood in U.S. administrative regimes as a “federal record” and render it subject to
public requests under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).5
FOIA, which establishes the legal foundation and administrative guidelines by which
U.S. federal documents may be requested, does not apply to congressional records such as those
of the Senate Committee—but, if these federal agencies had taken the full report into their own
record-keeping systems, through that act they would have transformed the report into a federal
document subject to FOIA (though with releases of the documents subject to declassification
processes, as with all FOIA requests). When none of the federal agencies added the report to
their records and a later Senate Intelligence Committee, under Republican leadership, requested
all copies be returned to the legislative branch, emphasizing they “should not be entered into any
Executive Branch system of records,”6 a nongovernmental, nonprofit organization, the American

4

See a summary of this history in reporting on the Trump administration’s return of the report copies in the New
York Times: https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/02/us/politics/cia-torture-reporttrump.html?emc=edit_na_20170602&nl=breaking-news&nlid=3783759&ref=headline
5
Congressional records are not defined as “federal records” under current U.S. records management law, yet, if a
Congressional record is part of an interaction or exchange with federal agencies it may then begin to fall under
federal record status. “The Federal Records Act does not apply to the records of Congress. Information that
Members of Congress or their staff send to the executive branch, however, may become executive branch records.
For example, an e-mail sent from a congressional employee to an executive branch employee that relates to official
business may be considered a federal record for the purposes of administering the Federal Records Act.”
Congressional Research Service report R43072.
6
Letter from Senator Burr to President Barack Obama, January 14, 2015 (available here:
https://fas.org/irp/congress/2015_cr/burr-011415.pdf). Meanwhile, in April 2016, two former members of the Senate
Intelligence Committee, Senator Diane Feinstein and Senator Patrick Leahy, wrote to the Archivist of the United
States, David S. Ferriero, at the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) requesting that the Senate
Intelligence Committee report be affirmed as a federal record by the Archivist, stating: “The Senate Report is a
federal record - and one that the executive branch has much to learn from. However, no part of the executive branch
has ruled out destroying or sending back the full report to Congress after the conclusion of the current FOIA
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Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) filed a lawsuit seeking to get the full report copies recognized as
having “federal record” status through legal means. Ultimately, neither the lawsuit nor advocacy
appeals to the Archivist of the United States requesting the report receive federal record status
had success.7 In 2017, the remaining copies at federal branch agencies, except for two in active
judicial processes (related to activities in the documents, rather than document status), were
returned to Congress.8 Though outgoing President Barack Obama had incorporated the full report
into the White House records, since presidential records fall under a different access regime, the
Presidential Records Act (PRA), FOIA requests for the White House record copies would not be
possible for 5 to 12 years later.9 It seemed the warning of Lauren Harper in the National Security
Archive blog post of June 2017, that only the report’s declaration as a federal record would
“allow it to be reviewed on its merits via FOIA,” may have come to pass, putting the report, for

litigation.” (See Senator Dianne Feinstein and Senator Patrick Leahy, Letter to David S. Ferreiro, April 13, 2016,
available at https://fas.org/irp/congress/2016_cr/feinstein-aotus.pdf). Senator Feinstein had also written a similar
request to the in her letter to President Obama on December 10, 2014 with the original completion of the report (see:
https://www.feinstein.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/b/e/be9d4494-383c-44c2-97ba085033357ab6/FD5957E288184512C22015210EC336DA.letter-to-potus-transmitting-the-full-and-final-sscistudy.pdf).
7
Nongovernmental advocacy for changing the status of the documents turned to the Archivist of the United States,
with thirty-one advocacy groups (including the National Security Archive) writing NARA a letter in late April 2016
calling for the Archivist to make a formal determination of the report as a federal record and advocating for the
urgency of record preservation by noting that destruction of other records related to the interrogation program had
taken place, as: “the Senate study began as an examination of the CIA’s destruction of crucial video records of the
torture program, which occurred without NARA’s knowledge or authorization.” The Archivist of the United States,
David S. Ferriero, rejected the arguments of both congresspersons and NGO advocates and declined to review the
report for federal record status determination.
8
See “Trump Administration Returns Copies of Report on C.I.A. Torture to Congress,” New York Times, June 2,
2017 (available at: https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/02/us/politics/cia-torture-report-trump.html).
9
In December 2016 outgoing President Barack Obama incorporated the full report into his administration’s White
House records—on the one hand ensuring its preservation as a government record, yet incorporating that copy of the
report into the categorization of records of the presidential administration, which fall under the Presidential Records
Act (PRA) and are thus subject to different rules where it would not fall subject to FOIA until between 5 and 12
years later. These rules are because White House records fall under the Presidential Records Act which is described
in detail later in this chapter.
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years into the future, “in a land beyond FOIA [that] would deprive the public of its right to a
vitally important piece of our recent history.”10
The story of this political, legal, and public advocacy battle for the determination of the
Senate Committee report on torture as a “record” highlights the instability around what
government records actually are and the contestations around their potential circulation in the
public sphere. It demonstrates how the ways in which people and organizations interact with
government records, along with the (always evolving) laws and policies pertaining to
government records, shape public access to government information. A fundamental aspect of
this story is the competition between U.S. government branches and political parties—the
legislative and executive branch agencies and the shifts in political party dominance in the
Congress and the White House—in their ability to determine what records might become citable
truths logged in official archives. Another crucial part of this story is the role of
nongovernmental organizations—their work to impact records preservation, records access, and
the right to information. The two nongovernmental organizations mentioned in the story above
each also work to make records of U.S. actions in the War on Terror more visible in another
way, through collecting records and making them digitally public. As this account demonstrates,
“records” are not stable objects, but are constructed out of a series of activities, institutions, and
legal frameworks.

Access to Government Information in the United States

10

See Unredacted blog post of June 8, 2017 by Lauren Harper (available at: https://unredacted.com/2017/06/08/willthe-torture-report-be-saved-for-history-frinformsum-682017/).
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Access to government documents in the U.S. is shaped by law and policy, which arises through
the history of proposals for different documentation openness and management regimes, as well
as the contestations around them. For all information related to the executive branch,11 access is
primarily shaped by the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) legal framework along with the
Presidential Records Act (PRA) and the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)
rules and procedures that define what constitutes government records and expectations for their
treatment. FOIA law asserts a fundamental presumption of the right of the public to access U.S.
government records, with its original 1966 preamble text stating the law’s purpose as: “to clarify
and protect the right of the public to information.”12 In theory, what this law means is that anyone
(except for a foreign government) can request federal agency documents by simply writing to the
agency, citing that their request is being made according to FOIA law, and giving a description
of the records desired. The agency is then obligated by law to respond to the request; what
information is ultimately provided, or not provided or partially withheld, varies widely across
requests and across agencies, sometimes in greater compliance with the law and sometimes less.
The history of FOIA (described in greater detail below) is a history of contestation
between branches of American government. Where one action—legislative, judicial, or
executive—relating to government record access has had the effect of opening or maintaining
access, another has often narrowed it down in other ways. Where, on the one hand, public and
political discourse in the U.S. has included statements about the right of the public in a

11

Congressional and judicial records are not subject to FOIA and fall under different expectations and guidelines, as
I discuss later in this section.
12
See the full text of the current legal language of FOIA: The Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552,
available at: https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/oip/amended-foia-redlined.pdf ).
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democracy to government information access,13 on the other, secrecy and the need for national
security have been cited just as frequently.14 Different presidential Executive Orders have redefined presumptions of document disclosure to assume more disclosure, assume less, and then
assume more again, undulating along with the specific interests of the administration and events
of the time period. Journalists have agitated for action by the U.S. government to ensure more
access to information, and government entities have, at times, worked with, and, at other times,
been critical of journalists for these requests. Judicial courts have sometimes upheld the
arguments of presidents that executive privilege was necessary and other times refuted it.
Though there are clear changes in the applicable laws that are written and amended through the
progress of time, this landscape of factors impacting access to government information does not
fall into simple linear progression of less access to more access, rather, it has closings and
openings situated in America’s sociopolitical history.15 The shape and scope of access to

13

See, for example, the famous statement by James Madison related to the need for citizens to have access to
information, frequently quoted by FOIA advocates: “Knowledge will forever govern ignorance. And a people who
mean to be their own governors, must arm themselves with the power knowledge gives. A popular government
without popular information or the means of acquiring it is but a prologue to a farce or a tragedy or perhaps both."
Also Lydon B. Johnson’s statement upon signing FOIA law reforms: “A democracy works best when the people
have all the information that the security of the nation permits.”
14
The George W. Bush White House press statement on not releasing information due to security concerns, for
example.
15
One theoretical approach that provides an interesting set of ideas through which to conceptualize these processes,
i.e., for acknowledging the history of FOIA as more than a straightforward timeline, is the concept of dialogism. The
linguistic theorist Mikhail Bakhtin uses the concept of dialogism, or dialogics, in his analysis of the novel in the
1930s. He argues that it is through the contestation and assertion of different voices, characters, and points of view,
always embedded within historical time and in relation to the others they encounter, that narrative generates
meaning. (“Prose, as we shall see, often deliberately intensifies difference between them, gives them embodied
representation and dialogically opposes them to one another in unresolvable dialogues.”—Bakhtin, The Dialogic
Imagination, 1982 University of Texas Press edition, p. 9.) He also emphasizes the intertextuality of texts, where
works exist in constant dialogue with their context and with each other. Although his writing was not intended to
describe the workings of law or policy, this non-linear, yet generative, process he describes can potentially be useful
in understanding the development of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and access to US government
information more broadly—not as a literal model, but, rather, as an allegory for thinking through what is produced
through interactions of diverse “voices” and points of view, as well as political and legal texts in relation to their
socio-historical, intertextual context. Moving his approach to this very different problem of access to information,
one could imagine the ongoing and continually unfolding history of FOIA as a serial novel for which we are all
waiting for the next installment.
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government information in the U.S. is not stable or to be taken for granted, but is, rather, under
continuous change.
Because it is crucial to the story of the documents, collections, and archival labor that are
the focus of my research, I provide below a brief history of FOIA, the PRA, and other access to
government records recognized in U.S. law and regulations. Since the written law and policy on
U.S. government information management and access was less explicitly articulated until the
1900s, the chronology below will begin in the 20th century. The development of these different
documents is shot through with conceptualizations related to the right to information access and
blocking of information access, including concepts of democracy, transparency, accountability,
bureaucratic regularity, and national security. “Freedom” of information and the right to access
government records is bound up in national imaginaries of the U.S., as they intersect with
contestations of government entities inter-branch, inter-agency, and inter-party. In the
chronological outline below, I note major aspects of development and change in FOIA law, as
well as highlight selected other Acts and Executive Orders that intersect with FOIA and impact
government information access in America. One foundational concept cuts across the
development of FOIA law: expectations of government transparency and the ability of the public
to monitor government activity, a concept directly linked to democratic forms of government.
Within this timeline, three historical moments are particularly key to my research interests—the
passage of the original FOIA in the mid-1960s, the critical strengthening of FOIA law through
amendments in the mid-1970s, and the E-FOIA and related amendments in the mid-1990s—
which I will expand on further below.
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Access to Government Records in the United States: The History of the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA), the Presidential Records Act (PRA), and Related Legal and
Regulatory Frameworks

The story of the U.S.’s FOIA, that is, the story of U.S. lawmaking and regulation around
government records, begins with the Federal Register Act of 1935. With the Federal Register Act
(44 U.S.C. Chapter 15),16 specific forms of recordkeeping for government activities and decisionmaking were formalized, requiring that government agency rules, proposed rules, and public
notices be published in the Federal Register, a daily journal of such information produced for the
public.17 The Act covers several different federal government information types, including from
the legislative as well as executive branches of government. It specifies that information covered
under its provisions must be released daily and be made available to the public—an important
change in increasing access to information on government activities. Though the Federal
Register Act focuses on recording procedures more than access rights, it defines the requirement
on U.S. government entities to record and make available information for an assumed public
interest.
The next major development in the history of access to government information in the
U.S. is the Administrative Procedures Act of 1946 (public law 404, APA). The language in this
act reveals discourse about value in relation to administrative government activities. The APA
begins by stating its goal is “to improve the administration of justice by prescribing fair
administrative procedure.” Though largely concerned with instituting bureaucratic regularity, the
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See the full Act here: uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title44/chapter15&edition=prelim
The Federal Register is also archived by NARA. Past records are available here:
https://www.archives.gov/federal-register.
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APA inserts some important baseline rules into U.S. law for public access to information. It
provides definitions of what constitutes an “agency,” “agency proceeding,” and “rule,” to define
the scope of how recordkeeping and access law applies. Outlining the bounds of exactly these
kinds of definitions will also be part of the FOIA law writing and re-writing/amendment process
later in the 20th and 21st Centuries. The APA further defines what must be published in the
Federal Register related to federal entity rules and organizational descriptions and, in the judicial
area, that “the final opinions or orders in the adjudication of cases (except those required for
good cause to be held confidential and not cited as precedents)” must be made available to the
public as well. Also, as will be seen again later in FOIA law, the APA designates exceptions to
information access. In the case of the 1946 APA, these are rather generalized, poorly defined
concepts in Section 3, i.e.: “(1) any function of the United States requiring secrecy in the public
interest or (2) any matter relating solely to the internal management of an agency” and, regarding
public records, excepting, “information held confidential for good cause found,” These
statements provide extremely broad grounds for the interpretation of what government
information and government records can be withheld from the public.18 It is this Section 3 of the
APA that becomes amended by FOIA law.
The law that becomes known as FOIA arises out of congressional committee and
subcommittee work around access to government information—an effort that, it is important to
note, was centered in the legislative branch of government and was designed to primarily impact
access to the information generated by the executive branch. It is in this period in the history of
access to government information in the U.S. that the structure of access becomes highly
differentiated between the government branches, as some of this committee and subcommittee
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Per McDermott, 2008 these exceptions can be: “interpreted as giving agencies unlimited discretion to withhold
records” (p.66).
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activity arises from tensions between the legislative branch and executive branch around
information—particularly Cold War and nuclear development information.
In 1950 another act was passed that provides the underpinning for understandings and
management of government records in the U.S. The Federal Records Act (44 U.S.C., Chapters
21, 29, 31, and 33)19 was enacted to provide a legal framework for federal records management,
including record creation, maintenance, and disposition, and passage of this act spawned later
bureaucratic guidelines, policies, and procedures. It provides a definition of what constitutes a
record that guides that understanding on the part of NARA and federal agency staff and that
includes acknowledgment of federal records as evidence: “as evidence of the organization,
functions, policies, decisions, procedures, operations, or other activities of the Government or
because of the informational value of the data in them.” Significantly for consideration of future
archives, the preservation and/or destruction of federal records (i.e., their disposition) is
regulated by this law.
During the 1950s-1960s work was done in Congressional committees and subcommittees
that led to reports assessing access to government information and, ultimately, the proposal for
FOIA. Journalists’ interest in accessing government information was a huge influence on the
Congressional dialogs, particularly the American Society of Newspaper Editors (Foerstel 1999;
Lemov and Jones 2018). Leading these efforts, Representative John Moss and others involved in
the Senate Subcommittee on Government Information and House Committee on Government
Operations were responding to concerns with increasing executive agency secrecy that had been
growing since World War II (Foerstel 1999). The Cold War discourse portraying an open and
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For more information on this act, see the Congressional Research Service’s publication on records
(https://fas.org/sgp/crs/secrecy/R43072.pdf) and the Society of American Archivists website
(https://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/f/federal-records-act).
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democratic America in opposition to the USSR also helped drive the efforts toward U.S.
government information access reform. For example, in his advocacy efforts, Moss referenced
the idea of “The Paper Curtain” (a phrase first coined by John B. Oakes of The New York Times
editorial board)20 blocking transparency in U.S. government, and Representative William
Dawson cited concerns about lack of access weakening democracy, stating in House of
Representatives discussions on April 16, 1958:
An informed public makes the difference between mob rule and democratic
government. If the pertinent and necessary information on governmental activities
is denied the public, the result is a weakening of the democratic process and the
ultimate atrophy of our form of government. (Congressional Record, House of
Representatives, April 16, 1958)
These processes in the House Committee and Subcommittee resulted in a recommendation to
Congress to change law around public access to government records: the Freedom of
Information Act/FOIA was proposed in both the House and the Senate.
According to the Congressional Record, the Senate deliberations of October 13, 1965
began with a Christian prayer. The prayer was focused on the subject of peace, likely referencing
the sociopolitical context at that time of the Vietnam War, in which American participation had
grown to include ground combat troops earlier that year. The work session then opened with a
message from the president on trade agreements before moving on to discussion of the proposed
FOIA. Thus, the day FOIA is first deliberated by the Senate (though discussed slightly earlier in
the House) begins with government actors discussing other themes in American sociopolitical
life that will be frequent subject matters in the records preserved for public view by FOIA:
religion, war, and trade. Under the Congressional Record text subheading “clarifying and
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See more on this story in Foerstel (1999). As Foerstel notes (p. 76), the phrasing was purposely in contrast to the
“Iron Curtain” of the USSR in political discourse of the time. The “paper curtain” concept was leveraged as a
critique to put the lack of access to government information in the U.S. as counter to its national discourse
differentiating its style of government from that of the USSR.
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protecting the right of the public to information”—thus overtly asserting government information
access as a right in the public record—the record of that day then goes on to record the Senate
deliberations. In both House and Senate the proposed changes to public law had broad bipartisan
appeal and it easily passed both houses. President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the Act into law on
July 4, 1966, but is known (through the statements of contemporary colleagues as well as his
own handwritten notes which have since been released as public records) to have opposed the
law privately.21 In his official signing statement he cautioned the need for both public access to
records and government withholding on the basis of national security, and in preparation of that
statement, scaled back the proposed speech writer’s wording of “a democracy works best when
people know what their government is doing” to the significantly different access rights
implications of “a democracy works best when people have all of the information that the
security of the nation permits.”22 FOIA thus became law and went into effect in 1967.
The text of the Freedom of Information Act begins with a statement that demonstrates its
position as both a framework concerned with the question of rights and as one concerned with
the management of procedural matters. It opens describing itself as: “An Act to amend section
three of the Administrative Procedures Act… to clarify and protect the right of the public to
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See details, including LBJ’s handwritten notes in the National Security Archive Electronic Briefing Book on the
1966 signing of FOIA, available here: nsarchive2.gwu.edu//NSAEBB/NSAEBB194/index.htm
Also see Foerstel, 1999: “Executive Resistance It has been virtually a matter of principle for American presidents to
oppose the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). Even Lyndon Johnson, who signed the FOIA into existence in
1966, buried his perfunctory paeons to open government under a mountain of cautionary criticism. This persistent
executive hostility toward the FOIA derives from a constitutional concern about legislative encroachment upon the
executive branch as well as a practical desire to protect the confidentiality of White House communications. The
farther down the executive chain of command one goes, the less obstinate is the opposition to the FOIA and the
more likely that it is seen as an administrative law that requires compliance within the limits of staff time and
resources.”
22
See Press Release, Office of the White House Press Secretary, "Statement by the President Upon Signing S.1160”,
dated July 4, 1966, available here: nsarchive2.gwu.edu//nsa/foia/FOIARelease66.pdf. Tom Blanton of the National
Security Archive has done an interesting analysis of LBJ’s relationship to government transparency, secrecy, and the
right to information through examining documentation of his public and private statements:
nsarchive2.gwu.edu//nsa/foia/lbj.html
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information, and for other purposes” (emphasis mine).23 And from that beginning, with its clear
intentionality to address the public’s right to information, it launches into the details of defining
applicable entities, exclusions, exemptions, fees, and procedures. Significant to questions of
access, FOIA shifted the presumption to the right to access to government records (versus the
original APA’s approach) and “shifted the burden of proof from the individual to the
government” (McDermott 2008, p.66). The text of the FOIA gives us the “who, what, how” of
federal information access, defining to which federal agencies it applies, defining what
constitutes a “record,” and stating procedures to be followed for requesters and agencies. For
those concerned with constraints on access to information, the nine exemptions in FOIA are of
particular interest, and several of these have been re-inscribed with different language over time,
which gives them different legal meaning and scope, through subsequent amendment
processes—the exemptions are a small quantity of text in the FOIA but their impact on public
access to information is tremendous. In brief, the nine exemptions cover the ability of the
government to withhold records regarding: (1) national security classification, (2) internal
personnel rules and practices, (3) information exempt under other law, (4) confidential business
information, (5) inter-/intra-agency communication, (6) personal privacy, (7) law enforcementrelated information, (8) information regarding supervision of financial institutions, and, (9)
geological information regarding wells.24 This law and its discourse established important
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Here we see an important acknowledgement in U.S. legal discourse of the right to information. See also the full
text of the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, available from multiple repositories, including the
Department of Justice FOIA information page: www.justice.gov/oip/freedom-information-act-5-usc-552
24
See full text of the Act (available: www.justice.gov/oip/freedom-information-act-5-usc-552). The nine exemptions
under FOIA law, as currently written and amended, are:
“(1)(A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of
national defense or foreign policy and (B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive order;
(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency;
(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), if that statute--
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presumptions of access, yet also allowed for a broad scope of information withholding; it was the
changes made to the law in the 1970s that opened up significant new forms of access to
government information.
In the 1970s changes were made to FOIA law so crucial that it is often referred to in
histories of FOIA and by government transparency advocacy groups as when FOIA “got its
teeth” (Foerstel 1999; Lemov and Jones 2018).25 Throughout the early 1970s, the scandals of the
Nixon administration and related conflicts between the executive branch and legislative branch
shaped a number of public discourses and changes in law, regulation, and practice in U.S.
politics. The frequently cited quotation from Senator Howard Baker during investigations by the
Senate into the Watergate scandal via the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign
Activities, “what did the president know and when did he know it?,”26 could be used as a

(A)(i) requires that the matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue;
or (ii) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld; and
(B) if enacted after the date of enactment of the OPEN FOIA Act of 2009, specifically cites to this paragraph.
(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential;
(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which that would not be available by law to a party other
than an agency in litigation with the agency, provided that the deliberative process privilege shall not apply to
records created 25 years or more before the date on which the records were requested;
(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy;
(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such
law enforcement records or information (A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement
proceedings, (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication, (C) could reasonably
be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, (D) could reasonably be expected to disclose
the identity of a confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private institution
which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of a record or information compiled by a
criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation or by an agency conducting a lawful
national security intelligence investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, (E) would disclose
techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law
enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of
the law, or (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any individual;
(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of
an agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or
(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.
25
Also see the Sunlight Foundation’s online advocacy article “Happy Birthday FOIA”:
sunlightfoundation.com/2011/07/01/happy-birthday-foia-freedom-of-informations-future.
26
See: www.senate.gov/artandhistory/art/artifact/Painting_32_00038.htm.
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thematic frame from which to view changes in access to executive branch information during the
period. The FOIA law in its original form had limited effectiveness for triggering the actual
release of documents as the law “lacked the teeth necessary to force government agencies to
comply.”27 Testimonial critiques and discussions of amendment needs in the early 1970s were in
formation earlier, but the unfolding of Watergate and related Nixonian activities impacted the
language of and congressional and public support for key FOIA reforms (as well as other
government information access initiatives); executive branch government transparency was in
the spotlight and that impacted the possibility of strengthening FOIA law. The 1974 FOIA
amendment made pivotal changes to the law that transformed government information access in
the US. Primary among these was the expansion of the definition of what constitutes an “agency”
and new requirements for public indexes of agency information, as it required indexes, as well as
defined timeframes for responses to requests, and the potential to recover attorney fees and legal
costs in applicable cases (particularly for the “arbitrary and capricious” withholding of
documents). Importantly, the amended law also addressed the need for document releases with
redacted elements, specifying that records containing segregable portions of withholdable
information be released with the necessary deletions, rather than having documents withheld
completely.28 After going through a committee revision/reconciliation process between Senate
and House versions, the reconciled version passed the Senate unanimously and the House with
just two dissenting votes, becoming known as the 1974 FOIA Amendment.
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Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)’s online summary of the history of FOIA, available:
www.eff.org/issues/transparency/history-of-foia.
28
See the Glossary for more information on redaction and withholding.
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The Ford administration29 was extremely concerned with the changes to the law, as
evidenced by internal memos and documents citing objections and issues with the proposed
amendments but also citing the political difficulty of a veto at that historical moment, in the
wake of the Nixon scandals regarding withheld information and on the basis of a Ford campaign
that attempted to differentiate its stance from Nixon’s.30 At the advice of then chief-of-staff
Donald Rumsfeld, deputy chief-of-staff Richard Cheney, government lawyer Antonin Scalia,31
and other advisors, Ford vetoed the House Resolution, transmitting a message to Congress listing
numerous significant recommended changes that would weaken public access to executive
branch records. In the sociopolitical climate of the time, with significant public support for
greater government transparency and heightened tensions of power between the executive and
legislative branches, the House and Senate easily overrode the veto. After this override, the
amendments became law and took effect on February 19, 1975. Following quickly upon the 1974
changes, additional amendments in 1976, known as the Government in the Sunshine Act, further
revised exemption three of the original law and worked toward further openness of government
meetings.
In another area of development in access to federal records—and one also coming
directly out of the Nixon administration scandals and conflicts between his administration and
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President Gerald Ford having been sworn into office in August 1974 after Nixon resigned under the penumbra of
looming impeachment.
30
See the National Security Archive’s Electronic Briefing Book #142 for primary source government documents
showing this conflict and concern: https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu//NSAEBB/NSAEBB142/index.htm.
31
Note that all three of these individuals also have a relationship to federal actions and/or judicial deliberations
related to the War on Terror. Cheney, of course, was vice president from 2001-2009. Rumsfeld was Secretary of
Defense from 2001 until, in 2006, retired U.S. generals and admirals made public demands that he resign and public
perception of his actions in the War on Terror grew increasingly negative; he resigned in November 2006 around the
time of midterm elections. Scalia was a Supreme Court justice during the 2001-2009 time period, and dissented in
the major cases regarding detainees and challenges to the military commission process in the War on Terror: Rasul
v. Bush, Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, and Hamdan v. Rumsfeld.
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Congress over access to executive branch records—the Presidential Records Act (PRA) was
passed in 1978 and defined presidential records from 1978 forward as property of the United
States after the end of the presidential term.32 This was a major departure from previous
understandings of presidential records as property of the outgoing president. Furthermore,
although presidential and White House records are not subject to FOIA during the
administration’s tenure, the PRA allows for public access to Presidential records through the
FOIA request process beginning five years after the end of the administration, though allowing
the president to invoke six additional restrictions (beyond the standard FOIA exemptions) to
public access for up to twelve years. The PRA also outlines procedures for the legislature and
judiciary to obtain special access to closed presidential and White House records. Earlier, the
Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 had dealt explicitly with a legal
right to access to and ownership of Nixon administration records; the PRA extended this
assertion of rights for records of all presidents from 1978 on.
The FOIA and PRA legal frameworks continued to develop over subsequent decades,
with some periods demonstrating concern for greater classification and restriction of access to
executive branch records and others demonstrating the political viability of demands for greater
access. In 1978, President Jimmy Carter’s Executive Order 12065 set guidelines for
classification standards, generally tending toward greater access to information. The discourse of
Carter’s opening statement in the text of the 1978 Executive Order indicates an interest in further
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For more on the history of Nixon-era scandals’ impact on record access, see Bruce Montgomery’s book
Subverting open government: White House materials and executive branch politics. His book focuses on access
specifically to presidential and White House materials, with comprehensive descriptions of the process through
which Nixon-era administration scandals prompted demands for access to records that had not previously been
covered under FOIA and this shaped the Presidential Records Act that took effect post-Watergate. He covers
specific cases of the battles for White House-related record access in regards to the Nixon tapes, the Kissinger
transcripts, and more, as well as a general overview of how the Presidential Records Act was developed and
changed over time.
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openness in government and also explicitly invokes information rights, stating, “the Government
classifies too much information, classifies it too highly and for too long. These practices violate
the public’s right to know.”33
Then, in 1982, Executive Order 12356 by President Ronald Reagan sought to enact more
restrictions on information access, expanding allowable withholdings under Exemption 1 (the
national security exemption).34 EO 12356 also returned to a classification strategy that mandated
further presumption to classify records and default to higher classification levels where any
“reasonable doubt” as to the proper classification was encountered, impacting the work of
government staff conducting declassification review. It was this executive order that introduced
the concept of “reclassification”—allowing reclassification of documents that had been
previously not regarded as such, essentially making it possible to re-designate government
information as withholdable even if it had not been classified in the past. This reclassification
concept would be stricken and reinstated various times over later executive orders coming from
different administrations.35
In 1986 new amendments to FOIA attempted to address some procedural issues in regard
to fees charged to different types of requesters. Another major focus was to more explicitly limit
access to certain national security and law enforcement records, coming out of the Reagan
administration’s and federal agencies’ interest in limiting access to CIA and FBI records. The
wording of the law enforcement restrictions language, however, ended up rather vague and
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The full section states: “While some material must be classified, the Government classifies too much information,
classifies it too highly and for too long. These practices violate the public's right to know, impose unnecessary costs,
and weaken protection for truly sensitive information by undermining respect for all classification.”
34
Per Foerstel, 1999: “The CIA played a major role in drafting Reagan’s 1982 Executive Order 12356, which
eliminated the need for government agencies to consider the public’s right to know when deciding whether to
release information. It increased the ability of government agencies to withhold information under the ‘‘National
Security’’ exemption [(b)(1)] and permitted officials to reclassify documents during the FOIA review process in
order to deny requests for them.” (p. 51)
35
See the Glossary for more on classification and reclassification.
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“ultimately, the ambiguities in the 1986 amendments to the FOIA were left in the hands of the
courts in case-by-case judgments” (Foerstel, 1999, p. 57).
In this mid-1980s period, a new form of non-transparency was also established, where
agencies began to respond to some FOIA requests not only with a denial of access to records but,
as an alternate response, to respond without confirming or denying to the requestor that the
requested records exist at all. The option of this type of response offered significant obscuring of
federal records. The official phrasing that it is “neither confirmed nor denied” that U.S.
government records exist pertaining to a particular information request is known as a Glomar
Response or Glomarization, after the famous case of its first use in response to requests for
records of Howard Hughes’ submarine retrieval ship, the Glomar Explorer, which had been
secretly used in a failed U.S. government effort to attempt to retrieve desirable pieces of a Soviet
submarine involved in an earlier incident.36 (As I overheard one of my informants at the National
Security Archive say while explaining glomar to another researcher: “They won’t even
acknowledge that they have anything. That’s what glomar means.”)37
Executive Order 12958, executed by President William Clinton in 1995, addressed
declassification and worked to open up more access to information. It re-worded the review
standards to lean toward declassification, where any “significant doubt” would default to further
declassification of information rather than the opposite. In an important shift toward greater
transparency for older records, it also mandated release of previously classified material more
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Also see the U.S. Department of Justice’s statement on “Glomarization” from 1986, available at:
https://www.justice.gov/oip/blog/foia-update-oip-guidance-privacy-glomarization (accessed August 11, 2018). The
term “Glomar” comes from Howard Hughes’ submarine retrieval ship, the Glomar Explorer and related judicial
processes. Interesting background on this history, including an interview (done anonymously) with the legal advisor
to the government who came up with the Glomar response, is included in the public radio journalism podcast
Radiolab’s episode “Neither Confirm Nor Deny,” available at: www.wnycstudios.org/story/confirm-nor-deny.
37
A significant feature of the Glomar response is that it takes away even the presence of absence of an
acknowledgement that redacted/withheld records exist, so that the inability to know, the invisibility of government
records, is left in even greater obscurity than simple denial/redaction.
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than 25 years old and of historical interest. There is some evidence in the executive order
discourse that further openness may have been shaped by the sociopolitical context of ease in
Cold War tensions—the preamble of EO 12958 describes “dramatic changes [that] have altered,
although not eliminated, the national security threats that we confront” and “a greater
opportunity to emphasize our commitment to open Government” which may be referring to the
end of the Cold War and a post-1989 US foreign relations environment.38
In the 1990s Congresspersons who supported government record access attempted to
address technology changes and the issue of how increased electronic communications and
digital information circulation might necessitate new clarifications of what constitutes a
government “record” and how electronic data formats should be handled for preservation. The
bill H.R. 3802, originally developed by the House Subcommittee on Government Management,
Information, and Technology, was passed with some modifications by both the House and the
Senate in September 1996 and signed into law by President Bill Clinton on October 2.39 The EFOIA amendments of 1996, known as the Electronic Freedom of Information Act, were an
extensive re-working of FOIA to accommodate new technology and communications and to
address concerns that electronic agency records might be getting destroyed. These amendments
also addressed access issues. They confirmed that electronic agency records are subject to FOIA
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Executive Order 12958 (full text available on the DOJ website, among other source repositories:
www.justice.gov/oip/blog/foia-update-executive-order-12958-classified-national-security-information) states: “This
order prescribes a uniform system for classifying, safeguarding, and declassifying national security information. Our
democratic principles require that the American people be informed of the activities of their Government. Also, our
Nation's progress depends on the free flow of information. Nevertheless, throughout our history, the national interest
has required that certain information be maintained in confidence in order to protect our citizens, our democratic
institutions, and our participation within the community of nations. Protecting information critical to our Nation's
security remains a priority. In recent years, however, dramatic changes have altered, although not eliminated, the
national security threats that we confront. These changes provide a greater opportunity to emphasize our
commitment to open Government.”
39
The House Subcommittee was chaired at that time by Rep. Stephen Horn (R-CA). The bill received bipartisan
support in Congress. Its primary sponsor was Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-VT) who is a longstanding advocate for
government transparency and records access, active to this day in Freedom of Information advocacy.
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and—significantly for my research here—contained the first mandate that more government
information be provided by federal agencies in digital form online. Digital circulation of the
most frequently requested government records was mandated through this Act, although it is still
not yet realized fully in practice. Also important in terms of access and for the issues of
discoverability and searchability central to my research questions, the 1996 amendments clarified
that indexes and guides to agency information must be made more easily available to the
public.40 Further, it also impacted the shape that redactions made to documents take: guidelines
for the formatting of document redaction were changed to specify that “the location and the
extent of any deletions made on a record” should be indicated (emphasis mine), potentially
providing more contextual information about the “non-information” given through the placement
and size of the black box/white box concealing redacted government text.41 These changes had
the potential to significantly increase record visibility, though their activation in practice has
been uneven and incomplete to date (particularly in terms of digital access and, in some cases,
guides and indexing).
After the turn to the new century in the 2000s, during the same time period as that
addressed by the document collections that are the subjects of my research, President George W.
Bush signed two Executive Orders significantly limiting access to information during his term.
Actions under the G.W. Bush/Dick Cheney administration have been cited by scholars and
information access practitioners as having an extremely negative impact on information
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See full The Freedom of Information Act 5 U.S.C. § 552, as amended by public law No. 104-231, 110 Stat. 3048
(available on the DOJ website, among other repositories of government documents: www.justice.gov/oip/blog/foiaupdate-freedom-information-act-5-usc-sect-552-amended-public-law-no-104-231-110-stat): “This guide would
include an index and description of all major information systems of an agency, and a handbook for obtaining
various types and categories of public information from an agency.”
41
“Redaction.—Agencies redacting electronic records (deleting part of a record to prevent disclosure of material
covered by an exemp- tion) must note the location and the extent of any deletions made on a record. This provision,
however, applies only if the agencies have the technology to comply with it.”
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availability to the public (Montgomery 2006; McDermott 2008; Klosek 2009). For example, in
her book on government information access, Who Needs to Know?: The State of Public Access to
Federal Government Information, librarian/archivist Patrice McDermott, former Deputy Director
of the Office of Government Relations at the American Library Association and current Director
of Government Information Watch, gives careful and critical evaluations of different executive
branch actions that have impacted access to information and notes the particularly negative
impacts of the George W. Bush administration, saying: “The George W. Bush administration has
provided a case study in what happens when the White House has a pervasive resistance to
accountability” (McDermott 2008, p.197). Through Executive Order 13233 in 2001, G.W. Bush
vastly expanded the view of claims of executive privilege and made strong assertions of
presidential control over presidential/White House records. This executive order claimed an
unlimited amount of time for record review by both former and incumbent presidents over
records of the former president (an unprecedented claim in that it gave review privileges to two
presidents for the same requests). It also allowed withholding of records from the national
archives (NARA) by incumbent presidents on grounds of executive privilege. It further required
demonstration of “specific need” for records on the part of researchers. The changes in
information access generated by this executive order were strongly condemned by the American
Library Association and Society of American Archivists.42 Later, in 2003, Executive Order
13292 issued by G.W. Bush revised the classification requirements to return to defaulting to
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See the ALA press release from 2002 “ALA raises red flag on recent Bush executive order” plus ALA statements
to members regarding condemnation of the Executive Order’s impact on access to information: “A new executive
order issued by President George W. Bush (Presidential Records Act Executive Order 13233) restricts access to the
records of former presidents. The Office for Intellectual Freedom of the American Library Association (ALA) and
The Freedom to Read Foundation (FTRF) urge librarians to alert their patrons and the public about this effort to
close the public record. Librarians should do this by creating an exhibit of significant historical works that would not
have been published or written had the order been in effect, and by providing their patrons with a list of these
works”(www.ala.org/PrinterTemplate.cfm?Section=Intellectual_Freedom_Issues&Template=/ContentManagement/
ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=2417)
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classifying documents when doubt exists over the need to classify, rather than leaning toward
declassification when in doubt. It also further eased reclassification processes opening the
possibility for more documents that had previously been accessible to the public to be
reclassified.
Meanwhile, over the course of the same period, Congress was making changes to FOIA
law that produced a range of openings and closures in access to information. The 2002
amendment to FOIA, known as the Intelligence Authorization Act, came out of concerns arising
in the wake of the attacks of September 11th in regard to foreign requests for information and
limited the ability of foreign entities to make requests. Overall, the years 2001–2009 saw great
concern with national security aspects of government information post-9/11 and that context,
particularly before controversies over the use of torture practices and abuses at Guantánamo and
Abu Ghraib became more prominent in public discourse, allowed for a greater public
acceptability of increased restrictions on public access to government information.
In 2007, the OPEN Government Act was passed unanimously by the House and Senate
and signed into law by President George W. Bush, creating the Office of Government
Information Services (OGIS), explicitly recognizing electronic news media as journalists as a
requester designation, and attempting to address some of the issue with response and fulfillment
delays. Significantly, in regards to redaction and withholding of information, it also required
agencies to mark the withheld information with the specific exemption being claimed,
increasing, to some extent, the transparency of exemption claims and the adding dimensions to
the “presence of absence” in redacted government records that I will discuss further in chapter 5.
Reversing the policy of the previous administration, on his very first day in office,
January 21, 2009, President Barack Obama signed Executive Order 13489, revoking George W.
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Bush’s EO 13233 and once again redefining the legal limits and articulation of executive
privilege. This executive order limits executive privilege to living presidents. Regarding
relationship to the national archives, it returned to a process of involvement by the archivist of
the US in determinations regarding presidential records. Later, in December 2009, Executive
Order 13526 enacted by President Barack Obama also addressed access to government records
and impacted classification of government records in mixed ways—expanding some
classification of information opportunities and limiting others. Regarding reclassification, it
allowed retroactive classification of material related to national security; at the same time, it
specified a timeline for automatic declassification of old information not specifically identified
as requiring continued secrecy.
In this period there were also important new amendments made impacting the legal
frameworks for federal record creation, management, and disposition. In addition to further
clarification of the status of electronic and new media records generated by the federal
government as “records,” the Presidential and Federal Records Act Amendments of 2014 (P.L.
113-187), originally introduced into the House by Rep. Elijah E. Cummings and signed into law
by President Obama, enacted an amendment that specifically empowers the Archivist of the
United States to determine what is and what is not a federal record should conflicting viewpoints
arise. This amendment: “expressly empowers the Archivist, in cases where there is disagreement
over whether particular materials constitute a federal record, to determine ‘whether recorded
information, regardless of whether it exists in physical, digital, or electronic form, is a record’”43

43

Congressional Research Service publication. “Common Questions About Federal Records and Related Agency
Requirements,” from 2015 describing law related to federal records, p. 2 (available at:
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/secrecy/R43072.pdf).
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The most recent amendment to FOIA, the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016, once again
addressed changes in how we use and circulate information due to technological changes in our
social world—it involved further modernization of FOIA to incorporate digital technologies that
facilitate new forms of public access to government information. Electronic formats of
information release and online portals for requests were some of the new mandates outlined for
federal agencies subject to FOIA under the 2016 changes, as well as clarifying the requirement to
post information that has been requested “frequently” in electronic format on the agency’s
website to consist of that information that has been requested and disclosed at least three times.
In addition, significantly for public access to information in the long term, it incorporated a 25year “sunset” to the exemption that covers inter-agency and intra-agency communications
(exemption b[5]). This amendment enjoyed tremendous political support, passing unanimously
in both the House and the Senate.

Access to Other Federal Government Information: Legislative and Judicial Branch
Records

Though legislative branch processes have had an enormous impact on fluctuations in access to
executive branch records, as outlined above, it is important to note that their own branch’s
records fall under quite different access structures.

Legislative branch
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Records of the House and Senate are not subject to FOIA or the Federal Records Act and are
governed solely by House and Senate rules.44 In terms the legislative branch records entrance
into official archives, NARA’s Center for Legislative Archives serves as the repository for the
records of the U.S. House of Representatives and U.S. Senate, but the House and Senate retain
the records’ permanent legal custody. That archive contains records both open to the public and
closed. Some public access to legislative records is mandated and/or enacted through accepted
regular congressional practice, for example: records of congressional sessions and proceedings
themselves become public record via the Congressional Record publications in print and
electronic/audiovisual mediums; records of formal legislation are available immediately online at
Thomas.gov as well as through individual congressmember offices and websites; and print
access to a small number of other official records are made available when voluntarily released
on a shortened timeframe to the Center for Legislative Archives. In terms of archival records,
records of non-public committee sessions are only entered into Center for Legislative Archives if
the committee chooses to donate them (one example is the records of the 9-11 Commission
which were donated by that Commission at the time it closed its sessions). Otherwise, most
congressional records remain closed for decades, typically with unpublished House records
closed for 30 years and unpublished Senate records closed for 20 years.45

Judiciary branch

44

See NARA’s online FOIA reference guide information 2018 for detailed information:
https://www.archives.gov/foia/foia-guide.
45
See NARA’s FAQs regarding the complex array of legislative record access factors on their website:
https://www.archives.gov/faqs. Access configuration complexities and limitations also discussed by NARA archivist
representatives in personal email correspondence between them and this author.
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Records of the judiciary branch are not subject to FOIA. Documentation of federal judiciary
branch activity related to public courtroom processes and rulings are made available to the public
on an ongoing basis (for example, dockets and opinions of the Supreme Court are made available
on the court’s website and electronic case management files of federal court records through the
“PACER.gov” system);46 but much of the documentation generated by judiciary branch work
outside of those processes is closed to the public. However, records of court processes and caserelated documents are accessible, though highly specific document requests may need to be made
to NARA for access as few are yet represented in full in their electronic full record holdings.
Records of the U.S. federal courts managed by NARA include records created by district courts,
circuit courts, courts of appeal, and the Supreme Court, with the types of records primarily being
case files, along with transcripts, minutes, administrative files, and final record books.47
Generally, federal court records less than 15 years old are not yet released to the National
Archives but can be requested at the individual courts depending on the type of case and types of
records involved.

NARA’s Role in Defining the “Archivable” Record

Key to understanding long-term government record access in the U.S. is that the very concept of
what is understood as a government “permanent record” is defined by NARA and, through their
policies, passed through to non-NARA records management staff across U.S. federal agencies as

46

For Supreme Court records, see www.supremecourt.gov, and for federal court records see
www.uscourts.gov/federal-court-finder/search and pacer.gov.
47
See this court records disposition chart for full details on variance by type of case and types of records:
https://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/vol10_ch6_appx_6b.pdf. This outline for conducting U.S. legal research
from a global perspective provided by New York University also provides helpful background on where to find
specific forms of judiciary/court case information: https://www.nyulawglobal.org/globalex/United_States.html.
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bureaucratic labor expectations on documentation and record preservation. NARA provides an
extensive set of guides and training materials for federal employees to explain their record
management responsibilities, including guidelines, FAQ documents, in-person stakeholder
meetings, an online blog, and training courses toward a Certificate in Federal Records
Management.48
For example, in NARA’s “Word of the Week” YouTube episode “Record” (part of a
video training series intended for government agency records-management staff, the NARA
National Records Management Training Program49), NARA provides a plain-language
description of what government records are and why the National Archives exist to house them.
It also expresses values as to the purpose of government record archival work. The NARA video
narrator tells the government staff audience that “records tell the story of our government” and
that it is important to preserve these records “so future generations will be able to review and
interpret the actions taken and decisions made.” Their online training materials point out that all
federal agencies are legally required to keep and manage records, noting that records have an
evidentiary significance, that “records are the evidence of the agency’s actions.”50 In the context
of looking at human rights violations by the state, it is of particular interest to note the NARA
training videos specifically point to the potential value of the records that they manage in holding

48

See the section of the NARA website dedicated to the audience of federal employees:
https://www.archives.gov/fed-employees.
49
Available publicly on the NARA National Records Management Training Program YouTube channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLugwVCjzrJsWbTAkNkRdOj_LsgsVpMHeZ (accessed September 2,
2018).
50
NARA records management webpage: https://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/faqs/general.html (accessed
September 2, 2018).
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government actors accountable, stating “records are essential to government accountability and
transparency.”51
The bureaucratic rules and administrative procedures coming from NARA and the
Federal Records Act create the social infrastructure through which everyday relationships
between agency staff and federal records are experienced. These understandings and everyday
practices are the basis of how federal records are treated by staff, including their retention and
preservation for potential access through both immediate FOIA request responses by federal
agencies and future archival holdings at the National Archives. NARA is thus a key player in the
field of access to government information both before and after records are transferred to the
National Archives. I begin the next chapter, chapter three, with an introduction to NARA as an
institution and the specific entities of NARA that impact access to records of U.S. actions related
to the War on Terror.

51

Yet, the NARA website does not address how this transparency and accountability might be structured given the
delay in access to a significant portion of government information. NARA National Records Management Training
Program on YouTube, “Word of the Week: Records” episode:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLugwVCjzrJsWbTAkNkRdOj_LsgsVpMHeZ (accessed September 2,
2018).
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CH.3.
The Document Collections & Collectors I:
Government Repositories

In many ways this dissertation is an argument for the importance of digital and distributed
repositories of government information that are accessible remotely, where the records’ physical
location and caretakers may not be prominently visible to persons accessing the digitized
documents. However, no such online repository would exist without the people, institutions, and
practices that make them possible: the creation of these repositories requires physical space and
material resources such as scanners, optical character recognition (OCR) software,1 and
database/web servers; it also requires a tremendous amount of information labor. Thus, though
my ethnographic research for this dissertation was not conducted in a unified geographical place
that might be called a single research site, it was conducted through multi-sited interactions with
a set of people, physical places, and digital environments each of which has bearings on current
public access to U.S. records of the War on Terror. In this chapter and the next, I will describe
these people and institutions as well as provide some reflections on core themes that arose during
fieldwork across the multiple sites of this informally connected community of U.S. government
record transparency workers. Most importantly, I want to note that it is the people, as they work

1

OCR software, embedded in most scanning programs as some PDF-creation software, allows scanned documents
to be recognized as text rather than images and allows the text itself to be selectable and searchable. See also the
Glossary in Appendix I.
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with and through institutional and legal/policy structures, who make these collections of
government records possible.
Since my research was multi-sited, involving repeated visits to different institutions over
multiple years, their description benefits from being presented within a thematic structure rather
than strictly chronologically. I have therefore divided these next two chapters into sections for
each institution: in the current chapter I describe the governmental U.S. National Archives and
Records Administration (as an overall institution and three key collections and locations) and
provide brief descriptions of federal agency website repositories; in the following chapter I
discuss the two non-governmental organizations, the ACLU and the National Security Archive
and some common themes arising out of interacting with the archive sites. I begin with my
earliest research experiences seeking documents related to the War on Terror in the governmentrun archives of Washington, DC, and then turn to each archive site and institution in turn.

During my early research, I lived in Washington, DC in the same building that was used as a
stakeout by the perpetrators of the Watergate break-in. The Howard Johnson hotel at 2601
Virginia Avenue served as a temporary location for the five burglars in June 1972 as they plotted
and executed their burglary of the Democratic National Committee Headquarters office in the
Watergate complex across the street—an effort to sabotage the Democrats’ campaign and bolster
CREEP’s (Committee to Re-Elect the President’s) work to get President Richard Nixon reelected. Currently being turned into luxury housing, for 17 years the building was used as a
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residence hall of George Washington University known as “HOVA” (the Hall on Virginia
Avenue), open to researcher rentals, such as my own, during the summers. In the context of my
research—in which pivotal Congressional initiatives to combat executive branch secrecy through
strengthening FOIA and initiating the PRA stemmed directly from the scandals of the Nixon
administration2—staying in the same building as the Watergate burglars held a special
significance. As I left the building each day, I would glance across the street at the polished,
multi-building Watergate complex and then turn to walk down to the National Security Archive
research room or take transit to the NARA locations in DC or Maryland, and I would reflect on
how much of FOIA’s history shaping access to government records today is bound up in the
history of Nixon-era politics. The events precipitated by the actions of the Nixon government
and his supporters in efforts for re-election had tremendous impact on government transparency
regulation and practice in the U.S., ultimately leading to the crucial gains in public access to
government information of the 1970s.3 Staying at 2601 Virginia Avenue was like living in a site
of historical memory about U.S. government information access itself.

Chapter 3 - Figures 01-03: Images of HOVA: (left: 01) Housing in what was once the hotel used for executing the
Watergate break-in; (middle: 02) HOVA was near-empty in summer, with only a few fellow researchers in residence

2
3

As well as related government inter-branch competition.
See the description of FOIA and PRA history in chapter 1.
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on my floor and eerily deserted lobby reception desks. (right: 03) The curved, multi-windowed and balconied facade
of the Watergate building complex can be seen directly across the street from the HOVA sign. (Photos by author)

During the early fieldwork stage, my goal was to determine which archives and
collections would make government records related to the War on Terror in the 2001-2009
period available to the public (and when, and how), as well as to better understand the landscape
of U.S. government document preservation, access, and archiving policy and practice. Though
few records of significance for the War on Terror had yet entered the official government-run
National Archives when I began my research, it is important to describe these government-run
projects because they shed light on the values and policies that shape access to government
records in the U.S. My research began at the U.S. National Archives, which (as described in
chapter 1) is run by the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) and is
comprised of multiple, distributed collections and locations.

National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)—The Official Archives of U.S.
Government Records
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Chapter 3 - Figures 04-09: National Archives, Washington, DC location: (top row: 04) The National Archives
Building in Washington DC houses both a research center/archive repository and a public history museum on the
importance of US national records. (second row: 05) Museum signage cites the building as a “Temple for Our
History” and notes that the archives museum receives over a million visitors each year. (third row left: 06) The
Research Center at the building’s rear is flanked by classical-style statues, including one that declares to visitors:
“Study the Past.” (third row right: 07) The Research Center includes the U.S. Legislative Archives; (fourth row left:
08) on site at which records of that government branch can be requested and then reviewed “one box, one folder at
a time.” (fourth row right: 09) Limited documents related to the 2001-2009 era are located here as of the date of
this writing; one of the few exceptions are the papers from the 9-11 Commission investigation and publishing
project.. (Photos by author)

I began my preliminary research by contacting and visiting the U.S. National Archives and the
multiple collections they hold of government records. The National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) is the central repository for past records of the federal government; it
was launched on June 19, 1934, created through legislation signed by President Franklin Delano
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Roosevelt after debates and passage in Congress.4 NARA is funded on an ongoing basis through
federal budget appropriations, with discretionary appropriations requests submitted to Congress
of between approximately 340 million and 400 million dollars each year over the past ten years.5
It also plays a role in government record management policy (described in chapter 2 and later in
this chapter). NARA functions both as an enormous record repository painstakingly managed by
archivists and used by journalists, historians, government officials, and individuals, and as an
institution that promotes a sense of U.S. national identity through its public programs,
educational outreach, and marketing. It is at this charged juncture—in the role of record-keeper
and the simultaneous role as a bearer of national identity—that the institution has to operate its
practices of accessioning and processing and preserving government information.6 NARA
describes itself in its official organizational materials as “the nation’s record keeper”7 and “the
independent Federal agency that helps preserve our nation’s history by overseeing the
management of all Federal records,”8 and they, as a large-scale federal institution,9 process,
organize, store, and make available U.S. government records from the earliest records of the era

4

For more background on the founding of NARA, see NARA’s publication Prologue, in articles such as “Our
Story” by James Worsham (www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2009/summer/history.html) and “Creating the
National Archives” by Rodney A. Ross (www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2004/summer/nat-archives70.html).
5
NARA’s full budget and appropriations request documentation by year are available here:
www.archives.gov/about/plans-reports/performance-budget.
6
For an explanation of accessioning see the Glossary in Appendix I.
7
See NARA’s public materials, such as the About page on their website: https://www.archives.gov/about (accessed
September 2, 2018).
8
NARA records management webpage: https://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/faqs/general.html (accessed
September 2, 2018). Note that in this self-description they utilize the term “independent”; this points to the
institution’s conceptualization as a separate agency with a mission related to preservation of historical materials,
versus a project falling under another federal agency, such as in the past when NARA did fall under the U.S.
General Services Administration agency for the period of a few decades. See article by NARA archivist on this
history on their website: https://www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2009/summer/history.html.
9
NARA’s management structure alone is comprised of 18 director- and executive-level staff positions. Their
organizational chart can be accessed on their website: https://www.archives.gov/about/organization (accessed
September 2, 2018).
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of the Declaration of Independence to the most recently available records of federal branches and
agencies, according to professional archivist and preservationist standards.
I contacted some of the archivists working at NARA in advance of my first visits and
asked where I might be able to access records for my research area so that I could get a sense of
the archivists’ ways of presenting possibilities of access to recent government records to the
public. Because of record management law and policy, there is a significant time gap between
when government records are created and when they will enter into official archives to facilitate
public access across federal agency sources.10 One NARA Assistant Chief Archivist gave me
these words of warning: “We have very few records for that time period. Usually, the records
that we accession are approximately 25-30 years old before they come to the National Archives.
Since 2008, we are receiving records that are approximately 10-15 years old but most come to us
as classified or need to be screened for personal identifiers.” And then she quipped, “perhaps you
should select a different decade to research.”11 Despite that particular archivist’s dismissive
response, I was aware that the George W. Bush Presidential Library and Museum (which falls
under NARA administration), would be processing records from this era on an ongoing basis
increasingly over time after January 20, 2014, as per the regulations under the PRA. A very
limited set of records from the era—primarily records already in public circulation, such as
photos produced by the DOD for media events and press releases—were already incorporated
into the archives in the DC metro area. And, over time, new sets of records pertaining to the War
on Terror from multiple federal agencies would eventually enter the National Archives and

10

On an individual agency basis, federal agencies do make some records available right away, via responses to
FOIA requests or through voluntary releases. However, for this access the public must interact with agencies
individually and only a portion of records that would eventually be housed in NARA would be available; it also can
be more difficult to locate records through the individual agencies due to their digitized document search tool
limitations. Access to records via individual agencies is addressed later in this chapter.
11
Personal communication via email, June 27, 2013.
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become part of that institution’s holdings of the public record of these state actions. The records
of all federal agencies are bound by the federal records management policies of NARA and the
agencies’ own internal record-keeping practices are shaped by NARA protocols and training
guides provided to federal agency records-management staff, as described in the previous
chapter and revisited below.
NARA’s self-description in its institutional materials constantly notes its function in U.S.
national history and identity as “America’s record keeper” and/or “the nation’s record keeper,”
and puts forward an understanding of government archives as having political significance with a
relationship to the concept of democracy. For example, the mission and vision statements for
NARA underscore how access to government records impacts the relationship between people
and their government:
Our Mission is to provide public access to Federal Government records in our
custody and control. Public access to government records strengthens democracy
by allowing Americans to claim their rights of citizenship, hold their government
accountable, and understand their history so they can participate more effectively
in their government.
Our Vision is to transform the American public’s relationship with their
government, with archives as a relevant and vital resource.12
These themes of government records’ access in relation to rights, citizenship, history, and
accountability are repeated throughout NARA’s public discourse, including its institutional
history description online, which uses similar language:
In a democracy, records belong to the people…. Records help us claim our rights
and entitlements, hold our elected officials accountable for their actions, and
document our history as a nation. In short, NARA ensures continuing access to
the essential documentation of the rights of American citizens and the actions of
their Government.13

12

NARA website: https://www.archives.gov/about/info/mission (accessed September 2, 2018).
NARA institutional history description: https://www.archives.gov/publications/general-info-leaflets/1-aboutarchives.html (accessed September 2, 2018).
13
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Thus, through its official discourse, NARA asserts that a relationship exists between public
access to government records, rights (of citizens), and government accountability—that access to
documents is an aspect of claiming rights.
In fact, even though the majority of recent records related to actions in the War on Terror
had not yet passed to NARA from the originating federal agencies during the time period of my
research, the role of NARA as the anticipated national records repository impacts even the
records that have not yet entered its holdings, as discussed in chapter two. Because NARA
policies, along with records administration law and guidelines, set record management principles
in place for government agencies, even those records pertaining to the War on Terror from 2001–
2009 that may not yet have been accessioned and processed fall into specific patterns of
administrative treatment in anticipation of their entry into the official archives. Though NARA is
also careful to note that, aside from White House records that are turned over to NARA in full at
the end of each administration, only a small percentage of government records end up being
preserved (stating in their video training program for records management staff that, “of all
documents and materials created in the course of business conducted by the United States
Federal government, only 1%-3% are so important for legal or historical reasons that they are
kept by us forever”14), NARA’s guidelines help federal agency staff understand what is to
become an official permanent record. Thus, the management of information—the way it is
conceptualized, categorized, and interacted with through everyday practices—is crucial to its
potential future availability and potential utility in holding officials accountable and supporting
the public’s right to truth about past state actions.

14

Ibid.
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NARA manages several different types of collection projects and institutional locations,
including the National Archives Museum and Research Center in Washington, DC, the National
Archives Research Center in Maryland, multiple Records Center public access facilities
nationwide, and fourteen Presidential Libraries across the country.15 My first research visit to
NARA was to the National Archives building in Washington, DC, a major tourist destination that
houses founding U.S. historical documents—the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution,
and the Bill of Rights (which the site’s signage describes together as “the Charters of
Freedom”)—in the National Archives Museum on one side and a NARA research center focused
on records of the legislative and judiciary branches on the other. The DC National Archives
Building and its geographic context is interpenetrated with conceptualization of U.S. national
identity, located in the DC “mall” area, with its bustling tourist lines and dotting of patriotic
historic site signage.16 And the discourse used in signage and materials of the National Archives
Museum highlights this relationship of official national archive to national public memory and
national history.

15

In the case of the Obama administration presidential records, NARA will manage the archives but not the
presidential museum—a way of organizing information and public interaction with presidential history unique
in the post-PRA environment that will make a fascinating study as it unfolds.
16
As mentioned above the National Archives building museum side is a popular tourist site and is presented as a
primary repository of official state history to visitors (see Figures 6-7 in this chapter). The building is neoclassical
and the exterior tourist information sign states that the architecture “with 72 Corinthian columns and elaborately
structured pediments… embodies the importance of safeguarding historical records.” The sign also cites the building
as “a temple for our history,” which it indicates is derived from a quote about the archives building by Herbert
Hoover. One of the sculptures has carved below it “eternal vigilance is the price of liberty,” and is described in the
tourist information sign as a symbol of the need to protect records, a figure of: “Guardianship, whose protective
sword and lion skin convey the need to safeguard records for future generations.” The word “freedom” is also cited
in several areas of the museum side of the building in relation to the founding of America through its official
documents and appears in signage and souvenirs in the museum gift shop, where reproductions of the founding
documents can be purchased to take home. This public discourse posits a relationship between the archive and the
state/state values.
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Chapter 3 - Figures 10-11: National Archives, College Park, MD Location: (left: 10) NARA's enormous research
facility in College Park, Maryland, comprising their primary repository, contains major holdings of textual
materials, audiovisual materials, and more. (right: 11) An everyday scene in the research room: researchers, carts,
and archive boxes. (Photos by author)

I conducted research at NARA’s Research Center in College Park, Maryland—an
enormous facility, dense with researchers submitting folder requests, leafing through printed
pages, and snapping full-length document photos—the location of NARA’s largest repository of
government records. Where the DC building is heavily neoclassical with architectural resonances
of early American historicity, the Maryland NARA location, by contrast, has the 20th Century
modernist aesthetic of multi-storied skyscraper glass. New researchers must undergo a required
software-based training program to learn the “dos and don’ts” of the research rooms, with shortanswer questions on proper archive etiquette. After my own initiation into approved archivevisitor status through this program, I spent my visits in the civilian Textual Records division and
the Military Records division of the holdings. The records available from the War on Terror were
primarily public press releases and images from media photo ops, but I also used my visits there
to discuss government record access issues with the archivists, such as their perspectives on the
timeline of record availability and the information management structures that may help
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researchers locate records by topic—for example, their opinions on NARA’s databases and
finding aids.
Back at the National Archives Research Center in Washington, DC, the research rooms
are accessed through the rear of the building. There, I conducted research at the Center for
Legislative Archives and spoke with the public service desk staff and archivists.17 Their
Legislative Archives Reference Archivist is a specialist in the history of the National Archives
and has written articles on its history, as well as the development of policy and practices for
archiving U.S. records and assessing the relevance of existing government information access
guides. He spoke to me of his dedication to contributing to government record accessibility from
a librarian/archivist perspective, his interest in determining strategies for best guiding researchers
to the document sets that fit their interests.18 As we talked about government document
accessibility for my topics and time period, he was quick to warn me that I would find almost no
records for the War on Terror at NARA yet, as NARA’s role is to house records long term, not in
the immediate years after events, as he explained with careful, soft-spoken words and cautious
hand gestures. He pointed me to the Congressional Quarterly records in the Legislative Archives,
but for other records underscored their unavailability via NARA until a future time: “Even if
there were intelligence records in House and/or Senate records, aside from the classified
‘problem,’” he told me, “unpublished House records are closed for 30 years and unpublished
Senate records are closed for 20 years.” Thus, after exhausting the slim number of resources he
could list for me within the NARA Legislative Archives related to the War on Terror, he pointed

17

Holdings at the Center for Legislative Archives relevant to the War on Terror at that time consisted primarily of
the records related to producing the 9-11 Commission Report, AKA the Final Report of the National Commission on
Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, which were donated early by the Commission to facilitate earlier public
access, and the records of the Congressional Quarterly where pertaining to that topic.
18
During multiple informal interactions, across all of the NARA locations that I visited, other NARA archivists
cited dedication to similar ideals to me.
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me toward utilizing nongovernmental archives instead. He advised me to go to nongovernmental
archives that might collect the records sooner, saying: “[check] the holdings of the National
Security Archive on the George Washington University campus in Gelman Library, you might
want to see what you can see.”19 Thus, his words pointed to the interpenetrated document access
environment that I also found to be true throughout the research—that governmental policies and
institutions and staff persons relating to record access and nongovernmental efforts at collecting,
organizing, and providing access to records work together in ways that ultimately shape access to
information, particularly for recent records. There is a great deal of interaction between these
communities and, in many cases, a high level of respect for each other’s archiving work. Here, a
direct referral from a government archivist to a nongovernmental archive was emblematic of this
interpenetration.
At the Maryland NARA location, I was also reminded by staff that I was conducting
research on the 2001–2009 era too early; that the documentation of that era will not yet have
entered the official National Archives. Even though original federal agency documents will
eventually end up in NARA, before accessioning,20 documents would only be located at the
original agencies themselves and only get released through FOIA requests individually to
requestors or be posted in the agencies’ online FOIA Electronic Reading Rooms. The other
potential location for records in this time period before accessioning by NARA is in independent,
nongovernmental record collections, such as those of the National Security Archive collections
and the ACLU Torture FOIA Database. In fact, NARA even provides a link to the National
Security Archive on the NARA website, to point researchers to other sources for government

19
20

Personal email communication July 30, 2013.
See Glossary for definition of record accessioning.
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documents not locatable in the National Archives.21 In Maryland, the NARA military records
archivist, like the archivist from the Legislative Archives, also told me that to find records from
the time period I was interested in, I should seek out the National Security Archive.
Warmheartedly concerned for me when he could not find many records that would be of interest
for me in the collections he works with, he advised me that I should “work with the National
Security Archive for a year and just start doing some FOIA requests with them to build the
collection” that I want.22 The multiple interactions I had with the archivists working on site in the
public research rooms in Maryland and DC demonstrated the archivist community’s
professional ethos as information providers, i.e., their drive to connect the public with
information relevant to requests, overcoming any potential bureaucratic loyalties to focus on
specific repositories or collections. They seek to be facilitators of the information-seeking
process.
This same military records archivist, an upbeat man in his early 30s, cracked jokes with
me from behind his swooping 1970s style brown mustache during my research visits and showed
compassionate disappointment on my behalf when we found so few records available. He
described his commitment to helping researchers and wanting to connect them to information,
even when, such as in my case, very little was yet available. I asked him about record indexing
and how to search in the NARA databases for records related to concepts that might have a
particular official phrase in use.23 For example, searches for “drone” versus “unmanned aerial

21

See: https://www.archives.gov/research/alic/tools/online-databases.html (accessed June 1, 2019). NARA also
references the National Security Archive as a resource on the NARA page designed to help users understand how to
file a FOIA request, which lists, along with federal government resource webpages, the National Security Archive
homepage and FOIA request guide “Effective FOIA Requesting for Everyone” (see:
https://www.archives.gov/ogis/resources/ogis-toolbox/best-practices-for-foia-requesters/filing-a-foia-request).
22
See: https://www.archives.gov/research/alic/tools/online-databases.html (accessed September 1, 2018).
23
Known as “OPA”, though NARA also provides alternate online search tools “ARC” and “ADD”. Searches must
be conducted using the officially recognized phrase as, unlike an online search using Google search engine
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vehicle” return quite different results from NARA search tools, despite being terms that refer to
the same entity. Searching for the term “drone” in the NARA archives brings up dozens of
Department of Defense publicity photos; yet searches for “unmanned aerial vehicle” do not bring
up the photos, instead yielding completely different textual record documents (those that are
declassified and released) showing the development of drone vehicles and their incorporation
into operations since the 1960s.24 This limitation of the search capabilities of NARA’s current
data systems was acknowledged by the archivists I spoke with and was part of what led me to
focus on the importance of metadata considerations and software search functionality in
information management design in terms of how it directly impacts the public’s ease of access to
government information. Thus, given the lack of synonym incorporation into the NARA search
tools, it would be up to the researcher to understand that both terms representing drone vehicles
would need to be searched in order to obtain a full picture of government records related to drone
development, use, and promotion. (This question of discoverability/searchability and index terms
in relation to supporting public access to information is one I return to in chapter 6 in looking at
metadata and search functionalities added to records by the nongovernmental projects.)
Another archivist in Maryland, an archives professional in his late 50s, working in the
non-military Textual Records Division, also discussed his views with me on NARA online
search tools, indexing, and upcoming changes in NARA’s public online search tools. I asked him
about indexing practices at NARA, particularly the designation during record processing of
index terms that might aid future researchers in finding records of state violence, such as where
the words utilized in government records might be intentionally indirect in relation to the actions

technology for example, word-substitution synonyms are not programmed into NARA’s current metadata search
tools.
24
Note that records available in NARA did not yet include any later records on drones.
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on human beings they are indicating—for example, the term “torture” versus terms that might be
understood to comprise torture, such as “enhanced interrogation techniques” from the 2001–2009
period. He brought me the large bound volume of their terminology index from the 1960s
through the 1980s. He turned to me and, pointing to the entry in the index volume, said,
“’Terrorism,’ well, here you see records 22.5 under ‘Terrorism,’ but this was the 1960s–1980s so
[the record set] is probably for something like… Black Panthers.” This change in the government
and government record indexers understanding of the term “terrorism” in the pre-9/11 versus
post-9/11 eras demonstrates the negotiation of indexing assumptions and understandings of
historical context that must be made by a seeker of government records in the official national
archives—to know to look for records under the index term as they would have been understood
by the producers of the documents at the time of document creation.25 This negotiation of indexes
is something that a researcher has to engage in at all archives, whether governmental or
nongovernmental, but the approaches to indexing are different at each organization, and
incorporating synonyms broadly via search engine technology and/or including similar search
terms in descriptive metadata can contribute greatly to furthering access to government
information. As I describe in detail in chapter 6, nongovernmental archive projects have made
unique contributions to these forms of searchability for the records of the War on Terror.
In addition to these two major sites of the National Archives in the Washington, DC area,
I traveled to Dallas, Texas, for multiple research sessions at the recently opened George W. Bush
Presidential Library Museum—a site that encompasses both a NARA-run archival collection of
25

This relates to Ann Stoler’s concept of reading archives “along the archival grain” (2009). A seeker of
government information needs to go into searching government records with an understanding of political history
and changing terminologies. In addition, terms relating to state violence in documents may be obfuscating actions
through euphemism. Attuning oneself to the common methods of obfuscation in government discourse is a
necessary part of conducting research in these records; so too is a politically conscious historical understanding of
state terminology – e.g., what political interests and maneuvers were being served at the time by casting Black
Panthers as “terrorists” vs. the other many ways the term “terrorist” gets deployed in the 2000s-2010s?
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presidential records managed under the specifications of the PRA and a site of historical memory
regarding the George W. Bush Administration run by a public-private partnership.

NARA—The George W. Bush Presidential Library and Museum, Dallas, Texas

Chapter 3 – Figures 12-15: The George W. Bush Presidential Library and Museum: (top left: 12) Front façade; (top
right: 13): Entryway (bottom left: 14) The security screening process required on entry to any area of the building;
(bottom right:15) Stanchions flank the admissions desk. (Photos by author)

The first thing required of visitors after entering the doors of the George W. Bush Presidential
Library and Museum is to put oneself through a classic airport-style metal detector. This is not
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only a requirement of visitors to the library archives (and, thus, is not related to the security
around protecting original archival records), but is a requirement of all visitors to the public
museum. 26 The metal detector and museum/library guard area come first; then the central
entrance area (shared between archives and museum) with its circular desk and rope-delimited
ticket queues. After lining up to either purchase museum tickets or have a researcher visit
announced to the archives staff, visitors can then step into the large open room of the cofferedceiling lobby area, where dramatic orchestral music swells to accompany a 360-degree video
display projected over the upper walls of the exhibition’s entryway, while dioramic displays
throughout the hallways show off the jewel-encrusted gifts to the G.W. Bush White House made
by other heads of state. Researchers visiting the presidential archives must use this entrance,
lobby, and the exit that are shared with the museum, so the experience of participant observation
research at the archive is interpenetrated with the experience of patriotic messaging in the
tangential areas of the museum.27 Opened in April 2013 on the campus of Southern Methodist
University in Dallas, Texas, the building was designed to house both the museum/archives and

26

The federal archives that I visited during research all involved security screening measures, but not all of the
museum sites did. Interestingly, as indicated by the museum’s website account, the metal detector security measure
appears to be a physical manifestation of the differences in state and federal approaches to domestic regulation of
space, as Texas is an open-carry state where bringing a variety of personal weaponry into shared spaces is legal,
whereas in federally managed spaces carrying firearms is regulated. In any case, it puts the visitor through a
personal, embodied experience of security measures just before they enter this museum, whose major exhibition area
is highly focused on war, security, and surveillance.
27
State-run museums documenting national history are places where the state tells a public story about itself. U.S.
presidential museums are one such space, where official national narratives of U.S. history are crafted for public
display—institutional management must navigate, through choices in visibility, forms of representation, and
emphasis, the story of the president and their administration in the context of larger national history. These museums
are part of the U.S. Presidential Library system, run by NARA, currently composed of fourteen presidential libraries
overseen by NARA’s Office of Presidential Libraries. Congress passed the Presidential Libraries Act in 1955, which
set the course for development of these spaces, modeled on voluntary actions by former presidents Roosevelt and
Truman. Later, presidential records originally left to inconsistent forms of voluntary donation were bound by
Congressional action to become U.S. government property at the end of each White House term through the
Presidential Records Act of 1978. These legislative government branch actions have shaped public access to and
experiences of executive branch history narratives.
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George W. and Laura Bush’s private foundation, The George W. Bush Foundation. The
historical narrative in the museum sections of the building grapples with the need to cover a
multitude of events, some of which involved significant trauma and/or public debate at the time
they occurred, including: the attacks of September 11, 2001, and the government’s response;
Hurricane Katrina and the government’s response; the 2008 financial crisis and the government’s
response; and launching the U.S. wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.28
Since the passage of the PRA, the document archives and historical artifacts relating to
the presidency have become considered national property and have passed into the ownership
and management of NARA at the end of the presidential term. However, the design of museumrelated elements of this process are less clearly defined in law and regulation. Typically, the
design of presidential library museum buildings and their exhibitions have been done through
private foundations in consultation with the living former president, then donated and turned
over to NARA for daily operations.29 As former director of the Nixon Presidential Library and
Museum, historian Timothy Naftali, noted in an article he wrote commenting on the opening of
the George W. Bush Library and Museum, control over the design of spaces at Presidential
Library/Museums are divided between the National Archives and the private foundation:
The creation of every new presidential library involves negotiations over an
agreement—a treaty—between the federal government and the former president
and his representatives. Called a Joint Use Agreement, the contract divides up
responsibility for the space at the library between the private presidential
foundation, which is usually dedicated to promoting the positive legacy of a
president, and the American people. […] Those spaces controlled by the National

28

I do not include a discussion of the museum exhibits here though there is an interpenetration of the museum space
and archives space; for an analysis of these exhibits see my forthcoming article, “Everyday After Was September
12th,” originally presented at The New School’s Memory Rebound conference in April 2018.
29
See NARA’s website, as well as the “fact sheet” on NARA provided by the George W. Bush Presidential Library
and Museum website, which states “Historically, presidential libraries and museums have been built and paid for by
private foundations and then donated to NARA to make presidential records and artifacts available to the public.”
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Archives on behalf of the American people […] are legally mandated to be
nonpartisan.30
The narratives of national history produced for these exhibitions are therefore rendered in a space
of tension between different interests and actors, between the need to provide nonpartisan
documentation of an era of American history in accordance with NARA’s mission and the need
to tell a positive story about the history of the administration as part of the private foundation’s
mission.
NARA, in the presentation of its role and responsibilities for presidential libraries and
museums in institutional materials, continues to emphasize the relevancy of presidential
museums, as well as presidential library document archives, in facilitating public understandings
of history, and also emphasizes these museums’ nonpartisanship and the linkages between
museum space and archives space,31 stating on its website:
Presidential Libraries are archives and museums, bringing together the documents
and artifacts of a President and his administration and presenting them to the
public for study and discussion without regard for political considerations or
affiliations. Presidential Libraries and Museums, like their holdings, belong to the
American people.32
The “fact sheet” provided on NARA by the George W. Bush Presidential Center private
foundation further describes the role of NARA in this way:

30

Timothy Naftali, Slate, April 2013:
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2013/04/george_w_bush_presidential_library_dedication_
presidential_libraries_should.html
31
Interestingly, the plans for former President Barack Obama’s administration records and public history museum
are set to be developed on an entirely different model, where his administration’s records, as they pass into national
ownership and public availability, will not be housed in their own separate library but will instead be incorporated
into existing NARA facilities, while his presidential museum will be entirely privatized and run by his foundation.
This model separates completely the role of NARA in engaging with national narratives of history from that of the
former president and his collaborators. On the one hand, it removes the possibility of bearing public pressure on the
institutional managers to provide better public history content which feels like a loss; yet, simultaneously, it does
remove the tacit stamp of approval by an agency run in the name of the people, NARA, from the depictions of
history that arise around a presidential museum. Whether this new model may prevail for future administrations only
time will tell.
32
NARA website text (accessed December 10, 2017): https://www.archives.gov/presidential-libraries/about
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The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) is the nation’s
official record keeper, preserving and protecting important historical materials,
supporting research, and creating interactive programs and exhibits that educate
and inspire visitors.33
This positioning of NARA’s role suggests that NARA does have input in the content of historical
representation at these official sites of memory of presidential libraries and museums and that
they are, at least in their original intentions, purported to be apolitical spaces.34 Yet, the
embodied experience of visiting this particular presidential library (and, indeed all four of the
presidential libraries I have experienced) shows this tension to be unresolved.

Chapter 3 - Figure 16: Sign about NARA and its role on display at the museum in the exhibition (non-library)
space. (Photo by author)

33

Bush Center website “Fact Sheets” page (accessed December 10, 2017):
http://bushcenter.imgix.net/About/NARA.pdf
34
As I will briefly describe later in this chapter, this official discourse of NARA in regards to its role in these spaces
differs from statements by NARA staff members. I attribute this not only to the reality of navigating the political
tensions inherent in the funding and administrative architectures set up to create and run these sites, but also to the
unfortunate muddying and mixing of language in public statements from NARA that might pertain to the library and
archive aspects of these institutions versus the museum and public history aspects. As can be seen in various
evaluative processes and critiques around these two roles, and in the very different model the library/archive and
museum/public history site coming out of the Obama administration, the best practices for serving the stated mission
of NARA in relation to these remains in debate.
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To access the archives/research section of the George W. Bush Library involves a multistep process. After the passing through the metal detector, a researcher must line up to speak to
someone at the ticket counter and ask the ticket sales staff to relay to the archive staff that a
researcher has arrived. The researcher then waits at the edge of the lobby space until an archive
staff member is able to come and usher the researcher to the door of the archive area, where
friendly security staff watch over the hallway that holds the doors for the archive, the restrooms,
and the gift shop. I go through this process each time I visit.
To enter the archives I go through a special door on the right-hand side of the hallway
which leads to the first room, containing lockers for researchers, as most items are not allowed in
the main research room (a similar process to all of the NARA research areas and many nongovernmental archives as well). On the first visit, I am taken into the archivist’s side office to fill
out paperwork stating my contact information and the subject of my research and obtain a
researcher card, similar to the one I used in Maryland and DC. Then I place my personal items
(bag, computer, jacket, scarf) in the locker and enter the research room, which stretches out in
wide rows of parallel tables for researchers, the desk of the archivist staff member who monitors
the room at the end, facing them.
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Chapter 3 - Figure 17-22: The Archives Area of the GW Bush Presidential Library: (top row left: 17) The archives
area of the GW Bush Presidential Library; (top row right: 18) Diminutive signage wayfinding the archives area
from the museum; (second row left: 19) Archive boxes; (second row right: 20) Researcher place card stating:
“please remember—one box and one folder at a time”; (bottom row left: 21) Finding aid: White House Office of
Records Management Subject Files – HU (Human Rights); (bottom row right: 22) Archive box: White House Office
of Records Management Subject Files – HU (Human Rights). (Photos by author)
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In the archives area of the building in Dallas, the décor is spare. The walls and ceilings
are white and fairly plain. The entry room with its row of identical white lockers is as bare and
empty of decoration as a sterilized room. Other than lockers, it contains only a kind of
scale/detector mechanism; I am required to stand on this each time I leave the research section of
the building, whether for lunch or at the end of the day, while a security guard and archivist
technician observe the machine to see if its indicator light blinks on red or green. (In one episode
it turns red and I am given a more thorough search, though they assure me that in this case it was
a randomized test.) In the research room there are a few photos of George W. Bush and Laura
Bush with various diplomats on the walls and American flags dotting the room corners.
I was almost always the only researcher in the room when I visited the George W. Bush
archives. The archive technician staff told me that was likely to change dramatically as time goes
on; my visits to the archive were in the first three years of its existence when, particularly in year
one, very few materials had been processed. (For example, as of January 3rd, 2015, just short of
one year since FOIA request-based processing began, there were only 15 FOIA request-related
collections listed, whereas as of June 2019 there are 380.) As more records are processed, more
materials are made available to journalists, historians, and other researchers, many of which will
only be available through on-site visits as only a subset of records are made available digitally.
During my archive visits, I would sit at the front table at the left-hand side of the room, paging
through finding aids and original document folders, under the eyes of the archivist technicians; at
intervals throughout the day I would talk with them and ask them questions about the
development of the collections and their experiences working there. As with all of the archives I
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visited for this research that contained original records, request forms were fulfilled by archive
staff behind the scenes, brought to me on a metal cart in professional-standard archive boxes,
organized carefully into clearly labelled acid-free manila folders, and given to me with print and
verbal precautions to view only “one box at a time, one folder at a time.” These measures help
protect the original government documents and also shape the researcher’s interaction with
records as physical objects. The physical processes and security gatekeeping involved in these
research experiences led me to further reflect on the contrasts of this experience with researcher
interaction with digitized government documents and the importance of digital circulation
(which I discuss further in chapters five and six).35
Similar to my experiences in DC and Maryland, the archivists at the Presidential Library
also alerted me, as we communicated about my research period of interest, that there were few
records actually accessible about the topic of the War on Terror or any government activity
related to practices under its scope. They assured me more would be available after the 12-year
mark after the end of term, which, under the PRA, removes the special exemptions granted the
presidential and white house records between year 5 and year 12 and leaves the records only
subject to the standard six exemptions of FOIA that also apply to all other executive branch
entities. In my early visits of 2014, the only records I found potentially relevant to War on Terror
35

Scholar Ariella Azoulay has described the gatekeeping processes at official archives as a form of distancing and
control: “If we closely follow in the footsteps of those entering the archive, we shall discover that the way to file any
document in it, let alone search for a document, is lined with a rich constellation of accessories and mechanisms that
in themselves already serve as sentries—cards, forms to be filled, search engines, lists, code words, folders, clerks,
laws, regulations, gloves, aprons, robes, brushes, chemicals, customs and rituals. These remind us that historic
material is at hand, data and notes that must be salvaged and treated with caution; that every piece of paper must be
returned to the exact place where it was found, even if we have our reservations about the place allotted to it.
However, this constellation, aimed at distancing us, is meant no less to bring us closer: to ensure that, in the
archive’s garden of forking paths, we shall behave in a manner that will not disturb the rest of the other items, that
we will not paint an all-too encompassing picture, made up of materials from more than a handful of folders at one
and the same time. This suspending constellation ensures that we will not devour the archival items the way Chronos
devoured his children, in order to later regurgitate them, willingly or at random, as dwellers of the present, in the
present.” (2015, p. 196)
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policy were references to human rights more generally in the documents used to draft and edit
the public discourse of the administration. For example, drafts of revisions to the White House’s
official “democracy and freedom robo letter”—i.e., the form letter used in response to certain
types of public inquiries—has had a statement about respecting rights crossed out; originally
asserting that “democracies respect the rights of their citizens” one White House advisor
changed it to read “democracies empower their citizens” (emphasis mine).36

Chapter 3 - Figure 23: Democracy and Freedom “Robo Letter”—documentation in the archives of draft edits where
the phrase stating democracies “respect the rights of” their citizens has been crossed out and replaced with
“empower.” (Photo by author)

Similarly, reviewing a series of statements over the years of the administration for press
releases on International Human Rights Day and the International Day in Support of Victims of

36

The document is from the Subject Files: Human Rights (HU), Box 1 in the archive. Withdrawn records related to
Robo Letters are also discussed in chapter 7.
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Torture, shifts in the wording used for public communications on these subjects are visible over
time, particularly between early years of the administration and 2004 and later, after images of
abuse at Abu Ghraib and excerpts of the report of the ICRC on conditions of detention came out
in the press. In the records of Tony Snow, Press Secretary, in a collection of his papers called
“Briefing Book,” there are sections of documents prepared to help ready the president for press
conferences on challenging topics with potential imagined reporter questions that also capture
the administration’s anxieties around public revelations of human rights violations. These
indicate administration concerns and how they were shaping discourse on controversial topics in
war on terror, as well as how the administration’s discourse was being shaped by journalists’
questions.37 I discuss other examples of the visibility of these kinds of edits to the
administration’s public discourse in chapter seven on the materiality of redaction, where I outline
some experiences at the George W. Bush Library archives in more detail and analyze the impact
of redaction boxes and withdrawal slips on visibility. In the period of time between 5 years after
an administration ends, when presidential records begin to fall into “request-ability,” and 12
years after an administration ends, when the additional constraints are removed and the fall under
the same FOIA standards as other federal government documentation, access to documents is
limited—though it is still the FOIA request process that contributes to pushing records into
higher probabilities of visibility.
Where documents related to the War on Terror actions and discourse are only partially
available in the presidential archives as of the writing of this chapter due to restrictions under the

37

Also see the records of Dana Perino (in collection set “2016-0183-F: Dana Perino’s Staff Member Office Files” at
the G.W. Bush Library), White House records of press briefings on the archived website (available at:
https://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/news/briefings) and the topic-based subset of administration records
from a 2014 FOIA request, processed in 2016 “2014-0078-F[1]: Records on Methods of Interrogation” (though note
many records in this set are withdrawn/withheld and may only have record metadata available until further
declassification is possible 12 years after the end of the administration or later).
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FOIA and PRA exemptions as well as the time-consuming nature of processing records, the
museum side of the George W. Bush Presidential Library and Museum, by contrast, allocates
significant museum space to representing the War on Terror for the public in a very direct
narrative of reasoning: providing specific explanations and defenses of enhanced interrogation
techniques, detention at Guantánamo, the PATRIOT Act, and the entry into the war in Iraq
despite the lack of evidence of weapons of mass destruction.38

Chapter 3 - Figure 24-26:24: In the GW Bush Museum significant museum space is allocated to representing the
“War on Terror,” including: (left, 24) a small screen with videos defending controversial aspects of the
administration, such as detention and interrogation. (middle: 20) On the same screen, another video defends the
PATRIOT Act. (right: 26) Another video defends going to war in Iraq (Photos by author)

38

As mentioned in an earlier footnote above, I have evaluated these sections of the museum in detail using a Critical
Discourse Analysis approach in my conference paper “Everyday After Was September 12th,” presented at The New
School Memory Rebound Conference in April 2018.
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Chapter 3 - Figure 27: Primary Wall Panel in War on Terror Section of GW Bush Museum. (Photo by author)

Chapter 3 - Figure 28: Area of the GW Bush Museum with War on Terror, Homeland Security, and Bush Doctrine
Sections. (Photo by author)
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At the end of the day, whether a visitor to the George W. Bush Presidential Library and
Museum has come as researcher in the library archives or a public history museum visitor, one
must quite literally exit through the gift shop in order to leave as it is the only public exit from
the building. After browsing through the records of different White House staff members and the
withdrawal slips marking the position of records one is not yet allowed to see, part of the
experience of leaving the archives links back to the idea of NARA’s relationship to stories of
national memory and identity, as one walks past American flag pins, Laura Bush gardening
books, and George W. Bush bobblehead figurines.

Chapter 3 - Figure 29: Bobblehead figurines and book in the GW Bush Presidential Library and Museum gift shop.
(Photo by author)

All archives are, of course, interpenetrated with the indicators of their purpose and vision;
often these come across through visual and material elements at the archive space. Where the
government archive sites that I visited tended to have a connection to overt symbols of U.S.
national identity (American flags, references to patriotism and democracy, and use of the term
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“freedom”), the nongovernmental archive sites that I researched for this dissertation presented
statements and visual cues regarding valuing government transparency and citizens’ rights to
information, such as emphasizing the importance of the role of journalism in American politics
and regulatory power of citizen legal action to check against excesses of the state. The concept of
democracy and its relationship to the right to access information, however, cut across both
archive types. Across the two genres of archival management of government documents,
governmental and nongovernmental, hung the assertion of a relationship between access to
government information and conceptualizations of the U.S. as a democracy, and the information
that a democracy should offer the public.

Accessing Federal Agency Records via Online FOIA Reading Rooms

A final set of government-run document repositories exists for potentially accessing U.S.
government records related to actions in the War on Terror: requesting the documents directly
from the multiple relevant federal agencies. Since the focus of this dissertation is on the ways in
which document accessibility for the public is leveraged through collecting and adding search
functionality to original materials, I will not address individual FOIA requests made to agencies
here, except in the ways they are used in collection projects where the documents are then recirculated to other potential viewers. However, there are mechanisms through which individual
federal agencies make a portion of their documents digitally available to the public outside of
specific request responses, and these forms of record access do relate to questions of public
access and information recirculation: individual federal agencies’ online FOIA Reading Rooms
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(ERRs). These I will examine here in brief through three agency examples to evaluate ERRs’
potential to contribute to access to information on state actions in the War on Terror.
The requirement for federal agencies to make some portion of documents released in
response to FOIA requests available online began with the FOIA law reforms of the 1990s and
has continued to be refined through the most recent FOIA amendments of 2016.39 This
requirement has seen different levels of implementation at different agencies over time, where
some agencies provide significant content to the public through their ERRs and others provide
very little or provide it via highly unnavigable user interfaces. And, it should also be noted, it is
not currently possible to search effectively and accurately across agency documents,40 unlike
through the search tools of NARA repositories and the independent nongovernmental archive
projects that will be described in the next chapter. Nevertheless, the federal agency website
ERRs do still function as important sources for government information.
The ERRs requirement due to amendments of FOIA law of the 1990s went into effect in
1996. Known as the Electronic Freedom of Information Act or E-FOIA, these amendments were
an extensive re-working of FOIA to accommodate new technology, address concerns that
electronic agency records might be getting destroyed or lost, and address new potentialities for
providing public access to government information through then-emerging digital circulation
39

See the history of FOIA outlined in Chapter 2 and in the paragraph below.
The FOIA.gov website run by the Department of Justice attempts to have a multi-agency search tool. However,
the tool has two major issues that render it of questionable use for document access. First, the tool is designed to
search both agency web page content and, where available, actual agency document repositories, which means that a
high number of results returned by a given search are web page content containing the search term rather than
“records” such as documents. Second, the Microsoft Bing tool they have set up as their search engine is configured
to generate maximum results, even when search terms are matched only very loosely by the returned content; for
example, a search for the term “waterboarding,” even when inserted into the search bar tool surrounded by quote
marks to indicate a precise match should be found, returns results not containing that word but containing “Water
Board” (as in the California State Water Board addressing drinking water quality) or just inaccurate word
interpretations (such as the Great Smokey Mountains National Park Campsites, which mentions availability of water
and wood, and is mishandled by the search engine as a match for waterboarding, presumably interpreted as water
and boards).
40
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technologies. Further reforms were made to the ERR section of FOIA in 2016, which
strengthened the requirements further. Particularly significant for document re-circulation, the
2016 amendments changed the law to specify that any records released due to FOIA requests
three times and that “because of the nature of their subject matter, the agency determines have
become or are likely to become the subject of subsequent requests for substantially the same
records” must be made available online.41 Thus, executive-branch government agencies have
been mandated to provide access to their most frequently requested documents via the Internet
through this amended law, with the lawmakers’ intention to improve the public’s ability to
access records that had already undergone declassification review and release. However, in
actual practice, this vision of greater access is not yet fully realized on many federal agencies’
websites.42 Federal agency FOIA ERRs have search tools that widely vary in quality or,
sometimes, no search tools at all, and frequently exhibit difficult user experience/user interface
navigation, bringing into question what the legal requirement of “making available” might be

41

The wording of the reformed law in relation to this is at § 552(a)(2). Emphasis in the quote from this law below is
mine to highlight how there is still room for a significant amount of interpretation of the “requested 3 times”
requirement on the part of agencies:
“(2) Each agency, in accordance with published rules, shall make available for public inspection in an electronic
format
(A) final opinions, including concurring and dissenting opinions, as well as orders, made in the adjudication of
cases;
(B) those statements of policy and interpretations which have been adopted by the agency and are not published in
the Federal Register;
(C) administrative staff manuals and instructions to staff that affect a member of the public;
(D) copies of all records, regardless of form or format –
(i) that have been released to any person under paragraph (3); and
(ii)(I) that because of the nature of their subject matter, the agency determines have become or are likely to
become the subject of subsequent requests for substantially the same records; or
(II) that have been requested 3 or more times; and
(E) a general index of the records referred to under subparagraph (D);
42
See my assessment in this chapter and also the National Security Archive’s annual review of the quality of all
federal agencies’ online information access from their perspective.
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understood to mean—if the information is required to be made available online, what should be
the standards by which it may be said to be discoverable by public information-seekers?43
Three agencies are particularly relevant to the documents of the War on Terror so I will
provide a brief introduction to their FOIA Electronic Reading Rooms: the CIA, the DOD, and
the DOJ. The Bush Library also has, since 2016, been making some document sets available
electronically through their website’s “Digital Library” as well, though they do not provide any
search functionality beyond a general website content keyword search bar, and whether the
document sets are OCR-ed (i.e., have their text digitized in a format that the words are
recognizable by search tools) for in-document text searchability varies from set to set, meaning
that keyword search is going to miss any documents without proper character recognition.44

43

Also see the 2015 National Security Archive E-FOIA Audit for an evaluation of agency ERRs.
Digitized collection sets are only represented in list form on their website (see:
https://www.georgewbushlibrary.smu.edu/Research/Digital%20Library.aspx). They submit metadata to the NARA
main catalog so some search functionality is available if a user switches between the two websites, but no direct link
to content is available from one to the other.
44
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Chapter 3 – Figures 30-32: 30: (top left: 30) CIA FOIA ERR user interface; (top right: 31) CIA FOIA ERR—wellcrafted search functionality; (bottom: 32) CIA FOIA ERR—unclear scope of records availability.
(Screenshot images by author)

CIA FOIA Electronic Reading Room
The CIA’s FOIA Electronic Reading Room (ERR)45 is a notable effort toward compliance with
the electronic access law in terms of its search interface and data structure. The CIA’s ERR is a
section of the agency’s overall website that hosts a number of digitized agency records and
provides access to these records via open keyword search, clickable filters, and date range search
tools. Where some federal US agencies provide only static lists of agency documents in their
ERRs (for example, the FOIA Library website of the Department of Justice described below and

45

Access at: www.cia.gov/library/readingroom.
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G.W. Bush Digital Library described above), the CIA has an interface that is intended to provide
more sophisticated search options to facilitate document access.46
The website’s document search interface has several successful attributes. The general
design and functionality choice of offering users several different search tools — a general
keyword search bar which searches based on the full text of the documents, an “Advanced
Search” screen that presents the user with multiple options for searching different aspects of CIA
documents based on document metadata (for example, date, title, original classification level,
etc.) and a “FOIA Category Search” which lets users access subsets of documents by document
categories — gives users who want to examine the records of the CIA a good array of choices for
discovering their records of interest. However, there is still a lack of access to government
information evidenced when comparatively utilizing the agency’s official ERR versus
nongovernmental document repositories. Though not featured on their Frequently Requested
Records page, in the CIA ERR’s full set of categories list they show a collection category added
to the website in June 2016 named “Documents Related to the Former Detention and
Interrogation Program,” but the search results on this category show only 50 documents, whereas
in the ACLU’s Torture FOIA Database, 180 records show the CIA as the originating agency.
These discrepancies could be due to metadata management in terms of documents not being
properly tagged or could be due to the limitations of which document subsets have been posted
to ERRs. Either way, this points to problems with the agency’s current efforts in their obligation
to provide robust public access to previously released CIA documents.

46

Though they may have issues in releasing documents. Several interlocutors told me that the CIA was a
particularly difficult agency in terms of getting requested information. So, though the technological aspects of their
ERR may be robust, they are reported to present other information access issues.
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Chapter 3 - Figure 33-35: Elements of the DOD (Army Division) FOIA ERR User Interface: (top left: 33) DOD
Army Division FOIA ERR user interface; (top right: 34) the Army Division FOIA ERR’s difficult search
functionality; (bottom: 35) Army Division FOIA ERR—unclear records scope. (Screenshot images by author)
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DOD FOIA Electronic Reading Room
In another example, looking for the FOIA Electronic Reading Room of the Department of
Defense is confusing as each division of the DOD manages separate online presences for their
FOIA-related materials. Here I look at the division of the U.S. Army. The Army’s user interface
at first appears promising as a large search magnifying glass icon and clear online instructions
appear on the landing page, yet, unfortunately, as of the spring of 2019, these features are not yet
fully functional. Rather than a true search interface, clicking on the magnifying glass icon takes
the user to static lists of document collections, though there is some ability to search by keyword
in just the document title. So, if a member of the public is aware that several documents of
interest from this time period contain the word “Investigation” in their official document title,
they may be able to locate some of the relevant documents, but otherwise users may find record
discovery difficult. Users can also filter on the DOD site by a handful of document categories
(“Administrative Investigations,” “Intelligence and Special Program Assessments,” etc.), but,
similar to the issues in needing to know standard document title keywords, the filter anticipates
familiarity with bureaucratic structures on the part of the public. In the FOIA-release area of their
document lists, “Detainees” appears as a document category, yet only four results are generated
by clicking on this link. There is some degree of federal record access provided by the Army
through their ERR, but it is not full and robust access.
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Chapter 3 - Figure 36-37: The DOJ’s FOIA ERR: (top: 36) user interface: (bottom: 37) DOJ FOIA ERR
discoverability issues: the information-seeker must already know the date and document name in order to find it.
(Screenshot images by author)

DOJ FOIA Electronic Reading Room
The last example demonstrates the least useful user interface of the three reviewed in short form
in this chapter, and it serves as an example of providing government information to the public
where discovery is so challenging that it could be said to be almost equivalent to not providing it
at all, or at least only to users who are already subject experts. The access to and availability of
the memos from the Department of Justice Office of Legal Counsel (DOJ OLC) relating to
authorizing specific interrogation techniques in August 2002 (frequently called “the torture
memos”) is buried on a difficult-to-find page of the department’s site within a long list of
documents organized solely by date. The DOJ’s ERR currently provides no search tools or
metadata for accessing their e-reading room documents; the documents are simply listed in
reverse chronological order. Essentially, the information-seeker must already know the date and
the document name to be able to find it.
In order to access these memos directly from the DOJ ERR, first, the user must navigate
to the ERR, then navigate to the Office of Legal Counsel area of that set of digitized documents,
then the user must know the approximate date of the memo because all document links are listed
in chronological order; and, lastly, they must have some idea of the official name of the
document in order to know which PDF link to click on for access. So, if a user already knew that
the memo listed as “Memorandum for John Rizzo, Acting General Counsel, Central Intelligence
Agency, from Jay S. Bybee, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, Re:
Interrogation of al Qaeda Operative (Aug. 1, 2002)” was one of the most important government
documents evidencing official sanction of the use of techniques that under most recognized
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international law constitute torture, then that user would be able to find it. But otherwise, they
would have to look at each item closely to determine relevance. Despite the fact that this
document has been publicly released, it arguably remains difficult to access from a public user
point of view via the DOJ’s ERR.
Two considerations are key to my evaluation of these agency online FOIA Reading
Room sites: (1) How well are agencies fulfilling the values expressed in FOIA law in terms of
making as many documents as possible available to the public through their online repositories?;
and (2) How well are they incorporating useful and navigable user interface concerns into their
online information service areas? For government information to be discoverable in practice,
both of these concerns need to be given serious consideration. As one interlocutor from a
nongovernmental archival project told me when I described my frustrations with the federal
agency ERRs to her in an interview, “their websites are not very good for searching; that’s why
we wanted to make documents more searchable.” Another acknowledged that the agencies may
face too many challenges to creating effective, searchable, robust online repositories: “I don’t
think they are going to improve [their online document searchability/availability]. And it’s a
tricky situation. Because they are accurately saying they are strapped for resources. We’re
saying, just at least OCR [the document] and put it up. It would be great if they put a correct title
and metadata in but…. I can’t see that happening.”
The access to government information that is generated through these federal agency
ERRs is one important way for the public to be able to gain access to records of government
activity. And it will become even more so if agencies continue to improve their ERRs as outlined
in the amendments to FOIA of 2016 (for example, by putting up all records that have been
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requested three times) and federal-level discourse on priorities for online records availability.47
At the same time, these repositories do not provide comprehensive sets of all
declassified/released documents of the agencies and, in many cases, do not provide robust search
functionality, so their utility as a resource is limited.
In addition, it is important to note that the nongovernmental collection projects described
in the next chapter have both contributed to strengthening the collections of these governmental
ERRs, because the FOIA requests made by the two projects described below (along with the
FOIA requests of other parties) contribute to further population of these government repositories
by generating document declassification. The nongovernmental collections also provide
expanded forms of record access in the kinds of searchability and circulation they facilitate for
the public. In the following chapter I introduce these two key nongovernmental organizations
and their work amplifying the potential of robust and timely access to records of U.S. activity in
the War on Terror.

47

See, for example, the DOJ’s guidance on FOIA law for federal agencies regarding electronic access to records:
https://www.justice.gov/oip/foiaguide/proactive_disclosures/electronic_availability_of_proactive_disclosures/download#page=6.
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CH.4.
The Document Collections & Collectors II:
Nongovernment Repositories

National Security Archive
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Chapter 4 - Figures 01-05: National Security Archive: (top row: 01) The National Security Archive indoor entry;
(second row: -02) The Archive is housed in the Gelman Library building; (third row left:03) The research room
holds bound print copies of collection guides; (third row right: 04) Archive box related to Guatemalan
revolutionary organizations; (fourth row: 05) The Archive’s website user interface; (fifth row: 06) The Archive’s
DNSA ProQuest library subscription user interface; (sixth row: 07) The Archive’s Torture Archive website area.
(Photos by author / Screenshot images by author)

The National Security Archive (the Archive), a nongovernmental, not-for-profit organization,1 is
housed in a series of rooms filled with archival-storage box shelving on an upper floor of the
George Washington University Gelman Library, an independent organization sharing space with
the university’s busy Washington, DC campus. The organization is a staunch advocate for U.S.
government information access and transparency, and the center of its work is developing
comprehensive collections of government records on national security topics. Since its founding
in 1985, the Archive has generated over 50 collections of government records in thematic areas
ranging from Henry Kissinger’s telephone conversations to the CIA’s covert operations to U.S.
electronic surveillance. These collections are comprised of over 130,000 documents in the
Archive’s electronic and print published materials, with additional unpublished materials
maintained in storage boxes available to researchers by request.2 Thousands of new documents
are added to the Archive each year, primarily through the FOIA request process.3

1

Their funding comes from dozens of private foundations (including Ford Foundation, the John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation, Open Society Institute, the journalism-oriented the John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation) and family foundations (see their website for a full listing of their funding sources:
https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/funders-supporters). They also generate revenue through offering their full DNSA
document collections via ProQuest, selling subscriptions to academic and research libraries. Interlocutors said the
ProQuest revenue represented about 50% of their funding. The value of these full collection sets the Archive makes
available through ProQuest subscriptions is generated through the information labor that the Archive’s researchers
and indexers do, as external researchers look to their collections for documents that might be difficult or at least
involve significant time commitment to find otherwise and the quality of their document indexing is greatly
respected in the academic community.
2
Numbers cited per their collections and documents listing in the Digital National Security Archive on ProQuest in
March 2019.
3
See the Archive’s director’s comments giving testimony before Congress on FOIA reform in 2015:
https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/05-06-15%20Blanton%20Testimony.pdf
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The National Security Archive was formed by journalists and academics advocating for
access to government information related to U.S. involvement in Central America in the 1980s, a
period that saw the U.S. engage in proxy wars, covert CIA programs, U.S.-backed military
coups, and secret arms deals in an attempt to control political outcomes in the region. The
Archive’s early years were shaped by a contestation with outgoing-president Ronald Reagan’s
administration in an effort to save records under threat of being destroyed; as one interlocutor
described it to me, “we cut our teeth on the Iran-Contra scandal.” In January 1989, Scott
Armstrong, a journalist who played a key role in forming the Archive, learned that the Reagan
administration was planning to destroy all White House emails4 before leaving office. The
Archive filed a FOIA request for the records and launched a lawsuit in response seeking an
injunction prohibiting destruction of backup tapes containing the records; this action ensured the
records would be preserved due to their implication in an ongoing legal case. Ultimately, the
case was decided in the Archive’s favor and resulted in the emails’ preservation and long-term
availability to journalists, historians, and activists concerned with government activities during
this period.5 In an era of early electronic communications by the White House, the case also
argued for the recognition in government records management policy that information in
electronic mail (the IBM PROFS system at that time) can qualify either as agency records under
FOIA and the FRA, or as presidential records under the PRA. This historical example again
raises the issue that the ways in which government records are interpreted as “records” (or not) in
the present for future archiving and preservation purposes under these laws has implications for

4

An early form of electronic communication via the IBM PROFS system. For more background on this case, see
“The First E-mail Scandal, Long Before Hillary Clinton: Iran/Contra,” The Nation, Aug. 25, 2016.
5
The case has also been the subject of the analysis of digital records management and preservation by archivist
David Bearman, see: “The Implications of ‘Armstrong v. Executive of the President’ for the Archival Management
of Electronic Records. The American Archivist, Vol. 56, No. 4 (Fall, 1993)
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access to information on government activities; this can have serious consequences for records
that may provide evidence of illegal, abusive, and/or violent actions by the state.6
In their public-facing media,7 the National Security Archive describes themselves not
only as a research center and archive of declassified U.S. documents, but also as the “leading
non-profit user of the U.S. Freedom of Information Act, public interest law firm defending and
expanding public access to government information, global advocate of open government, and
indexer and publisher of former secrets” (emphasis mine). Their Editorial Policy statement
emphasizes the contributions of archival labor to government information access, stating they
“enrich research and public debate about issues of national security policy by gathering,
indexing, publishing, and making available to the public its unique collections of documentary
materials on U.S. foreign policy issues” (emphasis mine).8 Note their recognition of both the
work involved in creating the document collections (gathering and indexing) as well as the
importance of facilitating their circulation (via making available to the public). This interest in
serving the broader public good through making government documents more available was
echoed in multiple conversations I had with Archive staff.
Researchers visiting the Archive have to enter through the main Gelman Library
building’s security process, displaying photo ID to a guard who calls up to the Archive to grant
access. Once in the organization’s sub-area of the library, however, the front desk area and
research room provide a cozy environment from which to browse through the bureaucratic traces
of government policy. The comfortable couch in the entryway waiting area looks onto a rack
6

For example, a couple of years earlier, part of the information trail documenting Iran-Contra came from PROFS
emails that Oliver North attempted to delete but where a subset were found to be recoverable from magnetic tape
backup and were used by the Tower Commission investigation into the Iran-Contra Affair. Oliver North and John
Poindexter were both convicted for destruction of records, among other charges.
7
Such as their website and printed informational brochures; see, for example: nsarchive.gwu.edu/about.
8
See digitized version of their Editorial Policy, available at:
nsarchive.gwu.edu/sites/default/files/pages/nsarchive_editorial_policy_-_2016.pdf.
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holding flyers describing the Archive’s collections and “The FOIA Process in a Nutshell” and
the desk of their researcher liaison. On the walls in the interior hallways are framed color cover
proofs of the books written by fellows, researchers, and staff of the organization, such as Peter
Kornbluh’s updated edition of The Pinochet File, which looks at government records of the U.S.
relationship to dictator Augusto Pinochet in Chile9 and Nate Jones’ Able Archer 83, an
examination of the history of a NATO war game exercise. This visual embrace of the other
forms of knowledge production coming out of work with the Archive’s documents shows the
value that the organization holds for both academic scholarship and public discourse on political
history. Researchers’ books are not “official” publications of the nonprofit entity; rather, they are
publications of the researchers/staff associated with nonprofit where the research and document
collection process necessary to produce the book mutually benefits the author, the Archive, and
the public.10 The research room itself is small, with a single conference-style table surrounded by
chairs and one computer for browsing their Digital National Security Archive (DNSA) catalog
and digitized documents system. The room’s bookshelves are filled with books, a few archival
document boxes marked in black sharpie, and the colorful leather-bound volumes of the print
versions of their collection indexes.11 On walls they have framed images that relate to some of
their collections, such as a few pages of surveillance information from the National Police
archives in Guatemala. During my visits, I spend time in the research room going through

9

Related to documents from the Pinochet era of repression and state violence in Chile and efforts to support their
digital circulation, see the Chilean exhibition and publication “Human Rights/Copy Rights” which is referenced later
here and also has exhibition contextual materials available online.
10
See the About section of their website for more detail on the separation between the Archive’s work with
document collection sets/descriptions versus researcher/staff publications.
11
Digital versions of these are also fully available online. These contain essays about the subject and time period
written by the researcher(s) as well as a timeline, full document list and subject, person, and agency indices, plus
information on how the collection was developed.
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printed document collection descriptions in bound book form and the electronic DNSA system,
as well as interviewing staff and researchers.
I also see evidence of the impact of their work on others during the days I spend on site in
the research room. On top of the research room flat files, I find a copy of artist Jenny Holzer’s
book, Truth Before Power, with a personal thank-you note from Holzer to the Archive for their
work in helping her find documents for use in her confrontational art pieces, traces of one
instance where documents collected by the Archive were picked up and re-circulated in new
ways—an instance that led to thousands of public viewers encountering enlarged reproductions
of key documents related to U.S. abuses in the War on Terror through Holzer’s exhibitions
worldwide. On another visit, I see a crew of Brazilian TV journalists interviewing Archive
researcher Peter Kornbluh about his work collecting documents related to U.S. involvement in
South America as he tours them through the archive hallways. Author and former Washington
Post journalist, Betty Medsger, stops by to visit the staff during another one of my sessions at the
Archive, soon after publication of her award-winning book, The Burglary: The Discovery of J.
Edgar Hoover’s Secret FBI, in which the National Security Archive’s “CIA Family Jewels”
document collection is cited frequently as a source. On each visit, I see staff helping individual
researchers who contact the Archive, advising them on what kinds of documents the collections
hold and how best to find the information for which they are searching. This help is provided
with gusto—hanging up the phone after answering an inquiry about archival records related to
Afghanistan, their Research Advocate signs off with an upbeat “Good hunting!” Overall, the
staff and environment of the Archive exude a feeling of excitement around the circulation of
information, excitement about government transparency, excitement to share the results of their
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work with the journalists, historians, artists, and other users who might further utilize their
collections’ documents in new ways.
My initiation into research at the National Security Archive on my first visit was led by
their Public Service Coordinator and Research Advocate, who acts as a kind of liaison to
researchers to help them find records and/or connect with specific National Security Archive
staff and fellows. After I explained my interest in actions and policy related to interrogation
practices, detention, rendition, and government discourses on rights during the 2001-2009
period, she suggested that I look not only at The Torture Archive, but also their collections on
Afghanistan and their multiple collections on intelligence policy, and she put me in contact with
several researchers who had worked to build these collections. She guided me to the resource
descriptions of different collections and what the Archive calls “Electronic Briefing Books,”
which are smaller collections of documents made available to the public on a rapid basis on their
website. This staff member, along with several of the National Security Archive researchers that
I speak with, emphasizes that all of the documents from my period of interest have been digitized
and are available to me and other researchers from my home in New York or anywhere in the
world, either through their website or through the DNSA system, depending on the document
set.12
When I interview Nate Jones, who at the time of our interview was the Director of the
Archive’s Freedom of Information Act Project,13 he describes the National Security Archive as
“skewing to historians” within the range of nonprofit organizations that work on government

12

DNSA is available via a subscription service, subscribed to by many libraries, including the CUNY Graduate
Center library.
13
For an overview of his decade of work with the National Security Archive and an informative summary of his
perspective on FOIA and FOIA improvement advocacy, see Jones’ final post on the Unredacted blog from October
2019, “War Stories and Advice from the Archive’s Outgoing FOIA Director”: unredacted.com/2019/10/18/warstories-and-advice-from-the-archives-outgoing-foia-director
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transparency issues in Washington, DC, in the sense that they hold their projects to an academic
level of scholarship, with careful attention to documenting sources and claims in their materials,
such as their collection description essays, Electronic Briefing Book introductions, and posts on
their blog, “Unredacted.” They engage in scrupulous fact checking and, as Jones emphasizes,
“footnote everything.” Their board and advisory board include academics from disciplines such
as history, political science, and international relations, journalists, and librarians.
The Archive also has FOIA specialists on staff, including Jones, who has written over
1,000 FOIA requests for the Archive, and Director of Communications, Lauren Harper. Both
Jones and Harper work closely with the Archive’s Director, Thomas Blanton, on FOIA advocacy
and reform efforts, as well as public awareness on FOIA issues. Jones and Harper are the
primary contributors to the Archive’s “Unredacted” blog and conduct research to analyze the
degree to which different government agencies are effectively (or not) implementing FOIA
requirements in their responses to document requests and releases. They perform a periodic
review assessing and “grading” agencies on their FOIA response times and document access
compliance, typically distributed just before the national “Sunshine Week” transparency
advocacy events series in March each year, that is circulated to promote greater adherence to
FOIA requirements among agency staff and policymakers. They also participate in Sunshine
Week events, sometimes providing FOIA request-filing strategy training workshops for
researchers and journalists, such as the workshop I took with Jones as part of my research.
Their FOIA advocacy aims to shape FOIA policy and practice, pursuing greater
government transparency. In addition to the analytical and advisory statements about FOIA
policy they produce, they participate in advocacy groups and have testified before Congress on
issues related to FOIA. Their FOIA-specialist Nate Jones sits on the Federal FOIA Advisory
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Committee and is a board member of the American Society of Access Professionals. Jones told
me about his involvement in advocacy to improve FOIA law and policy:
My FOIA advocacy strategy is to ask: What are the small things that you can do
that have big impact? The FOIA advisory committee that I am on has just
generated a set of recommendations that, if they are taken up, will help FOIA.
Jones paused and then, giving me a wry look, added, “marginally.” He sees FOIA’s law and
implementation as in need of improvement, particularly in terms of reducing the probability of
unnecessary classification/redaction and demanding better adherence to FOIA in the actual
practices of agencies.
The Archive builds its record collections through requesting government agency
documents. This means that through the organization’s filing thousands of FOIA requests (and
strategic appeals of document release denials and sometimes legal action), thousands of
documents have gone through declassification evaluations at their home agencies and millions of
pages released in whole or in part. Moreover, they organize these documents into collections
framed by particular themes and time periods and add valuable content—extensive collection
descriptions as well as individual document summaries and metadata tags—in a rigorous process
that allows the documents to be discoverable in different ways by scholars and the public. In the
description of methodology for their “CIA Covert Operations” collections, senior fellow John
Prados explains why they do this work and emphasizes the power of bringing together
government documents into a thematic collection:
The CIA Covert Operations project originated with the realization that there exists
no single source in which an interested reader or researcher could access the most
relevant material with respect to the full spectrum of subjects important to the
study of these activities. Documents reside in secret government vaults or are
scattered among distant repositories, are of different types and thus held in
groupings unrelated to each other, or are seen as pertaining to certain geographic
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areas and not to the functional subject of covert operations. (“CIA Covert
Operations Collection,” “Methodology” section)14
By bringing together the “the most relevant material” on “the full spectrum of subjects” through
FOIA requests and document organizing, they make a significant contribution to government
information access.
The volume of information requests they handle is approximately 1,000 FOIA requests
per year, each of which typically results in record releases two to five years later; though a few
take much longer.15 A key aspect of the organization is not only requesting documents but also
assembling documents into collections. These collections are made available via different levels
of access: highlighted documents the collectors consider pivotal to understanding government
history in shorter collections freely available online (Electronic Briefing Books and other online
content) and in-depth collections of documents tagged with extensive metadata through their
subscription service sold to libraries and institutions on ProQuest (full collections). The Digital
National Security Archive, or DNSA,16 houses the Archive’s full collection sets electronically;
Electronic Briefing Books and special project collections (such as The Torture Archive) are
made available on their main website. The collections of the National Security Archive are
defined with a scope of time period and topic by the researcher who puts them together, plus the
advisory committees that they form in relation to collection topics, in consultation with the

14

Full collection description available at: https://proquest.libguides.com/dnsa/cia3.
The stories of some of these incredibly long-term efforts to get documents released are described in the Archive’s
Unredacted blog, such as the blog post “Government’s Oldest FOIA Request Even Older than Reported:
FRINFORMSUM 3/28/2019” (available at: https://unredacted.com/2019/03/28/governments-oldest-foia-requesteven-older-than-reported-frinformsum-3-28-2019/).
16
The introductory statement on the DNSA’s web portal states its description as: “From the award-winning,
nongovernmental National Security Archive, this resource consists of expertly curated, and meticulously indexed,
declassified government documents covering U.S. policy toward critical world events – including their military,
intelligence, diplomatic and human rights dimensions – from 1945 to the present. Each collection is assembled by
foreign policy experts and features chronologies, glossaries, bibliographies, and scholarly overviews to provide
unparalleled access to the defining international issues of our time.”
15
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organizational leadership. Through digitizing documents, along with the addition of metadata
and organizing cross-agency documents into thematic collections, they put the documents into
new forms of accessibility and circulation (I reflect on this further in chapter five.)
One researcher I met with is Barbara Elias, who has helped to build the Archive’s
collections on Afghanistan and Pakistan. Currently an Assistant Professor of Government at
Bowdoin College in Maine specializing in international relations, counterinsurgency warfare,
national security, U.S. foreign policy, and Islam and politics, she started research years ago with
the National Security Archive as an on-site fellow and continues to add to collections remotely
through the present day. In an interview, Barbara described to me her commitment to research,
increasing the potential for document discovery, and working toward bringing documents
together that can give a bigger picture of U.S. government policy. She emphasized the strategy of
requesting the same document from multiple federal agencies to see if the different copies of the
same document may have different redactions and so create a larger picture of the information
through being brought together.17 Handing me print copies of two versions of the same document
(a top secret letter from the Secretary of Defense in the 1950s regarding Berlin and U.S. relations
with the U.S.S.R.), she describes how, in the Archive’s DNSA, these two versions will be linked
to each other and, because metadata has been added that allows the system to see them as
multiple versions of the same document, viewers will be able to click back between the version
where each paragraph is almost entirely blocked out with “white box” redactions and the version
almost entirely unredacted and compare those side-by-side.
The staff and fellows of the Archive are not a community bounded by geography, but,
rather, by mutual interest in government document declassification and document-based

17

Which I discuss further in chapter 5.
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research. Though staff key to the physical research room and federal law and policy advocacy
projects work out of their main DC office, several researcher-fellows live outside of the area and
conduct their work with the archives remotely.18 Dr. Jeffrey T. Richelson, for example, a Senior
Fellow at the National Security Archive since the 1990s, lived and worked in Los Angeles at the
time of our conversations before his death in 2017. His research centered around records from
U.S. government intelligence agencies, such as the CIA and National Security Agency. In the
obituary notice written by the Archive in honor of Richelson, they note several specific cases
where greater access to government information was generated through his specific FOIA
requests, for example, some of his most famous document release achievements include his
FOIA request that “forced declassification of the CIA’s internal history of Area 51,” requests
that “forced the government to acknowledge the Acoustic Kitty project” (where the CIA wired
live cats in order to perform surveillance operations), and obtaining, in advance of the
information leaked by Edward Snowden, the first public acknowledgement “that the National
Security Agency was systematically intercepting the 4th Amendment-protected communications
of Americans as it scooped up foreigners’ phone calls and Internet messages after 2001.”19 This
work hints at how the action of making FOIA requests triggers document declassification and
release at earlier stages than would take place through regular incorporation into NARA.
Production Editor Wendy Valdes is the primary researcher for The Torture Archive
collection and also works on editing the indexical information that the three staff indexers
generate across all of the Archive’s different collections. Her background includes a graduate

18

Which the archive refers to as “embrac[ing] telecommuting and distance learning” (see their “In Memorium”
notice regarding Richelson’s passing on their website, https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/news/cybervault/2017-1114/memoriam-jeffrey-t-richelson-1949-2017, accessed July 29, 2018).
19
“In Memorium” webpage for Jeff Richelson on the National Security Archive website:
https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/news/cybervault/2017-11-14/memoriam-jeffrey-t-richelson-1949-2017.
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degree in ethics and global affairs and an undergraduate degree in history and French; she
described herself to me as influenced by her training in these fields and, therefore, coming from a
historian’s perspective when it comes to evaluating and selecting document metadata. She told
me of her passion for finding patterns in documents, even those that are handwritten and require
laborious close reading. She described the way that she and the rest of the production team
would meet regularly over the course of collections development in order to raise and resolve
indexing questions, such as how to index documents with agency terminology that changes over
time. Valdes describes the goal of indexing as twofold: both to tag major content areas and also
add tags that facilitate connections across information sources, thus: “getting the main subject
and getting the interesting smaller subjects. Do you have [to index] every subject? Not
necessarily. But, yes, if they are interesting. And, yes, if they connect to something else.” It was
her highly extensive research work and the work of director Tom Blanton, in combination with
the release of documents prompted by the ACLU FOIA lawsuits,20 that has led to the Archive’s
substantial online collection of over 16,000 freely publicly accessible documents in The Torture
Archive.21
For the National Security Archive, The Torture Archive project complemented well the
other archival collections in their broader mission to enhance government transparency and make
documents available, such as their collections on the U.S. intelligence community after 9-11,
collections on war in Afghanistan, multiple collections on CIA covert operations, and collections

20

The lawsuits described in chapter 1 and below.
The introduction to the collection posted in the introductory web page about the project gives an overview of the
collection’s sources: “The Torture Archive, an online repository of more than 16,000 documents, chronicles United
States government policy on the detention and interrogation of individuals in the “global war on terror” since
September 11, 2001. The Torture Archive features documents from a wide range of sources, including records
disclosed through the American Civil Liberties Union’s successful lawsuits against the Department of Defense and
other federal agencies; documents from the Combatant Status Review Tribunals (CSRT) and Administrative Review
Boards (ARB); FOIA requests by the Center for Constitutional Rights and the National Security Archive; and court
documents from Writs of Habeas Corpus Petitions filed by Guantanamo detainees in U.S. district courts.”
21
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of Executive Orders, among others. In addition, The Torture Archive as a specific collection of
records was made fully available to the public from the beginning through the organization’s
website and envisioned with the public interest goal “to become the online institutional memory
for essential evidence on torture.”22 The story of how that particular collection came into being is
intimately entwined with the story of the lawsuits and Torture FOIA Database of the ACLU.

The ACLU and ACLU Torture FOIA Database Records Collection

22

See the mission statement in the 2009 press release announcing the public launch of the Torture Archive online:
https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/torture_archive/index_ig.htm.
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Chapter 4 - Figure 5-9: The ACLU: (top left: 01) The downtown New York City building at 125 Broad Street where
the ACLU is housed on several upper floors;(top middle: 02) a display of historical ACLU materials from an event
at their New York offices during NYC Open Archives Week discussing their own internal record archiving
processes; (top right: 03) ACLU newsletter for public advocacy around the “War on Terrorism” from 2002;
(second row: 04) the landing page of the ACLU’s National Security program area webpages; (third row: 05) the
landing page of the ACLU’s Torture FOIA Database website. (Photos by author / Screenshot images by author)
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The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) is a nongovernmental, nonprofit organization that
addresses issues of access to rights and violations of rights in the U.S. using a combination of
legal, public advocacy, and other strategies.23 A large, multi-sited organization with powerful
litigation capabilities, it has branch offices in multiple U.S. states and a central office covering
several floors of a skyscraper in downtown New York, where their National Security Program,
the program that worked to collect the documents discussed here, is housed. Legal strategies are
particularly central to the methodology of the organization, and it was their lawsuits in
conjunction with partner organizations brought against federal agencies for violation of FOIA
that resulted in the declassification and release of thousands of records documenting U.S.
approval of the use of “enhanced interrogation techniques” and abuses of detained persons at
overseas detention sites;24 these releases led to the ACLU’s effort to make records more publicly
available through the database project described here.
The mission of the ACLU is to “to defend and preserve the individual rights and liberties
guaranteed to all people in this country by the Constitution and laws of the United States” and
they describe themselves in their public materials as “our nation’s guardian of liberty.” Values
expressed in the earliest U.S. documents—those forming the basis of the country’s legal system
and domestic expectations of rights—are cited as a reason for their work as a government
watchdog organization, for example on their “Guardians of Freedom” webpage where they state:

23

The overall organization is funded through a variety of sources, including private foundations, bequests,
investment income, and an enormous individual donor base, with over 600,000 members. It is comprised of two
related organizations, a 501(c)4 organization (which is not restricted from influencing legislation) and a 501(c)3
organization (which is restricted from such activity); at the time of the launch of the Torture FOIA Database in
2012, their funding was in the range of over 100 million dollars and after the influx of donations following the
election of Donald Trump to the presidency, it reached over 200 million. Similarly to the National Security Archive,
the ACLU receives no government funding.
24
As described in chapter 1.
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“the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights trumpet our aspirations for the kind of society that
we want to be.”25
The Torture FOIA Database is just one component of their National Security Project; a
project whose overall goal is to “ensur[e] that U.S. national security policies and practices are
consistent with the Constitution, civil liberties, and human rights.”26 The National Security
Project was launched in response to concerns of ACLU lawyers and analysts over government
actions in the aftermath of the September 11th, 2001 attacks, originally as “an informal working
group”27 and later developing into a formal ACLU program. The primary focus of the project is
litigation and advocacy around government policy, with the project’s core function to “litigate
cases relating to detention, torture, discrimination, surveillance, censorship, and secrecy”28—but
how that litigation-oriented project came to include creating a public archive of government
records documenting evidence of human rights abuses grew out of both the project’s work to
push for greater release of information and the commitment of individual lawyers working on the
project to open up public access to this information.
The database project was launched to the public on June 26, 2012 to coincide with the
International Day of Support for Victims of Torture, described in a brief blog post as their “effort
to provide meaningful public access to the primary documentation of torture and abuse during
the years following September 11, 2001.”29 Alexander Abdo, the lawyer leading the database

25

See the ACLU’s website (accessed April 1, 2019) for these self-descriptions.
Note that they cite foundational U.S. documents.
27
Their website also notes the continued relevance of the project today, despite some changes in government policy
in the treatment of detained persons since the George W. Bush administration: “Some of these policies, such as
torture and extraordinary rendition, are no longer officially condoned. But most other policies—indefinite detention,
targeted killing, trial by military commissions, warrantless surveillance, and racial, religious, and other forms of
profiling—remain core elements of U.S. national security strategy today.”
28
See the ACLU’s webpage “About the National Security Project,” available at: https://www.aclu.org/other/aboutaclus-national-security-project.
29
See the ACLU blog post announcing the launch at: https://www.aclu.org/blog/human-rights-nationalsecurity/aclu-launches-torture-database- recognition-international-day.
26
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project, described the resource further in an online article a few weeks later, emphasizing the
new search tools the database was providing with the title: “The primary documents of torture,
now with metatags.” In the July 12th statement he communicated excitement about the database
in terms of how it can serve the public interest, as well as journalists, over the long term,
providing information as a resource for advocacy on the issue of U.S. torture and illegal
detention practices beyond the advocacy of the ACLU. On behalf of the ACLU, Abdo articulated
an enthusiastic vision and commitment to continue to maintain and update the repository: “Our
hope is that the Torture Database will serve not only as a historical repository but as a living
resource to those pushing to fill the gaps left in the public understanding of our nation’s
shameful experiment with torture and abuse”30 (emphasis mine).
The document collecting, organizing, and metadata-tagging for the Torture FOIA
Database project was conducted by senior lawyers of the National Security Program in
conjunction with a team of paralegals and legal assistants. What seeded the effort that eventually
became the searchable online archive were the events described at the beginning of chapter one:
a series of FOIA requests made by the ACLU to different federal agencies to request documents
related to enhanced interrogation techniques and detainee treatment, inspired by the glimpses
into abusive acts given by media reporting on individual cases and the desire to evaluate just how
systematic the use of torture and rendition was. When government agencies refused to release
documents that the ACLU had requested via FOIA (except for a single released document), the
ACLU and partner organizations launched the lawsuit that resulted in over 6,000 documents
being released that had previously been withheld. Interlocutors I interviewed from the ACLU
referred to these document collection projects as the “torture FOIAs” and “the FOIAs on

30

See http://www.niemanwatchdog.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=showcase.view&showcaseid=00179.
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detainee deaths” (a handful of separate FOIA requests for records that, after litigation, each
resulted in accessing records relevant to documentation of abusive actions under the Bush
administration).
Where the collection on torture created by the National Security Archive described above
formed an extension of their primary ongoing work archiving U.S. government records, the
ACLU document database project providing public access to digital document collections is a
departure from the vast majority of their work. The ACLU is not typically engaged in creating
archives of government records explicitly for public use. Interlocutors reported to me that
creating searchable databases of documents has been a frequent practice for them for internal
use, as part of a set of tools for pursuing legal strategies, but that the scope and complexity of
making a public version of and user interface for the Torture FOIA Database was a unique
project for the organization at the time of its creation.31 Nonetheless, they felt a strong need to
bring these records further into the public sphere, as Abdo told me in an interview: “We knew
from the beginning that we wanted to make the documents public” and, though they had been
posting lists and document scans from the lawsuit releases on their website as more static links
since 2004,32 they worried the documents needed to be more discoverable and searchable to be
provided in a meaningful way to the public and “decided that we wanted to have a more
sophisticated database, one that would make these documents more accessible.” Thus, the project
of creating a searchable, public online repository of this government record collection was

31

As per interview with Alex Abdo. Note that per Alex and the ACLU IT staff members I spoke with in interviews,
they have now standardized the practice of applying metadata to FOIA docs that allow them to host publicly
searchable document sets on their website; though they tell me few of those have the complex levels of metadata
tagging done for the Torture FOIA Database.
32
The ACLU had been posting them on their website as they were released since 2004, (see
https://www.aclu.org/press-releases/federal-government-turns-over-thousands-torture-documentsaclu?redirect=cpredirect/13803), but wanted to add true searchability features by launching the database project.
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developed out of the vision of the legal team pursuing access to government information related
to U.S. abuses on a broad basis.
The database project was coupled with other projects looking to provide access to and
public engagement with the government records by the ACLU—further generating points of
entry into these records of state abuse. The ACLU ran a weekly blog, The Torture Report,33
where writer/human rights defender Larry Siems wrote in depth about specific documents in
order to “provide both a readable, up-to-the-minute narrative account of what the evidence
reveals and the tools for [the reader] to examine the mounting record of abuse [themselves].” The
ACLU’s description of the goal of the blog project as wanting “to give the full account of the
Bush administration’s torture program [bringing] together everything we know from government
documents, investigations, press reports, witness statements and other publications into a single
narrative,”34 highlights interests of the ACLU that are echoed in the Torture FOIA Database
project, i.e.,: giving a fuller account by bringing together multiple pieces of information into a
publicly accessible online site. The ACLU had also published a book in 2007 “in an effort to
make the government’s documents and the story they tell more widely known” (2007, p.2),
presenting a subset of the documents that came out of the lawsuit efforts in print and e-book
form, Administration of Torture, providing an important source from which an initial subset of
the documents could circulate, documents that “show that senior officials endorsed the abuse of
prisoners as a matter of policy—sometimes by tolerating it, sometimes by encouraging it, and
sometimes by expressly authorizing it” (p.2). The organization also hosted an artist-in-residence

33

The site was retired (frozen) at the end of the project, though still visible until 2018. It can be viewed using the
Internet Wayback Machine archive: https://web.archive.org/web/20120110000103/http://www.thetorturereport.org.
34
Note that the NSA Torture Archive also did other forms of engagement: they pulled out specific documents into a
web page of highlights called “The Top 10 Torture Documents You Need to Read” and also featured links to
timeline resources and a documentary called “Torturing Democracy.”
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Raikamel Kahlon, who worked with some of the documents of the Torture FOIA Database to
produce visual artworks addressing the relationship between these documents and the body in
her project “Did You Kiss the Dead Body?” These projects were all coupled with public
messaging by the ACLU through their website and press releases. Through these varied formats,
many of which incorporated links to the full archive records and downloadable document PDFs
in their electronic interfaces, multiple forms of circulation of the records documenting U.S.
torture practices—abuses in practice and authorization via policy shifts—have been generated in
the public sphere.
Siems, the author of the ACLU Torture Report blog, commented to me in an interview on
the motivation for pairing additional engagement projects with the ACLU’s document collection
and offering public access to the documents in new contexts: “The ACLU had already
communicated the ‘headline ones’ to journalists. They wanted to support ongoing engagement—
ways to mine this material to make it accessible to others.” He reflected on his role as a
facilitator of public interaction with these records of state violence, repression, and pivotal
stories of internal dissent, emphasizing the importance of individual involvement and
perspectives: “You have all these documents but how do people engage…. [As author of the
blog] I was a citizen engaging with government records. But the ethic is that everybody can do
that. We don’t have to depend on agencies to give the narrative.”
Unlike many archival projects of government records, the ACLU’s Torture FOIA
Database records are not intended to be offered to the public via a physical location; making the
collection public was intended from its inception to be a project of digitized documents and
online engagement. Nonetheless I did visit the ACLU’s offices and get a tour of their own
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archives35—the records kept by their in-house archivists documenting their organizational work,
which includes documentation related to this project—spoke with their archivists and IT staff,
and was given an introduction to the different database infrastructures that they use for tracking
documents in-house and serving the Torture FOIA Database online.36 The IT staff person who
maintains the systems and set up the Torture FOIA Database API showed me the backend of the
Drupal software configuration (which houses the documents and metadata as a series of Drupal
node entities) while telling me the story of how some of the customized data fields were utilized
over time.
The data itself was generated through the work of a small team. Aside from the senior
staff attorneys, the team was also comprised of rotating personnel of two legal assistants and a
paralegal, who typically worked on the project for a period of 1-2 years. A former paralegal and
legal assistant I interviewed described her excitement about working on a FOIA project: “I think
when people hear ‘FOIA’ their eyes glaze over. Or if they work in government their hackles
raise up: ‘you’re the reason we have to save everything.’ But in these cases, the National
Security Project FOIAs, the stuff that we were getting…was mind-blowing, heart wrenching.”
The everyday work of the legal assistants and paralegals involved high-quality OCR scanning,
detailed document logging (adding metadata and utilizing naming conventions), and
coordinating the project, as well as being trained by staff attorneys in reading the documents for
evidence. The attorneys trained them in how to decode indicators of violence in the documents as

35

They opened a selection of these physical records to the public during NYC Archives Week, providing highlights
of their past decades of case work, displaying publicity materials and newspaper clippings, and walking visitors
through their extensive back rooms of files. Their internal records eventually are given to the Princeton University
library where they are made available to researchers. Documents from the time period of developing the Torture
FOIA Database project have not yet entered the Princeton holdings (they are in their own “liminal time” stage—see
my comments in chapter 4), but in a few years these internal ACLU records will also be available to researchers as
another resource layer in the story of these record collections.
36
This is a customized Drupal backend using MySQL databases and running the Apache Solr search platform.
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part of training in how to summarize and categorize the records, as the same former paralegal put
it, they showed them: “here’s how you know if the detainees were abused.”
The paralegals and legal assistants working on archiving these documents from the
ACLU’s four or five FOIA requests and related lawsuits were the frontline workers turning those
documents into searchable, useful digital records. One former paralegal (now a lawyer and
visualization specialist) took me through “a day in the life” of working on the project when
documents were released by government agencies in response to the positive ruling in the
ACLU’s lawsuit:
When we got a release we would go to the USDA’s office to pick up the
materials. Sometimes they would mail or ship them but usually we had to go in
person. I remember we would pick up a big fat envelope, some paper but mostly
CDs. And then we had [to go through everything] to figure out: are these the same
or are they different documents. They were required to give us indices, but they
were very unhelpful usually. [The indices] would say just “document from this
date.” So then it would be a matter of, if the paper was not duplicative of the
digital, scanning that all in. Then taking the digital documents and OCR-ing them.
I remember OCR-ing everything. [When digitized documents were provided by
the agencies] they were really bad scans with no text recognition. And stuff would
just be redacted everywhere. When we got a release I would take it and make it
more accessible and put it into our file system. Noting the file’s agency, date of
release, and the specific FOIA request it was obtained through.
They would often send us enormous [multi-document] PDFs that might even
break in the middle of a document, which we would divide up into manageable
subsections. You wouldn’t want to pull up the whole thing, you would want to
bring up the individual document. It wouldn’t make sense to keep them in the
[grouped] way that we got them from the government.
Her account hints at the enormous amount of everyday archival practices that went into taking
the documents as they had been received from government sources and transforming them into
more useable, searchable information. (I will examine the role of archival labor in information
transformation further below in chapter five.) Along with the description of her everyday work,
this interlocutor also described to me the ways in which the work felt meaningful. She discussed
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the emotional exhaustion from reviewing records describing abusive incidents and investigations
into suspicious detainee deaths, but also the powerful feelings of excitement when records
released because of their FOIA request revealed something that might provide evidence of state
abuse, telling me: “the emotion that I think of when I think about that project is: ‘We found
something! This is exciting! Let’s put it in the catalog. We’re building the picture.’”

Parallel and Diverging Development of the Torture Documents’ Online Archives

The story of both the National Security Archive’s Torture Archive and the ACLU’s Torture
FOIA Database begins with the FOIA request and lawsuit described in chapter one. The two
projects were each a response to this new availability of government information on torture that
had, before then, been so highly suppressed. Both organizations began engaging with the
documents and putting them further into the public eye through more static web pages of
highlighted subsets of documents, then moved into phases of large-scale indexing and long-term
digital storage. Each organization sought funding to actualize their broader visions for digital
public access to these records of state activity related to torture. As funding came through for
each one at different times, this led to a kind of early parallel development that later diverged
into different project information structures and content focus where the projects’ goals and
metadata decision-making37 fit into their different interests and organizational cultures.
Beginning from a smaller set of documents released in the early years of the lawsuit, the two
collections become their own kinds of information organisms.

37

Metadata decisions that I will elaborate on further in chapters five and six.
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The National Security Archive’s director, Tom Blanton, originally proposed the idea of
making a collection of the documents public through the National Security Archive’s digital
infrastructure to the ACLU when the releases from the ACLU lawsuit had reached about 3,000
documents. Staff member Wendy Valdes led the work of entering and tagging the documents
into the National Security Archive repository and The Torture Archive launched to the public in
2009. Meanwhile, the ACLU was able to secure funding to create their own repository with the
special metadata categories that fit their own project vision (such as separate tags for abuses that
fall under Enhanced Interrogation Technique definitions of the CIA versus other similar forms of
abuse not in those categories). As the ACLU’s collection came online in 2012, the National
Security Archive turned its focus to expanding the number of government records and their
sources. Valdes conducted intensive document search work, adding relevant documents
researched for the Archive’s other collections on the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and
collections on intelligence operations, documents from non-ACLU lawsuits and from military
tribunals, and documents released by federal agencies through her own strategic search work in
agency Electronic Reading Rooms to collect everything possible related to torture policy and
practice. Through these efforts, the National Security Archive’s Torture Archive collection
reached over 16,000 records. The ACLU’s collection stayed focused on the documents released
from their own FOIA requests and court cases, fitting their own project goals, and have
incorporated over 6,700 records to date. Each organization, in its own way, performed a
tremendous amount of information labor to further bring these documents into the public eye. In
chapters five and six below, I further articulate the practices through which these collections and
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their collectors make critical contributions to FOIA’s goal to “protect the right of the public to
information.”38

38

Opening statement of the text of the FOIA.
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CH.5.
Temporality, Access, & Circulation:
Information Labor Opening Access to U.S. Records of the War on Terror

Every archive has a story of its own, one that is intimately intertwined with the story told by its
holdings. Its life arcs from its first imaginings, through the collecting, adding, use and re-use of
its records. As Miriam Ghani—an artist/critical theorist whose own projects include co-authoring
an “Index of the Disappeared” listing post-9/11 disappearances1—emphasizes in her essay on
work with archives in Afghanistan: “Archives are not static. Their material reality changes over
time—decayed, displaced, reorganized—and their meanings shift as well, depending on the
moment and context in which we encounter them.” (2015, p.45)2 For an archive of government
records, its archival life is bound up with the lifecycle of the documents of which it is comprised,
whose material reality, in terms of public access and circulation, also changes over time. I
conceptualize this multilayered, ever-changing relationship with documents as the documents’
afterlives.3

1

See the artists’ article in Radical History Review for more on the project (Chitra Ganesh, Mariam Ghani. 2011.
Introduction to an Index. Radical History Review 1 September 2011; 2011 (111): 110–129).
2
Per the project’s creators, the project is both about documentation and inquiry/theory: “The Index of the
Disappeared includes materials/records on detentions, renditions, redactions and other evidential forms of
disappearance and erasure in the post-9/11 context; it is both an archive and an art/critical theory project.”
3
The concept of a record “lifecycle” is fundamental to archivist training and practice. The SAA, the central trade
organization for archivists, describes record lifecycles as “The distinct phases of a record's existence, from creation
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An archive is created through the accumulation of different accounts; in the case of the
subjects of research here, this means the obtaining, bringing together, layering, ordering, and
making accessible the records of U.S. government activity. In this chapter and the next I will
further describe aspects of each of these processes and provide reflections on them, both my own
and those of the collections’ creators. I aim to highlight how the information labor of these
collectors works to “activate” not only individual documents but also government information
access law and policy. I argue that, through interacting with documents, these independent
nongovernment archives’ practices free government documents from their original relationship
to temporality and allow them to more easily move into alternate relations with other documents,
organizations, and events—relations that can make U.S. policy on torture and detention and
incidents of abuse more visible, undoing obfuscation.
The combination of document and action-upon-document forms the archive’s story—a
dialogic form that takes shape through the interrelationships of its holdings, their relations to
each other (different agencies, activity responses to policy changes, etc.), the structural forms of
the archive, and the decisions and activities of the individual and institutional
creators/maintainers of the archival project. In the cases described here, there is a tremendous

to final disposition” (see: https://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/l/life-cycle).. NARA also emphasizes the
concept of record lifecycles and how records change in relation to context and over time in their training program
for record management personnel at government agencies. In NARA’s video training program episode on
“Nonrecords,” when differentiating “records” from “nonrecords” and explaining times when having multiple copies
of the same document could still be considered all to “be records,” the narrator says it is because “one document
could have multiple lives, so to speak.” In the episode on “Lifecycle” the narrator says that record lifecycles are “the
idea that records, like plants, animals, or people, have a lifespan.” This episode explains in short, plain-language
terms, for an anticipated audience of government agency employees, the concept of records being “born,”
maintained and used, and then entering into either “temporary record” or “permanent record” status—its disposition.
This same training video highlights how early stages of record management (including recognizing government
documents’ status as “records” vs. “nonrecords”) impact future access to information: “the things we do upfront help
us ensure the record can be found, used, and understood all throughout its lifecycle.” (See the NARA video training
series, “NARAs National Records Management Training Program,” on YouTube, which is described as “provid[ing]
innovative, comprehensive, and cost-effective records management instruction to [their] learning community of
Federal employees and contractors”:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLugwVCjzrJsWbTAkNkRdOj_LsgsVpMHeZ.
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amount of information labor being done by the people making these collections. Their labor
means that documentation of the U.S.’s use of violent interrogation techniques, inhumane
detention practices, and other violations of human rights are available to the public in both more
quantity and sooner than they otherwise would have been, as can be seen in the story of the
ACLU lawsuits in earlier chapters. Below I will reflect on specific ways in which the archivists’
information labor increases government document access and circulation, and, thus, potential
visibility.
As the persons working in these nongovernmental archives bring documents together and
enter them into collections, the documents enter into a new existence, merging into the life of a
particular project. Through the act of filing a FOIA request to gain access to a document, the
collection creator triggers a chain of events: a record perhaps previously unreleased to the public
is looked for and located; if located, (and if classified) it is reviewed for declassification; after
review, it is perhaps released (or, if not immediately released, perhaps at least more protected
from destruction);4 and, once released, it enters into the independent collection, as a copy.
Through this act the document enters an existence where it is juxtaposed to all of the other
documents in the collection, as well as the information systems that make up the archive
structure itself, which transforms the document through context and new forms of access (such
as increased searchability). Documents are thus shaped by the ways in which people (requestors,
reviewer-redactors, archivists, researchers, indexers, IT technicians) have interacted with them
and, through incorporation into the independent archive, new forms of document access and
circulation are produced.

4

I discuss the contribution of FOIA requests and FOIA-related lawsuits to probable record preservation further
below in the section on the “FOIA effect.”
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In Along the Archival Grain Ann L. Stoler describes the ability that government
documents have to be “reactivated” (2009, p.3). She outlines how government documents can
operate in specific ways expressly because of their reference-ability—because their material,
which here I extend to digital-material, form of being can be acquired and configured to new
uses and contexts. Archival studies scholar Erik Ketelaar has also theorized the multiple
activations of documents through archives as an iterative, layering process, positing, “the archive
is an infinite activation of the record. Each activation leaves fingerprints which are attributes to
the archive’s infinite meaning” (2001, p. 138).5 This “reactivating” dynamic is a founding
characteristic of independent projects archiving government records. Ariella Azoulay has also
articulated a related concept of “recomposing” records originating from the state through
alternative archives.6 The documents may be originally held in the personal file folders of an
executive branch agency or the acid-free archive storage boxes of the G.W. Bush Presidential
Library/NARA, but the act of the request on the part of the researcher-collector reactivates the

5

The “continuum model” for archival record provenance from the archival studies field can also be useful as a way
to conceptualize the multiple layered activities and perspectives through which records are generated and used. The
“continuum” model of archival record provenance was developed in Australia in the 1990s by Frank Upward and
Sue McKemmish and recognizes multiple “axes” of record creation and usage. This model has been highly
influential in the communities of archivists addressing the challenges of organizing and facilitating access to records
related to human rights violations, settler-colonial contexts, and state violence. Michele Caswell (2016) describes the
“continuum” model in this way: “The continuum proposes a multidimensional model of concentric circles through
which records are created as the byproduct of activity, captured as evidence (disembedded from their creation and
extracted into systems that allow them to be used), organized into personal or institutional archives as memory
(migrated into systems which allow their use across an organization), and pluralized as collective memory (migrated
into systems which allow their use across society)” (xxi). She continues by noting how the continuum model, as
opposed to other forms of conceptualizing records provenance and archival usage, recognizes the ongoing
transformations in the social meaning of archival records: “The continuum model is characterized by the dynamic
and transformative nature of records and recordkeeping within multiple and interacting dimensions such that, "while
a record's content and structure can be seen as fixed, in terms of its contextualization, a record is 'always in a process
of becoming.... In this view, the archives is not a stable entity to be tapped for facts, but rather, a constantly shifting
process of re-contextualization.” (xxiii).
6
Azoulay speaks of the power of recomposing government archives through alternative archive projects because of
the ability to recompose the documents under alternative information regimes: “the possible ways for unraveling and
recomposing documents outside the reach of [the official government archive’s] law and authority.” (2015, p.199)
and “in a way that contests the monopoly, let alone the authority or prerogatives, of official archival agents and
institutions.
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document, frees it from a single arena, and brings it into a zone of greater visibility through its
new life in the independent collection.7
The reactivating of documents in the case of the two nongovernmental archives described
here is accomplished through multiple everyday acts of information labor by multiple persons at
the junction of their organization’s values, infrastructures, and technologies. The reactivation
their information labor generates is significant not only for what is produced for their own
personal research and internal organizational goals (e.g., another collection added to the National
Security Archive’s holdings, new books based on the document collections produced by
individual staff members, further documents available to the ACLU in pursuing litigation related
to torture and rendition), but also because it results in providing the public with new forms of
availability for these documents. That is, their reactivation makes further reactivations by other
persons more possible.

Building Access to Records: Activating FOIA, Activating Patterns of Documentation

Jones at the National Security Archive described the Archive’s work as “producing through
filing FOIAs”—i.e., producing new collections of documents from across government agencies
around specific themes through targeted record requests.8 Jones described how his colleagues,

7

See archival studies writings on the concept of record “activation” and “re-activation” as discussed in the
introduction and below (e.g., in the writings of scholars Duff and Harris, Ketelaar, and Caswell as referenced in that
chapter). Also note that similar concepts of “reactivation” related to photographs and photographic archives have
been extensively discussed in the visual studies and cultural studies scholar communities, for example by Elizabeth
Edwards in Raw Histories and Lawrence Weschler in Juxtapositions.
8
Note that this echoes what one NARA archivist had advised me: to work with the National Security Archive to
develop a record set on my topic of interest, as described in Chapter 3.
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the subject experts doing the research to build document sets, typically generate the collections
through their labor:
They read all the books, all the journal articles, follow the footnotes. They know
everything—including what information is still classified. They find a footnote
and see that there is probably a classified document. Then, at that point, they file a
FOIA. When they file the FOIA it goes into our database. My job is to oversee
that process. Every request gets a FOIA tracking number and is entered into our
system, with scanned documentation. So, if [our researchers] want to appeal or
not appeal [record request denials], we track it. And with that tracking number we
have a paper trail. My role is to help to ensure the FOIAs are written as well as
possible and figure out the strategies for the requests, the strategies for the
appeals. It is an art writing a good FOIA.
Part of the art of writing a good FOIA is determining the scope of the record request and how to
describe the records (as yet mostly unknown to the researcher) in the request so that the
maximum amount of the most highly desirable kinds of records are likely to be released.9
Describing the unknown records benefits from research into the known events to date and an
understanding of the domain of government information recording.
When asked to describe how they develop their collections and their FOIA requests,
several National Security Archive researcher/analyst interviewees spoke about the value of
timelines and chronologies, the importance of understanding the different government agency
cultures and their inter-agency relationships, and the need for examining the political-historical
context of government activities in order to successfully build collections through FOIA
requests. I asked Barbara Elias, researcher with the National Security Archive on collections

9

Several collection descriptions of the Archive point out the challenges in filing FOIAs to access as-yet unknown
information. For example, the “Limitations of the Set” description in the collection, “The U.S. Intelligence
Community After 9-11,” states: “In addition, the declassified documents in this collection represent only a portion of
the documentary record, in some cases because FOIA requests have been denied in their entirety or because they are
still pending with the agencies. In addition, documents that are not part of a known class of documents (such as
directives) and are not identified cannot be targeted under the FOIA. Certainly, a substantial number of documents
stating policies and authorizing operations designed to neutralize al-Qaeda and its activities are known only to a
select group of individuals. This is one way in which the wide-ranging classification of documents presents an
obstacle to fully informed research into the issues covered in this set.”
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regarding Afghanistan and Pakistan, how the collections that she worked on began and what her
process was like for developing them. She described to me that:
I go through the piles and piles of [existing/known] documents in conjunction
with a chronology. It involves the development of an extensive history, an
extensive chronology about every notable event that happens in the evolution of
the foreign policy or the war or the situation on the ground. That is how the initial
FOIA requests are sent to get documentation on each important event.
Researchers developing collections also do extensive searching in relevant federal agency
Electronic Reading Rooms (ERRs) for documents that may already be released. Several
described to me the strategies they had learned to work around the limitations of many of
the ERRs’ infrastructure and search functionality.
Researcher and project coordinator Wendy Valdes, for example, while describing
her methods for collecting new document releases to add to the National Security
Archive’s Torture Archive, noted the poor quality of the OCR10 performed on many
records by the federal agencies for their document sets and the unreliability of some
metadata entries in agency systems. She described her strategy as to review federal
agency holdings carefully by date because the date is more likely to have been entered in,
whereas document titles tend to be entered inconsistently and, frequently, even in
Electronic Reading Rooms that do provide some kind of document description, “often
you can see that their description is really just bad OCR, so you might not be able to use
their description for searching.” Valdes spent hundreds of hours searching for alreadyreleased documents across multiple agency websites, “harvesting” the digital copies in

10

OCR is optical character recognition, which is the software-based process (typically done during the scanning
process, though it can also be done later) that takes a scanned image of a document and attempts to determine its
exact text characters. For documents that have originated in print form when entering a digital collection, it is OCR
that makes PDFs of the documents searchable text. OCR processes vary in quality in terms of how accurately they
render the text.
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order to enter them as copies into The Torture Archive, resulting in the addition of
thousands of documents into new forms of circulation.
Elias also described her strategies for detecting where “gaps” (i.e., records not yet
in her collection for which she may want to file new requests) may be in available
government records. The strategy of building archive collections requires finding ways of
seeing the evidence of inaccessible records through the information available, to see the
traces of unknown records. Elias recounted:
I prefer to send broader requests to fill in the gaps because what is reported in the
news and what I have in the chronology can be very different than what is
happening on the ground. So, it is a little bit of guesswork in terms of
understanding, for example, that “X” person all of a sudden becomes very
important [in the available records] and that points to the need to go back and try
to get further related documents. It may be that no reporters knew that a particular
event was important when it was happening at the time, so it may not be in the
original event chronology I worked with. But when there are traces in the
available records then I reach back to try to find records of the previously
unknown event. And then we insert it into an updated chronology. That is part of
the Archive’s public service, to give an updated timeline of events.
The idea of developing event chronologies as a public service is paired with the Archive’s view
of the collection overview information they provide as a form of facilitating access—the final
version of the chronology paired with an introductory essay to the events related to the
collection, plus the per-document metadata, offering “a unique level of access for users of the
set,”11 thus providing new entry points into the source documents for future users. The
chronologies are developed from a review of the media reporting within a given time period,
from close reading of all released documents already received by the Archive (in order to look
for references to additional materials that might be able to be requested), as well as from review
of scholarly work from the same time period. This approach lets you “get into the places where

11

See the introductory statement to the National Security Archive’s collection “The U.S. Intelligence Community
after 9-11,” available in the DNSA or in print at their research room.
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there are no documents,” as Elias told me; i.e., this is how the researcher determines with which
agencies and from which time periods to press for new releases of previously unknown
documents, potentially bringing previously unknown government information to light. Elias gave
an example:
For example, National Security Council meetings. Those would not typically be
reported in the news. And I might not know about them because NSC is not
subject directly to FOIA. But I might read a journalistic account that describes a
National Security Council meeting on November 14, 2009, and then I would send
requests to try to get the “shadow” of the meeting. I would send a request to the
Office of the Secretary of State or Defense and find out what their agenda was for
that day: Were they going to attend a National Security Meeting? Did they take
any notes? Did they take any papers? And I would ask for the notes and the
papers and their schedule from that day to try to get the shadows of it, even
though you cannot get the records of the NSC meeting directly.
By following the shadows or traces of a document that cannot yet be accessed, the researcher
generates data around the missing information that may point to what is contained in the absent
document.12 Each document released may contain references to the existence of another
document or the involvement of another agency or the existence of a related event, which can
trigger the filing of new FOIA requests in the quest for the release of more documents to build
the collection; as Elias noted: “It really becomes the documents feeding more documents feeding
more documents.” The researcher-collectors build the collections through “identify[ing] patterns
of documentation,”13 generating new forms of visibility of those patterns in their reactivation of
these records.

Building Access to Records: Interactive Rhythms of FOIA Requests, Denials, Lawsuits,
Appeals

12

For more on this concept in relation to redacted and withheld/withdrawn documents, see chapter 7.
As described in the introductory section to the National Security Archive’s collection “Presidential Directives I,”
in the “Collections Guide”: “Project Methodology” section.
13
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Requesting, appealing, and sometimes litigating are all part of the collection-building process.
After receiving a denial to a FOIA request, the timeframe to file an appeal is short. After an
agency has responded to a FOIA request, the requestor can appeal only up to 20 days thereafter;
if that deadline is missed they have to wait two years to make the request again.14 This means
part of the “art” of the FOIA request, and the information labor needed to generate these record
collections, is tracking and following up on all requests. The National Security Archive files
hundreds of appeals each year and Jones recommends maximizing the utility of the appeals
process for getting more records released. He tells me: “A lot of people do not file appeals, but
the best documents are often from appeals” and “we [at the National Security Archive] write the
best appeals of anyone.” He emphasized the importance of appeals because that process typically
pushes the request into the hands of a more experienced reviewer at the government agency,
saying:
Generally, when you appeal a document (and only about 2% of FOIA requests are
appealed), then it has to be signed by a senior agency official. So, if you appeal, it
is going pretty high up in the agency and it is a person putting their name on the
line.
Similarly, researcher-collector Jeffrey Richelson emphasized the importance of understanding
“bureaucratic culture” in the request and appeals process. He had a number of strategies for using
the appeals process when original requests were denied and saw the shift of requests higher up
the agency’s review chain as having a greater chance for more complete releases of documents.
His appeal tips centered on emphasizing either that the denial of access violated FOIA
regulations and/or that information was already released. When filing an appeal:
You don’t say: “oh you really should release this.”
You do it on a combination of “it has been published elsewhere” or
14

In early 2019, a new online system was launched at FOIA.gov that facilitates tracking this timeline.
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“it is not plausible that the request would be denied in its entirety” because quite
often that is just not plausible. So, I will point out: “any study like this must
contain….” and why those records couldn’t possibly be exempt. I will also
include in some cases other documents that would be overlapping that have
already been released.
Jones also described using the strategy of citing existing document releases to push forward an
appeal:
What I love doing, and other people hate this, is when we get a FOIA denial often
we can find it, either in our own holdings through re-request, or at NARA where
maybe an earlier release had the information and now they are withholding the
same information. We can then embarrass the agency.
This can “embarrass the agency” because finding that the same information currently being
denied had been part of earlier document releases demonstrates inconsistent interpretation of
FOIA exemptions on the part of the agency and may show that the agency is not adhering to a
presumption of disclosure. Attending to the rhythms and timing of FOIA request, denial, and
appeals is part of the work that builds greater access to government information.
Lawsuits for violation of FOIA can also be generators of the archive, as described earlier
for the case of the ACLU’s lawsuits in response to document denials. In the temporality of the
activation of FOIA, anticipation of a future legal demand may even form part of the original
FOIA request writing. One paralegal that had worked on the ACLU’s collection described the
FOIA requests themselves as written with the anticipation that they would likely become the
basis of probable future lawsuits:
What we called the torture FOIA was a set of requests to different agencies
seeking the same information that would then become the litigation. Because any
time we filed a FOIA request we expected that we would likely have to litigate at
some point. We knew that we would either get something but not everything we
were entitled to or we would just get stonewalled, get the Glomar response from
the CIA. So, the requests were crafted with that eventual litigation in mind.
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The past experience of the researchers, lawyers, and scholars working to build these collections
also informs the writing of the FOIA requests. In these examples where record access is achieved
through lawsuits, the legal training of those filing the FOIA requests also facilitated their ability
to act on their rights under FOIA law to invoke appeals processes and legal action once access to
records was (illegally) denied. Thus, the legal expertise and past experience of the requesting
organization contributed to greater future record access, and ultimately led to the creation of both
online database projects.

Dialogic Documents
The action of bringing together of documents produces knowledge in new ways through
document juxtaposition. This has special significance for government records where multiple
copies of the same document may have differing redactions or withdrawals due to variations in
agency policies and practice. Richelson, Elias, Valdes, and Jones all also noted the key strategy
of requesting the same documents, as well as documents related to the same events, from
multiple agencies wherever possible, in order to build up the dialogic forms of knowledge
offered by different government agency sources. This is an important part of the archival labor
that these nongovernmental organizations are doing: bringing together multiple document copies
to provide access to those different copies in a central place.
Not only do the individuals performing FOIA review and declassification processes
frequently redact and withhold different content; the agencies themselves are reported by
interviewees to have different approaches to their response to FOIA requests and the extent to
which they will release documents. Jones commented on those differences:
Some agencies have better trained FOIA people. And the better trained they are
generally the more likely they are to release. There is a lot of variance in it. The
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agency head also matters a lot. If the agency head sends a memo or makes a
statement that they are a pro-openness agency, it trickles down. If they signal that
they want to be more secretive, that trickles down.
Since the variant copies of the same document from different agencies often have different
redactions, juxtaposing them can result in a much more complete picture of government
activities by virtue of viewing multiple, varying document copies in comparison. It can also
reveal the issue of inconsistent practices in the broader sense, beyond a specific document set.
Describing work on The Torture Archive, Valdes noted:
[archive director Tom Blanton] wanted to make sure we combined the document
variants because his goal was to show how ridiculous the classification system
practices can be in government. Because sometimes you get two documents and
they are redacted completely differently and you can still get all of the
information, it is just a matter of putting the variants together. We see that all the
time.
These inconsistencies noted by Valdes and Blanton underscore that redaction and the
withholding of government information is a highly interpretive process on the part of the
agencies. The concept of sensitive government information is not clearly defined across different
agencies or within agencies across their different staff. What government information will
remain classified is a negotiated process, influenced by legal and policy changes, the
personalities and preferences of agency management, and the everyday interpretations made by
records request review staff.
Document releases and declassification processes are impacted both by the actions of
individual FOIA request reviewers at agencies and by agency management and leadership. In
fact, the influence of leadership on FOIA request processing practices may have more power at
the staff level than the political party level in Washington. For example, despite President Barack
Obama’s early public statements about wanting to be the “most transparent” administration in
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history,15 several interviewees commented to me that they had seen almost no change in
document releases in practice over the course of different administrations. Richelson, Elias, and
Jones each stated that document disclosure decisions did not vary as significantly from
administration to administration, but, rather, varied widely from agency to agency. Richelson
described his own experience of this in making requests over nearly four decades of changing
administrations:
The propensity of organizations to release things is not so much changes in
administration, it is changes either over time or with the culture of the agency or
the views of the agency. Some agencies have been historically very good, some
very bad and others have changed over time. For recalcitrant agencies, unless you
get the Inspector General to have the power to oversee the FOIA program and
make life miserable for those people [who do not process/release in timely
manner or do not use exemptions correctly] and unless you have changes in
policy in some areas, you just don’t get anything.
Jones also felt that practices of the agencies had not changed despite different discourse at the
presidential level:
The general trend that I have seen is that, since the George W. Bush administration era
when I started, the head of Office of Information Policy has not changed. So, despite
President Obama’s departure from Bush policies with huge announcements of proopenness (which I think he did actually believe), he made the big mistake of not shaking
up the Office of Information Policy and putting an implementer there. And now eight
years later, OIP has been doing business-as-normal. Now we have Trump and OIP is still
doing business-as-normal. Which is, frankly, pretty bad.16
Thus, the intersections of policy and personality on the government side of records and
transparency management impact the ability to build these collections.

15

Presidential Memorandum on Transparency and Open Government statement January 21, 2009. It should also be
noted that many different media (Washington Post, The Guardian, e.g.) and advocacy groups (Sunlight Foundation)
offered evaluations of actual practice of the Obama administration’s transparency toward the end of his term; most
reported a very mixed record, with aggressive secrecy in some areas and support for open government data in others.
16
As this dissertation was in the process of being finalized, the head of the Office of Information Policy since 2007,
Melanie Ann Pustay, left her position and an Acting Director, Bobak Talebian, temporarily took over leadership of
the office.
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Since the development of the Federal Records Act and FOIA law, federal agencies have
had to develop a bureaucratic culture that must at least respond to the expectation of
transparency and accountability, but the degree to which that culture tends to favor release or
denial of requests varies from agency to agency. Some federal agencies were consistently noted
as presenting challenges in getting documents released (the CIA and DOD); others were praised
by researchers (such as the State Department). Jones also emphasized maintaining good
relationships with the personnel at the agencies responding to document requests, as much as
possible: “We try to keep good relationships between the Archive and the agencies. Those
relationships mean sometimes we can get more information about the reasons for a denial.”
Navigating the different cultural bureaucracies of the FOIA request filing, FOIA appeals
filing, and (when necessary) legal actions against violations of FOIA is part of the intricate
archival labor involved in building independent collections of government documents in the
U.S., where this labor intersects with information law and policy to move government documents
into greater public access and further visibility. This work to obtain information access and
generate document collections provides the raw material for the next stage of technical and
information management labor for the archive (described in the following chapter on metadata).
Moreover, the FOIA request, appeals, and lawsuit process can also impact the future availability
of documents even when those documents requested are not released.

The FOIA Effect—Preserving Documents for Future Time
The act of requesting documents, of filing a FOIA request, can have ripple effects—potentially
impacting document availability in future time even when not resulting in immediate document
access. FOIA shapes legal access to government records in the U.S. and is an important baseline
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of our right to truth, establishing our “right-to-know” in relation to government activity and
working toward public ownership of government records.17 As outlined earlier, the law has its
own relationship to the chronology of political history, a relationship to the contestations
between U.S. executive and legislative branches of different eras, such as the aftermath of the
Watergate break-in scandal. Congress expanded FOIA to a more enforceable legal framework in
the wake of scandals of the Nixon administration; it was the very public nature of the Nixon
administration’s secrecy and the exposure of abuses of power that made it politically possible to
create a structure that has potential to erode the work of government secrets.18 The Presidential
Records Act was also created out of this same historical moment of concern with government
secrets, where the presidential administration’s records would automatically enter the public
holdings rather than enter only through donation, expanding public access to government
records.19
I argue that FOIA’s legal framework is further “activated” through our practices and
interactions with the documents. By making FOIA requests, requestors trigger the process of
record review at the originating agency; by filing appeals in relation to record release denials, we
force the documents to be reviewed again, often by persons with higher management positions
and/or experience, sometimes resulting in further revelations of information; by bringing
lawsuits to claim rightful access where necessary, we further precipitate access to information.
The lawsuits themselves, because they are a matter of public record, can help to reveal the very
fact that government information is being denied.20 Through the FOIA requests, appeals, and
17

I discuss this more in the concluding chapter.
Though it needs to be remembered that FOIA law does not apply to congressional records or judicial branch
records.
19
See the Electronic Frontier Foundation’s publication on this; plus official federal FOIA guides available on their
website and in their research rooms.
20
The ACLU, CCR, and other organizations pursuing the lawsuits described here frequently made news about them
part of public advocacy campaigns through their websites, press releases, and social media communications.
18
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legal contestation process, the actions of each requestor push government documents into greater
visibility.
But even when a document might be withheld despite any of these practices, the FOIA
request can still have an effect upon the records of government. As cited in the records
management guidelines of NARA, “most federal records are temporary.” The final resting place
for a record is known as “record disposition” and NARA describes the record disposition process
as follows:
Some records are destroyed (for example, a receipt for the purchase of pencils),
while others are kept permanently in the National Archives (such as executive
orders). Records schedules are set up to determine how long all Federal records
are to be kept by the Government. Only 1–3% of all records are kept permanently,
but the total number of documents in the National Archives number in the
billions, and the number keeps growing.
In this process, the way in which records are evaluated to have historical significance, and thus to
become “permanent records,” is influenced by several factors—one of those factors is FOIA
request history. If a federal agency document has been requested and thereby been part of a
review process and review process paperwork, the copies of documents reviewed and the review
paperwork must be kept on file, according to federally mandated records management practices,
for a specified period of time; in fact, the original documents cannot legally be disposed of by the
agency when any FOIA request or lawsuit discovery hold is active for the records.21 As a general
rule, in the course of records management processes, federal agency documents can be legally
destroyed (as their “disposition”) after a process of relevancy determination done in conjunction
by agency records management staff and NARA archivists’ guidance. The future record

21

The federal regulation 36 C.F.R. § 1230.3 states: “Unlawful or accidental destruction (also called unauthorized
destruction) means disposal of an unscheduled or permanent record; disposal prior to the end of the NARAapproved retention period of a temporary record (other than court-ordered disposal under § 1226.14(d) of this
subchapter); and disposal of a record subject to a FOIA request, litigation hold, or any other hold requirement to
retain the records.”
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collections to be sent to NARA for processing at the 20-to-30 year mark will only represent a
small portion of the records actually created; that portion is supposed to represent policy
changes, regular activities, and documents that might be of public interest. The FOIA request and
review paper trail visibly demonstrates (through the creation of document copies and new
paperwork) the public interest in the records of the request. Moreover, the records are supposed
to be specifically protected from routine destruction at any point they are under active FOIA
request or appeal or lawsuit discovery as well as, if no longer open, for 7 years based on the date
of request, rather than the date of record creation (as would otherwise be the case). In this way, a
FOIA request can actually act as a preserver of records.
A well-documented example of the potential for FOIA requests to preserve government
records is the case of CIA records related to U.S. activity in Guatemala that were preserved due
to requests for documents made by Stephen Kinzer and Steve Schlesinger in the 1980s as they
researched their book on U.S. interventions in Guatemala, Bitter Fruit. I asked Kate Doyle at the
National Security Archive, their researcher specializing in Guatemala document collections,
about this history, who told me: “The requests were denied but the requests helped to preserve
the records until they were eventually released as part of a CIA publications program by Bob
Gates in 1997. By contrast, records from the 1953 overthrow of Iran's leader Mossedegh were
largely destroyed.”22 In an interview, Elias brought up another example of documents whose
preservation was impacted by FOIA: CIA records related to U.S. activity in El Salvador:
If a document has been requested by a member of the public through one of these
avenues, it cannot be destroyed [while FOIA requests are active] through regular
22

This history of FOIA-request-driven CIA record preservation is described in the book Secret History: The CIA’s
Classified Account of Its Operations in Guatemala, 1952-1954 by Nick Cullather. The authors of Bitter Fruit also
added an acknowledgement of thanks to FOIA in the preface to the 2005 revised and expanded edition of their book:
“We would like to thank the congressional authors of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), who provided us
with an indispensable tool to review the inner workings of United States foreign policy. The FOIA enabled us to
obtain documents from the State Department, the National Archives, the Naval Department and the Federal Bureau
of Investigation which described many details of American policy and conduct in Guatemala.” (p. xxxvii)
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federal records disposition. NARA decides what they incinerate and what they do
not incinerate because they cannot possibly save everything. If a member of the
public, any member of the public, has asked for a document, even if it is denied, it
is more likely to be preserved for a later date. But if it was never requested, it
increases the vulnerability of it to be subject to legal destruction. And that does
have consequences. A staff member at the CIA once told us that the shelf that
they had for El Salvador, for example, was much more substantial because of our
FOIA efforts, even though a huge percentage of those documents were denied at
the time of the requests.
This impact of the request on the lifecycle of a document is what I call “the FOIA effect” on U.S.
government records preservation.
In her article in World Policy “The End of Secrecy,” Kate Doyle (1999) details several
sets of records that are known to have been destroyed and/or ceased to be preserved that might
have otherwise provided useful information on agency policy and practice, including Joint
Chiefs of Staff meeting notes and 1953 covert CIA operations in Iran. Doyle emphasizes the high
stakes of the lack of record preservation and lack of record access on understandings of state
operations and U.S. history in the long term:
Restrictive secrecy practices not only endanger accountability, they cheat history.
Despite the existence of a variety of legislative safeguards designed to protect the
historical record (such as the Federal Records Act), preservation of government
documents is a sometime thing, with few rules, little oversight, and powerful
bureaucratic interests at stake. Currently, only about 3 percent of U.S. government
records are preserved for posterity. Agencies can make unilateral decisions to
“disappear” records permanently with little fear of punishment—either by
deliberately destroying them or by ceasing to create them.” (p. 36)
In addition to FOIA requests, lawsuits based on FOIA and on other legal frameworks can also
offer a degree of preemptive protection to records through policy communicated from NARA to
records management personnel at federal agencies. For example, a review of recent internal
records management-training documents shows advice to federal agency record managers to be
careful to never mark documents for incineration that relate to Guantánamo or Hurricane
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Katrina, as those fall under active lawsuits and may need to be released depending on legal
judgment outcomes.23
The different ways that requestor/researcher actions, such as the FOIA request process
and FOIA-related lawsuits, can act to preserve records is crucial in the context of records that
may provide evidence of human rights abuses by the state. In addition to the preservation of
documents (whether earlier or later) and gaining access to the documents through FOIA request
processes described above, there is the question of where, at the end of these processes, those
documents can be accessed by others. The vast majority of requested government documents end
up in the files and hard drives of individuals (journalists, researchers, interested individuals), but
the online database projects described here take the documents collected and offer them to the
wider public in new ways. Ultimately, it is the forms of access to documents created by these
independent archival projects that facilitate further circulation of government documents.

Government Documents in the Age of Digital Circulation
Extending a concept Walter Benjamin raises in his famous essay “Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction,” these independent archival projects can be viewed as part of the context of
government documents in the age of digital circulation. Benjamin discusses art production in an
era of increased access to mechanical reproduction, citing “reactivation” of objects through their
reproduction: “by making many reproductions [the technique of reproduction] substitutes a

23

References to the “freeze” on Hurricane Katrina-related records are cited in multiple internal NARA training
materials, such as the training PowerPoint “2_04 Records Management Overview (OliverOlin).pdf,” and transcript
of an April 23, 2013 training (https://www.archives.gov/files/transcripts/frozen-records.pdf)
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plurality of copies for a unique existence. And in permitting the reproduction to meet the
beholder or listener in his own particular situation, it reactivates the object reproduced.”24
Benjamin suggests that it is the quality of reproducibility itself that allows the reproduced
object to “meet the beholder or listener in his own particular situation,” reactivating that object;
an analysis of reproducibility that I use by extension to understand digital circulation’s impact on
government records. The idea that archival records can be reactivated through their use in
different circumstances is also part of information studies theory, for example in Erik Ketelaar’s
article reflecting on records, their metadata, and their use, “Tacit Narratives,” where he notes
that: “the same record [is] activated again and again for different purposes... [c]urrent use of
these records affects retrospectively all earlier meanings, or to put it differently: we can no
longer read the record as our predecessors have read that record” (2001, p. 138). Interestingly,
Ketelaar’s real-world example in this section of his essay is, in fact, an example of government
records reactivation—the use of German and Dutch government records that had been created
for bureaucratic tracking of stolen property from Jewish persons during the Nazi era being reutilized in new ways (and thus reactivated) for the purpose of property restitution.25 On the one
hand, part of why these documents matter is because there is an original (be it paper or digital)
somewhere in the official files of government agencies (the original in this case does indeed
retain its aura). Yet, what makes this independent collecting, organizing, indexing, and providing
public access possible is the digitized copy, taken to represent the original entity. This form
allows the released document to proliferate across the hard drives of these archive projects to
24

Walter Benjamin, "Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," section II (emphasis mine).
“The records created and used by German and Dutch agencies during the Second World War to account for the
looting of Jewish assets, were continued to be used, after the war, by German and Dutch agencies in the processes of
restitution and reparation. The same record was activated again and again for different purposes, as it is today
activated in the search for looted and lost works of art and other Holocaust assets. Current use of these records
affects retrospectively all earlier meanings, or to put it differently: we can no longer read the record as our
predecessors have read that record.” (Ketelaar, p. 138)
25
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those of journalists, scholars, and interested members of the public, facilitating new forms of
circulation and echoing the presence of the original.
These digital platforms, The Torture Archive and the Torture FOIA Database, allow
potentially infinite downloading and reproduction of the government documents they house,
offering these official records up into new forms of circulation and use. They demonstrate that
digital forms of information are not only easy to reproduce, they are also profoundly easy to
circulate. They illustrate in a digital context what Benjamin said, that “technical reproduction can
put the copy of the original into situations which would be out of reach for the original itself.”
Replication and copying of these government documents can even be an important factor
in information access before their arrival into the public sphere. In certain cases, when still at the
originating agencies, a copy passed from one agency to another can lead to that document’s
future availability to FOIA requests, such as documents from a congressional committee (not
subject to FOIA) being circulated to a federal agency (subject to FOIA). The passage of the
document, its own history, can impact its future availability—past circulation of information
generating future circulation potentialities.
As mentioned above in regard to generating the document collections, there is also
circulation of documents between journalists gaining access to the documents and passing them
to the archive researcher-collectors. In a recursive circulation of knowledge, researchercollectors at the National Security Archive sometimes also pass newly obtained documents back
to journalists, as Elias described it:
I would [get requests from journalists] and I would proactively feed them things
as well. For example, if they did a piece talking about certain topics that inspired
me to send a FOIA request, I would tag their article in the database that we have.
And then if the document comes in I can share it with them; almost as if, “I sent
this request because of what your article said” and here is the actual document. I
have gotten very positive feedback from that because journalists like having the
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documents for their records. And then sometimes things in the document are a
little bit different than what they had previously understood to be the case and
that is interesting for them too. It is a nice way that our work feeds into one
another. They help me; I help them; and then all of that goes into the public
record.
In the acknowledgment credits of The Torture Archive we also see the circulation of documents
by journalists into the archive, as well as the contributions to the archive that circulate between
different organizations—in this case, the NSA and the ACLU—where documents obtained are
shared, though, later, collected, managed, indexed, and publicly presented differently. In this
way, news stories contribute to building collections and collection documents become primary
source links in news stories, in another axis of circulation of these documents.
Circulation facilitated by the document’s placement in the independent archives begins
with the ways in which the archival project’s structure creates a basis from which a member of
the public can download document copies. Richelson from the National Security Archive
highlighted how the circulation of government documents has changed since the emergence of
easy digital document duplication and sharing. He also discussed the circulation of leaked
documents, stemming from media articles, entering his own collections to be cataloged and
tagged:
The obvious big difference is the Internet. Now you have documents posted with
news stories, where X number of years ago the document would have just sat in a
journalist’s drawer. For example, all the Snowden stuff I have is based on what
the Guardian and the Intercept and other [news media] posted online. So
[document circulation now] is quite different…. Undoubtedly to the annoyance of
various agencies.
Thus, a government document—and this is particularly significant if we look at those that are
evidence of human rights abuse—once taken out of its agency-only circulation mode through the
FOIA request, can be replicated and circulated for individual research and public media
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dissemination, then find a home in the independent archive, through which its circulation and
download possibilities gain a stable access point (versus some media links in journalistic articles
which may not be maintained long term) and new circulation possibilities.
NARA has also recognized the importance of offering its document collections digitally
where possible and notes its continued expansion of digitizing programs in its 2014-2018
digitizing strategic plan,26 an ambitious undertaking for collections as massive and
comprehensive as those under NARA’s mandate.27 NARA’s website FAQs page describes its
efforts to transform its collections into digital archives, noting that digitized records can mean
increased public access:
NARA recognizes that the expectation of easy online access to our holdings
continues to grow. Research is no longer relegated to libraries and research rooms
but is being done around-the-clock on computers around the world. To meet this
need, we will create, to the greatest extent possible, an ‘archives without walls.’
The “archives without walls” is an archives that, rather than placing the highest value on the
original document, places value on access, “permitting the reproduction to meet the beholder or
listener in his own particular situation,” in the words of Benjamin.
Returning to the particular significance of digital circulation of government records in
supporting human rights, human rights advocates and memory studies scholars have noted how
digital circulation allows government records to enter more easily into transnational arenas of
historical memory and potential accountability for, or at least understandings of, past violence.

26

Available online at: https://www.archives.gov/about/plans-reports/strategic-plan/strategic-plan-2018-2022.
The George W. Bush Library has begun posting some collections online as of 2016, both through a scanning
project for FOIA request-related records and “born-digital” records such as email communications. (In archivist
professional discourse, “born-digital” records are those records that were originally generated for their original
purposes in digital format, such as email correspondence, websites, and digital-only materials of an agency.) For
more on the day-to-day labor of digitizing FOIA-released records at the G.W. Bush library, see the NARA blog post
describing the process: https://prologue.blogs.archives.gov/2017/10/03/digitizing-at-bush-43 . Also see the digitized
records at: https://www.georgewbushlibrary.smu.edu/en/Research/Digital-Library.
27
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For the exhibition “Human Rights/Copy Rights,” Cristián Gómez-Moya has commented on the
special properties of digitized copies of declassified government documents, in his case
government documents regarding Chile and the U.S. involvement in Operation Condor, where
multiple states acted together to bolster violent dictatorships in the Southern Cone, to enter into
“a politics of archives associated with global digital access” and transnational memory.28 In
descriptions of the exhibition, the museum curator also noted how document reactivation is
produced through digital circulation, stating: “the declassification of documents on human rights
allows us not only to know and remember the historical and political past inscribed in the ruins
of memory, but also brings these documents to life every time they are copied and reproduced
from online databases.”29 Through these leveraging mediations, digital reproduction and
circulation extend the transnational afterlife of government documents.
In the specific context of my research, particularly the NGO collections of government
records, digital reproduction and the properties of digital circulation play a key role in access to
information.30 As Benjamin asks whether the invention of photography has transformed the
nature of art, we might similarly ask whether the invention of digital reproduction technology
has transformed the nature of archives.31 The central transformation that digital reproduction has

28

In the original Spanish, “una política de archivos asociada al acceso digital globalizado,” (translation mine).
Interview available at: http://www.fau.uchile.cl/noticias/82699/entrevista-a-cristian-gomez-moya-derechos-demirada.
29
Also see recording of the curator’s discussion of this topic; and archives article for e-misferica; accessed August
18, 2018 https://www.macba.cat/en/audio-becoming-an-art-document
30
A role involving both digitizing the data (including resolving “bad OCR” issues mentioned by interlocutors as
quoted in earlier chapters) and by providing layers of digital metadata with which to interact with the digitized
documents, as well as by providing the digital infrastructure of the online database servers and search tools
themselves.
31
And many archival studies scholars, often directly referencing Benjamin, have asked this very question, as
Benjamin’s essay comes up frequently in scholarship in information studies and archival studies examining the
question of digital reproduction and digital circulation. This interest in what implications of Benjamin’s analysis
might have for “the age of digital reproduction” and evolving changes in reproduction technologies has been
explored in a range of academic fields, by, for example: Nick Peim in the field of education (“Walter Benjamin in
the Age of Digital Reproduction: Aura in Education: A Rereading of ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
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engendered is expanded access. As information studies scholar and digital preservation specialist
Paul Conway has said in his consideration of the digital archive: “In the digital world, access is
transformed from a convenient byproduct of the preservation process to its central motif” (2015,
p. 54). Digital copies (as long as copies are maintained through changes in technology to offset
“digital frailty,” as both Conway and historian Roy Rosenzweig have cautioned) (Rosenzweig
2003; Conway 2015), open up new forms of access to viewers across geographic space and over
expanses of time. They also allow access to government information without the embodied
physical gatekeeping processes of researcher registration, ID presentation, metal detectors, and
walking into and out of the archive before guards, which are unavoidable processes when
accessing government records at archive sites.32 The question of how digital reproducibility
increases public access takes on particular significance in the context of digitized government
documents that bear evidence of human rights violations in supporting the public’s right to
know.33
This proliferation of government document copies highlights how reproducibility itself,
as a digital-material property of the document, when activated through the act of reproduction,
strengthens access to information. 34 Echoing the documents, proliferating them across different

Reproduction”) and instructional materials in information studies education (p. 51, September 2000 in the Journal of
Adolescent & Adult Literacy); in examinations of digitally reproduced art, such as Akin and Kipçak’s “Art in the
Age of Digital Reproduction: Reconsidering Benjamin’s Aura in ‘Art of Banksy’”); in cultural heritage and
communications studies, such as “Reading Walter Benjamin and Donna Haraway in the Age of Digital
Reproduction” by MI Franklin in 2002; among others.
32
Extensive gatekeeping processes were part of every government archive that I visited. The nongovernmental
physical sites of the ACLU and National Security Archive also required showing ID to guards and signing in to
access their buildings.
33
See also Gómez-Moya’s statement on his exhibition work in e-misférica 9.1:
https://hemisphericinstitute.org/en/emisferica-91/9-1-essays/archivos-visuales-en-la-epoca-de-la-desclasificaciondigital-aproximaciones-al-proyecto-human-rights-copy-rights.html..
34
It also provides protection against shifts in agency policies/reviews; one National Security Archive indexer joked
about re-classification, as I was commenting on difficulties in obtaining federal agency records, that one might gain
access to a document “and then the [government] agency might take it back.” (see Glossary and chapter 2 for more
on reclassification) If copies of previously declassified versions continue to circulate, the re-classification process
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contexts, audiences, and geographical scopes, can act as reverberation and amplification of the
evidence of human rights violations.

Government Documents in Liminal Time
The delay in incorporating agency records into the official archive (as described in earlier
chapters) brings to my mind the analysis of archival structures by Azoulay, who has written of
the delay in document access through official archives as “distancing,” a dampening of the
power that access to records of state violence could otherwise have:
This distancing constructed the archive as a deposit of a time that is past,
completed, one that poses no real threat to the power and to the law, and at most
can serve for writing history. In real time, that which has been stored in it could
have often provoked a scandal, upset people whose destiny had thereby been
decreed behind their backs. In the archive, constructed as ex-territorial and as a
receptacle for the past, that which had been cruel and biting is supposed to appear,
or so we expect it to appear, as dulled; a piece of history, its accusing finger cut
off, blunted. The time archives were allowed to rob from citizens—20, 30, or 40
years of safekeeping documents until citizens are allowed access to look at the
files—turned from being an unnecessary and unjustified sovereign violence into
an essential feature of the archive. (2015, p. 195)
One way to overcome this distancing that she describes, this construction of the archive as the
home of a dead past unthreatening to forms of power, is through the counter-construction of
independent, unofficial archives of government records to collect the documents during this gap
in archival time—this 15-to-30 year period (or 5-to-12-year for presidential records) of what I
call the liminal time of U.S. government documents. This time period is “liminal” because it is
the period between the document’s creation for its original use where it is housed at the federal

has less power in terms of public access to information. Though reclassification would still change the document’s
status in terms of how it can be referenced and used in governmental and legal contexts if it is no longer supposed to
be accessible in declassified form.
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agencies and the document’s accessioning into the official national archives where they would
eventually undergo review, declassification, and assembly into NARA holdings. During this time
period, it is the action of requesting records through FOIA that has the potential to bring
government documents into earlier accessibility and circulation. This counter-constructed
archive is what the nongovernmental collections described here, the National Security Archive
and the ACLU Torture FOIA Database, create.
The role of the external collection project in negotiating a different timeframe of access
to government documents is recognized by the National Security Archive in the introductory
statement to their collection on Presidential Directives, where the researcher-author weighs in on
the need for timely document declassification:
While the [National Security] [A]rchive recognizes the legitimate need for certain
national security information to be protected and controlled by the government,
experience has shown that much of what is classified can shortly thereafter be
safely declassified. In order to prevent the improper destruction and removal of
documents, the Archive attempts to file FOIA requests for relevant material as
soon after the events as possible to allow processing and declassification without
interfering with agency operations. Under current governmental maintenance
practices, much relevant information might no longer exist after 30 or more years
when it would otherwise first be reviewed for declassification. In addition, many
materials necessary to knit the documentary record back into meaningful whole
would not be available for half a century or more after the actual event.
(“Presidential Directives I,” “Collections Guide” section; emphasis mine)
This “knitting of the documentary record” takes place when projects like the National
Security Archive or the ACLU Torture FOIA Database disrupt what would be the
timeline of document record management for the national archives by demanding a copy
of the records earlier and recombining those records to reveal a recent history that might
otherwise stay obscure longer or become untraceable in its entirety should records be
destroyed in the interim.
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Even with FOIA’s possibilities of document access, there are time delays. Time delays
between the filing of requests and receipt of documents (when documents are released) are an
expected part of the process of building collections. Because of the typically two- to five-year
delay between requests and outcomes, Jones describes the documents as “acorns we planted a
long time ago.” But once an organization reposts the digitized document publicly—or if the
originating agency, after fulfilling a FOIA request, also posts the document in their Electronic
Reading Room—the time delay in accessing the document is then shortened for anyone else who
can then access it immediately through these online repositories. The independent archive in a
sense absorbs this time on behalf of others.

Conclusion: Temporality and Re-Activating Government Documents

Archives of past documents have a relationship to time,35 yet it is not a straightforward one
where the present archive simply refers to the past through its holdings. Archives themselves are
brokers between past, present, and future, and reconfigure the relationship of documents to time
in multiple ways. The stories above and those to come in the next chapter recount the everyday
practice of persons working to build and maintain these record collections and, in them, we see
policies of the present impacting potential future documents (i.e., policies on record management
passed from NARA to record management agency personnel); practices in the present imagining
the record creation of the past (i.e., indexers and paralegals making decisions about document
subject metadata through imagining the context of the record’s creation); and the actions of the

35

As noted repeatedly across memory studies and archival studies literature. For just a few examples, see the work
of Marianne Hirsch, Leo Spitzer, Ori Schwartz, and Wolfgang Ernst in Memory Studies, as well as the work of
David A. Wallace, Brien Brothman, and Kimberly Anderson in Archival Studies.
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past impacting the future archives of available information (i.e., records that were only available
later because one agency that might have denied document release had generated a record but
sent it to another with a less restrictive declassification whose copy therefore was able to enter
the archives). Archives are entangled in a multi-directional temporality—with their holdings,
with the original creators and subjects of their records, and with us, their users.
Examining the multiple temporal dimensions in relation to government records and their
circulation that these particular archives intersect reveals a nuanced complexity. The archives
described in this study not only hold provocative stories in the accounts of the chronologies of
their project creation, collecting, additions, re-collecting, indexing/tagging, and making public;
they also fall into a special relationship to temporality in terms of their place in the context of
U.S. government records access legal structures and the timelines of persons, institutions, and
government actions from which they stem (e.g., the strengthening of FOIA in the aftermath of
the Nixon administration’s Watergate scandal, the heightening of exemptions/classification rules
under President Reagan, the President G.W. Bush’s Executive Order 13233 which was
essentially overturned by the Obama administration, etc.). Temporality is embedded in the very
possibility of accessing these U.S. records, since each branch of government in the U.S. is
governed by different document release rules—in their initial creation, their emergence in the
public sphere, and their afterlives in the archives; archives which themselves are organized by
concepts of chronology, periodized history, and aftermath.
Temporality is inherent to government document creation, document release, and
document archiving. Some of this is apparent in the very material properties of the document.
Blocked-out text that has been redacted is evidence of differing audiences for and relationships
with a text over time—the creator, intended reader, redactor (who determines which letters will
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become dark squares/light squares), and public viewer of the resulting version of the document.36
Blocked-out text points to a layered form of time built up through the different individuals and
organizations, policies and actions that sediment the aftereffects of their interaction onto the
physical or digital document. In fact, the layering of different past interactions may be more
apparent in government records than in other genres of documents (Stoler 2009). The stamps of
secrecy and release classifications, reference to FOIA exemption numbers, the encounters with
redactions and withdrawal, as well as the archival additions of search terms, indexes, finding
aids, and document descriptions all show traces of the many “hands” involved in the interactions
with these documents before the public viewer is able to run their eyes over their digital or
material form (Ketelaar 2001). Though it applies to all archives, government document archival
collections in particular are formed through a kind of intertextuality, multiple accounting, and
dialogic interaction (Bakhtin 1981; Portelli 1990).37 An archive’s relationship with temporality is
then further evidenced in its emergence, metadata tagging, and coding in the different archive
types, and this temporality necessarily intersects with the undulations of policy, politics, and
power. Time is not only a function of these records because they are “from the past,” but it is a
factor in the very selection and development of the record collections, impacting the ways of
knowing that the researcher-collectors have in their own processes for bringing these archives
into being.
In terms of their relationship to past state actions, many of these records document
evidence of, probability of, and/or authorization of abuse. In some cases these documents tell the
story of physical abuse of detainees, as in the many records of Department of Defense
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See more on this in chapter seven.
The concept of dialogic interaction generating a larger story comes from M. Bakhtin’s essay, “The Dialogic
Imagination,” where he describes fictional story development through the interacting discourses and points of view
of different narrative voices. See also Pappailias, p.16.
37
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investigative reports into injuries and deaths of detained persons. Other documents tell the story
of the intellectual authorization of techniques and legitimation of extreme governmental power
over persons, as in the legal opinion memos of the DOJ OLC supporting so-called “enhanced”
interrogation techniques and an unfettered view of executive authority, as well as the story of
how this official discourse changed over time and influenced physical practices. Other records
tell the pivotal stories of whistleblowers sending word to their superiors that they witnessed
something they knew was not right.38 There is another set of temporal relations (and, in the case
of some of these documents, causal relations) between these documents with the actual lived
experiences of torture and inhumane treatment experienced by detainees, documents recording
their accounts of past treatment and documents authorizing future treatment of their embodied
selves.
This brings us to a consideration of the archive’s relationship to the future. The concept
of the relationship of archives to the future is one that has been addressed in multiple analyses
across different academic disciplines. Derrida’s frequently quoted statement that the question of
the archive is “a question of the future, the question of the future itself, the question of a
response, of a promise and of a responsibility for tomorrow” (1995, p.27) takes on new urgency
in contexts where the archive contains documentation of state violence. The independent
archives of government records described here point to kind of futurity, point toward a future
government archive that will contain an even more complete account of state violence, when,
someday, the public has access to more records, further declassified, via national archives
records processing. These nongovernmental collections of government documents lie between
the “present-ness” of the creation of the documents themselves and the idea of the document as

38

See more on the pivotal role of internal whistleblowers in generating documentation of U.S. abuses as described
in the blog posts and media interviews of Larry Siems.
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“historical record” in the long-term sense as recognized by NARA (and referred to by Azoulay).
The collection projects themselves consist of work in the present toward a vision of a future
archive and a future understanding of the history of U.S. state violence.39 Past and future are
connected here through possibilities of accountability and/or future policy change, as well as the
U.S. public’s right to know what has happened in their name.
Thus, these independent repositories of government records can act as interventions in a
strictly chronological temporality and reveal connections to issues, such as officially sanctioned
practices of torture, across different government agencies and different individuals working
within them. Moreover, because of their differing relationship with time than the news cycle
relationship, they can provide access to documents during that liminal period—when the events
have faded from the leading headline news but have not yet reached the multiple-decade mark
that would allow them to pass into the long-term national archive holdings. This access to the
public in more immediate time is particularly important in cases where the document may relate
to human rights abuses by the state. As Elias noted while discussing archival documents’ value
to historians versus other potential audiences for the records:40 “We want to see a policy
relevance to our work too. There is a balance between getting documents and having them
declassified as accurately as possible and in as full a form as possible, but also being policy
relevant. Because people care about these issues now. So, let’s get them as much information as
possible now.”
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For more on the idea of a present project using documentation as resources for a future history, see See Karen
Strassler on “photographs as resources for a future history of the present” (2008, p. 234).
40
After praising the historical work of the Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS) series by the Office of the
Historian in the United States Department of State Office in terms of older, pre-1970s document access, though
noting it does not address contemporary records.
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As I stated at the beginning of this chapter, I argue that these independent nongovernment
archives break a government document out of its original relationship to temporality and allow it
to more easily move into alternate relations with other documents, organizations, and events. As
I will discuss further below, by providing different forms of metadata, search tools, and indexing,
these archives further insert documents into structures that create new possibilities of document
visibility, access, and circulation during the “liminal” time period before most official U.S.
archiving practices begin—often while policies, practices, and persons represented in the
documents continue to be relevant in the political present. If the tendency of government records
is to lie dormant until the evidence of human rights abuses is less likely to be acted upon or less
likely to be incorporated into public understandings of government culpability (as in Azoulay’s
interpretation of classical archive construction), we need to introduce disruptions into that
temporal pattern. We need to explode the relationship of documents to past time, bringing them
into new relationships with the present.
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CH. 6
Metadata as Narrative, Metadata as Dimensional Form, Metadata as Visibility

“Metadata is data about data” is a definition often given in response to the question of defining
metadata.1 The Society of American Archivists (SAA) professional association, for example,
cites this definition in their online Glossary of Archival and Records Terminology, that metadata
is “data about data,” and then expands on that definition, noting that metadata “is frequently used
to locate or manage information resources by abstracting or classifying those resources or by
capturing information not inherent in the resource”; the SAA also quotes Clifford Lynch’s
description of the relationship between metadata and the archival item: “we have an object and a

1

Jeffrey Pomerantz, in his fascinating overview of metadata for the MIT Press Essential Knowledge Series, cites the
definition of metadata as “data about data” as “the most common” definition, which he also considers “the least
useful” (2015, p.19). I would disagree with his negative valuation of the phrase—I find its compact parallelism
evocative and useful as it mirrors the nested relationship of the primary source to the metadata component as well as
highlights that both things are similar in that they are data/information. However, his book’s overall work expanding
on this definition in order to highlight different aspects of what metadata is and does is extremely informative for
thinking through metadata-driven projects and/or theorizing metadata. He is also critical of the phrase because he
approaches it with the conceptualization of data as “raw data,” so that the “data about” he views as information,
rather than (raw, unprocessed) data. For the information elements I describe here (government documents) it would
be difficult to approach them as “raw data.” The debate of whether “raw data” actually exists or not is a complex
one in Information Studies which would need more space than is available here to address.
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collection of assertions about it” (emphases mine).2 Manually added, descriptive metadata,3 in
particular, generates multiple possibilities for human interaction with records—new discoveries,
entrances, reconfigurations, and understandings. Adding metadata to government documents
and, through such action, making “assertions” about those documents, capturing information
“not inherent in the resource” as well as “abstracting” different instances into patterns or
classifications, is particularly powerful in the context of archiving state violence and speaks to
the general consideration of the role of archives in “‘fact’ production” (Stoler, 2002), in human
rights where the stakes of information circulation are high. The definition, creation, and addition
of metadata in the context of documents related to state violence can be viewed as a form of
sociopolitical action because such metadata provides both an interpretation of the government
documents through the assertions it makes and new forms of access to the documents through the
affordances (that is, entry points to access and utilization) metadata provides.4 In the context of
documents from U.S. actions in the War on Terror, metadata has the potential, for example, to
reveal patterns in violent acts (such as patterns that can counter claims that abuses were
individual aberrations by comparing incidents within and across locations); render otherwise
non-searchable information searchable and, thus, more accessible (such as with handwritten

2

See the SAA website. Also C. Lynch 2000. Authenticity and Integrity in the Digital Environment (p.34). The
National Information Standards Organization primer on metadata, “Understanding Metadata,” also opens their
discussion of the definition of metadata with the broad definition of it as “data about data” and then, in an interesting
example, goes on to note: “in 2013, metadata became a household term in the United States through heavy media
coverage of the National Security Agency’s collection of information on domestic telephone calls, including time
and location initiated, duration, and number dialed.”
3
Note that there are three major categories of metadata that are typically recognized in classical approaches to
archival studies (as well as alternative models): descriptive, administrative, and structural. Some structural and
administrative metadata can also be generated through software processes related to records that generate data such
as automated logs of number of downloads of a document or embedded file type data in an image, for example. This
chapter focuses on one of these three types: descriptive metadata.
4
“Affordance” is a concept in design terminology and for digital design in particular often means providing symbols
or terms on screen that help a user understand how an element can be accessed or used. See Don Norman’s
foundational work on usability and design, The Design of Everyday Things for more on the concept of affordance as
it relates to user experience design.
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accounts); and facilitate the tracing of government individuals responsible for policy and
oversight decisions over time and job role (by noting when such persons are referenced in
documents and explicitly tagging them).5
Archivist practitioners and archival studies scholars have raised essential questions about
how metadata could and should be handled for records related to human rights violations
(Bowker and Star 1999; Caswell 2010, 2012, 2014; Harris 2002, 2007, 2014; Wood et al. 2014).
In their examination of human rights archivist approaches to metadata and records provenance
description, for example, Wood et al. (2014), have called for a reexamination of classification
systems within the archivist field for records related to human rights to address “how descriptive
practices might be expanded, approached differently, or completely rethought” and suggest this
need be addressed in the archivist community by evaluating real-world examples in light of
“cross-cutting theoretical issues” (p. 398–399). They propose that record description be created
with explicit attention to its uses and consequences for broader efforts supporting human rights,
“recognizing description as part of a larger human rights eco-system,” noting that “description is
also uniquely suited to mobilizing records for evidentiary purposes as well as for collective
memory” (p. 415).
Metadata is key to strengthening information access because metadata fields in an
archival database system, populated with information by the archivists/collectors in conjunction
with their institution’s policies and procedures, become a structure though which the document is
accessed and understood by others. Information studies scholar Michelle Caswell (2016, section
17) has described the archival description process as one of representation: “More traditionally
known as archival description, representation is the process by which archivists produce

5

I provide specific examples of metadata revealing these kinds of patterns in the rest of the chapter below.
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descriptive metadata, or data about the data stored in collections.” Through the archival
description/representation process, archivists “creat[e] access points that can aid (or prevent)
users from finding collections, bringing certain aspects of collections to the fore (or obscure
them through omission), and [gain] physical and intellectual control over collections” (section
17; emphasis mine). Performing archival labor means not only performing a very direct act of
interpretation, but also creating these “access points” which are highly influential in the
experiences of others seeking information. When a collection is centered on records that bear
witness to human rights abuses, this can impact the aspects of that history that become more
visible or less visible.
In a book written for a practicing archivist audience, Randall C. Jimerson from the SAA
has discussed the unavoidable act of interpretation that goes into document and collection
description. He argues for the need for archivists to recognize that act and embrace its power in
terms of what it provides to future researchers:
Archival description is inherently subjective. Archivists must constantly choose
what facts are important and which are not as they create a narrative that will
“guide” (note the implications of this archival terminology) researchers to the
records.... Archivists wield substantial power in these processes, and they must use
it to achieve positive outcomes. The solution to this problem is not to attempt to
restore the lost innocence of archivists’ neutrality, but to recognize their
unavoidable influence on the process and to make their actions as transparent as
possible. (2009, p. 278)
Jimerson raises that, if all archival description is subjective, archivists should have potential
outcomes in mind, i.e., the relationship of the content of the record to the wider world
contemporary to its entry into the archive, as criteria for making decisions as they write
descriptive per-record metadata and descriptive per-collection Finding Aid6 text.

6

See Glossary for a definition of Finding Aids.
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Metadata is an affordance, or usability tool, that lets us grasp records in different ways,
not only in terms of searching for and locating records, but also by actively generating greater
visibility of different connections and interpretations through the juxtaposition of word or data to
document. To consider the question of metadata in relation to government records that can
constitute evidence of state violence—that is, the question of what metadata is and what it does
in this context—I conceptualize metadata in three different ways. First, I see it as adding a new
dimension to the document: it provides a sense of the document’s presence that could not be
easily grasped through the document’s other aspects by drawing out and putting into relief
specific aspects of the document (and/or the document-collection relationship). Second, I
conceive of it as a form of narrative,7 drawing threads between persons, actions, dates, and
decisions to create a map of relationships between different records—sometimes revealing
crucial sociohistorical aspects, like accountability or chain of command or fluctuations in agency
policy. And, finally, in conjunction with these first two conceptualizations of metadata, metadata
can be understood as a form of visibility in interpenetrated relationship to the documents it
describes; a power of mapping understandings that, in the case of records of state violence, has
the potential to generate greater visibility not only of specific documents and patterns between
documents but also, through these specifics and patterns, greater visibility of human rights
violations themselves.
What I aim to show in this chapter is that government document access is brought into
fruition not only through the act of obtaining the documents and making them publicly accessible

7

The field of archival studies has a wealth of writings on metadata-as-narrative, record description as storytelling,
and examinations of the ways in which the descriptive information that surrounds records moves with them and can
provide different entries and exits into the record itself. I reference some of the archival studies literature below, but
there is a greater breadth of dialog in the discipline about practices of description and their impacts than I could hope
to have room to incorporate here.
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and highly circulatable (aspects of the process I discussed in chapters four and five), but also
through the human labor of information organizing.8 On one level, the coding of government
documents with metadata can appear to be a simple act of basic interpretation—one or more
persons reading documents and tagging them with short pieces of text/data according to a set of
defined codes—and indeed it is interpretation. But it differs from other interpretive acts in that
the methodology in which these interpretations get re-inscribed alongside the documents (or
digitized copies) are specifically designed to increase the possibilities of access, reinterpretation, and re-combination by other persons through searches and retrievals on the
archive’s metadata. The pivotal interpretive work of journalist articles and legal cases using these
same government documents related to the G.W. Bush administration–era practices of torture
and abuse is also extremely important, but those forms are not designed to be of use to others in
the manner of an archive which can facilitate freely creating new document combinations and
interpretations. Document collection metadata, by contrast, is designed to do exactly that. The
indexer/cataloger/metadata-tagger adds a layer, a dimension of information to the document
according to a combination of institutional rules (developed out of that particular institution’s
history and goals) and their own individual understandings of the document; this layer of
information becomes, alongside the document and “traveling” with it in the archive, a dataset
that another individual or organization can interact with, generating new interpretations and uses
of the documents. The consideration that the metadata forms developed by the projects described
in the chapters above are designed for active use by the public is critical.

8

I have discussed my views on the power of information organizing and its relationship to visibility previously in
relation to quite different archival content, records of performance-based, politically engaged artworks, in the
exhibition review essay “Engaging Archival Power” in e-misferica 9.1.
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In the rest of this chapter I take up each of the above three angles of entry into the
question of what metadata is and what it does in relation to the government records considered
here, thinking through these conceptualizations of metadata and its potential significance in the
context of these specific two archival projects. I begin with a few key examples of metadata
generated for records from the George W. Bush administration period by the ACLU and the
National Security Archive, including: the tagging of documents with AKA names, defining terms
for specific types of events, writing document summaries, and providing metadata that facilitates
grouping multiple copies of the same document. These cases in data demonstrate the value that is
added to the records through metadata creation.
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Chapter 6—Figures 01-02: User interfaces of the non-governmental record collection projects: (top: 01) ACLU
Torture FOIA Databa user interface; (bottom: 02) National Security Archive Torture Archive user interface
(Screenshot images by author)

Access Points: Government Document Metadata Creation
The AKA Name
“We decided early on that it was really important to be able to follow the stories of officials and
follow the stories of detainees,” Alex Abdo of the ACLU told me in an interview, commenting
on how he envisioned their database being of use to others by facilitating tracing documents
across their documentation of detainees’ experiences and of the involvement of specific U.S.
officials. “The only way to be able to do that is to tag documents consistently across the board,”
where documents get tagged with the names in the database, even if the original text may refer to
the person by a government job role or detainee number. This metadata, the names of
government officials and the names of persons detained at Guantánamo and other sites, creates a
traceable thread of the persons appearing throughout this set of multi-agency documents, so that
such a person can be seen in their relationship to organization, place, and event. Traces of the
human being are marked and recognized because they have been viewed by another human being
(the indexer)—they have been seen—and the metadata tags build a path through these persons’
appearance in the records which the later viewers of these documents can also follow.9

9

Another concept in archival studies literature that bears on the visibility of persons in archival records is that of
“parallel provenance,” for example in the work of archivists dealing with colonial records. Archivists working in
such archives have to address, in information labor practice as well as theoretically, the colonialist’s role in the
existence of the record but also the subjugated/subject’s role in the existence of the record. Michelle Caswell has
summarized the concept: “Chris Hurley has described a "parallel provenance," that is, two differing claims to the
origins of records-one provenance tracing records back to the colonizers who created the records, and one
provenance tracing the records back to the colonized subjects of them, resulting from diverging conceptions of
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The concern to attend to the appearances of persons in government documents is a central
one in all of these archival projects.10 In the nongovernmental record collections described here,
the collections have their primary forms of organization arranged thematically-chronologically,
(for example, the default display will show records most recently entered into the archives first),
but the person and organization names related to the records are equally important as they are
added as metadata to all of the records in the collections—not only the creator or recipient of the
document, but also other names flagged by the organizations as desirable tags for connecting
records together, such as detainees, major government officials, and specific federal agency
divisions. Further, these names are tagged in the metadata systems even in cases of misspelling,
alternate name formations, job title references, and the use of aliases or detainee ID numbers.11
The National Security Archive collections and the ACLU Torture FOIA Database
collections both ensure indexers/taggers take care to include these alternate name spellings and
aliases in their name-tagging as part of the process of creating a metadata record for each
document. In the online search interfaces for each system, name search functions are designed to
try to take these alternate spellings, aliases, and AKAs into account, and through these searches

creatorship.” This recognition of parallel provenance can also be useful in thinking through records related to
prisoners and detainees.
10
The government record collections at NARA have their documents tagged with person and organization names
also, but in a more narrow way as they are primarily focused on the record’s authorship. In the NARA George W.
Bush Presidential Library, the collections as a whole are organized along classical archival lines, on the basis of the
individual’s name as the holder of the document in terms of whose files they came from and the organizational
office/job role with which they are associated. As the archivist at the Military Archives division of NARA explained
to me in plain-language terms, to find the documents, the researcher must follow the person or the agency. The
person whose file held the document instance (as document originals are of utmost concern in this official set of
records) becomes the basis by which a record finds a location in that archive.
11
Note that this level of comprehensive tagging is not done for NARA records because it is not part of their record
processing policy and practice. Some persons’ names are linked to NARA records via metadata, i.e., those related to
the generation and receipt of the original documents as, for example, all records from a particular staff member’s
office will have their name in the metadata, but NARA records do not have all mentioned officials in a document
tagged nor would they have detainee names linked to records. Detainees and their experiences are thus far more
visible in the nongovernmental collections than the governmental ones.
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and/or simply clicking on a name as metadata category, all records for documents relating to that
person can be brought into a collated list. As Abdo from the ACLU told me, the commitment to
inputting AKA person data “became a really important part of our design decision.”12 They
wanted to ensure that specific officials and specific detainees could be followed through the
records, highlighting their visibility in the written accounts. Viewing just the naming metadata
also provides information: in the ACLU user interface, hovering the mouse over the metadata
category filter link for names of officials causes the system to display that official’s job roles at
major government agencies; hovering over detained persons’ name filter links3 cause the system
to display their full legal name, alternate name spellings and detainee ISN number.

Chapter 6 - Figure 01: Examples of AKA alternate name indicators appearing on mouse rollover
in the user interface of the ACLU Torture FOIA Database
(Screenshot images by author)
12

In the ACLU’s Torture FOIA Database user interface, the alternate names and even the job titles of officials
actually appear visible to the user on screen when hovering a mouse over the name metadata tag. This functionality
is made possible by the way in which they have structured the backend of their database, defining the person’s
name, alternate names, and title, then linking that data block to the relevant records manually. Because of the
relational database structure of the system there are nearly limitless possibilities to the number of tags (names,
locations, methods, etc.), though the labor involved in evaluating and tagging each record is time-consuming.
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The internal office manual written by ACLU lawyers to guide the document evaluation
and data entry done by ACLU paralegals provides tools for determining AKA names, as well as
tips on how to find and link related documents. For example, for autopsy reports, the guide
provides this instruction on how to determine names of detainees that do not appear directly in
the text: “Many autopsy reports have the names of the detainees redacted, but often those names
are provided in unredacted CID reports relating to the same detainee. When that is the case, we
should relate the two documents, use the name from the CID report in the title of the autopsy
report, and tag the detainee in both. We should also include a notation at the end of the
description: ‘[name of detainee determined from corresponding CID report, ACLU-RDI
XXXX]’.” When the paralegals perform the labor to resolve this and link the detainee name to
the autopsy report where it has been redacted (and thus would otherwise not be discoverable
through the OCR-ed full text PDF), they are providing a new form of
discoverability/searchability through which the path of that detainee’s experience can be more
easily traced, rendered more visible. Traces of the experiences of detainees are discovered,
highlighted and threaded together by the descriptive metadata process, where references to them
as persons in the documents are frequently made with different name spellings (particularly due
to varying anglicization of non-English names), with numbers instead of their names, or, as
described above, not made at all but evident to the indexer/tagger through the juxtaposition of
multiple related documents. Thus, the metadata helps to tell detainee stories.
When it comes to tracking the presence of U.S. government officials in the documents,
the ACLU’s metadata design decisions took the concept of AKA names–tracking beyond even
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aliases and alternate spellings to capture less obvious instances of government official
references. “For officials we decided that that [AKA name tagging] meant that we would tag
them even if we just saw their title come up in a document,” Abdo described to me. “Which
meant people doing tagging were having to do independent research as they were tagging the
document. So, if this is a record for the Secretary of Defense and it is from 2005, I need to go
back and see who was in that position in 2005 and then tag that individual in the document.”
Putting this work into tagging AKA names increases the potential ease of tracing a government
official, along with their government agency office and job roles, through these records.

Event Terms and Representation of the Unspoken/Unwritten
“I think of us as a metadata factory,” an indexer working at the National Security Archive told
me in an interview where we discussed a wide range of their government document collections
relating to different time periods. She has a Master’s degree in library science (MSLIS) and, like
several of the indexers and other staff at the Archive, she is also a writer. Having worked at the
Archive for over 25 years, she has indexed dozens of their collections including those on the
U.S. intelligence community and national security. As we spoke about the indexing process and
paged through the Subject Index pages of several collections in print form together, she
explained the metadata category creation process for the Archive’s different thematicchronologic collections to me, citing their use of standardized terms from authoritative
organizations used to organize information, such as the Library of Congress and the United
Nations, as well as situations where the Archive defines their own per-project index terminology:
We use the Library of Congress terms for our organizational terms, the
government [office] terms. And for any kind of idea like “security” or “human
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rights” or general concepts, the United Nations Thesaurus is our base. But then
we supplement with what we call “Event Terms.” And those are the very subjectspecific terms like “My Lai Massacre” or “El Mozote Massacre,” or like the
meeting between Kruschev and Kennedy during the Cuban Missile Crisis….
These are the different kinds of concepts that we index. That is where we get to be
very specific in the context of the collection. So that researchers can [utilize search
terms] that probably wouldn’t be in the UN Thesaurus.
She gave me an example of how the index terms defined for a particular collection might directly
reflect the specificities of the politics of the time, even beyond “events” that could be said to
have a time-date-place aspect, saying (referencing some of their earlier collections): “We
created a term for the Kissinger collection called ‘Inter-Agency Tensions’ because it was a big
subject in that set. Usually our term is ‘Inter-Agency Cooperation,’ but with Kissinger….” The
data in Kissinger collection held so much provocative inter-agency content it needed “tensions”
as a metadata tag to allow a researcher to easily pull out this influential part of the story. The
indexer and I discussed their process for the creation of these index terms and the importance of
defining these types of thematic naming conventions for government document collections in
order to improve discoverability across document types, agencies, and time periods, particularly
for subjects that might not be explicitly stated in the document but are implied: “when it is not
clear that that is what the document is about,” she said, “you need that subject term.”
She went on to describe in further detail how the information labor of indexing/tagging
documents makes visible through metadata the subjects that are implied or understood by the
original parties but left unsaid in the document text—a situation relevant to many kinds of
documents, but arguably particularly important in the case of government documents discussing
policy, decision-making regarding current events, or past actions on the part of government
officials:
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One of the things about government documents is that they are [varied in form].
One might be a formal report; one might be a handwritten note; one might be an
exchange of memos between two people who already know what they are talking
about; or one might be a telephone call where the ideas that they are talking about
are not explicit. You know, they don’t say on the phone “hello, I’m going to talk
to you about the My Lai Massacre”; they just start talking. One of the things that
indexing these documents is really valuable for is that you can put the same
searchable term in even when the document authors are using very different
terminology in the documents. You have to think about all the different ways an
idea can be expressed.
This interpretive work done by the indexer/tagger means that the future researcher or public
viewer of the documents can more quickly and easily access information related to the subjects
selected by the nongovernmental collections to track. These metadata acts—actions of applying
data layers to the documents—result in the greater ability to group and recombine information
along these axes.13
Wendy Valdes, whose job role also involves responsibility for reviewing the early stages
of indexing work done by multiple indexers and making edits as part of the organizational
process for resolving inconsistencies and queries, spoke to me about how she sees the limitations
of full-text searching based on OCR14 as a way of understanding what is in the contents of a
document. She gave me some examples from collections she had worked on regarding U.S.
involvement in Central America:
The problem with OCR is that it is always going to pick up the word “Nicaragua”
in these documents very easily because it is a clear word in the document—so it is
almost not necessary to tag it. But that term might be in the document because it
is about the Contra War. And “Contra War” is not going to be picked up [because
that phrase] does not appear in the document. So, as indexers, we have got to pick
13

Of course, clearly these actions also involve choices on the part of the persons collecting and tagging the
documents that push some aspects of the documents into greater visibility via the added tags while others remain
less visible in their digitized or print document formats. Nonetheless, though these additions generate a sense of
story and relatedness between the documents, they still allow for different interpretations and combinations on the
part of viewers/researchers as the digitized and/or print documents themselves are available to the viewer/researcher
to download/copy for use in new ways.
14
Optical Character Recognition, which makes a digitized document text-selectable and text-searchable rather than
just an image. See the Glossary section of this dissertation for a full definition of OCR.
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up those things that do not appear directly. And, alternately, the document text
saying “Nicaragua” might not be about the Contra War at all; it might be about
the Iran-Contra Affair. Only by reading the document completely and by knowing
the context and having seen all of the other documents gathered for that collection
can you put that together. OCR is not going to pick up those things.
The unspoken terms, those that do not appear directly in the documents, are a priority for these
indexers because they see how adding that metadata can powerfully alter forms of access to the
document.
This transformation of increased visibility through adding metadata can also apply to
government documents where the subject matter is left unsaid or obscured completely. The
assigning of metadata, that “assertion” process as described in the definitions of metadata cited at
the beginning of this chapter, is what renders these more visible. Metadata addition is part of the
“fact creation” process of entering these documents into the archives.

Building Information from Variations in Government Document Releases: Relating Multiple
Document Versions
In a later chapter I discuss redaction and provide a specific example of one of the “torture
memos” that was released by an agency during the active years of the George W. Bush
administration with enormous amounts of text redacted, then released again later during the
Obama administration with minimal redactions. (Though it should be noted that this lack of
redaction in the later release likely does not speak to greater transparency on the part of the later
administration as much as it speaks to the reduced political risk of revealing information related
to a previous administration versus a current one.15) The variance in these two releases can be

15

This has also been referenced in earlier chapters in brief. Overall, the Obama administration has been judged by
the media and transparency advocates as having a very mixed and questionable record on information withholding.
On the one hand, the administration was praised for some early efforts, such as the release of the memo addressed
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easily seen by viewing them side by side, a process which is greatly facilitated by having them
represented as two linked records in a document database.16 The nongovernmental archival
projects described here each consciously structure their databases and data entry to make such
connections between different versions of the same document visible by linking them on the
database record backend (whether the versions differed due to being released at different times or
by different government agencies). This structural decision ensures that a person viewing one of
the documents could easily navigate to its alternate release, connecting one version of a
document to another, increasing government document visibility.17
At the National Security Archive, Barbara Elias pulled out examples of variant document
releases for me and described how, if she found what appeared to be a document with important
information heavily redacted in its release from one agency, she would pursue requests for the
same document from other agencies to compare the different versions she would receive and see
if more complete data could be pieced together by putting the record versions next to each

here and the overturning of Executive Order 13233 (as described in chapter 2). However, it has been greatly
criticized for its withholding of additional photos from Abu Ghraib that were the subject of an ACLU FOIA lawsuit
and for withholding information on the drone strike program (that is, the targeted killing program of the state). There
has been a great deal of media coverage on the question of evaluating his actions regarding transparency versus his
public discourse on aiming to be “the most transparent administration ever.” See, for example, the Brennan Center
for Justice transparency report card (https://www.brennancenter.org/analysis/transparency-first-100-days-reportcard), analysis by the Electronic Frontier Foundation (https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2012/01/under-obamaadministration-freedom-information-act-still-shackles), the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press
(https://www.rcfp.org/journals/the-news-media-and-the-law-winter-2010/obamas-transparency-efforts/), and news
media reporting by The Guardian (https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/mar/09/obama-transparencyfoia-bipartisan-reform-stopped).
16
A fascinating project at Columbia University, called “The Declassification Engine” (http://www.historylab.org/search), does exactly this process, comparing different released versions of government documents in order
to better determine the full document contents. I have not included this project in my source data for this research
project since, as of the time of this research, The Declassification Engine was not set up to evaluate any documents
from the 2001-2009 period of U.S. government. Nonetheless, it is a project that shows the potential truth-value in
collecting multiple releases of government documents and using comparative strategies to work toward more
complete information access.
17
Note that federal agency Electronic Reading Rooms do not typically provide links to variants.
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other.18 This is another way of leveraging FOIA law and the circulation and reproduction of texts
as well as the non-centralized nature of redaction19 by each agency in order to generate greater
visibility of government information. A senior indexer described to me what would then happen
to such document variations when the collection was passed from researcher to indexer for
metadata cataloging20:
Oh yes, we have a process for that. We keep finding variants and we put them
together so that a person [searching the collection] can see all the different
changes.... You read the document and think, “oh this paragraph is familiar to
me…” and then you look back at your document set and you’ve got the first half
of it somewhere else.
The catalog portion is one record per document and then we describe the
document: how many pages it has, where it came from, who it was addressed to,
who signed it. If there are any excisions in it. If there are annotations. If it is a
draft of something. And if there is more than one version of a document we put
them together in the same record so that you could look at the different
variations—like this one was released with different excisions, like this one is a
draft of this one. We make one record of those.
This intensive information labor on the part of the nongovernmental organization workers results
in bringing together government documents in new ways, in relation to each other across
different agencies and, in some cases, where redaction or internal agency annotations (such as
handwritten notes, for example) can be seen in comparative relationship, further illuminating the
stories the documents can tell.

18

See, for example, the CIA’s Inspector General report on from May 2004, which was initially released in highly
redacted form, subsequently with fewer redactions. Also see this roundup of examples across different contexts,
some coming from different agencies/offices and others with variation by time period/term, including the CIA IG
report: https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/briefing-book/foia/2019-04-18/redactions-declassified-file.
19
I.e., inconsistencies in what is redacted across different agencies.
20
Another indexer at the National Security Archive noted its challenges, particularly for The Torture Archive
documents over the passage of time, as more agencies release their own copies of the documents involved, some of
which were previously withheld. She expressed the difficulties of the variant-tracking process to me, saying: “I have
so many more that I could add. And a lot of the problem now is that it has been a few years. A lot of the variants are
overwhelming. Because as the government kept on releasing or getting sued or doing their annual reviews and
saying oh, we can release these documents now, more versions have become available. There might be six different
variants of the ones I already have entered into the archive. So I have to ask questions; I have to ask Tom [Blanton]
and everybody: is it worth it to collect those variants? Do we collect variants at all? Do we only collect what we
don’t have in the archive in some form? Because it is incredibly time consuming to collect those variants.”
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Similarly, the ACLU’s Torture FOIA Database architecture also facilitates linking
multiple related documents together, providing easy access to the full PDF copies of each
document via clickable links (in this case they are separate linked records). In interviews, Abdo
and two IT staff members who worked to implement and maintain the database structure of the
online document collection emphasized the importance of relating different documents together.
The document relationships in their system mark not only different versions of the same
document with different redactions, but also incorporate the methodology of marking documents
related in other ways (like a document trail that a lawyer or journalist might follow). One memo
might relate to another in a set through interacting correspondences or one report be a response
to a previous report. For example, photos that were released by government agencies in 2016
were tagged in the ACLU’s system with a link to related documents that had been entered into
the system several years previously.

Chapter 6 - Figure 04: Examples of Linking Document Versions Together (links below document summary,
“1 older version and 1 newer version of this document”). Note that this document summary also includes a
reference to how a name redacted from one version of the document was visible in another. (Screenshot
image by author)
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Chapter 6 - Figures 05: Comparative screenshot examples of Linking Related Documents (beyond
document copy variations) in ACLU Torture FOIA Database (left) and National Security Archive DNSA
system (right). (Screenshot imagses by author)

“Methods Mentioned”: Defining Search Terms for Torture
In analyses of state violence there are countless instances of government actors re-framing
violence by changing the language around it. This phenomenon has been explored, for example,
in Marguerite Feitlowitz’s A Lexicon of Terror regarding language use for torture practices and
state-sponsored disappearance and killings during the 1976–1983 dictatorship in Argentina, and
in investigative journalism related to U.S. government uses of violence in The Intercept’s online
media piece examining terminology related to the use of drone strikes, “A Visual Glossary of
Covert Warfare.”21 When I asked about this difficulty in language that might be used for

21

I also discuss the cloaking terminology used in the Bybee memos to obscure violence in interrogation methods in
my 2012 article in Anthropology News, “The Terms of Torture.”
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violence in their government document collections (e.g., regarding alternate terms used in
government documents for what in a different source would likely be called torture,
assassination, etc.),22 one National Security Archive indexer replied: “That’s a very challenging
aspect of the job—to not reproduce that kind of language.” An ACLU past paralegal viewed it as
a form of decoding the original euphemisms by imagining the point of view of their past
creators, “the people who were writing the documents and how they were describing these events
in very clinical, euphemistic terms.” She went on to describe her understanding of how federal
agency style, their dialects of state discourse, in a sense,
obscured the violence in different ways:
I definitely remember thinking about how the
language obscured the meaning. And different
agencies did have different ways…. DOD was
more like cop speak. There is a way that cops
describe events that happen, like passive voice and
certain words that they would use. And then with
DOJ you have the legalese which is its own way of
obscuring.
Her close reading of the documents led her to develop a
form of critical discourse analysis and that perspective
helped her to tag the documents with methods and other

Chapter 6 – Figure 06:
Example screenshot of the
Subject Terms Index for the
Archive’s US-government
document collections related
to the 2001 – 2009 period as
shown in the DNSA.
(Screenshot image by author)

keywords that could help future users of the archive see
through obfuscating state language.

22

For example, the term “Extraordinary rendition” instead of “sleep deprivation,” “walling” for being slammed
against a wall, “waterboarding” instead of a suffocation technique, or the phrase “enhanced interrogation” itself,
rather than “torture.” For more on the consideration of the impact of euphemisms in relation to this state violence,
see also the New York Times August 7, 2014 statement by their Executive Editor when they changed editorial
policy on whether or not to utilize the word torture “to describe incidents in which we know for sure that
interrogators inflicted pain on a prisoner in an effort to get information”: https://www.nytimes.com/timesinsider/2014/08/07/the-executive-editor-on-the-word-torture.
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What is the information organizer’s responsibility to this phenomenon? How can the
metadata generation process potentially tag the use of language around violence in government
documents in a way that simultaneously accurately reflects usage in the source document, yet
also is attentive to processes of obfuscation and re-inscription of violence in official language
and the needs of the public to access information on state human rights violations? Attempts to
simultaneously address these needs within a document description record were handled by the
organizations examined here through combining careful metadata taxonomy subject term
selection with document summaries targeted to maximize search results for the end user and the
additional resource of standard full PDF text searching.
For example, beyond the clear assertion made by the very name of the ACLU’s online
document collection that it contains records concerning torture, the ACLU Torture FOIA
Database also has a defined set of more detailed terms in its metadata called “Methods
Mentioned.” Documents in the collection were read through and evaluated by paralegals for their
reference to specific methods of interrogation as those methods were outlined by the CIA and the
Department of Defense. The head of the ACLU’s database project described defining “Methods
Mentioned” metadata as one of the most difficult aspects of building the dataset:
The two trickiest ones were related to interrogation: “Methods Mentioned” and
then “Incidents.” These two are not as visible as the other metadata categories.
Methods Mentioned, in particular, was one that we struggled with…. We
committed to creating tags for the interrogation methods and having our
paralegals search for references to them in the documents, even though this was
hard work.
The project lead and IT staff who had worked on creating and maintaining the database backend
of the system—that is, the technical data storage structure whose architecture shapes how the
information is stored, which in turn impacts the ways in which the information is searchable and
viewable by users—also discussed the complexities of dealing with government language used
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around violence when analyzing records coming from different government agencies. During the
G.W. Bush administration, the CIA and the DOD were working with different terminologies
related to interrogation practices, as internal and, eventually, public debates over what
constituted legally allowable and/or publicly acceptable interrogation techniques took place. The
ACLU staff elaborated on how this had impact on decisions made about metadata and tagging
government records with easily searchable terms:
For methods, we were trying to capture two
completely disparate sets of methods and
also make it so it was still realistic to tag in
circumstances where we didn’t have a full
sense of what was going on but there was
still an allegation of abuse.
You had the CIA techniques, which were a
specific set of techniques with specific
names and descriptions of interrogation
practices. Then you had a set of military
techniques that often overlapped with the
CIA ones, but, by virtue of being military,
were not technically “enhanced
interrogation techniques” but we want
ed them to be tag-able using the same list.
The CIA’s enhanced interrogation
techniques were based on SERE.23 The
military had some [with shared origins and
some not] but they just had different
descriptions. For example, there was not
technically waterboarding on the military
side but there was water use in the course
of interrogation. The CIA’s techniques had
a very specific definition. With the
taxonomy we struggled a bit in how to deal
with that. So you are supposed to tag first
whether the document refers to EIT
[enhanced interrogation techniques] or not.
If it does you know it is a CIA set of

23

Chapter 6 – Figure 07:
“Methods Mentioned”tags from the
ACLU Torture FOIA Database
search/filter area (with related
document counts as of 8/2017).
(Screenshot image by author)

The “Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape” or SERE program of the CIA subjecting their own personnel to
techniques of interrogation in order to train them in resistance to similar techniques. Though most famous to the
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methods. And then separately from that tag,
any kind of interrogation techniques
mentioned [were tagged].
We put together a whole training guide on
how to tag the documents. And it included
the history of EIT so that people [inputting
data] could distinguish between what was a
proper CIA EIT and what was not. The
guide [helped persons inputting data with
questions like] do you tag this as an
“abdominal slap” or “facial slap,” which
have a specific meaning for the CIA? Or do
you tag it just as “physical abuse”…?
One ACLU IT worker expressed concern that their own disaggregation choices might create
unintended confusion for users searching the collection sets who might be looking for a set of
techniques across documents from the CIA and other agencies. But at the same time, the tagging
of specific terms used by differing agencies facilitates pulling subsets of the documents related to
specific techniques under controversy, such as waterboarding, and, since the different
interrogation methods-related tags can be seen listed together visually on screen, that risk is
minimized through design of the user interface.
The user interface displaying the interrogation methods as tags also heightens the
visibility of these methods for users of the database. The range of “Methods Mentioned” is
clearly visible in the user interface right-hand sidebar, allowing searching and filtering on
techniques such as “Use of phobias” or “Threat à [to] Family/others” or “Other humiliation à
Religious” which results can then, for example, be limited to document types to examine official
memos and statements authorizing violent practices versus investigative files and oversight
reports related to allegations of abuse.

public related to interrogation techniques such as waterboarding, the program also includes other elements such as
escape techniques.
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A paralegal who had worked on entering the ACLU documents into their collection
systems also described how going through the process of applying metadata allowed her to see
patterns in the documents, and, through their work making that metadata available, could also
facilitate this for other people viewing the documents. This was another way of undoing the
obscurity of the violence:
We were looking for data that fit into patterns that we could recognize. We looked
at what the categories are that people could search for or click on that would
return a set of documents that fit a wider pattern, for example, types of
interrogation techniques, certain people. If we saw something come up a lot, we
would flag it, tag it. Then if it is relevant for a [ACLU legal] case or for the public
then that will be there to easily find.... For the National Security Project FOIAs,
the documents we were getting [implied extreme levels of abuse]. But you
couldn’t just look at a document and really see that, that was really rare—it really
was about seeing the patterns over time. And it wasn’t until you had that picture
that it had impact.

Document Summaries and Enhancing Visibility: The “Aboutness” of a Government Record
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Chapter 6 – Figures 08-09:Summaries and metadata: (top: 08) Document summary from a record in The Torture
Archive: an untitled detainee autopsy report citing manner of death as homicide. (bottom: 09) Additional metadata
from the same autopsy record, showing the archival labor involved in generating the new information layer
(Screenshot images by author)

For both projects, a very brief summary that distills the document’s content is written for each
government document24—this is a feature of the National Security Archive’s and ACLU’s data

24

Note that generating per-document summaries are not a practice of the NARA government archives. However, the
archivists and archive technicians do write summaries of overall collections and/or the scope of FOIA response sets
of processed documents which are in the Finding Aids. For example, at the Bush Library, a collection processed due
to a FOIA request is available that is summarized as: “FOIA 2016-0138-F requested materials related to speech
drafts of President George W. Bush’s Address to Congress on September 20, 2001 limited to folders from the White
House Office of Records Management and the Office of the Staff Secretary.” The summary has a second paragraph
with more detail about the forms of the materials: This FOIA primarily contains speech drafts, printed bound copies
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structures that provides information to the public that is not available in any other way, i.e., an
interpretation of the scope and content of the document from their point of view. At the National
Security Archive, document summarizing is done by professionally trained indexers; for the
ACLU project, it has been done by persons with professional legal training (lawyers and
paralegals). These summaries contribute to access to the documents by increasing their
searchability and discoverability. For both nongovernmental collections, interviewees expressed
concern that document summaries be written as “neutrally” as possible, for example, in the
ACLU collection, phrasing investigation file document contents as “allegations of torture or
mistreatment” as opposed to “documentation” of torture and mistreatment. The ACLU’s guide
for data entry states: “The goal is to have an objective description of the documents that will not
bias the viewer (e.g., do not call something “torture” unless the document itself calls it “torture,”
and even then, it will generally be best to use quotes for such conclusions to make clear that they
are not ours).”
A National Security Archive indexer with over 25 years of experience creating their
document metadata described writing the document summaries (or abstracts) with an eye to
improving searchability and discoverability for other users of the documents with an example
from a 1970s collection:
We do one-line abstracts. So it is challenging. They don’t have the space to go
terribly in depth. But we try to get many searchable terms [into the abstract]. We
have our controlled vocabulary and then in the abstract we have more freedom to
think of different ways that people might approach the document online. We try to
say “well, we’ve used this very formal term as our consistent term, but other
people might approach it this way.” And we use the abstract for that. Like the
Pike Committee, for example. We are currently working on an intelligence
of the speech, news articles, printed emails consisting of press releases and a Q and A with Condoleezza Rice, and a
memo to the record and emails relating to the removal of a speech draft from the White House for display at the
George H. W. Bush Presidential Library. For the full metadata and content information, see:
https://www.georgewbushlibrary.smu.edu/Research/Finding-Aids/FOIA-2016. NARA has also been experimenting
with crowdsourcing document descriptions from website visitors for some subsets of their collections.
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[document collection], the year 1975 and reform efforts. So we have the formal
term for the Pike Committee, the “United States House Select Committee on
Intelligence” but we also put the phrase “Pike Committee” in the abstract so that
there are two ways [for people to be able to find the records].
This addition of the colloquial name of the Pike Committee to the formal committee name in
fields that are searchable in the data system has direct consequences in increasing document
discoverability. This imagining of the future audience, the anticipation of how government
records will be searched and used, is a crucial component of the work of these indexers and
ultimately impacts the ease of record availability for the public. It also speaks to other ways in
which these documents are bound up in forms of temporality: the indexer imagines a future in
which the document will be desired and searched for by members of the public in order to tag
and summarize it in the present,25 and the indexer also imagines the past context of the original
document in order to “translate” the terms utilized during the document’s past time period into
the tag terms that have been developed by the organization in the present.
The National Security Archive points out in its collection overview materials the ways in
which document description, within the context of a researched collection of multiple
documents, has the potential to reveal larger patterns by allowing the viewer to see brief
information about multiple documents together.26 They emphasize how descriptions can help to
make patterns visible, stating: “document descriptions, when reviewed in the aggregate, often

25

As a National Security Archive indexer told me when explaining how they develop index subject terms and
phrases for use in abstracts: “That’s what we do. We say: OK, what would somebody search,”
26
In addition, a sense of the power of these document summaries as texts, as accounts of what happened during this
time period, can be felt when looking at them together for multiple documents. See my online digital project
“Confronting Documentation of the U.S. War on Terror” where I scraped and isolated this metadata, grouping it by
document type, so that it could be read as multiple short accounts or nonfiction stories:
https://documentafterlives.newmedialab.cuny.edu/content/exhibitions-confronting-documentation.
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reveal leads to other information that might exist and that can be sought under the Freedom of
Information Act.”27
In addition to providing a succinct account of the document contents (as summarized by a
trained legal or indexing professional), persons from both projects also described the document
summaries as places where more free-form notes could be made about redactions in the
documents or other elements of the document’s physicality that might be difficult to render in
digital form, such as handwriting or special stamps. The National Security Archive’s Torture
Archive has this information in the field tracking classification level of the document, as
“Annotate” (indicating handwriting on the document) and “Excised”/“Heavily Excised”
(indicating redaction). Both the ACLU and the National Security Archive also frequently
indicate that documents have redaction or handwriting in their document descriptions. One
example of how notes concerning redaction can appear in document summaries is the ACLU’s
database record for “OLC Memo for John Rizzo re: Elements of the Crime of Torture,” which
describes in the summary that a name redacted in one version of the memo is visible in a variant
version.28 An example of how the indexers/taggers often address significant handwritten
elements of a document by transcribing them into the document summary can be seen in the
National Security Archive’s DNSA summary for the record of a memo called “Counterresistance Techniques” as routed to Donald Rumsfeld in 2002 with his scribbled note asking

27

See “Project Methodology” section of the collection description for the collection “Presidential Directives I,”
available at the Archive in bounded print volume format or digitally via DNSA.
28
The full document summary is: “An OLC memo from John Yoo to John Rizzo regarding "what is necessary to
establish the crime of torture." The memo states that an individual must act with the "specific intent" to inflict severe
mental pain or suffering to have committed torture, and that "specific intent" can be negated by a showing of "good
faith," including evidence of efforts to determine the long-term impact of conduct. [The redacted name at the end of
the memo is "Jennifer Koester," which we know from a separately released version of the memo - ACLU-RDI
4575.][OLC Vaughn Index #1].” (https://www.thetorturedatabase.org/document/olc-memo-john-rizzo-re-elementscrime-torture) The ACLU’s system also has a specific database field to note redactions on the backend, but it is less
visible on the front end user interface, though it readily appears in results of an API call on the system.
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“Why is standing limited to 4 hours a day?” since he feels he himself stands “for 8–10 hours.”
This handwritten addition to the original text would not appear based on a full-text search of the
PDF document, but, because it was included in the summary, it would appear in search results
from the Archive collection’s document summary metadata.
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Chapter 6 – Figures 10-11:Portion of document PDF showing handwritten addition and National Security Archive
document collection database record showing document summary metadata: (top: 10) PDF of document and
handwritten detail for a memo “Counter-resistance Techniques” where Rumsfeld asks, “Why is standing limited to
4 hours a day?” as he himself stands “for 8–10 hours” (bottom: 11) Metadata for same memo added by the
National Security Archive includes typed transcription of the hand-written text, rendering it searchable.
(Screenshot images by author)

Another example is one of the ACLU’s entries for a Department of the Army (DOA)
Article 15 proceeding, where the collector-indexer has put some of the handwritten testimony of
the accused party (later found guilty) into the document description. That testimony implies that
the accused soldier reported the incident as something they saw as “normal” activity, perhaps
indicating patterns of abuse of this same kind may have existed at this facility that should be
investigated further. The archive’s summary reads: “The soldier was accused of punching the
detainee with a closed fist; firing a weapon near his head; and threatening the detainee with
action against his family. The soldier submitted a handwritten statement admitting to the charges,
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but states that it was on-going when he joined in and considered normal at the detention facility
he was operating out of.”29 The handwritten statement—unable to be OCR-ed—is not searchable
without the archivist’s summary and the term “normal” or any other indicator of the person’s
account that their behavior matched other behavior they observed is not mentioned in any part of
the DOA document that is OCR-capable. Since many of the DOA and DOD incident
investigation documents include handwritten testimonies taken in the field such as this one,
along with their more natively searchable pages, the archive’s document summaries provide
valuable new forms of discovery to these records, particularly for the statements of witnesses and
persons charged in incidents of violence that would otherwise frequently be missed.

29

The full document summary is: “This Article 15 procedure was brought against a soldier who was present during
an interrogation of a detainee at a jail facility in Iraq. The soldier was accused of punching the detainee with a closed
fist; firing a weapon near his head; and threatening the detainee with action against his family. The soldier submitted
a handwritten statement admitting to the charges, but states that it was on-going when he joined in and considered
normal at the detention facility he was operating out of. He also make [sic] the point that he was not trained in
detainee operations before being given the assignment. The soldier was found guilty and was reduced in rank,
received extra duty and confinement and a reduction in pay for several months.” (Full record available at:
https://www.thetorturedatabase.org/document/records-ar-15-6-proceedings0?search_url=search/apachesolr_search/DOD047760.pdf)
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Chapter 6 – Figures 12-13: ACLU collection example of handwritten document portions transformed into
searchable metadata: (top: 12) ACLU metadata for a DOA Article 15 proceeding where handwritten testimony has
been transformed into searchable text. (bottom: 13) Scan of handwritten testimony document from proceeding.
(Screenshot images by author)

For some records, entire documents may be mostly handwritten and, therefore, not
candidates for the OCR scanning that would render individual words searchable.30 In these cases,
document summaries written into the metadata become the primary form of discoverability of
the documents for their content. One example of this in the ACLU’s database is a record from an

30

And are, therefore, only able to be scanned as images of the handwritten pages without natively searchable text.
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investigation for dereliction of duty at Camp Victory. The generic investigation form template is
searchable text, but the form was completed by hand, so all of the documentation of this incident
investigation is handwritten. The paralegal who reviewed this document, however, has pulled out
into the metadata not only the methods mentioned, the document type, and the agency/location
involved, but has also provided a written summary of approximately 300 words. This summary
(searchable text) clarifies that this investigation interview was with a member of Military
Intelligence, that they recounted that they were invited to watch some interactions with detainees
“for entertainment, to enjoy the show of force against detainees,” and that the interviewee
reported the following:
“[They were] instructed to crawl on their stomachs and crawl dragging their
genitals on the floor. They were told to roll left and right. [Redacted] would
sprinkle/pour water as the detainees rolled. He then grabbed a football, climbed to
the second tier and pelted the detainees below. Below the detainees were
handcuffed together in a way to mimic homosexual relations. [Redacted] asked
for a confession, promising to stop this punishment if the detainees confessed.
Using their feet, the MPs shoved the detainees' hips to further mimic sexual
relations.”
The document summary and the methods mentioned metadata tags can help render this
handwritten document into a digital, searchable legibility, at least for key terms and contents.
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Chapter 6 – Figures 14-15: ACLU collection example: (top: 14) ACLU scan of handwritten record by a member of
Military Intelligence from an investigation for dereliction of duty at Camp Victory; (bottom: 15) ACLU metadata for
handwritten record, with searchable text including quote that they were invited to watch some interactions with
detainees “for entertainment, to enjoy the show of force” (Screenshot images by author)

Conceptualizing the Work Metadata Does: Metadata as Narrative, Metadata as
Dimensional Form, Metadata as Visibility

Metadata as Narrative
When asked which parts of her job she found the most fun or rewarding, one indexer at the
National Security Archive described to me how she felt a sense of discovery of the documents’
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“story”: “When the collection [takes shape], it’s like reading a good story. It gets to evolve, and
you see [the story] coming. That’s satisfying.” Another referred to the people referenced in
government records as “characters,” as she described how she decided which persons to note in
the metadata when facing the challenging task of what to incorporate into metadata from
handwritten edits on documents: “If it’s really interesting I tend to pick up ‘the main characters’
as well as the ones who wrote [the handwritten notes].” Some researchers/collectors of
documents also described the documents as a set, the groups of documents, as story-like. For
example, researcher/analyst Richelson from the National Security Archive described writing the
collection summaries as like writing “mini histories.” This storytelling aspect of developing the
document collections and assigning their metadata was echoed by multiple archive workers,
resonating with understandings of metadata expressed in archival studies literature that examines
the role of the archivist in evoking the stories of the documents. The collecting of the documents
and the development of document metadata can be conceptualized as a form of narrative.
There is a vast literature that grapples with the task of defining what narrative is and with
theorizing narrative, from discussions within humanities and critical studies to narratology itself;
to fully examine metadata in relation to this corpus of literature would require its own full-length
book. However, one particularly rich subset of literature for thinking about metadata as narrative
is theory on narrative that addresses questions of the roles of temporality, spatiality, and
character voices. Mikhail Bakhtin’s (1981) discussion of narrative foregrounds the concept of
chronotope, or interdependent time-space as understood in physics, where narrative accounts
involve “intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships” (p. 84). Government
record-archive record metadata also intrinsically involves time-space through its description of
the record—the time-date an original document was created, the time-date it entered the archive,
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the time-dates of its use/download/further circulation (and, in the ACLU cases here, the timedate of the FOIA violation lawsuits leading to document release); along with their relationship to
space, as space connects to these times, a spatial range that overlaps with spaces of concern in
foreign policy. Employees at an agency headquarters in Washington, DC are connected by policy
decision-making unfolding through time to impacts on the seemingly distant bodies of human
beings in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Guantánamo Bay.
The multivocal forms of dialogic narrative as articulated by Bakhtin find a parallel form
in archival records as well, where different originating agencies and different document formats,
as well as individual document author styles, each contribute a unique voice and point of view to
the events addressed through the archive collection when viewed together. Alessandro Portelli
(1990), in his account of how different oral history sources can inform understandings of
historical events, also acknowledges how different voices, from different generations, classes and
points of view, can inform a multiplicital perspective on histories. We can see metadata as
threads of discourse communicating these properties in the context of the collection as a whole:
the time-space(s) of the government document record, its multivocality. Portelli describes
looking at multiple oral accounts of an event as something that evokes “shared narrative patterns,
structures, and motifs” Re-working Portelli’s concepts in the light of archival records of
government documents and their metadata, we could conceptualize the thematic metadata tagged
to records in collections of these documents as acting (as Portelli describes for certain highly
representative oral accounts) “like a ‘grammar of motifs,’ like a repertoire” that can “[list] the
ingredients of shared possibility” (p. 137).
Here, in relation to the examination of the work archivers and indexers do in generating
metadata for these specific government record collections, I argue that highlighting metadata’s
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narrative capacities is useful to understanding how metadata is operating. If we broadly take on
some common elements in exploring definitions of “narrative”—for example as an “account of
connected events,”31 or as written or spoken text that incorporates elements of “time” and
“progression” and “character”—these metadata sets clearly perform that work; moreover, the
metadata in systems like these, designed to present documents and data to end users, performs
the roles of “teller” (the archivist-indexer-tagger) and “audience” (the presumed user of these
records and search terms inherent in the understanding of doing this metadata work so that it can
be used). The example above of the AKA names is one that demonstrates the ways in which
metadata can function to connect documents and their related events. This tagging of government
records with the names of individuals and organizations involved in the document’s generation
and/or subject matter is one example of how a thread of narrative is created through the
integration of metadata. In collections such as those in this study where government records
come from multiple source agencies, the simple addition of a searchable, consistent name for
persons, job roles, and institutions makes it possible to construct a story-of-the-documents
through their interrelationship with that individual or institution.
Here I want to consider in more detail the process through which metadata forms a
narrative. Attaching or asserting metadata to these documents for these projects is done (as
frequently is the case for metadata) through a relational database structure,32 with the metadata

31

The Oxford English Dictionary provides this general definition of narrative
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/narrative) noting narrative as centered on connected events and the
roles of time, progression, and character. Mikhail Bakhtin’s writing on chronotope, the time-space addressed by
narrative in the novel form, also posits narrative as having to organize time and space categories.
32
A relational database is structured as a set of tables of data that are connected based on specific field values and
table relationships. This structure can be set up to allow pieces of information to be connected to multiple other
pieces of information and then easily accommodates user interfaces set up to access that data from each of those
points of entry.
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categories as defined attributes for document database entities.33 The narrative is a layered
process, where the structure of the database backend itself, the ways in which its fields have been
defined and its table relationships, the allowable entries set up through both technical constraint
and procedural instructions, and the interpretive role of the persons doing data entry—within the
context of the ways they perceive their responsibilities—and their reworking of the language of
the archival text into summary form all contribute.
The metadata facilitates multiple narrative-like constructions of the documents. Through
the metadata we can easily order documents by timeline, by government official, and/or by
document type, facilitating multiple ways of seeing the records of these government actions
together, in relation to each other and the collection’s overall context. A user might filter the
documents to view only the allegations of abuse documented for place locations “x” and “y,” or
they might choose to look through just the Department of Justice Office of Legal Counsel
records to better see their fluctuations in the interpretation of legal limits (or non-limits) to
executive power. These kinds of groupings are facilitated by the metadata, which allows an
agility of access to the documents, a recombining and re-threading across different interests and
approaches. Metadata tells us a story about the documents (or, rather, many stories) by providing
thoughtful controlled vocabularies and data points that form a kind of document biography.

33

Interestingly, media theorist Lev Manovich has analyzed new media structures by putting the idea of narrative and
that of database in stark opposition to each other, seeing the two as “at war” (2001, p.. 225).” His focus has been on
contrasting these forms in an effort to outline how new modes of representation and understanding are generated
through the database form (2001). Yet, at the same time that his analysis does valuable work, I would argue that the
database (in this case, the relational database of digitized government records and associated metadata fields) can
also be seen as a continuity or alternate formation of narrative traditions. I see the relational database form as more
closely related to postmodern narrative genres, like alternate chapter-order reading suggestions in Julio Cortázar’s
Hopscotch or the footnotes in Manuel Puig’s Kiss of the Spider Woman; one could also see parallels with William S.
Burrough’s cut-up method, or even some of the less linear narratives in earlier English-language texts, such as Moby
Dick or Tristram Shandy. Certainly, narrative as a form does not necessarily need to follow one set order or
chronology or lead to only a single conclusion regarding events it describes, and that is also true for the stories told
by a relational database. This is the kind of narrative form that government document metadata also takes.
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The question of how metadata can act as a narrative form has also been analyzed at
length by practicing archivists. In their influential essay, archivists Wendy Duff and Verne
Harris (2002) have noted the relationship of metadata to storytelling and metadata as a meaningmaking activity, that “the power to describe is the power to make and remake records and to
determine how they will be used and remade in the future. Each story we tell about our records,
each description we compile, changes the meaning of the records and re-creates them” (p. 272,
emphasis mine). They posit that the role of the archivist in interpretation of the records then
creates a link between archivist and researcher as “the value judgments that archivists make
affect in turn how researchers find, perceive, and use records” (p. 275). Coming from very
different professional backgrounds, one involved in the promotion of updates to international
standards of record description, the other rejecting standardized description as non-relevant to
the specific post-colonial context of his work (South Africa), Duff and Harris nonetheless put
forth a shared vision of archival description metadata “re-imagined as instruments for calling the
future in through a challenging of the instinct merely to replicate existing power relations” (p.
266, emphasis mine). I am particularly interested in what this narrative quality of metadata and
its role bridging document and archivist and researcher, past, present and future, can bring to
archives of documents related to human rights violations. In a sense, these documents combined
with their metadata and juxtaposition in collections become a form of co-testimony—the original
record and the metadata interwoven with it through archival labor together tell the story of events
of abuse, torture, and dehumanization.34

Metadata as Dimensional Form

34

I will discuss the concept of archives as testimony further in chapter eight.
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In examining these government document collections, I find it useful to conceptualize metadata
as an additional dimension of the documents, in the sense that it describes aspects of them not
discernable by viewing only the original (or digitized copy). Defining metadata for these
documents means defining attributes that will be tracked in common across different document
types and instances. The term “dimension” takes on different meanings in different contexts,
such as physics vs. art and design vs. statistics; here I use it as an allegory for thinking about
functions of metadata. If to describe a dimension of something is to give information regarding
its position or extent in the general context of some understanding of space-time, then metadata
can be thought of as a dimension in the sense that it provides additional data about these
documents that can help describe their position in the collection’s context and enumerate their
multiple properties, helping the viewer of the document record to see aspects of the document
that might not otherwise be easily visible.35
One example of this is the tracking of multiple versions of the same document, as
described above, which relates one instance of a document to the context of its alternate copies.
Another is the simple addition of the release date of the document—the date when the document
was released by a government agency to the public or FOIA requestor—which provides
information about the document’s history in space-time that could not be known through
examination of the document-object itself. All of the metadata described earlier in this chapter
works similarly, pulling out from the document the different axes around which it has been

35

In the same way that physically encountering an object, for example the sculpture of the Burghers of Calais by
Auguste Rodin, allows one to experience its three dimensions by walking around it or looking into their inset and
hollow sculpted eyes provides a different experience of the sculpture than viewing a two-dimensional image of it.
Or, dimensionality such as the fourth dimension, time, an example of which would be our experience of a plant in
our garden or window pot changing over time.
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formed and/or can be conceived (originating government agency, detainees mentioned, date of
origination, geographical location of reference, etc.).
Metadata is, further, expressive of the relationship between the document (or object), the
institution archiving it, and the indexer/archivist—as well as their vision of the future user—both
in its structure and its content.36 An examination of metadata is like a nodal point in the archive’s
social situation—following patterns in the metadata could lead us to new understandings of the
documents, but they could also lead to understandings of the archives housing them. Comparing
the different metadata structures utilized by the different archiving organizations allows us to
better understand their approaches, histories, and interests. If the collections of the National
Security Archive related to the G.W. Bush administration period use the broader metadata
language terms “torture” and “abuse” but the ACLU collection set uses metadata language
calibrated to the specific interrogation methods as defined in CIA and Department of Defense
official discourse such as “waterboarding” and “facial slap,” we can see from this the concerns of
the ACLU to relate the documents back to legal discourse and contexts—specifically to delineate
when techniques referred to fall under the categories of “enhanced interrogation techniques” and
are therefore related to legal interpretation by the DOJ OLC, and when they do not.37
Thus, conceiving of metadata as an active articulation of different dimensions of
government documents means attending to the people, organizations, and processes engaged

36

Note that NISO defines multiple types of metadata in their “Understanding Metadata” publication, including:
descriptive metadata (for finding or understanding a resource); administrative metadata (technical, preservation,
rights, and/or files management metadata); structural metadata (which relates parts of resources to one another); and
markup languages (for integrating metadata and content features). The SAA defines descriptive metadata as
something that “allows users to locate, distinguish, and select materials on the basis of the material's subjects or
'aboutness.'” The work of the three repositories that are the subject of this project centers on the “aboutness” of these
US government records.
37
Going back to the idea of conceptualizing metadata as narrative, these differences could also be seen as relating to
the metadata “authors” (legal professionals working at an NGO involved in court cases vs. information/indexing
professionals working at an NGO self-described as a research institute, library, and “investigative journalism
center,” as well as relating to the “audience” or “reader” perceived by these “authors.”
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with adding these data points to the record/object, always taking place within particular
sociohistorical conditions. These data points allow an experience of the record/object that
facilitates seeing it in different ways. In the context of government record archives, metadata
schemas are formalizations of a way of thinking about these documents.

Metadata as Visibility—Revealing/Translating the Lexicons of State Violence and Supporting
the Right to Truth
The two conceptualizations of metadata outlined above, as narrative and as dimensional form,
begin to demonstrate the relationship metadata can have to visibility in the context of
government records. To conclude this chapter, I want to further investigate the technique of
adding metadata in order to increase visibility of state violence and potential accountability in
government records relating to human rights violations.
Reflecting on both the content of the documents in these collections and the metadata
being applied through the archivist-indexer’s interaction with them, it is impossible to not return
to considerations of language and state violence. When our government is torturing people as an
authorized part of policy and procedures,38 how do we go about categorizing the language used in
government documents around these practices? Do we use the term “torture”? “Enhanced
interrogation techniques”?
When I began making notes for this chapter I found myself writing phrases in an attempt
to describe this agonized relationship of government document language related to violence and
lived bodily reality. The result was a kind of grotesque poem, with lists of subsection header
ideas such as:
38

As I would argue is the case here.
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The Index Terms of Violence
Indexing the Terms of Violence
The Indices of Violence
The Index of Violence
Indexing Violence and Authority
These are indexes I don’t want to need, and yet, in the context of these collections of the legal
memos, investigative reports, public press statements, and classified interagency agreements as
to the practices of the U.S. government in “the War on Terror,” such indexes might be useful to
discover the relationships between policy and practice in acts of state violence.
If “to index” at its most fundamental means to “point to” something, can we use the
practice of indexing, such as that in the collections described above, to trace the paths of state
violence in official records of the past? Could we use our index to find the page on which legal
authorities in the U.S. authorized use of specific techniques on detained human beings? Could
we potentially use it to trace from that page the threads of individuals and institutions doing
government work who have the intellectual and political responsibility for each “threat to
family” voiced at another human being or each authorization of the use of insects in a detainee’s
cell or each pair of underwear that was placed over the head of a detainee in the name of U.S.
security?
The right to truth is a concept in the field of human rights that seeks to express the human
right to information.39 This right is relevant to access to government information and government
transparency. It also concerns the right to know what has happened. Heightening the visibility of
different aspects of these documents is a central act of the creation of metadata in these

39

Three interrelated human rights related to information are recognized in the inter-American system and have
direct bearing on the questions raised and actions taken by the archival projects described here: the Right to
Information, Right to Know, and Right to Truth. See chapter eight below for an expanded consideration of human
rights framework concepts of these three rights in the context of archives of government documents and this specific
history.
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document collections, and, via increasing access to information, this work supports the right to
truth.40 The release of U.S. government records in minimally redacted format is a pivotal
component of respecting the right to truth; so too is making copies of these documents available
in full-text searchable PDF form; and so is the assertion of metadata that can bring out aspects of
these documents for searching, grouping, and analyzing. As part of our efforts to increase U.S.
government transparency and support the right to truth in relation to U.S. government actions, it
is important to recognize the elements of visibility activated by the human labor of adding
document metadata. Perhaps the most direct examples of this are instances where a full-text PDF
search of a government document (and perhaps even a full reading of a document if read without
sufficient context) would fail to draw out the actual meaning of the text in its historic moment.
In several interviews for this project I asked interviewees to tell me their thoughts on
what is activated through their own work of metadata tagging. One indexer at the National
Security Archive responded by describing how the act of indexing creates new access to
information that might otherwise remain hidden by obscured language. Reflecting on working
with a collection of documents on the intelligence community, her story illustrates the

40

To give an example from a different context, in the book From Silence to Memory, which describes the discovery,
organizing, preservation, and indexing of an important set of previously unknown police (AHPN) records during
periods of repression and extrajudicial killing in Guatemala, includes a story that highlights the importance of
information organizing in the context of human rights violations. The Prologue of the report highlights what the
discovery, preservation, organizing, and indexing of the police documents made possible. When the documents were
first discovered, they received requests from families whose relatives were murdered or otherwise harmed for
information and had to respond that information related to the incidents was not yet discernable, writing to one
family (of Father Augusto Ramírez Monasterío): “…there is no index to tell us where to look, and we don’t yet
know how to begin looking….” This changes through the work of archival labor with these records of repression,
and the report continues: “Now, after more than five and a half years of arduous work, there is a topographic
inventory that allows us to pinpoint the location of the documents in the AHPN, which have finally been identified,
preserved, classified, ordered and described. An archival system is being implemented which meets the highest
international regulator standards in the field. The AHPN has a group of highly qualified people with the skills
necessary to identify, process, and analyze documents containing information relating to events that constitute
human rights violations. It also possesses cutting-edge technology and know-how that allows the digitization of
documents at the rate of two million, eight hundred thousand pages a year. Today it is possible to tell the relatives of
Father Ramírez Monasterío that they have a new opportunity to find out whether the AHPN documents can provide
the answer they have awaited for so long.”
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knowledge production this archival work generates and what that means for the potential to
access government information:
This is an example from the “surveillance set.” We had several documents that
were talking about Snowden’s leak. And they never once said “Snowden,” they
never once said “leak,” they just said “this event is catastrophic to the intelligence
community.” There was a press release even, but it never once said his name; it
didn’t say the word “leak.” The only way that you could know what it was about
was the date and the context of what they were talking about. I think they did say
“release,” they said “this release is catastrophic,” but they didn’t say “Snowden”
and somebody searching for that would never find it… if [an indexer] hadn’t read
it.
So that’s what this is. That is what is exciting.
Her story illustrates the power of abstracting and selecting terminology that can actively reveal
patterns even when the reference itself is not directly named.
Similarly, a paralegal from the ACLU project talked about how she felt the metadata tags
could “undo the obfuscation” of the violence being done by the government by layering the new
wording (tags, index terms) over the original language used in the original document:
We had to undo the obfuscation that the government had done to try to conceal
[their violence]. And the tagging was how we did that. It was like “Here is what
we know you guys are doing and we’re going to read these documents and figure
out how they match up with that.” That obfuscation, that separation was being
created for sinister purposes by an agency. The government wasn’t trying to spare
our feelings. They were trying to hide their actions.
This undoing was made possible through the power of layering data—information
additions fighting against information concealment. Still, even with this layering of
information, she expressed concern that even the new tags might not be able to fully
communicate the violence being experienced by the detainees, whose lives under
detention could only be dimly seen through language because of the challenges inherent
in using words to describe embodied experiences: “things like ‘confinement in a small
space’; things that when you think of them you aren’t necessarily thinking about the true
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impact of them....” The challenges of representing state violence and effectively
communicating the pain of the lived experience of abuses remain enormous, but the
layering and interpenetrating of metadata with government documentation moves us
closer to visibility.
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CH. 7
The Materiality of Redaction

“One needs to understand the redaction itself: the way in which waterboarding was
decontextualized, and the way the redacted documents constructed—through their eliminations
and ellipses—a narrative of the war on terror. What, I thought, if rather than treating the redacted
spaces of these documents as negatives—without information; the annoying absences that block
meaning—one were to attempt to study these redactions in their fullness?”
--Joshua Craze, A Grammar of Redaction
“It seems possible, if incredible, that the U.S. government may have here redacted the word
‘tears’.”—Larry Siems, Guantánamo Diary (footnote in the redacted edition of Mohamedou
Ould Slahi’s memoir)

In April 2015 I was excited to return to Dallas, Texas and see what was new in the archives. I had
tracked the development of the George W. Bush Presidential Library collections since the very
first days that they opened initial records to the public on January 20, 2014, a little over one year
before. In the G.W. Bush Library’s first few months, they had processed and made available only
a few dozen boxes of government records, many of them containing holiday cards to President
Bush from children, formal materials from events like the White House Easter Egg Roll, or
documents from the White House Office of Records Management. On my first visit to the archives
in early 2014, the processing of documents based on Freedom of Information Act requests from
the public had not yet begun (or, at least, it had not yet resulted in publicly available folders); there
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were only a scant number of folders to look through. Throughout the year 2014 I often went to the
G.W. Bush Library website and scanned through the Finding Aid listings to check for new
materials that might be available, only to encounter, time and again, the same list of records I had
already reviewed in earlier visits.
But in early 2015 that changed. Suddenly a dozen new lines appeared on the Finding Aids
web page listing newly processed folders, most of them stemming from Freedom of Information
Act requests, as the staff there had told me would be the case. This meant that, not only had new
records been processed, these were records for which someone, somewhere had particularly
requested access. The chances that these kinds of requests might touch on my topics of interest—
my interests being actions around the so-called “war on terror” and actions relating to human rights
abuses and policy discourse—seemed relatively high. The new listings described folders on items
like “memcons and telcons” records between G.W. Bush and Tony Blair and records of National
Security Council meetings.1 Although I was, of course, expecting that these documents would have
portions that would be redacted and inaccessible, I was interested in seeing the portions made
available to the public eye and so I headed to Texas.
But when, at the archives, I made the request for these new records, opening each physical
folder, I encountered page after page of withdrawal forms, withholding notices, and the occasional
fax cover page or scanning sheet insert. In fact, out of the list of new record collections outlined
in the Finding Aids that year relevant to my topics of interest, almost none contained what might
be called actual records. As I combed through box after box of these slender folders, with their
carefully labeled “not a textual record”2 contents, at first I became disheartened at what seemed to

1

See Glossary re: memcons and telcons.
These types of informational sheets added by the archivists during processing are labeled “not a textual record” to
clearly separate them from the other archival box contents.
2
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be a near-complete lack of information about government activities. But, slowly, the power of this
proliferation of information on non-information, this evidence of the unseen, this material presence
of pages of bureaucratic forms quite literally standing in for the presence of other (perhaps more
implicating) government document pages began to take shape in my mind. Each night after my
day of research was over, I meditated on the power of these documents that existed merely to point
to the existence of other documents forbidden from public view. I began to think of them as
ghosts—the ghost-like shadows of the full-text documents that these redactions and withdrawals
referenced but did not provide—haunting the files. And I began to reflect on what can be glimpsed
through the obfuscating marginalia of government documentation about what is not to be revealed,
which can be read both with and against the grain.3
In the field of Memory Studies, scholars have developed the concept of “the presence of
absence” to help facilitate discussions of how certain histories and experiences might be
represented or made present. This might refer literally to questions of how to manifest
disappeared or murdered persons through constructing a material presence (as in forms of
memorialization architecture) (Young 1993), how missing information in redacted or withheld
government documents might be “read” (Stoler 2009, Craze 2015, Voyce 2016), or how
absences might actually manifest their own presence in non-obvious ways. Each of these
questions implies a relationship between absence and presence, the immaterial and the material.4

3

With the grain in the sense of the work of Stoler referenced earlier. See also work on the anthropology of absence,
such as in the work on impacts of the missing, unrecovered dead from the Spanish Civil War by Leyla Renshaw.
Also relevant to the concept of the absent or inaccessible as a difficult to confront, ghost-like form is Jessica
Auchter’s work on state “haunting.”
4
Confronting the presence of absence can take many forms. One approach has been to create something new that
would “fill” the absence, creating a presence to take the place of what is not there. For example, social movement
activists in Argentina during the dictatorship of 1975-1983 put up siluetazos, silhouette images of human forms
filling in for the missing physical presence of persons disappeared by the regime; similar actions have been taken via
digital means by activists using the silhouette outline of the default Facebook profile image on the Day of Memory
(See Sosa 2010). Other approaches have included creating monuments that can represent the experience of
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The withdrawn and redacted documents in the archives discussed here have a special
relationship to this “presence of absence” concept: the documents are known to exist—their
existence has been indexed—yet their directly readable and perceivable content has been
obscured or removed by state agents. The withdrawal form page slipped into an archive folder at
the point where a historical document would otherwise appear literalizes the concept of the
presence of absence. Though they exist in particular, aesthetic material forms—as black squares
placed over text portions or as insert pages stating documents have been excised from the
publicly viewable record—the regularized materiality of these stand-in items is always coupled
with an awareness of the presence of the unknowable. The presence of redaction’s black square
over blocks of text in a Department of Defense memo regarding activities by their personnel, or
the official slip of paper, known as a Withdrawal Marker, placed in the folder of a presidential
office’s document collection in the position an email exchange between President G.W. Bush
and Secretary of State Donald Rumsfeld would otherwise occupy, physically takes the place of
government information that we are not allowed (at present) to see. These are the ghosts that
stand in for what was the living text in the inaccessible record.

Ghostly Presence-of-Absence

becoming absent, such as the water-on-rock paintings of Colombian artist Oscar Muñoz, whose brushed portraits of
the disappeared gleam on the rock while the water remains, then fade into nonexistence as the rock dries.
Alternatively, some projects work to make the absence itself more visible, such as the photographs of Argentine
photographer Gustavo Germano where he works with persons who lost family or friends to disappearance in order to
recreate old photographs by re-posing the persons in the exact positions and places of the old photos with an empty
space where the disappeared person would have been. Artists have also worked toward making the unseen visible in
relation to sites of state repression, such as the work of British photographer Edmund Clarke who uses photographs
to bring visual attention to places related to the U.S. war on terror such as CIA rendition “black sites” and Trevor
Paglen who also works to make “black sites” as well as drone bases and surveillance sites more present through
photography and mapping, finding ways to make present what the powerful have worked to make invisible and
absent. The concept of the presence of absence is crucial to a great deal of work by scholars, artists, writers,
performers, and others addressing historical memory of state violence.
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The “there-but-not-there” form of these documents forces the researcher, journalist, or activist to
relate to them around the margins—through their context, metadata, placement, hints at reasons
for redaction, or ability to point to information that cannot be directly accessed. Their presence can
be analyzed not only through the sociocultural factors of archival rules or the political-historical
considerations of FOIA exemptions, the Presidential Records Act, and the official form of nonresponse known as “Glomarization,”5 but also through conceptions of the specter or the ghost: that
which exists and does not exist simultaneously. They raise the question of how we might perceive
the presence of the non-present when we are denied access to full information, as I will reflect on
further below.
One function of a ghost could be said to be the function of indexing something that is not
fully there. Wikipedia gives one definition of ghost as “any shadowy outline, or fuzzy or
unsubstantial image…a flare, secondary image, or spurious signal.” What spurious signal might
these redacted government documents be giving to those interested in uncovering the histories of
U.S. state violence during this time period? What kind of haunting do we experience in the
presence of a document such as the initial release of the Department of Justice Office of Legal
Counsel memos of 2002, where references to the use of specific “enhanced interrogation
techniques” were scrawled over with the black box, so that the reader might only guess as to
what actual experiences were being licensed for U.S. government interrogators to enact upon the
bodies of detainees? What chill feeling comes from the trace evidence “ghost file” or “specter

5

See introduction chapter as well as the Glossary entry for glomar for definitions of the term. Note that glomar
responses “neither confirming nor denying” the presence of records do not manifest the presence of absence as
redactions and withdrawals do, as they refuse to acknowledge whether or not government records related to the topic
proposed have ever existed. They are closer to a true void of information. Except in that giving the glomar response
indicates the government does not want to acknowledge whether or not records exist, which is another kind of
specter or penumbra of information generated through non-information.
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document” that indicates even drafts of the White House form letter response to inquiries about
human rights in 2004 have been withdrawn due to Presidential Records Act exemption P5,
indicating a concern the draft form letter would disclose confidential advice from presidential
advisors? “This is not a textual record” declares the FOIA Marker inserted to indicate that
materials have been withdrawn from the “memcons and telcons” between Tony Blair and George
W. Bush regarding conducting the Iraq War; in fact, all of the materials except the
memcon/telcon date lists have been withdrawn, so this “not-a-record” records for us the fact that
we are not yet permitted to see what was discussed by the U.K. and U.S. governments. We might
call this a specter of the presence of a series of actions and decisions made on the part of the U.S.
government about which we are able to see only vague outlines. The records of government
action during the Bush administration are haunted by what might be behind the black box; its full
forms may be revealed after political shifts and/or the passage of enough time that the
institutional review process will have its restrictions on release loosened.
As I contemplated what meaning these “blank areas” in the records of the George W. Bush
Library might have, I was reminded of a different set of government records where absence of
information is a significant feature. At the Nixon Presidential Library and Museum there is an
exhibit on Watergate that includes a set of panels about the 18 ½ missing minutes of the Nixon
White House tapes.6 This gap, this non-presence of audio, this realigned magnetic strip whose
particles no longer create patterns audible as human speech but rather a hollow buzzing sound, are
featured in the exhibit. One panel calls out to museum visitors to “listen to the gap” while another
panel gives a bulleted list of reasons under the heading “why does the gap matter.” Thinking to a

6

After the intervention of historian Timothy Naftali who headed the library for several years and advocated for the
exhibit on Watergate to both be created at the museum and to approach the Watergate history critically in its
presentation.
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more recently ended presidency, what might it mean to “listen to the gap” of these redaction boxes,
withdrawal slips, and marginal documents from the George W. Bush administration? What can be
known about what is hidden? And what is the impact of the absent?

Reading Redaction: Comparative Document Releases

One example of how redaction can provide information about government processes is when we
see the same document redacted in different ways, as described in earlier chapters, either because
redaction was done at different times or by different departments, which can demonstrate how the
declassification and redaction process of determining what should not be viewable varies by
reviewer and can also point to the different information-control concerns of government officials
over time. This shift in the presence or degree or shape of the redacted portions of a document can
mirror those shifts.
One example of this kind of shift, where one presidential administration chose to reveal
significant portions of text that had been redacted by the previous administration, can be seen in
different releases of the infamous memo written for John Rizzo, legal counsel to the CIA, by
Assistant Attorney General Jay Bybee in August of 2002. I have mentioned this example earlier
but I revisit it here to examine it in the context of thinking more systematically about redaction
and visibility. It is one key document among several that have become associated with the phrase
“The Torture Memos” in recent U.S. history, explicitly authorizing use of “enhanced interrogation
techniques” on persons detained by the U.S. This memo from the U.S. Department of Justice
Office of Legal Counsel from August 1, 2002, advised the CIA on the legality of using proposed
interrogation techniques on a particular detainee, and it specifically addresses concerns about what
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kinds of interrogation techniques might be less subject to future possible prosecution. Because of
the Freedom of Information Act request by the ACLU that had won the right to the document’s
release in 2004, this memo was released under the Bush administration but with heavy redaction
restricting access to large portions. Later, different access to the document emerged over time
because of political changes: the document was released again at the beginning of President Barack
Obama’s administration, as that new administration tried to distance itself from the previous one
by taking a critical stance on torture (while still pursuing targeted killing by drone and restricting
access to information on its own programs). Seeing the two different versions of this document
together reveals not only the information providing legal rationale for the use of interrogation
techniques that had been hidden by redaction in the earlier document release, the changed redaction
also makes visible the shift in what was determined to be publicly allowable knowledge about
government activities in the “War on Terror” by officials. In this instance, shifts in the state’s
presentation of publicly allowable knowledge follow political shifts.7

7

As mentioned earlier, President Obama’s administration would begin with a public discourse about the desire to be
the most “open” presidency in U.S. history in terms of access to records; but this stance would change over time and
in relation to questionable practices that administration was more frequently charged with in public discourse (the
use of targeted killings/assassination via drone strikes, more than practices of torture in interrogation).
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Chapter 7 - Figure 01: Comparative images of memo—shown as rendered with supratext in the digital component
“The Materiality of Redaction & Artifacts of Non-Information” (see Appendix II)—comparison is of two different
releases of the initial page of the DOJ OLC memo supporting authorization of the use of Enhanced Interrogation
Techniques on Abu Zubaydah. (Screenshot image by author)
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Chapter 7 - Figure 02-03: Comparative images of two different releases of the DOJ OLC memo supporting
authorization of the use of “Enhanced Interrogation Techniques” on Abu Zubaydah—shown as rendered with
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supratext in the digital component “The Materiality of Redaction & Artifacts of Non-Information” (see Appendix
II).Here the sheer quantity of redaction is visible by comparing the two sets of final pages of the memo at a bigpicture level: (top: 02) Bush administration release version; (bottom: 03) Obama administration release version.
(Screenshot images by author)

Another example can be seen in two different releases, that of the G.W. Bush
administration and that of the Obama administration, of the CIA Office of the Inspector General’s
2004 report on “Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Activities.” To contrast the two
releases, the National Security Archive provides a page-by-page comparison of the two versions
on their website, including blank pages representing pages withheld. This visual juxtaposition not
only highlights revelations in information made possible through access to the less-redacted
version, it also demonstrates the scale to which information was originally withheld from the
public in the initial release—it visualizes information denied.
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Chapter 7 - Figure 04-05: Comparative images of two different releases of the CIA Inspector General’s report on
the use of the interrogation techniques. Note that in the earlier release the subheader “Waterboard Technique” is
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allowed to be visible (and waterboarding as a technique used by the CIA as part of EITs had been very prominent in
public media discourse already) whereas other section subheads, such as “Stiff Brush and Shackles” (a technique
acknowledged in the report to not have been previously approved by the DOJ) are denied visibility in the Bush
release version. (top: 04) Heavily-redacted version release of report where a reference to “Waterboard Technique”
has been left visible but the majority of surrounding text completely redacted, obfuscating other techniques.(bottom:
05) Less-redacted, later-release version of same report where other techniques, such as “Stiff Brush and Shackles”
are visible. (Screenshot images by author)
The CIA IG Report on Torture: What were they hiding?

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/torture_archive/comparison.htm

>

home | about | news | publications | FOIA | research | internships | search | donate | mailing list

What were they hiding?
A side-by-side Comparison of the Bush and Obama
Versions of the CIA Inspector General's Report on Torture
Posted - August 25, 2009
Posted below is a side-by-side comparison of the Bush and Obama administration versions of the 2004 CIA Inspector
General Report on Torture.

Bush Administration Release - May 2008

Obama Administration Release - August 24, 2009

Chapter 7 - Figure 06: The page-by-page comparison of the report offered by the National Security Archive
highlights both new revelations in the later release and the enormous extent of withheld information in the earlier
release. (Screenshot image by author)

Reading Redaction: Context & Juxtaposition
1 of 80

3/9/19, 2:38 PM

Redacted portions of documents can also be read in relation to the non-redacted portions within
the same document. In the memo from September 2004 from Dan Levin to Attorney General John
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Ashcroft and Deputy Attorney General James Conway8 we see an example of how the use of
redaction to obscure certain portions of documents while leaving others legible highlights the areas
of concern to the government entity at the time of document redaction/release. This memo is an
update on status of legal advice concerning the use of interrogation techniques, including
waterboarding. The memo gives summaries of previous advice and these are left visible by the
redactor; but much of the text in the status update sections on current/pending new advisement is
blanked out using “white box” redaction with open/close text indicators.

Chapter 7 – Figures 07-08: Two pages from a September 2004 memo regarding interrogation techniques advice
status updates from Dan Levin known as “The Levin Memo” show the “white box” style of redaction: (left: 07)
memo page 1; (right: 08) memo page 2. (Screenshot images by author)

Although redaction has been applied to the sections concerning specific details on the
current/pending status of legal advice on torture, the treatment of this document also reveals

8

“Legal Standards Applicable under 18 U.S.C. §§ 2340-2340N” of December 30, 2004.
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significant information, particularly in terms of reading the concerns and focus of the memo parties
at the time. No redaction has been applied to the summaries of earlier advice regarding torture
statutes and techniques, implying that these elements were not a concern for the redactor at the
time of document release. (It should also be noted that one of the memos mentioned had already
been leaked to the press earlier that year, so some information referenced in the “previously given”
advice portions of the memo was already in public circulation.) We also see through the
combination of redacted and non-redacted portions on page two that waterboarding as a technique
was continuing as an approved method in 2004, though instructions as to specific limits on its
practice/duration/approach were being changed during this time period, as implied by their detailed
treatment in the memo’s text on the allowable duration and number of “applications” of the
waterboard technique, 9 (in contrast with other techniques which are simply said to remain
approved). Following this section are a series of redacted subsections, where indeed the sense of a
specter of what might be contained there, of what techniques or aspects of techniques might be
under “current/pending” advisement on the part of the office re: the CIA, lies like a weight across
this short document, particularly in light of the leaked documents regarding the use of enhanced
techniques already known at this time. Finally, the redactor has left visible that the CIA has asked
of the legal advisors whether the techniques the CIA uses might “shock the conscience.” The
redactor has not allowed us to see the response of the Attorney General’s Office to this question—
but, through the visual interruption of the redaction process interacting with the digital document

9

Tracing the official discourse around the application of water and the “rules” around the waterboarding technique
in documents related to defining policy and regulation is a fascinating exercise. The documents related to analyzing
law, defining policy, and authorizing techniques tend to contain highly precise instructions on how to use
interrogation techniques involving water that concentrate on questions of how long, how many times per day, etc. In
contrast, the reports on investigations of incidents and deaths tend to not reference exact per-second duration or
other quantifiable aspects shaping the activities, but, rather the embodied interaction of water with the person—the
person stripped naked and put in a jumpsuit full of ice or the person sprayed with water then made to stand in front
of air conditioning (as investigated in a handful of DOD investigations), for example.
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copy, we know two things, first, that the CIA felt inclined to ask that question, and, second, that
the Attorney General’s Office redaction staff felt inclined to redact their response.
Reading redaction can also reveal anxieties of the administration. In the redactions to the
testimony in the Article 32 hearing10 regarding the death of Major General Mowhoush of Saddam
Hussein’s Iraqi Air Force at the hands of U.S. military personnel, who was killed by asphyxiation
during interrogations that involved techniques including stuffing him in a sleeping bag and
wrapping it tightly with wire,11 we see a tacit acknowledgment, or at least non-contestation, of
news reports based on leaked information that the death was a murder on the part of U.S. military
personnel as expressed through anxieties about leaking. In testimony, one expert witness who is
asked to advise on whether or not the proceedings should be held open or closed, spoke of concerns
related to classified information, yet also acknowledged that significant information regarding the
incident was already circulating in the public through leaks to the press.
The expert witness began by offering to describe the potential “serious damage” to the
national security she believed more open proceedings would entail, and, in the released transcript
pages, a full page of redacted text follows. Then, subsequently, she is asked by one of the attorneys
about the leaked information about the killing during interrogation that is already circulating in the
press. Her response shows a high degree of concern about the fact that information was leaked and
strong cautions against declassifying further information related to the murder of the detained
person—but she makes no implication that the classified information in question would provide
any contestation against the leaked version of events circulating in the press. Towards the end of
10

Pre-court martial proceedings.
This Article 32 proceeding concerned 3 of the 4 military personnel involved in the incident: Chief Warrant Officer
Jefferson L. Williams, Sergeant First Class William Sommer, and Specialist Jerry Loper. The officers who
conducted the interrogation and killed Mowhoush were Chief Warrant Officer Lewis E. Welshofer Jr., and Chief
Warrant Officer Jefferson L. Williams. Welshofer later received a fine of $6,000 and two months of house
(barracks) arrest following his court martial. That was the extent of the repercussions to Welshofer for killing this
person during interrogation.
11
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her testimony, she emphasizes concern with leaked information versus official releases of
information (not concern over the killing in question or the unauthorized actions of the accused
military personnel), stating: “it is still a higher level of damage if we publicly acknowledge that.”

Page 6 of 125 pages
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Chapter 7 – Figures 09-12: Four-page consecutive excerpt of transcript of Article 32 hearing investigating
responsibilities for Mowhoush’s death during interrogation (for three of the four military personnel involved in the
killing) showing heavy black-box redaction on testimony: (top: 09) end of transcript page 5; (second row: 10) full
page 6; (third row: 11) full page 7; (bottom: 12) beginning of page 8. (Screenshot images by author)
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Withdrawal Marker as Document Displacement & “Presence of Absence”

One visually startling form of information withholding, in terms of its pure physical materiality,
is the use of the withdrawal marker in presidential library archives. The G.W. Bush Library holds
a proliferation of such forms, particularly in the folders of its collection that represent responses
to FOIA requests. Each withdrawal sheet takes the place of one or more pages of withheld
material—a single page of printed text produced by the archive, a page that declares itself “not a
textual record,” stands in for that which we are not allowed to see. However, this replacement page
acts as a kind of frame around which we can see other detail—small pieces of information about
the document that we are not allowed to directly see are manifested through the withdrawal sheet.
The placement of the withdrawal form is exact, according to archival standards of document
organization within the folders, so that the not-a-textual-record paper is filed alongside the other
documents from the same date, person, and circulation history of documents where the actual
record itself would be filed. The archivist gives it a document title (often indicating something
about the document, such as whether it is a memo or an email or whom it is to or from), as well as
marks it with the FOIA exemption and/or PRA exemption code indicating the reason for its total
removal from the record.
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Chapter 7 – Figures 13-14: Document withdrawal indicators at the G.W. Bush Presidential Library: (top:13) The
text of the document withdrawal statement at the GW Bush Presidential Library, stating, “This marker identifies the
original location of the withdrawn item listed above”; (bottom: 14) list of withdrawn/redacted material as it
appears in collection folders at the archive. (Photos by author)

An example of what can be indicated through the presence of withdrawal markers in the
G.W. Bush Library archives is located in the White House Office of Records Management
document sets, under the subject category of “Human Rights.” Here we find a listing of withdrawal
markers all related to revisions to a form letter produced to respond to letters received by the White
House regarding human rights issues. These generic responses are referred to as “Robo Letters.”12
The presidential library archive folder containing revisions to this “Human Rights [Robo Letter]”
draft begins with a list of Withdrawn/Redacted Material, all for reason P5 of the Presidential
Records Act exemptions, i.e., that “release would disclose confidential advice between the
President and his advisors, or between such advisors.”13

12

Note that other aspects of this Robo Letter were discussed in chapter 3. The records described in this section can
be found in the George W. Bush Presidential Library, in the collection of the White House Office of Records
Management (human rights subcategory): HU, Box 1, Folder 9.
13
See the list of exemptions from the Presidential Records Act of 1978 (44 U.S.C. Chapter 22) (available at:
https://www.archives.gov/about/laws/presidential-records.html)
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Chapter 7 – Figures 15-16: A draft letter routing form—which does not contain the letter’s text but does reveal
which officials in the Bush administration had the opportunity to review the letter. (left: 15) full routing form page;
(right: 16) close-up view of portion of routing form showing recipient names. (Photos by author)

From the original routing sheet that accompanied the draft letter—part of the original
document’s bureaucratic life, listing the officials receiving the letter, and one of the only
documents in the set open to public view—we can see that this draft human rights form letter
response was routed for review to several officials. We can see, for example, that Condoleezza
Rice and Karl Rove made comments on the form letter, (as opposed to the many other recipients
who did not), though their actual comments have been withdrawn from our view, presumably
because their comments on this human rights form letter constitute confidential advice in their
roles as advisors to the president. What we see here through the withdrawal tracking listing of
records and the routing sheet is the trail of which advisors wanted to weigh in on this letter.
This is another instance where we can learn from the documents’ positions and context in
the historical chronology of events, as well as their redaction/withdrawal. In the same collection
set drafts of an earlier, January 2004, version of this form letter on human rights were circulated
for editing. Those editorial comments were also withheld, but copies of the form letter are included
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in the file. Comparing earlier versions of the letter with the later, September 2004 versions of the
letter (where, again, we have a copy of the form letter circulating in the archive folders, but are
allowed to see almost none of the edits/comments that were made to it by officials), we can see
that the writers have changed the earlier human rights form letter to add a paragraph about how
President G.W. Bush has worked to eliminate torture, plus a short paragraph mentioning the
Middle East. The year is 2004 and, though we cannot definitively prove it is related to historical
changes, during the time period between the two human rights form letter drafts, photos from the
Abu Ghraib prison documenting abuse of detainees, leaked by a whistleblower to the press, have
been circulating in the public sphere, as has the Bybee memo on interrogation techniques14 and
information on inhumane conditions of detention leaked from the confidential Red Cross report.
Meanwhile, the new paragraph assures the intended receivers of the form letter on human rights
that the G.W. Bush administration wants to end torture.

Chapter 7 – Figure 17: Excerpt from document in archive: A paragraph in the draft form letter response under
consideration assures the intended receivers of the form letter on human rights that the GW Bush administration
wants to end torture. (Photo by author)

This new paragraph shows the administration staff writers asserting a set of values on torture
related to international frameworks. It is unclear from the currently available records exactly when

14

"Standards of Conduct for Interrogation under 18 U.S.C. §§ 2340-2340A" from John Bybee, the bulk of it written
by John Yoo, infamous for its evaluation of torture as only techniques resulting in “severe pain” and stating: “Where
pain is physical, it must be of an intensity akin to that which accompanies serious physical injury such as death or
organ failure.”
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between January and September it was added, but it was added during a time period when many
questions about the use of torture were being raised by media at White House press conferences.
The very last document in this folder, and one of the few that is not withdrawn, is an email
from a staff member reporting that legal advisor Brad Wiegmann of the Justice Department says
that the paragraph about torture should be deleted.

Chapter 7 – Figure 18: Email stating that legal advisors in the DOJ advise paragraph on Bush’s stance against
torture should be deleted from form letter. (Photo by author)

Reasons are not given, but the entire paragraph is requested to be removed by legal counsel in
order for the letter to be cleared for use in the public sphere.
So, though we are not permitted to view all of the comments from each reviewer of the
letter, we can see its path through the chain of advisors and, where we are allowed to view several
advisor reactions, we see decisions being made that appear impacted by the growing public
controversy related to the use of torture that was triggered through document leaks in 2004
impacting what is effectively a White House statement on human rights during this sensitive time
period. We see traces of the management of official discourse, as the inhumane practices in U.S.managed detention centers erupted into public view.
Withdrawal markers and other concrete acknowledgement of missing data can provide
some clues as to the missing information. The amendments to FOIA law in the 1990s brought new
legal requirements that federal agencies segment redacted portions of documents into as minimal
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areas as possible and mark redacted portions with the specific FOIA exemption that they are
claiming to withhold the information.15 This adds some layer of visibility to redaction as the size
of the redactions and the exemption number claims (indicating communications to the president
by his/her advisors vs. personally identifying information, for example) may clarify at least the
general nature of the obscured information. These amendments meant that from then forward
redaction had to at least show some of the context of its withholding. (To this end, in his comments
on the “art of writing a good FOIA” request, Jones from the National Security Archive has
recommended including a reminder to agency reviewers of minimizing redactions and marking
each with exemption codes to ensure policy is followed in practice.) Different forms of redaction
and withdrawal may provide different kinds of clues: staff of both the ACLU and the National
Security Archive have spoken of how the black box redaction form reveals more about the missing
information than the white box redaction form based on their materiality—the black box likely
indicates the beginnings and ends and size and shape of text, whereas the white box form (unless
given text indicator lines), dissipates into the murky borders of the white page.16
The traces of withdrawal and redaction also give us information that can help us analyze
the chronologies and networks of interaction related to these government activities. The National
Security Archive has pointed to this in the introductory essay to their Presidential Directives
collection, where they emphasize that listing even the directives that are as yet unavailable can
help to trace the records potentially available in future or point to other records of interest, thus

15

See chapter 2. Also see the DOJ website description of the launch of eFOIA reading rooms and marking codes on
redacted areas of documents: “When a portion of a record has been excised, a code appears in the margin or at the
place of deletion. These codes may be matched up to an "Explanation of Exemptions" narrative that is also
accessible electronically.” (https://www.justice.gov/oip/blog/foia-update-agencies-develop-web-sites-foia).
16
This evaluation of what the black box form reveals vs. the white box was cited by both Alex Abdo of the ACLU
(in an interview for this research) and Tom Blanton of the National Security Archive (in a journalistic video
interview available on the Archive’s website in the “About” section).
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their collection provides17: “a complete listing of all presidential directives, whether they have been
declassified or remain secret, as a road map for future research and declassification efforts”
(emphasis mine). This “road map” of directives, when viewed as a set where their position in time
in relation to other events and federal agency actions of the period can be easily traced, can help
to untangle the story of hidden state activities. The ACLU Torture Database instruction manual on
data entry also requires entry of denied documents into the database and counsels the data entry
person to record information on the missing, giving the model entry example: “Deleted Page
Information Sheets: [Agency] Deleted Page Information Sheet [plus any other information you
think would be useful, if the page contains any other such information].” These forms of entry,
when viewed later by the user of the document collection, encourage the user to note the origins
of the missing documents (Agency) and the fact of and quantity of page deletion itself. Thus, the
withheld and deleted documents make an appearance even through their absence.

Conclusion: Redaction and Withdrawal as Artifacts of Non-Information

The redaction and withdrawal of government documents does mean that information that has
circulated within government channels is not reaching broader public view. Yet, it does not mean
that no information is provided. Record management and archival rules spark the generation of
named-but-empty folders, lists of denied document pages, FOIA request summary sheets, and
document withdrawal markers, even for records that are not allowed into the public view. The

17

Their essay notes that this is particularly important for presidential records when in the time period between initial
release at 5 years after the end of the administration and 12 years. See chapter 2 for the explanation of how the
Presidential Records Act allows additional exemptions and withholding, beyond that allowed under FOIA law,
between 5 years and 12 years after the end of a presidential term. Subsequently, at the 12-year mark, the additional
exemptions no longer apply and records are subject solely to FOIA and the regular accessioning process.
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redacted area of text, blacked out or whited out in blocks, and the annotated withdrawal marker
page quite literally mark the place where information (known only to others) would be, offering a
different kind of information to the viewer. It is information not rendered in sharp detail, but one
that can provide a hazy sense of the document’s position in time, document authors and recipients,
and notional document content. These shadowy meanings, materialized through redaction pen
markings, digital blotches, and replacement paper, hover over the records of U.S. government
history, an unsettled presence running through the information remains of bureaucratic life.18
In any collection of U.S. government records that has gone through official release
channels (rather than leaks) one is likely to encounter portions of records that have been redacted
or whole documents that have been withdrawn. But (unlike the near-total absence produced by
the Glomar response)19 the very process of document release bureaucratic norms and/or archive
accession requirements leads to a special kind of partial visibility—through the materiality of
redaction and withdrawal.20 Archival collections of government records help us to see these
elements because of the formal structures that they put around them—revealing a translucent
presence like the phenomena of dust in the light. Because formal collections add structures of
classification and organization, the gaps in documents become partially visible in new ways. The
formalized nature of the declassification, redaction, and document release process itself also aids
in this semi-visibility (the use of black boxes that indicates the length of removed information,

18

These can be considered alongside other forms of information withholding practiced by the state during this
period, such as other forms of withholding and visibility management, for example, the Pentagon’s policy of not
allowing images of dead soldiers’ bodies being returned to the USA to be shown in the media.
19
See Glossary for the definition of the Glomar response.
20
As journalist Dan Zak noted in his April 11, 2019 Washington Post article, “Mad Libs, But For Democracy: The
Timeless Intrigue Of Redactions,” about the then-upcoming release of the Mueller report: “When special counsel
Robert S. Mueller III’s report comes out, we’ll be looking at what’s not there, blacked out by redactions that will
symbolize the tug-of-war between discretion and truth, between a government that knows what we don’t need to
know and a citizenry that desires the whole story” (emphasis mine).
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the use of FOIA/PRA exemption codes or ISCAP classification codes21 that may indicate reasons
for removal of information).22 As Stephen Voyce (2016) has raised as part of his analysis of the
material forms of redaction and the “emergent poetics” of using redaction in critical art-making,
“to redact is to edit” (p.3).23
This intersection of human labor and institutional processes (of archive-workers and of
redactor-workers) with government records re-shapes government record visibility, even though
much is still obscured. The declassified document always shows the marks of interaction upon it.
This interaction between people and documents leaves what could be called “artifacts of noninformation” that, in their own way, provide information. Their traces, the shadows of these
inaccessible documents, can provide clues to researchers on which other agency collections
might have variants of these documents or related documents in their collections—potentially
with differing redactions/withdrawals—or indicate the potential value of forthcoming
declassifications.24 As Jonathan Craze (2015) has outlined in his analysis of redaction, these
traces also offer another form of speech act in official discourse—the speech act of taking away

21

In brief, the FOIA exemption codes refer to the following: Exemption (b)(1) National Security Information; (b)(2)
Internal Personnel Rules and Practices; (b)(3) Information exempt under other laws; (b)(4) Confidential Business
Information; (b)(5) Inter or intra-agency communication that is subject to deliberative process, litigation, and other
privileges; (b)(6) Personal Privacy; (b)(7) Law Enforcement Records that implicate one of 6 enumerated concerns;
(b)(8) Financial Institutions; (b)(9) Geological Information.
ISCAP classification codes are relevant to documents declassified under the “automatic” declassification process
after transfer to the National Archives, rather than FOIA-request prompted document review. See the DOJ’s
description of “automatic” declassification and the ISCAP codes here:
https://www.justice.gov/open/declassification/declassification-faq.
22
For an example of how to read codes in redacted documents, see the transparency advocacy NGO MuckRock’s
online article on “reading” classification codes in juxtaposition with CIA ERR search terms, “Guerrilla FOIAfare:
How to use exemption codes to find the most interesting documents hidden in the CIA archives”:
https://www.muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/jan/17/cia-exemption-guide.
23
Voyce’s overview of redaction-based art is also an excellent investigation of how different critical thinkers have
engaged with the concept of redaction beyond simply seeking for what lies beneath its cover.
24
The National Security Archive acknowledged, for example, the value of reviewing existing redacted documents
from U.S. agencies regarding the 1976-1983 military dictatorship period in Argentine to gain a better sense of the
document contents likely to be available in a new release of less-redacted documents due in 2019, stating on their
website in anticipation of the new release: “previously declassified, but heavily redacted, FBI records... reflect the
potential value of the forthcoming declassification.”
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words—that is generated by the overlapping narrative actions of multiple government workers
(the document authors and the agency or archive declassification reviewers) and this speech act
is a resource for analyzing the “logic of the veiling itself” (p. 8).
Overall, my analysis here takes as its foundational premise what anthropologists and
other researchers of human society have observed: that no data are also data, that absences have
socio-cultural presences. Work by anthropologists on absence as manifested and traceable
through its impacts on communities (Crossland 2000; Wagner 2008; Renshaw 2010)
demonstrates this,25 as well as studies by historians on traces produced by absent information in
records, such as Natalie Zemon Davis’s (1987) readings of pardon tales from 16th Century
France to examine the frameworks of story-crafting, and Carlo Ginzburg’s work (2013) on
reading clues to get closer to otherwise-hidden information.26 Ultimately, redaction and its forms
imply both an underlying presence of information and a sociocultural/sociopolitical process of
multiple readers and editors of information. Redaction implies that someone working within a set
of institutional structures has determined the public should not see some record of government
information that is there because of exemption criteria, and the results of this process are the
material and aesthetic forms taken by redacted, withdrawn, and removed government documents
as visible manifestations of hidden state information. We know the documentation exists but we
can only see the outline of its shadow—even redaction’s darkness has translucency and
information seeps out around the edges of the black box.

25

See also the comparison of present absences with “phantom pains” from amputated limbs made by Bille, Hastrup,
and Sørensen in their introduction to the collection An Anthropology of Absence (2010).
26
See also Andy Kirk’s work on how to represent missing data in data visualizations, in his talk “The Design of
Nothing: Null, Zero, Blank”: www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqzAuqNPYVM.
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A Note on the Previous Chapter:
As of the writing of this chapter, the G.W. Bush Library archivists have processed new document
sets highly relevant to research on executive branch activities in the War on Terror—these sets
were developed because requestors sent them FOIA requests. FOIA requests made in 2014 but
not released until several years later, after the years needed for processing, now include sets for
“Records on Methods of Interrogation” (request 2014-0078-F[1]) and “Records on the Use of
Guantanamo Bay as a Detention Facility between 9/11/2001 and 1/20/2009” (request 20140075-F[1]). Although many of the documents in these collections have been withheld and are
replaced by withdrawal marker pages, having these thematic collections available, where all
viewable documentation (whether original document or withdrawal marker representation) has
been assembled into a locatable set of boxes and folders, significantly increases understandings
of the scope of these executive branch records. The growth in FOIA request-based collection sets
at the Library has been enormous since 2014, with a current listing of 380 Finding Aids to sets
generated because of FOIA requests as of this writing. This proliferation demonstrates further
what was discussed in earlier chapters, that making FOIA requests increases visibility of
government information not only for the requestor, but for the public.
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CH 8
Conclusion:
Independent Archives of Government Documents—Claiming the Right to Information

“The justice potential of the archive must be identified and fought for.”–Colloquium of the
Nelson Mandela Foundation, Memory for Justice

In the front matter of From Silence to Memory (2013), a book describing the discovery and
indexing of papers from the brutal National Police in Guatemala, National Security Archive
researcher Kate Doyle has reflected on the addition of that new documentation into the
“repressive archives” of the Americas, “which exist in defiance of the silence long maintained by
the region’s authoritarian regimes” (xxi). The book goes on to describe the massive amount of
information labor conducted to make those records more publicly accessible—organizing,
indexing, and digitizing, to create “a topographic inventory” (xxix) of records—and the meaning
of this new form of access to information for people seeking to understand the murderous state
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violence that took place.1 Similarly, the document repositories of records from the recent U.S.
torture, interrogation, detention, and rendition programs described in the chapters above join
with the Guatemalan AHPN archive2 and with other “repressive archives” of the Americas to
further illuminate the secreted operations of authoritarian uses of power in our region—enacted
sometimes by dictatorships and sometimes by democracies. The greater visibility of these
repressive actions is pivotal to understanding excesses of state power.
The information advocacy, legal processes, archival labor, and uses of technology
described in the previous chapters have all contributed to this greater visibility regarding U.S.
government activities in the War on Terror. The nongovernmental collections of government
records make a powerful intervention into the afterlives of these documents and that intervention
impacts public access to evidence of the U.S. torture and rendition programs launched in the
aftermath of the September 11th attacks. They break records out of what their circulation would
otherwise have been through the actions described in chapters four and five, then insert them into
new forms of circulation through actions such as those in chapters five and six. These actions
intersect with government record law, policy, and practices, by leveraging governmental
documentation regimes to maximize information access, as well as intersect with ongoing
advocacy by both nongovernmental organizations and some governmental actors to nudge policy
and bureaucratic management toward greater transparency. This process raises additional
questions about the relationships between government information law/policy/practice and
information transparency that have been explored above in chapters two and seven, as well as
1

Note that the Archivo Histórico de la Policía Nacional (AHPN) is currently under threat in terms of maintaining its
independence and ability to facilitate public access to records. For the call to advocacy, see:
https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/news/guatemala/2019-05-30/imminent-threat-guatemalas-historical-archive-nationalpolice-ahpn. For the history of this archive, see their website:
http://archivohistoricopn.org/pages/institucion/historia.php
2
Though it should be noted that the AHPN archives are completely unredacted and therefore provide a very full and
detailed set of records of that regime.
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their fundamental role in structuring the organizational work as described in chapters three and
four.
As outlined in the previous chapters, conceptual definitions of what government
information is, how it is categorized by U.S. entities, and the values underlying understandings
of its relationship to persons governed have a great impact on record accessibility. Through the
expectations and work processes triggered by government information law and policy, official
records become more (or less) accessible information for the public. Being understood as “a
record” means a document has probability of being preserved, being request-able under FOIA (if
subject to FOIA), and eventually entering the national archives. The bureaucratic structures
around declassification and redaction on the one hand shape the denial of access to information
but also shape what may be revealed to citizens, both directly and around redaction’s margins.
Further, the nongovernmental projects requesting, collecting, organizing, tagging, and
making available these documents transform public access to information through everyday
work in transparency advocacy and archival labor. The staff at these collections of U.S. records
are doing crucial work for greater visibility and access as they move government records into
different modes of circulation, particularly in the early “liminal” time period after state violence,
before state records would enter the official U.S. national archives. Their work to organize
collections and add descriptive metadata both increases visibility and facilitates new circulations
of documents. Archival labor is key to making the documentation generated by bureaucratic
practices of the state accessible, discoverable, and searchable.3
3

These records also preserve the voices of “the dissenters” within government. As Larry Siems has noted,
acknowledging the amount of documentation generated by those within the government who raised questions,
reported incidents, circulated emails to other departmental levels, and leaked documents, “the documents are full of
[dissenters from within the government]’s voices. In fact, it is thanks to these dissenters that much of the
documentary record exists.” (See Siems’ article in Slate.com of April 20, 2012, “How America Came to Torture Its
Prisoners”: https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2012/04/george-w-bush-and-torture-americas-highest-officials-areresponsible-for-the-enhanced-interrogation-of-prisoners.html.)
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Activating Archives in Support of Human Rights
Over the past three decades, the professional field of archival studies has been said to have
“exploded” (Caswell 2016, p. 207) with interest in the relationship of archives and archivists to
struggles for human rights and social justice (Caswell 2016; Jimerson 2007, 2009; Harris 2002;
Drake 2014; Ketelaar 2001).4 This can be seen not only in the scholarly writings coming out of
the archive and information studies fields, but also in professional development contexts, such as
the 2017 meeting of the Society of American Archivists which included a new conference
approach called “The Liberated Archive Forum” seeking to “repurpose the archive as a site of
social transformation and radical inclusion.” Thematic professional working groups have also
grown: in 2003, the International Council on Archives (ICA) established a Working Group on
Archives and Human Rights and in 2010 the Society of American Archivists (SAA) formalized
an SAA Human Rights Roundtable (now the SAA Human Rights Section). Verne Harris,
archivist at the Nelson Mandela Foundation archives, has argued for the responsibility of
archivists in their relationship to shaping social memory to be incorporated into archivist

4

There have been many movements on the part of archivists and librarians to address social justice and
underrepresented histories in the United States. The documentation of social movements, for example, with projects
like Occupy Archives and others documented in the book by librarian-activists Informed Agitation; Creative Time’s
Living as Form project and publication which documented “social practices,” many of them political critique and
protest that had the archive-challenging form of timed events, (see Taylor 2012; Daniell 2012), as well as the
Interference Archive in New York and the Center for the Study of Social Graphics in Los Angeles, both projects that
collect and archive the materials of social movements. Columbia University also houses several decades worth of
records of international human rights organizations, such as Human Rights Watch. Archivists also have a long
history of working to interrogate and reshape archival practices from a critical perspective: librarians have worked to
change official systems of Library of Congress metadata classifications since the 1960s (See Berman 1989) to
reflect more just representations of persons and movements, and, more recently, archivists have explored rejecting,
critiquing, questioning, and/or reconfiguring principles related to record provenance.
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training, stating: “commitment to justice must be made central to the professional education of
memory practitioners.”
If we examine scholarly writing on archives from the last decade of the 20th century
through the turn into the first two decades of the 21st, we can see patterns emerge across
disciplines—in memory studies, in anthropology, in archival and information studies, and in
human rights discourse—patterns that indicate a movement urging the recognition and analysis
of the non-passive positionality of archives and what archives do in the world.5 Archives are
increasingly formally acknowledged in academia not only as a resource for information but as
active generators of information.6 Moreover, independent nongovernmental archive projects
provide a provocative address and response to official government archives, demonstrating
through practice the different threads that can be made visible by working differently with the
same archival matter. I join these voices to argue for the importance of our interaction in the
nongovernment sector with government documents as activists, researchers, journalists, legal
professionals, scholars, and citizens in order to “activate”7 archives and the potential of
documentation to shape present and future understandings of the past. In the current moment,
new digital technologies that enable specific forms of producing government document access
and circulation are opening up these potentialities even further in the 21st century.
The stories of records-based work described in the previous chapters point to the value of
both: (1) advocating for consistent government transparency and recognition in both law and
practice of the public’s right to information (as discussed below), and (2) conducting

5

See, for example: Stoler 2009, Trouillot 1994, Harris, Caswell 2008, Jimerson 2007, Drake 2014, Doyle, Arguirre,
Bickford, Angel.
6
See, for example, Caswell’s compelling account of how archive metadata categories facilitated potential
accountability in Cambodia: “through the strategic classification of Khmer Rouge records” (2011, p. 180).
7
Activating both records and rights.
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independent government information documentation projects that can organize records according
to themes and metadata categories in order to reveal patterns. The two independent, nongovernmental archival projects that have been at the heart of my research are examples of the
myriad ways a concept in archival studies and human rights discourse referred to as “archival
power” or “archives power” is being taken up in relation to these fluctuating forms of access and
recent history of abusive and repressive practices by the U.S. government in the post-9/11
environment (Jimerson 2007, 2009; Daniell 2012).8
In addition, I have shown that it is important to attend to the structures of digital
materiality and information categorization. The digital archive (of non-digitally born documents
as well as born-digital records) is the anti-original. The archive’s purpose is the proliferation of
copies “read” into differently accessible forms. This structural tendency to replication and
reinsertion can be used to proliferate government information in the service of its wider
circulation. In an era of the proliferation of big data and the replication of records, along with
entry into the digital age of contemporary legal structures around government documentation, I
am arguing for the irreplaceable value of information activism through digital reproduction and
re-circulation of government records. This is the power of what is generated through archival
labor—an archival labor that is performed in the understanding of the archive as an expression of
the public’s right to information and right to know.

Archives Bearing Witness—Archives as Testimony

8

I want to note that the National Security Archive and ACLU might not conceive of themselves under these rubrics,
as they might self-identify more as a research and government transparency project (National Security Archive) and
civil rights advocacy project (ACLU). Here I refer to them in the ways I am seeing their projects operate in the
world.
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The archival projects examined in the chapters above are assertions of the right to information as
a human right and this assertion acts as a form of bearing witness to state violence, staking a
claim to observe the actions of the state and the further possibility of holding actors accountable.
These projects help to reveal the processes through which abuses were conceived of and
authorized by officials, as well as ordered and enacted by ground-level personnel, and they have
the potential to be used in the pursuit of accountability and justice, in public demands for change
and reform, as well as in the investigations of journalists and the research of historians,
ultimately impacting public understandings of the state’s role in this time period. Even when
technically released to the public through official channels, the evidence in government records
may remain difficult to view and evaluate by the public, not only due to what we might conceive
of as “classic” limits on government information release, such as redaction or partial file
withdrawal, but also through more subtle obstacles to access—obstacles as simple as unclear
document names, unclear document topic relevance, or unclear document locations. The multiple
approaches by independent archival projects to overcome these obstacles to government
information access work to generate visibility in a multitude of ways—to the content of the
documents, to the political structures and persons around the documents, and even to the forms
of silencing used on the documents. In examining actions of the U.S. in the 2001-2009 era, we
examine a complex, multifaceted state project that has used multiple avenues to obscure the
violence of its actions and obstruct visibility. On these grounds, maximizing visibility is a crucial
strategy. Independent archives of government documents do this by offering multiple levels of
bearing witness: gaining access to the documents themselves through requests and legal action,
assembling and organizing them, adding metadata, and putting their circulate-able, digitized,
downloadable form into the public eye.
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In addition to the projects described above that work directly with government-generated
records, there have also been a number of archival projects related to government actions in the
U.S. “War on Terror” that have worked to expand the information record, that is, to document
information not accessible through official government documentation but that relate to
interactions with government entities, thus generating new records of this history. These archival
projects add to the records of U.S. government actions in the post-9/11 context by showing the
actions from other points of view, complementing government document collections and
extending the public record. For example, at the Tamiment Library archives housed at New York
University, there are records of an oral history project conducted with legal counsel representing
Guantánamo detainees, as well as legal representatives’ case files. The accounts in this archive
provide an important counterpart to the scant written records released from government sources.
This archive collection’s description acknowledges the role of these records to stand in for other
possible documentation, stating: “these are the detainees’ stories, told by their lawyers because
the prisoners themselves were silenced.” Where a detainee was not allowed to speak directly,
their legal representatives documented their story, depositing information in a publicly accessible
archive where the array of these testimonies can inform understandings and scholarship on
detainee treatment by government as a whole. The archivists’ statement also flags the material as
dealing with torture and mistreatment, describing the collection as: “encompass[ing] court cases
and legal strategy, profiles of detainees, detainee stories, torture, prolonged isolation, and other
mistreatment.” This collection shows how documents produced by nongovernment entities that
are interacting with government entities can build a multidimensional public record of
government actions. Government documents in some instances even make an appearance in the
collection, nestled within the folders of documents of civil society actors, when such documents
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had been provided to the legal team, such as the rules for entering Guantánamo grounds showing
how access and control were performed by the state.9
Similarly, the Columbia Oral History Project also conducted a series of interviews for
their Rule of Law collection related to state actions in the War on Terror, including interviewees
from government and non-government sectors.10 Their project includes “over 250 hours of oral
history interviews with a range of narrators, including civilian defense and habeas attorneys,
military defense attorneys and prosecutors, retired military commanders, U.S. government
officials from the Departments of State, Defense and Justice, human rights advocates and
investigators, grassroots activists, psychologists, journalists, and former Guantánamo Bay
detainees” per their project description. They highlight why preserving these accounts is
important in relation to a fuller documentation of government history:
These interviews address the need to gather historical information from the people
who formulated or directed policy changes at the highest levels of government
and the armed forces, as well as from those who witnessed, experienced, and
challenged violations of constitutional and human rights. Historical themes
documented in our collection of interviews include perspectives on the legal,
political and social histories of civil and human rights; the rights of individuals to
protection from abuse; the personal experiences of individuals, families, and
advocates in conflict with criminal or military justice systems; and the legal,
political and moral responses of individuals and movements that work to preserve
the rule of law in the United States.11

9

NYU/Tamiment also worked with Seton Hall on this project to document, preserve, and provide access to legal
records and other documents of the Guantánamo Bay Detention Camp, as well as to archive reports on Seton Hall’s
law school website (see: https://law.shu.edu/policy-research/guantanamo-reports.cfm). In addition to the legal
representative collections, the Tamiment also holds collections on protest against and resistance to G.W. Bush-era
policies, including materials related to marches against the War on Terror and protests against Guantanamo. These
collections of activists’ flyers and meeting notes ensure that accessible historical documentation of these
countermovements will consist of more than the media reports about them; that it will include not only reports on
them from the outside, but materials made of their own words and perspectives on organizing resistance. (Collection
descriptions available online, materials available on site only in their research room:
http://dlib.nyu.edu/guantanamo.)
10
Collection description available at: library.columbia.edu/locations/ccoh/digital/rule_of_law/about.html.
11
See also Columbia University’s separate Guantánamo Public Memory Project list of archival resources:
gitmomemory.org/resources/related-archives.
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Their collection description acknowledges both the importance of the interviews to
understanding government activities and the actions of the state in this era as violations of
human rights. Thus, their collection bears witness to state actions in this era as human
rights violations.
A similar oral history project at University of California-Davis also contributes important
voices to the expanded record of state abuses in the “War on Terror.” In 2005, the UC Davis
Center for the Study of Human Rights in the Americas launched The Guantánamo Testimonials
Project12 to gather testimonies of detainees and other actors regarding detention and abuse
experiences at Guantánamo and “to organize them in meaningful ways, to make them widely
available online, and to preserve them there in perpetuity.” Though their system of organization
is less database-based and, thus less searchable (providing less robust access to contents), these
accounts also contribute to an expanded record of publicly available information on state actions
at this detention site.13
Through creating collections and describing collection records, these independent
archival projects, whether working directly with government records or with expanded forms of
documentation of government activities, become witnesses to information and, through their

12

See: humanrights.ucdavis.edu/projects/the-guantanamo-testimonials-project.
In addition to these oral history and archive projects, there have been journalistic projects to record, analyze, and
re-circulate smaller subsets of government information related to detainees, often working with smaller collections
of original government documents, adding layers of metadata, and incorporating them into data visualization
software. The Intercept’s Trial and Terror reporting and data visualization series, with related online database, is an
extremely impressive and powerful utilization of publicly available government information organized and
reworked for analysis to generate new understandings of the scope and impact of repressive government actions:
trial-and-terror.theintercept.com. Their data set for this project was built through recording data to generate metadata
from public records of prosecutions and court cases and the journalist has even provided free public access to the
data in CSV format (https://github.com/firstlookmedia/trial-and-terror-data). The New York Times also provides a
small document repository about the experiences of specific detainees, selected document access, and data analysis
through their interactive media project The Guantánamo Docket
(www.nytimes.com/interactive/projects/guantanamo). Their repository holds documents from Combatant Status
Review Tribunals, Administrative Review Boards, and Joint Task Force Assessments. These projects each build out
from and expand the record of government activities in the context of the War on Terror.
13
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information circulation and access projects, give a form of testimony as to the history of what
has taken place in the U.S. government’s detention, rendition, and interrogation programs and
related policies of 2001-2009. Specifically, the government document collection projects of the
ACLU and the National Security Archive described throughout the chapters above provide
testimony by manifesting government documents as unified, thematic collections in a publicly
accessible format. They testify to the meaning of these documents—serious human rights
violations by the state—through their choices in the very naming of their collections: “The
Torture Database” and “The Torture Archive.” They testify and bear witness to the contents of
these documents, their origins, and the persons involved in creating and receiving them through
the metadata applied to the documents, generated through intensive document review. They
communicate and recirculate this government information to a potentially wide audience by
making government information digitally public, with increased searchability/discoverability.
The leveraging of public access to documents through this process of bearing witness to
information speaks to the power of information projects in supporting the right to truth, the right
to information, the right to know.

Claiming the Right to Information: The Meta-Battle

The central relationship of archives to the right to information has been recognized by
international human rights frameworks and is outlined in both United Nations (UN) and
Organization of American States (OAS) documents. International legal frameworks in the
Americas recognize the right to truth—a concept that is heavily influenced by the
historical/sociopolitical context of high numbers of disappearances in the Americas during the
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second half of the 20th century, particularly by dictatorial regimes in the Southern Cone and
Central America, where persons were taken by the state and imprisoned and/or killed but no
information was provided to families. In its publication, “The Right to Truth in the Americas,”
the OAS has further stated the explicit value of archives of government records as a component
of recognizing the right to information:
The right of access to information imposes on States the duty to preserve and
facilitate access to State archives when they exist, and to create and preserve them
when they have not been compiled or organized as such. In the event of gross
violations of human rights, the information these archives can bring together has
an undeniable value and is indispensable not only for pushing investigations
forward but also for preventing these aberrant actions from being repeated.
Significant for reflecting on the archival projects described above, the UN has also released a
document recognizing that archives enable further activation of the right to truth. The UN’s
summary statement acknowledges archives as resources for realizing rights:
The report outlines the importance of archives to the ability of victims to realize
their right to the truth, to judicial accountability and non-judicial truth-seeking
processes, and for reparations. It records the views of participants regarding the
duties of States to protect and preserve information concerning human rights
violations, including that from truth commissions, courts and tribunals, NGOs,
and regional and intergovernmental organizations, and the obligations on States to
ensure the preservation of archives and to enact laws to govern the management
and access to archives. The report further notes possible initiatives for the
preservation and management of archives during transitional periods.
This perspective also acknowledges political transitions as having implications in the
possibilities for information to be at risk of loss or at a juncture of opportunity for further
opening. Attending to what increases or decreases in transparency may be made possible through
political shifts is a crucial element in government information access advocacy.
The OAS IACHR also acknowledges the right to information and provides an assessment
of how it has been articulated through domestic legal frameworks throughout the Americas, as
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well as a model law on access to information it encourages states to adopt.14 The IACHR notes
the obligations of states to work toward maximizing declassification of government records in
the section on the “Right of Access to Information and the Obligation to Declassify Documents.”
Conceptualizing declassification as an obligation of the state shifts the burden to the state to
argue the reasons this obligation is so frequently unmet. Though the U.S. has not signed onto the
vast majority of human rights declarations or transnational legal frameworks, these principles
architected by the international human rights community speak to an understanding of archives
and information access structures as powerful supports for human rights.
The right to information, right to truth, and right to know are interrelated concepts of
rights. In regard to state violence, one way to claim these rights is through interactions with
information materials such as creating archival collections of government documents. In his
article in Northwestern University Law Review on the “legal erasures” of detainees at
Guantánamo, “Resisting Guantánamo: Rights at the Brink of Dehumanization,” attorney Muneer
Ahmad (2009) comes to the conclusion that the visible claiming of rights has meaning, value,
and power, even in zones where rights go unrecognized or are intentionally eroded. He calls this
“the existential assertion of rights as a form of bearing witness,” describing his realization that
claiming rights is a form of rendering visibility to state actions:
Only later did I come to understand that by claiming rights, we were demanding
recognition. . . . They chose Guantánamo because it was remote, then cloaked it in
darkness, refusing to disclose the names or identities of those there, refusing
access to the outside world. Legal erasure enabled physical erasure. In this
context, rights were not just notional, they were existential. Here, we might
consider the existential assertion of rights as a form of bearing witness.15

14

Available on the OAS website: http://www.oas.org/en/sla/dil/access_to_information_model_law.asp
See Ahmad (2009, pp 1747-1748); note he cites thanks to Martha Minow for inspiration for these concepts in his
footnotes.
15
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Ahmad’s analysis raises the importance of bearing witness through insistence on the claiming
and practice of rights, a concept I draw on in the context of document repositories, focusing on
the right of the public to information about government activities. The claiming of the right to
information, the practice of acting on those claims, and the recirculating of information is an act
that works both literally and symbolically against erasure: it is activating the right to information
as a form of bearing witness.
The information laborers I interviewed for this research frequently described their work
to gain access to individual documents or work with smaller sets of information in the broader
context of claiming the right to government information access. One lawyer who had worked as
a paralegal on the ACLU project described to me how their work simultaneously targeted access
to the records of these activities and the general right of the public to information, which she
called the “meta-battle”:
That was the interesting thing about the FOIA cases. We wanted the information
in those documents. But the FOIA case itself was also a battle in of itself. Just
fighting the overclassification of information. The overreach of national security
as a means of restricting information. So, there is this meta-battle happening.
Torture is [a crucial issue] and we want information on torture so that we can
combat that. But also the information about the torture and all of these other
policies that impact persons is being withheld, and that in itself is an issue that we
are extremely concerned about. It is a way to tackle two issues at once.
The FOIA request process thus acts as an intervention in the visibility of specific acts of torture,
abuse, and state policy destructive to human life, while also acting as an assertion of the broader
right to make the claim to information and the value of open government articulated in FOIA
law.16 We could return to Judge Hellerstein’s statement in the ACLU FOIA request litigation that

16

Earlier I have described this as an activation of FOIA. In fact, assertions and reassertions via FOIA requests
reassertions can have direct consequences on future releases as well, as one way to appeal a FOIA request denial is
to cite examples of similar or overlapping information that has been released due to past requests or requests to other
agencies.
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government responses to a records request should be adequate “to the commands of FOIA” and
“afford accountability of government that the act requires.”17

Digital Materiality, Government Document Afterlives, and Possible Futures: A New
Archive Fever

To return to themes I raised in the introductory chapter, the projects described in the chapters
above demonstrate the ways in which document access advocacy can combine with digitalmaterial properties of information management—the database structure, the search engine, the
metadata category, and the keyword tag that attach to an archival government document—to
increase the visibility of human rights violations, understandings of accountability, and grounds
for action. In seeking to understand how the right to information gets claimed, activated, and
realized, it is of critical importance that we look at the specifics, the details of daily information
labor; this too is an arena where technical skills, both legal and technological, bear heavily on the
ability to open up access to information. Human interactions with documents, in the “social
afterlives” of documents as they enter into collections, change the availability and accessibility
of the documents themselves and, further, create new structures for the possibility of their
meaning. In the archival records of state violence, these new structures have an important
bearing on the visibility of violence.
The polarizing recent history of U.S. actions during the George W. Bush administration
provides a unique opportunity to observe factors involved in records of state violence as
documents pertaining to these controversial actions begin to enter into the archives in an era

17

See the full quote from Hellerstein’s statement in chapter one.
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when these actions are just beginning to be understood and taught as “history.” As contested
state actions of the recent past become history, struggles emerge over the documentation
contributing to historical narratives and what will become the recognized “official story” of these
events. The everyday practices of the people creating and maintaining government document
collections from these periods interact with the documents in ways that can generate different
forms of access and different possibilities for historical understandings. Through this research, I
have sought to understand ways in which these document collections are generated and
organized—activities that shape their potential to impact dialogues about memory, history, and
the politics of national accountability in a society shaped by state discourse of terror threat.
A question that these projects raise is the question of what kinds of archives—organized
around what themes and with what metadata criteria—might best open up the visibility of past
state violence. Ironically, this is still vital to ask even in a state such as the U.S. that has a robust
domestic Freedom of Information legal framework and comprehensive national archives. The
question of how best to build and sustain “repressive archives” as a response to and possible
guard against state violence remains.
To work through these questions, we might begin by grounding our efforts in revitalized
conceptualizations of archives that inherently encompass the relationships between record and
record-collector and what these relations bring forth. For example, in response to Derrida’s
influential concept of “archive fever” (and its frequent utilization and re-working in academic
discourse), Ariella Azoulay has argued for a new understanding of archive fever as “the claim to
revolutionize the archive; the claim to a different understanding of the documents it holds, of its
supposed purpose, of the right to see them and to act accordingly; the claim to the forms and
ways of categorizing, presenting and using these documents” (2015 [emphasis mine]). This
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analysis forefronts the active, ongoing, generative relationship between document and archiver,
of the record itself and our ways of interacting with it—interactions that add dimensionalities and
relationships that lead to new understandings of the evidentiary record. Through this kind of
archive fever, a passion for information and its right to be seen by the people, to be robustly
discoverable and to freely circulate, independent archives of government records can enact these
crucial claims—the claim “to the forms and ways of categorizing, presenting and using these
documents,” the claim to the “right to see” and our right to know.
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Appendix I: Glossary

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Accessioning / Record Accessioning
Accessioning records is the act of preliminary incorporation of records into an archive. It
includes the physical (and/or digital) transfer of records/objects, preliminary storage of those
items, and also the recording of fundamental information about the items, such as “information
about origins, creator, contents, format and extent.”18

Classification
Classification is the process by which government information is categorized according to multitiered security levels, limiting access to that information for individuals based on the individual’s
security clearance for purposes of national security. There are four general categories into which
government information may fall: “Unclassified,” which is the default category for information
not considered to have a classification level, and the three classification levels, “Confidential,”
“Secret,” and “Top Secret.” As defined in Executive Order 13526, “Top Secret” is the category
for information “the unauthorized disclosure of which reasonably could be expected to cause
exceptionally grave damage to the national security”; “Secret” is the category for information

18

See the Society of American Archivists’ glossary: https://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/a/accession.
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that “the unauthorized disclosure of which reasonably could be expected to cause serious
damage to the national security”; and “Confidential” is the category for information “the
unauthorized disclosure of which reasonably could be expected to cause damage to the national
security” (emphasis mine, in order to highlight the differentiation between categories).19 In
addition to these primary categories, government information may be assigned codes or
subcategories that further restrict access. For example, “Unclassified” information may be given
a “Controlled Unclassified Information” (CUI) designation,20 such as the CUI “Sensitive But
Unclassified,” which allows agencies to further restrict its dissemination,21 or information
classified as “Secret” may be given the classification code “NOFORN,” where the “NOFORN”
code indicates no non-US citizens will be allowed to view the information, even if their security
clearance level would otherwise allow them access to records with the “Secret” classification.
Information is classified by “classification authorities,” who are individuals in the U.S.
government whose job role includes determining the level of classification and reason for
classification, including the president, vice president, agency heads, and “officials delegated this
authority.”22 The classification system is governed by Executive Order because it applies to
executive branch agency records; the current classification requirements and procedures outlined

19

See the full text of Executive Order 13526 for further detail: https://www.archives.gov/isoo/policydocuments/cnsi-eo.html.
20
The most recent definitions of and requirements around CUI are enacted by Executive Order 13556, full text
available at: https://www.archives.gov/cui/about.
21
See anthropologist Joseph Masco’s (2010) analysis of the ways in which the “Sensitive But Unclassified”
categorization of government information was constructed and has been utilized in his eponymous article, where he
states, “within this designation, information is not officially classified as a state secret and thus subject to all the
laws about handling such information; it is simply withheld from public circulation” (439). He also notes that the
new designation arose in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 attacks with the creation of the Department of
Homeland Security by the George W. Bush administration: “The 2002 Homeland Security Act charged federal
employees to ‘identify and safeguard homeland security information that is sensitive but unclassified.’ However, the
act defined none of its terms, leaving it up to each agency to draw the lines between public access and critical
infrastructure” (447).
22
See Executive Order 13526 for further detail: https://www.archives.gov/isoo/policy-documents/cnsi-eo.html.
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in Executive Order 13526 were enacted by the Barack Obama administration and remain in place
until any future Executive Orders may be issued on the subject.
See also Declassification and Reclassification.

Declassification
According to Executive Order 13526, which governs the classification process, classified
information is to be declassified “as soon as it no longer meets the standards for classification
under this order.” Part 3 of the order gives the detailed rules under which declassification takes
place, including declassification by agency heads or other classification authorities at the
originating agencies, as well as declassification at the National Archives and Records
Administration after federal records transfer to the archives has taken place.23 As part of the
original classification process, originating agencies assign information a declassification date,
typically a decade or more years after the record’s creation. After 25 years, declassification
review is automatic with nine exceptions that allow information to remain as classified.24 After
50 years, two of the nine exceptions can be claimed to allow information to remain as classified,
and classifications beyond 75 years require a process of explicit special permission. In relation to
the FOIA request process, when records relevant to the request are classified, those records will
be reviewed for declassification as part of the FOIA response.
(See also Classification and Reclassification.)

Electronic Reading Rooms / ERRs

23

See Part 3 of EO 13526, available at: https://www.archives.gov/isoo/policy-documents/cnsi-eo.html.
See exceptions and timeline as described in Part 3 of EO 13526, available at:
https://www.archives.gov/isoo/policy-documents/cnsi-eo.html.
24
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In 1996 amendments to the Freedom of Information Act (amendments also known as “E-FOIA”)
were enacted into law mandating that federal agencies house publicly accessible “electronic
reading rooms” that include some of the agency’s most frequently requested documents released
in response to FOIA requests and standard agency management and operations information. The
current regulations of FOIA law state that four categories of records plus an index must be made
available to the public by electronic means (typically accomplished via posting digital versions
of the documents in a special area of the agency website) as per section 2 of the FOIA:
(A) final opinions, including concurring and dissenting opinions, as well as
orders, made in the adjudication of cases;
(B) those statements of policy and interpretations which have been adopted by the
agency and are not published in the Federal Register;
(C) administrative staff manuals and instructions to staff that affect a member of
the public; copies of all records, regardless of form or format –
(i) that have been released to any person under paragraph (3); and
(ii)(I) that because of the nature of their subject matter, the agency determines
have become or are likely to become the subject of subsequent requests for
substantially the same records; or
(II) that have been requested 3 or more times; and
(E) a general index of the records referred to under subparagraph (D)25
The text of the law is worded to promote openness, however, the interpretation of item C in
FOIA’s section 2 can be seen to have been interpreted in diverse ways by agencies as evidenced
by the amount of documents available in their individual agency ERRs. (See chapter 3 for
critiques of three federal agency Electronic Reading Room user interfaces and more on ERRs.)

Finding Aids
Generally speaking, finding aids are tools that help researchers locate specific information within
an archival collection. Examples include card indexes, calendars, guides, inventories, shelf and
container lists, and registers. Finding aids can also refer to a single document that provides
25

The full text of the current FOIA language is available on FOIA.gov: https://www.foia.gov/foia-statute.html.
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contextual information about the overall collection, information about acquisition, related
subjects, etc. – this single document finding aid type is the prevalent model at the George W.
Bush Presidential Library and the term “finding aid” as referenced in this dissertation
predominantly refers to the single document model. At their core, finding aids are tools designed
to mediate between archival items and persons potentially interested in those items, involving
interpretive acts of the archivist in straddling a conceptualization of the record set with a
conceptualization of the future researcher.

FOIA / Freedom of Information Act
The notion of “freedom of information” is a rights-based concept utilized to describe access to
and availability of government information to the public and the fundamental right of persons to
such access. The Freedom of Information Act (aka, FOIA) in the United States is the law Title 5,
Section 552, which continues to be in force and to change over time through the amendment
process, originally passed in 1966, with particularly significant amendments in the 1970s and
1990s (see Chapter 2 for an outline of the history of this law). Freedom of Information legal
frameworks are sometimes referred to as “open access” or, in the United States, “sunshine” laws.
Other countries throughout the world also have Freedom of Information laws. India’s Freedom
of Information law has been cited as a particularly strong articulation recognizing these rights,
and both the Organization of American States and the African Union provide model Freedom of
Information language to support countries adopting and adapting such laws that participate in
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their transnational bodies.26 Freedom of Information, sometimes cited as “the Right to Know,” is
a broadly recognized right in international human rights frameworks.

FOIA Exclusions
The U.S. FOIA law contains both exemptions to the require to release records and exclusions as
to the types of federal government records covered by the law. The FOIA exclusions concern
three categories of law enforcement records that Congress excluded from FOIA requirements:
records that are part of a pending criminal investigation where disclosure might interfere with
enforcement proceedings; records that are maintained by law enforcement where disclosure
might jeopardize the identity of confidential informants; and FBI records relating to foreign
intelligence or international terrorism whose existence is officially classified.

FOIA Exemptions
There are nine categories of federal records (referred to as “exemptions 1 through 9”) that are
exempt from FOIA requirements: 1. records deemed by Executive Order to be secret due to
concerns of national security or foreign policy; 2. internal records related only to a government
agency’s personnel rules and practices; 3. records that are exempted by another statue; 4. records
that are considered trade secrets or confidential financial or commercial information obtained
from outside the government; 5. records that are usually considered confidential in a civil

26

The OAS model law is available via their website at:
http://www.oas.org/en/sla/dil/access_to_information_model_law.asp. The Model Law adopted by the African Union
is available on the website of the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights at:
https://www.achpr.org/news/viewdetail?id=144. Further detail on later developments of information rights legal
frameworks and related advocacy in the African continent are available on the website of the African Platform on
Access to Information: http://africanplatform.org.
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discovery context due to attorney-client privilege, so long as the records are less than 25 years
old; 6. records in medical and personnel files where disclosure would “constitute a clearly
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy”27; 7. records kept by law enforcement whose release
might jeopardize criminal enforcement; compromise a trial; “could reasonably be expected to
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;”28 could jeopardize the identity of a
confidential source; could reveal law enforcement techniques, procedures, or guidelines that
might help someone circumvent the law; or might be likely to endanger someone’s life of safety.
(See also chapter 2 for additional information on the history and development of FOIA.)

FOIA Request
A request for government records made under the Freedom of Information Act. There is no
specific required format for such a request and it can be sent to any federal agency subject to
FOIA in print form and the majority of federal agencies can receive requests in electronic form
(e.g., email). Requests are required to be made in writing and must reasonably describe the
records sought. Though some agencies are now accepting requests through the centralized
FOIA.gov National FOIA Portal that launched in 2018, other agencies still require that their
individual agency submission systems and processes be utilized.29 Typically, a FOIA request
would include a description of the records desired, the requestor’s name and contact information,
an indication of how the requestor may fit into the FOIA fee categories (i.e., whether the request

27

According to FOIA.gov.
According to FOIA.gov.
29
The FOIA.gov website provides an agency search tool that can help requestors determine which method to use
and navigate to individual agency online information and submission systems (available at:
https://www.foia.gov/#agency-search).
28
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is being made on an individual basis, for a project relating to commercial activity, or for
academic or journalistic research) and whether the requestor is requesting a fee waiver.

Glomar Response / Glomarization
A “Glomar response” from a government entity in response to a records request means that the
entity “neither confirms nor denies” that records exist pertaining to that request. It allows for
complete obfuscation of any holdings that may exist on the part of the entity related to the
request topic. The term “Glomar” comes from the famous case of the first usage of this “neither
confirm nor deny” phrase in the response to a request for government records regarding Howard
Hughes’ submarine retrieval ship, the Glomar Explorer, which had been secretly used in a failed
U.S. government effort to retrieve desirable pieces of a Soviet submarine involved in an earlier
incident. (Also see the U.S. Department of Justice’s statement on “Glomarization” from 1986,
available at: www.justice.gov/oip/blog/foia-update-oip-guidance-privacy-glomarization.)30

Indexes
In the context of this dissertation’s research subject, an index is a systematized list (usually in
alphabetical order), of terms, names, etc., with corresponding location, such as page numbers or
section numbers. Indexes are generated by interlocutors, such as archivists or researchers, in
order to guide third parties to interaction points within texts or collection sets, based on the
predictions by the archivists/researchers as to what categories will be of interest to future viewers
and based on their institution’s indexing guidelines. Indexes point to the location where
information can be found.

30

Accessed August 11, 2018.
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Mandatory Declassification Review (MDR)
Mandatory Declassification Review, or MDR, is a process through which a researcher can ask
any Federal agency to consider reviewing classified information for the purposes of
declassification; the records being requested must be identified highly specifically. In filing a
request for mandatory reclassification review, the requestor must submit the MDR to the agency
holding the classified materials and also specifically mention that Mandatory Declassification
Review under E.O. 13526 is being requested. Note that MDR can only be used for documents
already known by the requestor to be classified under one of the three classification categories
(see Classification in this glossary), as review for MDR will not involve release of unclassified
documents. Although record denials in response to an MDR request can be appealed by the
requestor for second review by the agency as well as review by the Interagency Security
Classification Appeals Panel (ISCAP),31 unlike requests filed under the FOIA, MDR requests
cannot be reviewed by a federal court so in using MDR the requester waives the right to litigate
in further pressure to release government information.

Memcons
A word combining “memorandum” and “conversation” to mean a contemporaneous note taking
of a conversation that results in a memorandum for the U.S. federal government. Used in
document titles and document typologies related to federal records.

31

ISCAP is a six-member body, created by EO 12958, which consists of senior-level representatives from the
Department of State, Department of Defense, Department of Justice, the Central Intelligence Agency, the
National Archives and Records Administration, and the National Security Council. Further information on ISCAP is
available here: https://www.archives.gov/declassification/iscap).
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Metadata
Metadata is data about data. Typically, database fields containing information pertaining to the
record that is not an inherent part of the original record. There are three types of metadata
recognized in librarian and archivist training: (1) administrative, (2) structural, and (3)
descriptive.32 Metadata may be machine-produced, such as the automated entry of date and time
of record creation or type information based on file types of original digital materials, or it may
be entered manually. Search functionality in most database systems can be facilitated by
metadata. (See chapter 6 for a further exploration of metadata and its meanings; descriptive
metadata is analyzed at length in chapter 6 for the nongovernmental archives that are subjects of
this dissertation.)

OCR / Optical Character Recognition
“OCR” stands for “Optical Character Recognition” and in general English-language speech the
abbreviation “OCR” is typically utilized instead of the full phrase. Colloquially, the abbreviation
is sometimes used as a verb, such as “OCR that PDF.” What OCR accomplishes is the
recognition of text within an image. When documents are scanned, they are turned into digital
images. Running an OCR process as part of the initial scan or running it separately after the scan
has been created then takes that image and renders its character-shapes into machine-readable
text. This allows documents to have their text selected, copied, read, searched, and otherwise
processed by programs, such as word processing programs, online web scrapers, and machine
learning tools, as text rather than imagery.

32

For detailed explanations of these metadata types, see the Society of American Archivists’ online glossary at:
https://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/m/metadata. See also chapter 6 of this dissertation.
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Reclassification
In the context of government information, reclassification is the process by which information
from U.S. intelligence entities that had been previously declassified or unclassified is
recategorized as classified information. This means it is then only available to individuals with
the appropriate security clearance levels. Related to quotes by interlocutors in this dissertation,
the reclassification referenced generally refers to reclassification of government information that
had already been previously released to the public through NARA. This U.S. reclassification
program began in 1999 under Executive Order 13142 and was expanded in 2003 under
Executive Order 13292.33 The Executive Order 13526 negated the previous orders on this issue
and remains in place today, so that it is the case today that information previously declassified
and released to the public may not be reclassified subsequent to that public release. However, it
is the case that government information not yet released to the public can be reclassified by the
federal agency after receipt of a FOIA or MDR request related to that information, impacting the
potential release of records in response to those requests.34 (See also Classification,
Declassification, FOIA Request, and Mandatory Declassification Review.)

Redaction

33

More detail on the reclassification program is available from the National Security Archive, which brought the
previously secret operation to public light. Their original announcement and report are available via their website at:
https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB179.
34
As explained on the Department of Justice’s website: “Information that has not previously been disclosed to the
public under proper authority may be classified or reclassified after an agency has received a request for it under the
FOIA, Presidential Records Act, 44 USC 2204(c)(1), the Privacy Act of 1974, or the mandatory review provisions
of E.O. 13526, only if such classification or reclassification meets the requirements of E.O. 13526, and is
accomplished on a document-by-document basis with the personal participation or under the direction of the agency
head, the deputy agency head, or the senior agency official. Information may not be reclassified after
declassification and release to the public under proper authority.” (See more on their website declassification FAQs
at: https://www.justice.gov/open/declassification/declassification-faq)
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In general, an editorial process whereby material in a document is either removed or obscured to
hide what might be considered confidential or otherwise sensitive information. In terms of
government records, redaction takes on a more explicit meaning of the information obscured or
hidden as part of the process of records review before documents are released. When a researcher
requests a record under the FOIA, FOIA law requires that all segregable information from the
record that does not fall within one of the specific exemptions should be made available to the
researcher and, thus, if information is determined to be segregable the redaction process is
utilized to block the sections of information that are exempt from FOIA-based information
release. Redaction formats can vary, such as the use of “black box” or “white box” information
blockage styles. (See also chapter 7 for an overview of redaction types and redaction aesthetics.)

Relational Database
A relational database is structured as a set of tables of data that are connected based on specific
field values (key fields) and table relationships. This structure can be set up to allow pieces of
information to be connected to multiple other pieces of information and easily accommodates the
creation of user interfaces set up to access that data from varied points of entry through the
structural linkages.

Search and Discovery / Discoverability
“Search” in the archives and information studies context is the act of reviewing materials or
terms in order to find some specific information. “Discovery” in this context is the act of finding
potentially helpful information. “Search and discovery” with the two terms together is a concept
in library and information science referring to the practices of persons pursuing information on a
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given topic. A related term, “discoverability,” is an evaluative term used to describe the degree
of probability that a given piece of information or an archival record may have in its likelihood
of being discovered by persons searching. Discoverability is a property of information
organizing that is considered a desirable feature by librarians and archivists looking to connect
information-seekers to information.
Telcons
Similar to “memcons” listed above, “telcons” are government communications records related to
conversations that take place via phone that result in a memorandum for the U.S. federal
government. The word combines “telephone” and “conversation.” Used in document titles and
document typologies related to federal records.

User Interface
The way through which a researcher interacts with a computer (e.g., software and input devices,
such as a keyboard or mouse). The creation of user interfaces involves a process of visual design,
organizing information, and generating a digital medium through which users and the
information interact. In the examples in this dissertation, user interfaces specifically address
facilitating access to digital records and metadata.

Withdrawal / Withholding / Withdrawal Notices
National Archives and Records Administration “withdrawal notices” are forms that indicate a
record is restricted and not available to the public. During the declassification process for records
at the National Archives, documents which cannot yet be released to public view are removed
from files and replaced with withdrawal notices. Each notice represents a withdrawal decision on
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either a full document or a small set of consecutive documents (i.e., as opposed to a document
that has been partially released with redacted portions, rather than withdrawn). By law, NARA
must include indicators signaling that records have been withheld and the reason, per FOIA
exemption categories. When a record falls within one of the nine FOIA exemption categories, the
record is removed from the file and replaced with a withdrawal notice that then lives in the file in
the place of the original document. The withdrawal notice provides a generic description of the
item withdrawn, the date the file was reviewed, and the specific FOIA category cited as the
reason for withholding the item. These forms, were they exist, will be found by researchers
within archive folders of U.S. federal records in the position where the original document will be
located in future if that document is later made available to the public. If a FOIA request is made
for a withdrawn record, the record will be subject to declassification review and may be inserted
into to the files if all the agencies with interests in the record determine that it may be
declassified and released either in full or else in part with redactions.
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Appendix II: Introduction to the Digital Annex Ancillary Components

The following ancillary digital components act as an annex to the dissertation. They are hosted
online at the CUNY Graduate Center New Media Lab. (See the Digital Manifest and Note on
Technical Specifications for further information.):

•

The Materiality of Redaction & Artifacts of Non-Information (Video Slideshow)
“The Materiality of Redaction & Artifacts of Non-Information” digital component is a video
slideshow that visually presents different forms taken by redacted and withheld government
documents and their material manifestation of non-visible state information, with a focus on
documents from the George W. Bush administration. As described in chapter seven of this
dissertation, withheld and redacted documents have a special relationship to the concept in
Memory Studies termed “the presence of absence”: the documents are known to exist, yet
their directly readable and perceivable content has been obscured or removed by state agents.
Though they often exist in material forms—as black square redactions placed over text
portions or as withdrawal form insert pages stating documents have been excised from the
publicly viewable record—their materiality is always coupled with the presence of the
unknowable. The “there-but-not-there” form of these documents forces the viewer to relate to
them through their context, placement, and capability to index what is unavailable. This short
video highlights a series of example redaction styles and withdrawal indicators to emphasize
their material forms and these visuals are accompanied by “found-object” contextual
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information, pointing to the contextual features around their absences that might be useful to
a researcher to better understand the absent information. The video acts as a mini slideshow
exhibition of images and text presented as a “collection of artifacts,” including imagined
museum labels—suggestive of an “archaeological” examination into the culture of
bureaucracy and documentation related to state power to control information and the material
culture that has developed around limitations on accessing the full historical record. The
video was designed to run as a continuous, silent loop behind the author during performative
readings of an alternate version of chapter seven of this dissertation and during audience
interaction at such readings. (Performative readings took place in 2016 at the Translating
Memory & Remembrance Across Disciplines conference at SUNY-New Paltz in workshop
form and the 2016 Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association in full
form.)
URL: https://documentafterlives.newmedialab.cuny.edu/content/materiality-redaction

•

The Afterlives of Government Documents (Digital Components Annex Website)
The website “The Afterlives of Government Documents” houses digital projects that are
multimedia investigations accompanying the dissertation acting as ancillary components that
further illustrate several of the dissertation’s arguments. The website contains interactive
digital text, image, and hyperlink content as well as prerecorded video. The dissertation
overall examines the way layers of meaning are generated through the interaction of
archivists with the government documents they organize, as well as questions of the power of
information labor in terms of what new possibilities for accessing information the interaction
between persons and documents generates -- these same themes are investigated through
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exploring new utilizations of digital archive record metadata and through mapping material
traces of redaction and document withdrawal visible in archived records. The metadatafocused portions of the website include interactive demonstrations of potential functionalities
offered through digital document metadata, as a proof of concept supporting the text of
chapter six. Data was scraped from over 6,000 records from the original ACLU source
repository using Python code, then parsed using Python code to draw out specific document
descriptive elements in the repository metadata in order to re-present them to viewers in new
forms and new groupings, thus further documenting the affordances provided by archive
record metadata. “The Afterlives of Government Documents” website is the home for
ongoing development of online digital visualizations and projects related to this research,
including: “The Materiality of Redaction,” “Confronting Documentation of the ‘War on
Terror,’” and “The Digital Afterlives of Government Documents.”
URL: https://documentafterlives.newmedialab.cuny.edu
Archive Version URL:
https://web.archive.org/web/20200128180828/https://documentafterlives.newmedialab.cuny.
edu/
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